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ABSTRACT
International large-scale comparative educational assessments have a 50-year history, and
currently, two major international, multidisciplinary, longitudinal, large-scale assessments are
implemented: the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and the
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). PISA, the study of interest in this thesis,
focuses on students’ ability to apply their knowledge and it makes greater use of testlets, i.e. a group
of items with a common stimulus, than does TIMSS. PISA uses a generalised form of the Rasch
model for scaling cognitive data, and this measurement model makes various underlying
assumptions. One of these is “local item independence” (LII), meaning that after controlling for
students’ ability, items in the assessment should be independent of each other. In practice,
independence should be revealed by low residual correlations between items after modelling student
ability. All measures are subject to error, and a challenge for educational testing is to minimise that
error. Violating the assumption of item independence may increase measurement error, and in this
thesis, violations of item independence in PISA are examined.
Three main research aims are investigated in this thesis. The first aim is to describe the testlets
used in PISA by providing an overview of items and testlets used across multiple PISA waves. The
second research aim is to examine data from PISA’s international calibration samples for the
existence of local item dependence (LID) by utilising a non-IRT based LID index namely “Residual
Correlation from Factor Analysis”. Meta-analysis is used to combine estimates of LID prevalence
across multiple PISA waves, and multilevel logistic regression is used to investigate which item
characteristics predict the presence of item dependency. An in-depth investigation of the LID
drivers for released items is offered. The cross-wave consistency in LID presence is reported. The
third aim is to examine LID within the national calibration level data aiming to identify countries
with a higher level of local item dependency. The cross-national consistency of LID existence is
investigated along with consideration of the possibility of differential testlet functioning. Greater
incidence of LID in some national samples may reveal country-specific causes of LID and they
could arise from differences in curriculum and pedagogies or in the administration of the tests.
Results reveal that the reading assessment in PISA makes greater use of multi-item testlets than
occurs in the mathematics or science assessments. Single-item testlets are more common in the
mathematics assessments than in reading or science. In the investigation of LID, both positive and
negative residual correlations were found. Positive residual correlations are expected for items that,
for example, share a common prompt, but negative residual correlations are also found and possible
6

causes for both are suggested. Analyses of international calibration data reveal that positive item
dependence is as prevalent in mathematics as it is in reading, with science showing less item
dependence. Although within-testlet positive LID is present, pairs of items from different testlets
also show positive LID and utilising publicly released items allow this between-testlet dependency
to be examined and explained. Some testlets exhibit positive LID among the majority of their items,
yet other testlets do not indicate within-testlet LID despite having a shared stimulus. Item
dependency is shown to be consistently present for some testlets across all PISA waves in which
they were used for the purpose of cross-wave linking. Negative dependence is more prevalent than
positive LID. Plausible drivers of positive LID are offered for item pairs which come from released
items. While it is often assumed that the use of a common item prompt is responsible for LID,
multilevel logistic models point to other drivers of positive LID. For example in mathematics, the
difference in items’ difficulty or item pair mathematical strand are associated with positive LID.
The specific skill of being able to offer a scientific judgement drives some of the dependency
apparent in science literacy. While the study offered some signs that selective time and effort
allocation could drive a negative LID as suggested by Yen (1993), negative dependency was more
likely a mathematical artefact of positive within-testlet LID as proposed by Habing and Roussos
(2003). Differences in the prevalence of LID among the 24 investigated OECD countries indicate
that Greece more frequently showed high levels of positive within-testlet dependency while
between-testlet positive LID was greater for high performing countries such as Finland, Japan and
Korea. LID investigations when international and national calibration datasets are used reveals a
consistency in dependency between countries for some testlets but also suggests the possibility of
differential testlet functioning for others.
Findings from this research are applicable to all educational assessments that use testlets as a
part of their cognitive skills testing and for PISA test development teams in particular. Closer
consideration should be given to possible within-testlet as well as a between-testlet dependency at
the stage of preparing and field testing cognitive items. The need for more research on the effects of
LID on cross-wave linking is warranted. Practical implications and suggestions for future research
are given.
In conclusion, this research provided evidence that local item independence is violated in PISA
and a range of plausible causes are identified. The research has extended the limited literature about
LID in PISA to provide a broader perspective utilising data from three cognitive domains and five
waves of PISA. The generalisability of findings were strengthened by showing cross-wave and
cross national consistency in LID presence.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The research for this thesis is an investigation of the presence and plausible causes of
local item dependence (LID) in the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)
study. Problems with the quality of the measurement of mathematical, scientific and reading
achievement might arise when the assumption - that each item is independent of other items
after controlling for underlying latent cognitive ability - is violated. This is the assumption of
Local Item Independence (LII). Where this assumption is violated, Local Item Dependency
(LID) is observed. Constructing efficient tests gives preference towards the use of testlets of
items based on a common prompt. This chapter sets up the context of the study; describes the
purpose and significance of the research; outlines the research aims and corresponding
objectives; and elaborates how this study adds to the body of the research about LID presence
in PISA.

1.1

Context of the study

1.1.1

Large-scale educational assessments and their impact on educational
systems

For over 50 years, the majority of developed countries have been participating in
international large-scale comparative assessments (Johnson, 1999; Kamens & McNeely,
2010; Kellaghan & Greaney, 2001). Furthermore, the number of developing countries taking
part in worldwide testing programmes has also been increasing (Bloem, 2015; Milford, Ross,
& Anderson, 2010; Wagner, 2010). The drive towards assessing skills and learning outcomes
has been to some extent orchestrated by various international organisations such as the World
Bank and the OECD (Akkari & Lauwerier, 2015; McGaw, 2008). Numerous international
large-scale assessments have been conducted. Grisay and Griffin (2006) reported more than
20 major cross-national assessments and provided comprehensive information about them.
However, there are two major multidisciplinary, longitudinal, international large-scale
assessments currently implemented: the Trends in International Mathematics and Science
Study (TIMSS) and the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). Succinct
overviews of TIMSS and PISA have been prepared by Robitaille and Beaton (2002) and
Turner and Adams (2007), respectively, with a cross comparison overview offered by Kell
and Kell (2014a). An increasing number of countries have been taking part in both studies in
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the subsequent data collections for both longitudinal testing cycles. For example, in the PISA
2012 survey, data were collected from just over half a million students, representing about 28
million 15 year-olds in the schools of the 65 participating countries and economies (OECD,
2014b). This figure is close to twice as many participants and countries as compared with the
initial group assessed in the year 2000 (Adams & Wu, 2002).
The impact of large-scale comparative assessments has been widely recognised to include
their influence on educational research, policy making, and on teaching and curriculum (Best
et al., 2013; Care, Griffin, Zhang, & Hutchinson, 2014; Elley, 2005; Gilmore, 2005;
Hopfenbeck et al., 2017; Naumann, 2005; Pons, 2017; von Davier, 2013; Wagemaker, 2004;
Wiseman, 2010). In particular, the effect of the PISA study has been investigated in a crossnational comparison framework (Baird et al., 2011; Breakspear, 2012; Martens & Niemann,
2013; Meyer & Benavot, 2013; Yore, Anderson, & Chiu, 2010). PISA’s influence is also
addressed in various publications targeting the specific national impact that the PISA study
has had (Arzarello, Garuti, & Ricci, 2015; Białecki, Jakubowski, & Wiśniewski, 2017;
Carvalho, Costa, & Gonçalves, 2017; Ferrer, 2017; Gorur & Wu, 2015; Tasaki, 2017;
Volante, 2013; Yang & Lin, 2015). Its impact on educational research has also been
investigated (Anderson, Lin, Treagust, Ross, & Yore, 2007; Domínguez, Vieira, & Vidal,
2012; Prenzel, Kobarg, Schöps, & Rönnebeck, 2013). Finally, each release of PISA results
brings about considerable international (including Australia-wide) media coverage (Fladmoe,
2012; Hopfenbeck & Görgen, 2017; Waldow, Takayama, & Sung, 2014). Consequently,
studies such as PISA and TIMSS can be regarded, to different degrees, as high-stakes
assessments for the bodies that govern educational systems in countries participating in those
international evaluations. Intra-national and international educational performance
comparisons are made based on the large-scale educational assessments summary data and
policy actions are taken based on this data (Lietz & Tobin, 2016; Michel, 2017).
1.1.2

Importance of assumptions underlying mathematical models used in
creating the educational proficiency scales

The need for highly reliable and valid tests has been clearly highlighted over time in
successive editions of the Standards for educational and psychological testing (AERA, APA,
& NCME, 1974, 1985, 1999) and Educational Measurement (Brennan, 2006b; Linn, 1989).
As mentioned above, and elaborated further in the relevant sections of the Literature Review,
various item response theory (IRT) models exist, and some of them are employed in
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international large-scale educational assessments. Despite the considerable theoretical
progress that has been made in measuring students’ knowledge and the availability of
computers that have facilitated implementation of very sophisticated measurement models,
many prominent psychometricians call for careful consideration of the limitations of these
models. Brennan’s (2007) influential text outlines the types of issues that researchers are
concerned with:
Given the inconsistencies across models, it is natural to ask which model
provides the correct or right answer to the questions posed. For the most part,
there is no right answer, and investigators searching for that “Holy Grail” will
be forever disappointed. The models are just that – models, not reality; each of
them has its own set of definitions and assumptions, and the definitions and
assumptions do not mesh perfectly across models. (Brennan, 2006b, p. 7)
Given the complexity of PISA, there is a need to address various threats to the robustness
of its results. The PISA 2012 version of the manual (OECD, 2014b) approaches 500 pages. In
its various chapters, it deals with many IRT related design challenges, including sampling
students, translation of survey materials, implementing procedures for monitoring quality,
deriving weights and undertaking data management and reliability studies. Each PISA
technical manual also includes a chapter dedicated to scaling its cognitive data. All five
waves of PISA investigated in this research used a generalised form of the Rasch model,
called mixed coefficients multinomial logit model (Adams, Wilson, & Wang, 1997; Adams
& Wu, 2007). This IRT model is used in each PISA study in three steps: national calibrations,
international scaling and student score generation. As with any IRT model, it is essential that
the assumptions, sometimes referred by some psychometricians as requirements, are
evaluated and followed (Yen & Fitzpatrick, 2006).
1.1.3

Brief overview of IRT assumptions

There are three main assumptions of unidimensional IRT models, namely monotonicity,
unidimensionality and local item independence (LII) (De Ayala, 2009, p. 20; Nandakumar &
Ackerman, 2004, p. 93). While relevant sections in the Literature Review elaborate on all
three assumptions further, a simplified definition of LII is briefly introduced here. The local
item independence assumption requires that after controlling for the examinee’s inferred
ability on the measure of interest, item responses should be independent (Yen & Fitzpatrick,
2006, p. 122). Although there may be various situations when this assumption is violated, one
of the most commonly mentioned in the literature examples occurs when students respond to
multiple questions that are based on a common stimulus (i.e. reading passage dependence).
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Violation of LII may take place in this case because those questions stemmed from the same
reading passage, and to particular prior knowledge related to the common passage may make
items dependent on each other. The existence of LID undermines the quality of the measures,
and its specific consequences are detailed in section 2.6.

1.2 Overall purpose of the study
So far it has been argued that PISA is a high-stakes policy-relevant study, yet a
considerable number of technical limitations are alluded to by various authors. In light of the
highlighted importance of maintaining sufficient compliance to requirements of the
mathematical measurement models, the overall purpose of this study is to investigate the
adherence of PISA’s cognitive data to the LII assumption. This purpose is of scientific
relevance as the research investigating the LII assumption in PISA is scarce. At the time
when this part-time research project was conceived there appeared not to be a single
scientific reference relating to the assessment of whether local item independence (LII) was
violated in the PISA study. During the last six years, a few publications have appeared that
address this issue (Kreiner, 2011; Lyons-Thomas, Sandilands, & Ercikan, 2014; Monseur,
Baye, Lafontaine, & Quittre, 2011; Oliden & Lizaso, 2014; Trendtel, Ünlü, Kasper, &
Stubben, 2014). However, in all research papers and reports dealing with LII in PISA, it is
tested only for a specific wave, domain and/or country without a more generalised crosswave or cross-country description being being pursued. This research expands the scope of
listed above publications by including data from five PISA studies, three cognitive domains
and twenty-four national datasets. None of the PISA technical manuals (Adams & Wu, 2002;
OECD, 2005b, 2009b, 2012, 2014b) acknowledged that LII was evaluated in either national
or international data calibration stages. Furthermore, the need for attention to be given to
local item dependence (LID) was one of the recommendations put forward by Mazzeo and
von Davier (2008) in an OECD-sponsored audit of the PISA test design.
In this thesis, evidence of violations of LII in PISA is sought, and where it is found, the
patterns of LID prevalence and plausible causes are investigated.

1.3 Research aims and objectives
There are three main aims which underly this research project.
Firstly, an intention is to provide a comprehensive overview of the testlets used in PISA.
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This aim will be addressed by looking at each of three cognitive domains (i.e. mathematics,
reading and science) in regards to its longitudinal patterns of testlets use across five PISA
studies. Particular attention will be given to within-testlet variability of items’ difficulties.
Secondly, the study aims to investigate the existence of LID in data from PISA’s
international calibrations. This aim will be fulfilled by reporting the positive and negative
LID prevalence by utilising a non-IRT based LID index. Differences in the prevalence of LID
across the cognitive domain, PISA wave, and cross wave linking will be investigated.
Plausible reasons for any LID will be investigated by taking advantage of released items and
other information about the cognitive items used in PISA. The consistency of LID presence
in testlets used for cross-wave PISA linking will be looked at.
Thirdly, as a final aim of the research, LID in national datasets will be evaluated. This
aim will be addressed by comparing national test data against the international level results.
The difference in LID presence among the countries will be highlighted aiming also to
identify differential testlet functioning.
Detailed research questions corresponding to the objectives listed above, are introduced
in the methodology chapter (see Section 3.1).

1.4 Significance of the study
The scientific understanding of the prevalence and characteristics of LID in the PISA
study is limited as reviewed in section 2.9. However, an evaluation of the LID assumption
has been given considerable attention in many applied papers from various research fields
such as education (Natesan & Kieftenbeld, 2013), psychology (de Klerk, Nel, Hill, &
Koekemoer, 2013; Lundgren-Nilsson, Jonsdottir, Ahlborg, & Tennant, 2013), medicine
(Anatchkova et al., 2014; Hamilton et al., 2015; Kisala et al., 2015), disability (Kent, Grotle,
Dunn, Albert, & Lauridsen, 2015; Wang, Hart, Deutscher, Yen, & Mioduski, 2013) and
nursing (Kaspar & Hartig, 2016). This thesis seeks to fill a gap in our knowledge about the
psychometric properties of the PISA data related to adherence to the local item independence
assumption.
Should the existence of LID in PISA be confirmed by this research, this may suggest the
need to modify the test development procedures. The results could also contribute to the
discussion on whether testlet-based IRT models should be used in future implementations of
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this large-scale educational assessment.
Each PISA technical manual gives some information about individual items. However,
information about the allocation of items to testlets has to be extracted manually from the
headings of the item names. Arguably no publication looks at the longitudinal patterns of
cognitive questions and testlet utilisation that is covered in this thesis.
Conditional upon the magnitude and pattern of LID detected it is anticipated that this
research may initiate subsequent research investigations into, for example, the impact of LID
on the size of the standard errors in the cross-national comparisons and therefore into the
accuracy of parameter estimates and possibly of countries’ estimated means.

1.5 Organization of the thesis
This thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter one sets up the context and purpose of the thesis. An overview of what is known
and not known about LID in PISA is presented, and the significance of the proposed research
is explained. Three aims and corresponding research objectives are outlined.
Chapter two reviews the relevant literature. It starts with a succinct overview of
educational measurement, and it offers an introduction of the IRT models and their
assumptions leading to a summary of students’ abilities’ scaling as it is implemented in the
PISA study. PISA’s merits are reviewed next. This is followed by a discussion of the
definition of LID through to an overview of possible reasons behind LID presence. This part
of the chapter is followed by sections addressing the consequences of LID presence and
strategies for managing it. The second half of the chapter reviews various methods used for
LID detection. The chapter concludes with a review of reported LID occurrences with a
particular focus on large-scale international assessments in general and PISA in particular.
Chapter three describes the research design and it begins by listing detailed research
questions. As each of the three research aims utilised datasets collated purposively to address
each aim the chapter is separated into corresponding sections. The organisation of each
subchapter starts with the description of data and software used followed by a plan for data
analysis. The sections also discuss assumptions of statistical approaches utilised.
Chapters four, five and six present the results and interpretation of the analyses that are
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undertaken. Once again the organisation of these chapters adheres to the order of general
research aims followed by specific research questions.
Chapter seven discusses the key findings and addresses limitations. This chapter also
elaborates on possible practical consequences for conducting future PISA studies, and
possibilities for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter starts with a brief overview of educational measurement and a historical
synopsis of test theory moving into an introduction to the methodology used in scaling
cognitive data in a PISA study. These two initial sections serve the purpose of outlining the
mathematical models which require an assumption of Local Item Independence (LII). After
an introduction to the PISA study, a section summarising a debate about the merits of PISA is
presented. The definition of local item independence is then offered, followed by a review of
different taxonomies of violations of LII, i.e. local item dependency (LID). Plausible causes
of LID are identified which would be investigated in the PISA study by this research. The
consequences of local item dependence are reviewed with a short section discussing methods
used to manage the presence of local dependence. Methods of detecting LID are reviewed
with a particular focus on the index chosen for this study. Documented occurrences of LID in
large scale educational assessments are reported with a particular focus on publications about
the PISA study. The chapter concludes with a short summary suggesting which gaps in the
knowledge about LID in PISA this research addresses.

2.1 Brief introduction to educational measurement and test theory
There is ongoing debate as to what constitutes an educational assessment (James, 2010),
how educational assessments should be structured (Mislevy, Steinberg, & Almond, 2003) and
what they should be used for (Masters & Forster, 2000). The ever-changing nature of
educational assessments and their co-existence with the available technology has also been
acknowledged in the literature (Bennett, 2010). Educational assessment was identified as
equivalent to the educational measurement in the four editions of flagship NCME and ACE
publications (Brennan, 2006a; Linn, 1989; Thorndike, 1951; Thorndike, Angoff, Lindquist,
& American Council on Education., 1971). However, the latest edition of the ‘International
Encyclopedia of Education’ gives educational assessment a more holistic meaning as stated
by James (2010) “… educational measurement, in the form of tests, is often an element of
educational assessment but the latter generally has a wider scope in terms of purpose, form,
agency and use.” (p. 161). Formative assessment is used mainly to generate feedback to
learners in order to improve their performance (Black & Wiliam, 2009). This form of
assessment does not require measurement. However, assessments that are designed to
generate scores for individuals or higher level units (e.g. classes, schools or countries) do
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require comparable metrics, and for this purpose, measurement is a requirement (Michell,
1997). PISA was conceived as a cross-national comparative study to facilitate policy
development across countries and for this purpose, measurement is required. Numerous
threats are identified to valid and reliable measurement (Wu, 2010), and violations of the
assumption of LII are among them.
Different sources list the diverse types of functions that educational measurements serve.
Linn (2010) asserts that educational measurement has four primary functions. Firstly, that
educational measurement can be used in decisions regarding individual students (e.g.,
placement, high school graduation, or admission to university). Secondly, it functions as a
tool for monitoring of education (e.g., through various sample-based comparative
assessments). Thirdly, educational measurement can provide accountability measures (e.g.,
preferably based on whole population assessments). Lastly, it can serve a formative role for
teachers and students to provide ongoing feedback. Black and Wiliam (2007) concurred with
Linn’s functions in part, accepting three purposes, those being certification, accountability
and learning. A brief overview of the types of educational assessment offered by OECD
(2009c, p. 94) simplifies this further describing two purposes of tests. In this publication, it
states that on the one hand, educational assessments can be employed to measure an
individual student’s performance, in most cases for the purpose of selection or placement.
Consequently, those evaluations are designed to maximise precision related to an individual
examinee’s estimated performance. On the other hand, OECD (2009c) points out that tests
like large-scale international assessments are primarily designed to measure knowledge or
skills of whole populations. In this case, minimising error on an individual level is of less
concern, and effort is put into a reduction of the error while making conclusions about
populations. This focus on the population’s estimates is reflected in the need for a robust
domain sampling that ensures that the test items administered provide a sufficient coverage of
tested constructs (Crocker & Algina, 2008, p. 69). Multiple matrix sampling (MMS) designs
(Beaton, 1987; Rutkowski, Gonzales, von Davier, & Zhou, 2013) are utilised in large-scale
assessments to counterbalance an increased burden on test participants. In these sampling
designs, each participant responds to a subset of items representing only part of the domain
being tested, while ensuring that across the whole sample of examinees, all aspects of the
domain are being assessed. Furthermore, the sample of examinees is reflective of the
population. Thus, the population of interest is sampled, and the domain is fully represented.
In addition, the burden on individual participants is reduced by an efficient test design in
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which sets of items based on a common prompt enable greater coverage of the domain in a
limited period of time. A disadvantage of this efficiency is the violation of the assumption of
LII. While other aspects of measurement have been investigated in many other studies, the
research reported in this thesis focuses on the extent of violations of the LII assumption and
possible causes and effects of this violation.
The history of the first formalised and recorded performance assessments can be dated to
about 200 B.C.E. when Chinese candidates for civil and military service needed to show
sufficient skills, such as reciting passages for memory or marksmanship (Madaus &
O'Dwyer, 1999). In the early 20th century modern test theory emerged with the establishment
of Classical Test Theory (CTT) (Traub, 1997) and initial developments on techniques of item
response modelling (nowadays referred to as the Item Response Theory or IRT) followed
(Bock, 1997). Under CTT, each item is scored right or wrong, and items scores are summed
to yield a total score. The observed total score is taken as an indicator of the student’s true
score, with the recognition that the observed score has an error component, although
individual items do not. Item response theory assumes that some items are harder than others
and that some test takers are more able than others. Under the original IRT models, the
observed set of item scores for all test takers are used iteratively to estimate a difficulty
parameter for each item and an ability parameter for each test taker. Each parameter is an
estimate, and as such it has a margin of error. Crocker and Algina (2008) offer a
comprehensive overview of both theories with brief introductions available in Cappelleri,
Jason Lundy, and Hays (2014) and De Champlain (2010). IRT has gained popularity over the
last few decades and branched out extensively to non-educational research fields, particularly
in health (Hays, Morales, & Reise, 2000; Thomas, 2011). Despite the possible decline in the
use of CTT in favour of IRT, there are still assessment situations in which CTT may be
suitable (Zickar & Broadfoot, 2008). Over the last half of the century, IRT has been
undergoing constant enhancement (Fayers, 2007). Unidimensional dichotomous data are
typically modelled by using one, two or three parameter logistic models (Yen & Fitzpatrick,
2006). IRT models that can be utilised with unidimensional polytomous item data (Penfield,
2014) include the partial credit model (Masters, 1982), rating scale model (Andrich, 1978)
and generalised partial credit model (Muraki, 1992). Several types of multidimensional
models have been developed along with the more recent IRT techniques such as testlet,
group-level or non-parametric models (Yen & Fitzpatrick, 2006). Comprehensive overviews
of well established and emerging IRT models are offered by Reise and Revicki (2015) and
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Linden (2016).

2.2 Brief overview of methodology used in scaling of PISA cognitive
data
Although IRT models have been used frequently and successfully in many assessments
and research projects, large-scale assessments require a more complex approach (Lietz,
Cresswell, Rust, & Adams, 2017). The intention of these large-scale assessments is to collect
comprehensive data about student achievement in different cognitive domains, such as
mathematics, science, reading, problem-solving, and in sub-domains such as geometry and
arithmetic. Consequently, to achieve the desired broad coverage of the domains assessed, and
to limit the demand on students’ time, the balanced incomplete block (BIB) design was
implemented (Frey, Hartig, & Rupp, 2009; Gonzalez & Rutkowski, 2010; Mislevy, Beaton,
Kaplan, & Sheehan, 1992; van der Linden, Veldkamp, & Carlson, 2004). Under this
approach, instead of each participant responding to all possible items in the test, subsets of
items are selected representing the main- and sub-domains of the test, and each student
undertakes only a sub-set of all possible items.
PISA’s cognitive data are scaled by applying a generalised form of Rasch model, i.e.
mixed-coefficients multinomial logit model (MCML) (Adams et al., 1997; Adams & Wu,
2007). This model is used in three steps (OECD, 2009b). Firstly it is applied to national level
data under the assumption that students have been sampled from a multivariate normal
distribution. This step serves the purpose of evaluating the quality of data to identify items
that have unacceptable psychometric characteristics and therefore may be excluded from
remaining analyses. Secondly, this model is used with international calibration data (OECD,
2009b, p. 153) under the same assumption as national data calibrations. Thirdly, in a step of
student scores generation, the MCML model is used again on “a country-by-country basis
with the item parameters anchored at the values that were estimated in the international
calibration” (Adams, Wu, & Carstensen, 2007, p. 276). The step is part of estimating the
marginal posterior distributions in preparation for drawing of plausible values. The MCML
model is likely to be also used in the evaluation of field trial outcomes when new items to be
used in subsequent PISA studies are tested (OECD, 2008, 2009b).
The plausible values method was used for the first time in the USA in the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NEAP) (Beaton, 1987), while its theoretical
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underpinning was given by Rubin (1987). A condensed overview of the PV methodology is
given by Wu and Adams (2002) who regard plausible values as a representation of the range
of abilities that a student might reasonably have. Many articles give a more detailed treatment
of this methodology (Mislevy, 1991; Mislevy, Beaton, et al., 1992; Mislevy, Johnson, &
Muraki, 1992; Monseur & Adams, 2009; von Davier, Gonzalez, & Mislevy, 2009; Wu,
2005). As this methodology is predominantly used in large-scale studies such as TIMSS or
PISA, all technical or data analysis tutorials include brief information about it (Adams & Wu,
2002; Martin, Mullis, & Chrostowski, 2004; OECD, 2005a, 2005b, 2009b, 2012, 2014b).
Usually, five plausible values are randomly drawn from the estimated distribution of
students’ abilities. This approach is in contrast to the estimation of the single point estimate
of a student’s ability under CTT and basic IRT models. However, it is still essential to obtain
students’ abilities from IRT models to impute plausible values.

2.3 Brief review of the literature on the merits of the PISA study
Since PISA’s inception, a growing number of publications have pointed to various
advantages and disadvantages of this large-scale assessment (Hopfenbeck et al., 2017).
Some critiques against PISA are related to largely non-psychometric aspects and include:
(a) challenges related to possible linguistic and cultural biases (Arffman, 2010; Asil &
Brown, 2016; Bonnet, 2002; Feniger & Lefstein, 2014), (b) concerns whether the PISA study
measures what it is intended to measure (Bautier & Rayou, 2007; Le Hebel, Montpied, &
Tiberghien, 2014), (c) uncertainties about the comparability of highly diverse educational
systems (Berliner, 2015; Ercikan et al., 2015; Feniger & Lefstein, 2014; Prais, 2003, 2004),
(d) utilisation of PISA for the sake of cross-national league tables (Kell & Kell, 2014b;
Meyer & Benavot, 2013), and (e) philosophical arguments against the PISA study in line
with general opposition to any standardised educational testing (d’Agnese, 2015; Gorur,
2011; Popkewitz, 2011; Serder & Ideland, 2016).
On the other hand there are also non-technical arguments supporting this initiative,
arguing that PISA: (a) gives quality evidence for educational policy change (Carvalho &
Costa, 2015; Schleicher, 2017), (b) provides data for subsequent educational research
(Anderson et al., 2007; Domínguez et al., 2012; Kanes, Morgan, & Tsatsaroni, 2014; Sireci,
2015), (c) facilitates the comparison of its results with other studies (Brown, Micklewright,
Schnepf, & Waldmann, 2007) and (d) offers frameworks supporting teaching (Ikeda, 2015).
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Extensive debate has been conducted predominantly related to the technical and
psychometric aspects of the study, discussing issues such as (a) choice of scaling model
(Goldstein, 2004; Kreiner & Christensen, 2014; Oliveri & von Davier, 2014; Rutkowski,
Rutkowski, & Zhou, 2016), (Kreiner, 2011) with a rebuttal by Adams (2011) (b) sampling
procedures (Prais, 2003) with a rebuttal by Adams (2003) and rejoinder (Prais, 2004), (c)
quality of cross-wave trends (Cosgrove & Cartwright, 2014; Jerrim, 2013; Wetzel &
Carstensen, 2013) and (d) differential item functioning (Kreiner, 2011) with a rebuttal by
Adams (2011). Many authors take a moderated approach to the technical challenges facing
large scale educational assessments by acknowledging them, yet highlighting the strengths
and complexities of undertaking international comparative educational studies (Schleicher,
2017; Shiel & Eivers, 2009; Wu, 2010). The foregoing discussion shows that PISA has clear
strengths and identified technical challenges. The current research seeks to contribute to this
literature by investigating the extent to which estimates of PISA scores may be compromised
by the presence of LID.

2.4 Definitions and taxonomies of local item independence and their
relations to other IRT assumptions.
According to Bock (1997), the principle of local independence in relation to Item
Response Theory was introduced by Lazarsfeld (1950). As the whole report was initially
requested by the American War Department during World War II, the definition of local
independence presented there was narrowed down to the dichotomously classified responses
of multiple-item attitude questionnaires. Lazarsfeld defined local independence as “…
statistical independence of response from one item to another of persons having the same
value as that of the underlying latent variable” (Bock, 1997, p. 24). However, the problem
relating to the existence of inter-item dependencies and redundant measurement information
was recognised even before IRT was clearly developed. Zenisky, Hambleton, and Sireci
(2003) and Keller, Swaminathan, and Sireci (2003) indicated that a number of classical test
theorists (Anastasi, 1961; Guilford, 1936; Kelley, 1924; Thorndike, 1951) had highlighted
possible problems when items related to a common stimulus or scenario. A short historical
background to LII is also offered by Henning (1989).
Local item independence is defined in two ways; a strong definition and a weak definition
(Yen & Fitzpatrick, 2006, p. 122). According to Lord and Novick (1968, p. 361), for a group
of examinees with the same value for a latent trait, LII is observed when “the conditional
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distributions of the item scores are all independent of each other.” This strong definition can
be mathematically presented as:
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where
P () stands for the probability of an event given the ability in the parentheses,

U i is the response variable for the ith item
McDonald (1979, 1981) proposed the weaker definition for which:
P (U i = ui , U j = u j | θ ) = P (U i = ui | θ ) ⋅ P (U j = u j | θ )

(2)

where

i, j ∈ {1, 2,K , n}
While equation (1) in the strong definition relates to any subset of items, equation (2)
from the weak definition has to be fulfilled only for pairs of items. Consequently, by using
the weaker definition, the number of subsets of items that have to be tested is limited only to
pairs, while in the case of strong definition all combinations (e.g. pairs, triplets, quadruples)
of items have to be tested. Violation of local item independence is termed local item
dependence although some authors prefer to use the term conditional dependence (De Ayala,
2009, p. 20) as being more descriptive.
Local item independence is one of three assumptions of unidimensional item response
theory models. The second assumption is called monotonicity, and it means that there is a
monotonic association between item performance and the probability of an examinee
correctly responding to an item (Nandakumar & Ackerman, 2004). Some authors refer to
monotonicity in a more general perspective as a functional form assumption (De Ayala, 2009,
p. 21) requiring the data to trail the function imposed by the IRT model used, which
frequently involves logistic or normal ogive functions. The third assumption is related to the
number of dimensions under investigation, but in this research reduces to the
unidimensionality assumption that
states that the observations on the manifest variables (e.g., the items) are
solely a function of a single continuous latent person variable. (De Ayala,
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2009, p. 20)
However, as acknowledged by Yen and Fitzpatrick (2006, p. 122) dimensionality has
been defined in different ways, and one of the dimensionality definitions proposed by
McDonald (1981, 1982) links it explicitly to local item dependency. This causes some
publications to regard LII and unidimensionality as equivalent which is not the case, as
indicated by De Ayala (2009, p. 20), when items related to a common prompt or involved in
item chaining may produce LID, yet not create a new dimension. The same author also gave
an example of speediness when LID is present due to an additional dimension of students’
rapidity not being modelled.
The two situations presented above are the backbone to, what Chen and Thissen (1997)
proposed and that was supported by Houts and Edwards (2015), namely that the segregation
of LID into “Surface LD” (SLD), i.e. driven by items’ similar content or placement and
“Underlying LD” (ULD) when a number of latent variables to model data are under factored.
Another categorisation of local item dependency was proposed by Marais and Andrich
(2008a, 2008b) who called LID that was attributable to a common item stimulus “Trait
dependence” whilst when a student response to an item is conditional upon a response to a
preceding item, i.e. item chaining, then a “Response dependence” can be found (Andrich,
2016). These two types correspond to what Hoskens and De Boeck (1997) called
“Combination dependence” and “Order dependence”, respectively.
Yen (1993) in her highly cited LID literature paper mentioned another categorisation of
LID, namely positive and negative LID, which reads as follows
Positive LID means that, if a student performs higher (or lower) than
expectation on one item, he or she probably will perform higher (or lower)
than expectation on the other. The expectation is based on overall test
performance. Negative LID means that, if a student performs unusually well
on one item, he or she probably will perform unusually poorly on the other.
(Yen, 1993, p. 188)
As an applied example of negative LID, Yen offered an example of the impact of time
management when selective effort is given by the student to one section of the assessment as
opposed to another section. Bolsinova and Tijmstra (2016) also discussed negative LID in
light of response accuracy and response time interrelationships. The issue of negative LID is
also discussed extensively by Habing and Roussos (2003) who argue that negative LID must
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be present if positive LID is observed between the items in a testlet. An argument related to
Habing and Roussos (2003) approach was also proposed by van Rijn and Rijmen (2015) who
argued negative dependency due to “explaining-away phenomenon”. Both the Yen (1993)
and Habing and Roussos (2003) approaches to negative dependency appear to be somewhat
in contrast with one another, with Yen arguing it to be driven by students’ choice of selective
time allocation and Habing and Roussos describing it as a mathematical artefact of withintestlet positive dependency.
Habing and Roussos (2003) mentioned that in the applied papers they reviewed, negative
LID is very often ignored. Indeed many recent publications also ignore negative dependency
altogether (Chen, Hwang, & Lin, 2013; Chung et al., 2014; Crins et al., 2016; Hissbach,
Klusmann, & Hampe, 2011; Kalpakjian, Tulsky, Kisala, & Bombardier, 2015) or report it,
yet do not attempt to explain its nature (Cole et al., 2005; Jones, Tommet, Ramirez, Jensen, &
Teresi, 2016; Mattsson, Fearghal, Lajunen, Gormley, & Summala, 2015; Rodriguez & Crane,
2011; Williams et al., 2009). Yet, Braeken (2011, p. 62) suggested that negative local
dependencies may be indicative of a general problem with the scale for which items do not
measure something in common. Few publications offer explanations for negative LID that
included guessing (Crane et al., 2012) or other reasons (DeMars, 2013; Kaspar & Hartig,
2016; van der Lans, van de Grift, & van Veen, 2017). Positive and negative LID will be
investigated in this thesis.

2.5 Causes of local item dependence
Frequently, theoretical introductions to the local item dependence are followed by applied
examples of LID pointing to common passage or other stimuli that is shared among a few
items. However, this is only one of the many plausible drivers of LID. Yen (1993, p. 188)
provided a comprehensive summary of possible causes of local item dependence, some of
which may lead to substantial LID while others could yield negligible LID. The causes may
relate to characteristics of items, examinees, and test administration. Listed below are ten
causes for LID suggested by Yen, organised into three groups.
LID related to characteristics of items:
Item or response format
Similar designs of items may add an additional relationship between them. This refers to
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students’ skills in dealing with a particular item layout, and not purely with their performance
on the trait being tested.
Passage dependence
Probably the most frequently recognised reason for LID occurs when a few items may be
linked to a common reading passage, picture, graph, or other prompt. Students’ special
knowledge, or a lack of it, about a particular passage may unintentionally impact their
responses to a collection of items linked to this passage.
Content, knowledge, and abilities
A collection of items that measure the same range of content (e.g. fractions in
mathematics), or items with the same coverage in the curriculum or everyday life, can also be
found to be dependent on each other.
Item chaining
Items can be organised in a way that a certain response to an item alters the chance of
answering a subsequent item correctly.
Explanation of the previous answer
This cause of LID can be treated as a special case of item chaining for mathematical or
scientific assessments when students are explicitly asked in one question to give an
explanation of the reasoning behind the answer given to a previous question.
LID related to examinees:
Practice
Types of items that students have already been exposed to and have practised before the
test administration may add dependence between them.
Fatigue
Groups of items at the end of the test may be dependent on each other as additional
factors of fatigue, and lowered motivation may appear.
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LID related to test administration:
Speediness
Items at the end of the test, for which students have not had enough time to respond, may
lead to LID. Also, items that attract students’ attention and to which students have allocated
extra time can cause LID.
External assistance or inference
Students’ performances can be unusually high for a group of items where external support
of a teacher or fellow student was given. Similarly, interferences such as classroom
disruptions or faulty materials can lead to a lower performance than would be expected under
normal conditions for a group of items.
Scoring rubrics or raters
Using a common scoring rubric or the same raters for a set of items can lead to LID.

2.6 Negative implications of local item dependence
The presence of LID can have different implications on the various aspects of item
response models. This section offers a brief overview of negative consequences of LID for
IRT models.
Effects of LID on item parameter estimates
Estimates of item discriminations can be falsely inflated when LID is present (Ackerman,
1987; Ferrara, Huynh, & Baghi, 1997; Ferrara, Huynh, & Michaels, 1999; Reese, 1995;
Sireci, Thissen, & Wainer, 1991; Thissen, Steinberg, & Mooney, 1989; Tuerlinckx & De
Boeck, 2001a, 2001b; Wainer & Wang, 2000). This may have a negative impact when items
are selected for a test construction or in computer adaptive testing. This is so because highly
discriminating items are often preferred by test designers (Yen, 1993). Estimates of item
difficulties may become more homogenous (Ackerman, 1987), or as some research
suggested, underestimated, when the occurrence of LID is not taken into account (Jiao,
Wang, & Kamata, 2005; Reese, 1995). The conclusions, mentioned above, were confirmed
by Chen and Wang (2007) for positive LID, with the opposite effect of underestimation of
the discrimination and overestimation for the difficulty parameters for negative dependency.
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Ravand (2015) showed that the precision of item difficulties could be overestimated when
LID is present. Estimates of item guessing parameters tend to be underestimated (Reese,
1995; Wainer & Wang, 2000).
Effects of LID on person ability estimates
Ackerman (1987) found that ability estimates were influenced as the degree of
dependency increased. However, he recognised limitations of his results as local item
dependence was simulated only for easier items. Spray and Ackerman (1987) found that a
person’s abilities were underestimated in the presence of LID. Reese (1995, 1999) further
elaborated on this issue and discovered, with substantial levels of LID in the data, ability
estimates can be overestimated in the low range and underestimated for the higher range of
abilities. This was also confirmed in a study by Smith (2005), Marais and Andrich (2008a)
and Ravand (2015). However, while Smith (2005) argued that person estimates are robust
against the LID, research by Marais and Andrich (2008a) reached the opposite conclusion. A
paper by Eckes (2014) showed that when ignoring testlet based dependency, the precision of
person ability estimates is overestimated. This result was also confirmed by Ravand (2015).
Effects of LID on reliability, test information and standard error of measurement
LID can lead to the overestimated reliability and test information (Eckes, 2014; Keller et
al., 2003; Reese, 1995; Sireci et al., 1991; Teker & Dogan, 2015; Thissen et al., 1989;
Thompson & Pommerich, 1996; Wainer & Thissen, 1996; Wainer & Wang, 2000). The
standard error of measurement (SEM) of trait estimates is the reciprocal of the square root of
the test information. Therefore, when test information is overestimated, SEM is
underestimated. As SEM and test information are used to construct confidence intervals for
scores and to assess the number of items to achieve required accuracy (Yen, 1993), its
misspecification can lead to negative consequences for validity and reliability of the students’
scores. Also underestimated SEM may lead to negative consequences for computerised
adaptive testing, resulting in a premature termination of the testing procedure (Reese, 1995).
Effects of LID on equating
The occurrence of LID may have an impact on equating procedures. This issue was initially
indicated by Reese (1995). A paper by Monseur and Berezner (2007) showed with reading
data from PISA 2000 and 2003 that the linking error could be underestimated due to local
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item dependency arising from the use of testlets. A study by Cao, Lu, and Tao (2014) showed
that a two-parameter logistic model was quite robust to LID for some equating methods
investigated by them. On the contrary, other studies using three-parameter logistic models
(Chen, 2014; Lee, Kolen, Frisbie, & Ankenmann, 2001; Zhang, 2007) suggested that LID has
a negative impact on equating. Because of the confounding effect of LID on equating,
Hastedt and Desa (2015) explicitly excluded data from PISA study from their simulation
study, investigating the relationship between a number of items used and linkage error.
Other negative effects of LID
While the majority of publications listed in this section focus on unidimensional models,
a simulation study by Brandt (2012) looked at the effect of LID on multidimensional IRT
models. His conclusions suggested that covariance estimates in multidimensional calibrations
could be biased by testlets instigating local dependence.
Consequences of local dependence in relation to computer adaptive testing (CAT) was
evaluated by Pommerich and Segall (2008) and Walter and Rose (2013). Pommerich and
Segall (2008) found that LID has a limited effect on the precision of examinee CAT scores,
but they questioned their approach to simulating LID. Walter and Rose (2013) looked at LID
driven by the item ordering and concluded that this type of dependency has little effect on
item calibrations and person ability estimations. Frey and Seitz (2011) evaluated the
usefulness of multidimensional adaptive testing (MAT) with PISA data, pointing to the
various advantages of MAT, compared to a non-adaptive approach. While no dependency
was investigated, the same authors (Frey & Seitz, 2009) identified item dependence as
potentially problematic for MAT.
Teker and Dogan (2015) investigated local item dependence in relation to differential
item functioning (DIF). They concluded that LID could inflate the number of items
exhibiting DIF as well as overestimate its levels.

2.7 Strategies for managing local item dependence
Yen (1993) highlighted six procedures for either reducing LID or analysing data taking
LID into account, in order to reduce possible adverse consequences for the validity of
obtained measurements. Those procedures can be executed at different stages of test
construction and data analysis. Firstly, before a test is administered to students, extra care can
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be taken to construct independent items. Secondly, the test should be administered under
appropriate conditions so as to minimise possible sources of LID, for example, speediness,
fatigue or inappropriate interference or assistance. Thirdly, scoring for items that are locally
dependent on each other can be combined. However, there are limitations attached to this
particular strategy as “… it may be difficult to determine a priori which responses are locally
dependent [and] … it can take additional rater time and decrease the quality of the ratings if a
scoring rubric becomes too complicated.” (Yen, 1993, p. 210). Fourthly, items can be
reviewed for LID after a test has been conducted. With the added assistance of LID indices,
the process of reviewing would be far more efficient for subsequent applications of the test.
Fifthly, LID can be dealt with by constructing separate scales, one with items that would be
expected to be highly dependent on each other, and the second scale with the remaining
items. However, Yen (1993) indicated that this procedure does not eliminate the need for an
accounting of LID in those separate scales. Finally, using a testlet strategy was suggested by
Yen (1993) and by Wainer and Kiely (1987). In this procedure, dependent items are, at the
stage of calibration of the scale, combined into one partial credit item. Using this strategy
may facilitate using tests with an authentic design that purposely incorporates dependent
items. However, this strategy also leads to loss of information, as fewer items are used for
calibration of the scale (Keller et al., 2003).
There is a large number of different IRT models proposed to accommodate LID such as:
Bayesian based models (Almond, Mulder, Hemat, & Yan, 2009; Bradlow, Wainer, & Wang,
1999), Hierarchical generalized linear model (Jiao, Kamata, Wang, & Jin, 2012; Jiao et al.,
2005), Boundary mixture model (Braeken, 2011), Rasch subdimension model (Brandt, 2008,
2010) or a variety of other testlets based models (Chen, 2012; Huang & Wang, 2013; Ip,
2010; Paek, Yon, Wilson, & Kang, 2009; Wainer & Wang, 2000; Wilson & Adams, 1995),
also reviewed in Wainer, Bradlow, and Wang (2007).

2.8 Detecting the local item dependence
2.8.1

Classification of LID detection methods

This section offers a classification of the LID detection methods, leading to a more
detailed overview of a few selected indices starting with the index used in this study. Many
methods have been suggested for detecting local item dependence. These methods generate
indices that can be classified in various ways. One way could be according to the type of
definition of the local item independence that is of interest. Two definitions of LII are
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recognised in the literature (see point 2.4), the strong and the more commonly used weak
definition. In most practical applications, the strong definition has not been used. The vast
majority of methods of LID detection take as a basis the weak definition, either in its standard
version that focuses on pairs of items, or less stringent requirement that the conditional
covariance between items is zero. The latter of those two is frequently used in the context of
nonparametric IRT. That leads to a second way by which methods of LID detection can be
classified, according to the type of Item Response Modelling used. A third way of
categorising methods of LID detection emphasises whether or not LID stems from additional
dimensions to those that are required by the particular IRT model being implemented.
Finally, another categorisation depends on the items that can be investigated with the
particular LID indices, as some can be applied only to dichotomous items, others to
polytomous items, or to both.
A comprehensive taxonomy of pairwise item indices was given in Kim, deAyala and
Ferdous (2011) who reported work undertaken by Kim (2007) in his PhD that reported 16
LID indexes, as reproduced in Table 2.1.1. He separated them into a three-dimensional
classification that took into account three characteristics of those indexes, namely:
(1) whether they require item or person or both parameter estimates in
calculation (IRT-based vs. non-IRT-based), (2) whether they are significance
tests or measures of association (significance test vs. measure of association),
and (3) whether they can detect the direction of item dependence (e.g.,
positive LID and negative LID) (directional vs. non-directional) (Kim, 2007,
p. 14)
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Table 2.1.1. Table adapted from (Kim, 2007, p.14) providing three-way classification of pairwise LID indices
Residual Correlation in Factor Analysis

Non‐IRT‐based

Directional index

Measure of Association

Modification Index in Structural Equation Modeling

Non‐IRT‐based

Non‐directional index

Significance Test

Mantel‐Haenszel Estimator for Common Odds Ratio
Measure of Association

Mutual Information Difference

𝑄𝑄3

Cochran‐Mantel‐Haenszel Test

IRT‐based

Directional index

Standardized Log‐Odds Ratio Difference (SLORD)
Significance Test

Standardized Phi (φ) Coefficient Difference (SPCD).
Fisher’s r‐to‐z Transformed 𝑄𝑄3

Wald Test from logistic regression
Absolute Mutual Information Difference

Measure of Association

Glas’s Modification Index
Likelihood Ratio 𝐺𝐺 2

Likelihood Ratio Test from logistic regression

IRT‐based

Non‐directional index

Significance Test

Pearson’s 𝑋𝑋 2

Power‐Divergence Statistic
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Kim’s (2007) work seems to be the most comprehensive overview of methods for detecting
LID. However, his research focused mainly on pairwise item indexes. Other methods for
quantifying LID are reported. Ferrara and Huynh focused on identifying LID based on raw scores
through the assessment of the magnitude of the inter-item correlations across groups of examinees
with similar raw scores (Ferrara et al., 1997; Ferrara et al., 1999; Huynh & Ferrara, 1994; Huynh,
Michaels, & Ferrara, 1995). Another approach for detecting LID was suggested by Sireci et al.
(1991) and Wainer and Thissen (1996). These authors suggested that in cases where it is possible to
recognise a testlet like the structure of the test with, for example, a number of reading items clearly
associated with particular reading passages, then reliability estimates of such a test can be obtained
in two ways. In the first, the apparent testlet structure could be ignored and the reliability of the test
calculated, with all items assumed to be independent. A second way would take the testlet structure
into account and then again calculate reliability estimates. If LID is present, reliability estimates for
the second method would be lower than the first one. This approach, however, gives a rather rough
indication of LID.
Douglas, Kim, Habing, and Gao (1998) also focused on detecting LID between pairs of items.
However, they used conditional covariance curves that were “… estimated by a simple extension of
kernel smoothed IRF [item response functions] and scaled to account for variation in the item
difficulty” (Douglas et al., 1998, p. 148). The main difference between this method and the majority
of LID indices reported by Kim (2007) comes from the possibility of looking at how the conditional
covariance of two items varies across the range of the students’ ability distribution. This approach
may allow recognising not only the presence of LID but also shed some light on the reasons why
LID occurred. This method aims to test for LID defined under a less stringent definition than that
which requires the conditional covariance between items to be zero.
New approaches for detecting LID have emerged (Adams & Wu, 2009; Debelak & Arendasy,
2012; Kreiner & Christensen, 2013b; Liu & Maydeu-Olivares, 2013; Liu & Thissen, 2012) with
particular focus on the use of multidimensional item response models (Bao, Gotwals, & Mislevy,
2006; Bartolucci, 2007; Wang, Cheng, & Wilson, 2005). Posterior predictive model checking was
proposed in research led by Levy (2011; 2009) with the same author extending earlier work to
propose Generalized Dimensionality Discrepancy Measure (Levy & Svetina, 2011; Levy, Xu, Yel,
& Svetina, 2015) as a new tool for detection of the local item dependency. Methods of testing for
LID in the graphical loglinear Rasch models (Kreiner & Christensen, 2004, 2011) or graded
response models (Liu & Thissen, 2014) also developed. More work has been dedicated to assessing
LID in polytomous and dichotomous scored items (Ip, 2001; Tsai, Chaimongkol, & Hsu, 2006) and
to incorporating additional information about response-time (van der Linden & Glas, 2010) while
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assessing dependence. Finally, additional developments occurred in refining the definition and
detection of the response-dependence (Andrich, Humphry, & Marais, 2012; Marais & Andrich,
2008b) and utilising an estimate of the change in the item difficulty because of its dependence on
another item as a tool for quantifying the magnitude of dependence between two items (Andrich &
Kreiner, 2010).
2.8.2

Detailed overview of three indices for detecting LID

Although there are many techniques for detecting LID, quite often the proposed methods are
used and reported with real data only in the research papers that introduced them. However, some
indices, such as 𝑄𝑄3 statistic, introduced by Yen (1984), or residual correlation in factor analysis,

appear to be the more popular and widely accepted methods for LID detection. Therefore they are
reviewed in more detail below. Also the modification index in CFA models is described in more
detail. All three LID indices were recommended by Kim (2007) and Kim et al. (2011) who found
that:
The power of the Fisher’s r-to-z transformed 𝑄𝑄3 was the highest among the 10 LID
indexes across all the LID conditions. …There was no LID index that performed the
best with respect to all three aspects: Type I error rate, power and false positive rate.
However, 𝑄𝑄3 , MID, residual correlation, AMID and the Modification Index could be
recommended for most of the LID conditions because of their relatively high power
and low false positive rate. Kim (2007, p. 4)
Residual Correlation in Factor Analysis
Analysis of the residual correlation matrix in factor analysis can be used for testing whether LII
is violated. If LID is not present in the data, then only one factor related to an underlying student’s

ability trait should be observed in the data. Therefore, after fitting a single-factor model to the data,
the examination of a residual correlation matrix should show that the values in this matrix are close
to zero. If this is not the case for some pairs of items, this indicates that LID is present. The
justification for the residual correlation (RC) index to be chosen for this study is presented in
section 3.3.3.1 of the methodology chapter, while the delimitation about the size of the cut point is
discussed in section 3.3.3.2. In this section, the RC index definition and its utilisation for LID
detection with a particular focus on challenges related to the interpretation of negative residual
correlation are outlined.
The existence of positive residuals implies that the model under-predicts the covariance between
two variables whereas negative residuals indicate that model predicted covariance is too high
(Bollen, 1989, p. 257). Looking at this definition from a different perspective as stated by MaydeuOlivares:
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A positive residual correlation implies a model expected correlation [smaller] 2 than
the observed correlation, whereas a negative residual correlation implies an observed
correlation [smaller] that the model expected correlation.” (Maydeu-Olivares, 2015,
p. 118)
Using residual correlations from factor analyses as a LID assessment approach has been utilised
in a number of applied papers with an educational background (Hissbach et al., 2011; van der Lans
et al., 2017). Notably this approach is more popular in research related to health sciences, and it was
used while researching item banks (Amtmann et al., 2010; Haley et al., 2009; Kim, Chung,
Amtmann, Revicki, & Cook, 2013; Reeve et al., 2007), implementing computer adaptive testing
(Flens et al., 2017; Resnik, Tian, Ni, & Jette, 2012; Smits, Zitman, Cuijpers, den HollanderGijsman, & Carlier, 2012) and investigating the quality of various measures (Anatchkova et al.,
2014; Cook et al., 2007; Crane et al., 2012; DeMars, 2013; Jones et al., 2016; Watt et al., 2014).
While local dependence due to a common stimulus is likely to be represented by high positive
RCs for pairs of items from the within same testlets, other sources of LID may be indicated by high
values of RCs from pairs of items across different testlets. Approaches to the interpretation of
negative residual correlations in a factor analysis setting used in scientific articles vary. Some
authors ignore negative RCs altogether. Hissbach et al. (2011) only reported absolute values of
residual correlations. DeMars (2013, p. 187) also ignored negative residual correlations, and stated
that their presence was “… likely as an artefact due to the small number of items on each scale and
the inclusion of the items score in both the observed and predicted score.” Cole et al. (2005)
acknowledged the existence of a large negative residual correlation but labelled their interpretation
as “elusive” and did not pursue the issue. Similarly, Rodriguez and Crane (2011), Mattsson et al.
(2015), and Jones et al. (2016) found a negative residual correlation between item pairs while
investigating the factorial structure of their measures but offered no practical explanation as to the
nature of this negative RC.
Three other applied papers mentioned negative residual correlations in relation to factor
analyses and offered some practical explanations for their presence. In the first paper, Crane et al.
(2012) found that two items from a word recognition task within the Alzheimer's Disease
Assessment Scale, that aimed to measure memory, showed negative residual correlation. These two
items were part of the same assessment task with one aimed at quantifying true positive responses
and the other one true negatives. The authors proposed that this negative RC reflected the guessing
strategies that their elderly participants applied to this task. Salonen et al. (2017) in their paper
investigating dimensionality of the tool for evaluating gambling, suggested that bias in reporting
2

The original text states “larger” which is incorrrect. Personal communication with the author confirmed the mistake.
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could be responsible for negative residual correlation between a question about hiding the evidence
of gambling and admitting to having a betting problem, with participants who cover up the
addiction less likely to concede it. In the third paper related to the educational domain and
discussing the development of an instrument for teacher feedback, van der Lans et al. (2017) found
two items showing negative RC. While they offered a plausible explanation for it, they
acknowledged that its presence required additional investigations. The limited literature located and
reported above points to challenges in acknowledging and explaining negative residual correlations.
Modification Index in Structural Equation Modelling
The modification index (Sörbom, 1989), equivalent to the Lagrange multiplier test, is
commonly used for model modification in structural equation modelling (Kaplan, 1995). Steinberg
and Thissen (1996, p. 92) mentioned that one of the reviewers of their article quoted “… After
fitting a one-factor model to data, the modification indices … for the error covariance matrix could
be examined, with large values taken as indicating LID”. Kim (2007) used this idea and
incorporated this index into his study, finding it to be a valuable means for testing for the presence
of LID. This index was used as a LID indicator in an applied paper by Hill et al. (2007) or another
LID indices evaluation by Houts and Edwards (2015). While the structural equation modelling
(SEM) literature sometimes reports that MIs of value 3.84 is indicative of a non-negligible
improvement in the fit of the model (Brown, 2015; Teo, 2013), this cut point is not universally
accepted. For example, the Mplus software uses the value of 10 as the default for MIs which are
reported in the outputs. Finally, literature also points to the importance of allowing for the
correlated residuals which are theoretically design driven regardless of suggestions offered by MIs
(Westfall, Henning, & Howell, 2012). This index is discussed here as it was used in this research
(see section 5.4.1).
Yen’s 𝑸𝑸𝟑𝟑

While this index is not utilised in this study, it is discussed here as it is a widely used pairwise

LID index belonging to the IRT class of indices as per classification proposed by Kim et al. (2011).
This index is also used in one other publication (Monseur et al., 2011) purposely dedicated to LID
investigation in PISA that is reviewed in detail later in this chapter. Finally, a recent publication by
Christensen, Makransky, and Horton (2017) provided important results about this index that were
factored while addressing research aim number three.
The 𝑄𝑄3 statistic, introduced by Yen (1984), for dichotomous item response models has been the

most popular index for the detection of Local Item Dependence. When it was introduced, another
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available statistic called 𝑄𝑄2 (van der Wollenberg, 1982) was found to have various shortcomings.

Consequently, Yen (1984, p. 127) proposed 𝑄𝑄3 as an alternative for measuring local dependence. In

the thirty years since its introduction, this index has been used in many research studies not

exclusively related to education (Ackerman, 1987; Balazs & De Boeck, 2006; Buysse et al., 2010;
Chen & Thissen, 1997; Huynh et al., 1995; Ip, 2001; Keller et al., 2003; Kim, 2007; Lee, 2004;
Pommerich & Segall, 2008; Skaggs, 2007; Yen, 1993; Zenisky, Hambleton, & Sireci, 2002;
Zenisky et al., 2003).
The 𝑄𝑄3 statistic is defined as the correlation between the residual scores for two items i, j ,

computed across all examinees. Therefore,

Q3 = rdi d j where d=
uik − Pˆi (θˆk ) is the residual score for kth examinee calculated as the
ik
difference the between the observed score for i item and kth examinee, and corresponding
probabilities of a correct response based upon the estimated item and ability parameters from the
applied latent trait model.
Although the 𝑄𝑄3 statistic has been used frequently, most researchers reported its descriptive

properties by reporting the distribution of 𝑄𝑄3 (Chen & Thissen, 1997; Yen, 1993) or by checking

the mean values for item pairs for either whole tests (Ackerman, 1987; Balazs & De Boeck, 2006;
Keller et al., 2003), or subgroups of items that were of interest for those researchers (Huynh et al.,
1995; Lee, 2004; Skaggs, 2007; Zenisky et al., 2003). At the same time, some concerns related to
this statistic were raised by Chen and Thissen (1997) or by Houts and Edwards (2015), as well as
suggestions for more detailed studies that could evaluate the performance of 𝑄𝑄3 (Kim, 2007).

Despite those concerns about the 𝑄𝑄3 statistic, many researchers have used it in their work and

adopted a practical cut point of .2 for identifying the existence of LID. An important advancement
in this regard was proposed by Christensen et al. (2017) who argued for the 𝑄𝑄3 cut points values

needing to be related to the number of items involved in the test as well as the sample size. Another
more recent development in regard to this index was proposed by Finch and Jeffers (2016) who

proposed a 𝑄𝑄3 -based permutation test for LID. The 𝑄𝑄3 index is discussed in here as these recent

developments are likely to further extend the popularity of this approach to LID detection and is
also mentioned in the final chapter regarding suggestions for future research.

2.9 Reported occurrences of local item dependence in educational studies
and PISA in particular
Local item dependence has been investigated on many occasions by researchers who used
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different datasets from either smaller or non-international school data based studies (Allen &
Sudweeks, 2001; Bao et al., 2006; Ferrara et al., 1997; Ferrara et al., 1999; Gustafsson & Rosen,
2006; Ip, 2001) or educational but medically related datasets (Lawson & Brailovsky, 2006; Zenisky
et al., 2002).
Literature discussing local item dependence in PISA studies is scarce, with only ten publications
located that mention LID in conjunction with PISA data. However, only one of them by Monseur et
al. (2011) is purposely dedicated to LID investigations. Five papers (Cai, 2010; Cai, Yang, &
Hansen, 2011; DeMars, 2006; Koğar & Kelecioğlu, 2017; Trendtel et al., 2014) are devoted
predominately to proposing and evaluating various psychometric models (largely IRT) and use
limited parts of the PISA data in applied examples, pointing to the existence of LID. Two research
investigations by Kreiner (2011), and mostly overlapping the 2011 report, a paper by Kreiner and
Christensen (2014) discuss various psychometrical challenges of PISA discussing LID as one of
them. Finally, three papers investigate language invariance (Oliden & Lizaso, 2013), and itemposition effects (Debeer & Janssen, 2013) with item dependence being a part of the discussion.
All the publications listed in the previous paragraph use only selected subsets of PISA data, with
Cai et al. (2011) working with only six mathematics testlets from PISA 2000 and students data
limited to the single booklet from five nations participating in the study. A paper by Cai (2010)
selected only 15 mathematics and 32 reading cognitive items using a random sample of PISA 2000
single booklet users. This data choice was matched closely by DeMars (2006). The single booklet
was also used by Koğar and Kelecioğlu (2017) who took advantage of mathematics data from PISA
2012. Reading data from PISA 2009 was employed in investigations by Trendtel et al. (2014) and
by Oliden and Lizaso (2013) who used national level data from Germany and Spain, respectively.
Both publications by Kreiner (2011) and Kreiner and Christensen (2014) utilised booklet 6 with
reading items from PISA 2006. The report by Monseur et al. (2011), explicitly dedicated to LID in
PISA, focused on the mathematics dataset from PISA 2003 and a reading dataset from PISA 2000.
A paper by Debeer and Janssen (2013) also utilised PISA 2006 data from all three cognitive
domains but is limited to Turkey’s dataset.
Nine out of the ten publications focused predominantly on LID related to the existence of
testlets, with an only paper by Debeer and Janssen (2013) looking at the contribution of the location
of the items within the assessment, i.e. item-position effects towards item dependency. Among
these nine papers, five publications (Cai, 2010; Cai et al., 2011; DeMars, 2006; Koğar &
Kelecioğlu, 2017; Trendtel et al., 2014) gave overall evidence for LID due to testlets by showing
that psychometric models factoring testlets fit better. The publication by Trendtel et al. (2014)
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looked in detail at only one testlet with the remaining publications (Kreiner, 2011; Kreiner &
Christensen, 2014; Monseur et al., 2011) offering more details about the testlets investigated in their
reports. Detailed results from these publications involving specific testlets are incorporated in the
summary sections of the results (see Section 5.4.1.2 and 5.4.1).

2.10 Summary
In summary, this literature review aims to provide a concise overview of educational
measurement leading towards an introduction into the methodology used in scaling the PISA
cognitive data. A perspective debating the strengths and weaknesses of the PISA study is also
offered. The definition of local item independence and different classifications of the violation of
this IRT assumption are discussed. Different drivers that may induce LID are discussed as some of
them will be hypothesised to explain the results observed in this research. To highlight the
importance of the LII assumption, the negative implications of item dependency are reviewed,
followed by a short discussion about the ways in which LID could be managed. A brief review of
methods of detecting LID is offered to focus on the approach used in this project. The chapter
concludes with the review of the limited literature which reports the presence of local item
dependence in PISA.
An extensive literature search failed to find a publication that gives an overview of testlets used
in PISA from the perspective of cross-wave usage, for the purpose of the equating of PISA studies.
This gap in the literature is proposed to be addressed by the first research aim of this study.
The reviewed literature reporting LID in PISA is scarce and limited to small subsets of the PISA
data without examining cross-wave consistency or the comparing of LID prevalence across
cognitive domains or types of item dependency. This is of interest in the second research aim. This
research aim also incorporates investigations into different plausible LID drivers aiming to extend
the published research which mostly targets LID due to testlets.
None of the located publications mentioning LID in PISA investigates whether the existence of
LID is more or less prevalent in some countries participating in the PISA assessments, nor do they
consider differential testlet functioning. These literature shortcomings will be addressed as part of
research aim number three investigations.
The next chapter proposes detailed research questions for each of the general research aims
proposed in the introduction to this thesis. It also discusses analytical plans for addressing these
research questions along with discussing approaches to the data collections and delimitations.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

The current study investigates the prevalence and likely causes of item dependency in the PISA
study, a large-scale international and longitudinal assessment program. Because of this focus, it is
necessary to use secondary data as it would not be feasible within a PhD research project to design
and develop large-scale assessments, nor would it have the authenticity of the original source data
for the specified research objective. The main purpose of the PISA study is to provide comparative
data on the performance of national, and in some countries, subnational, education systems. The use
of PISA data for the current purpose renders this a secondary analysis. According to Vartanian
(2011), secondary datasets have several advantages, e.g. the cost and time involved in designing,
developing and administering instruments, the ability to follow units (in this case countries) over
time. In this research, the aim is to consider sets of test items that are used longitudinally, to build
upon the high quality of the data given the investment of resources and international expertise in the
development of the instruments, the sampling design, quality assurance processes over sampling,
item development and testing, and survey administration. While these advantages are substantial,
secondary data analysis has some disadvantages; the most substantial for the current study are the
lack of information about some items and the inability of the researcher to conduct follow-up
interviews with participants in order to understand why, for example, they may have skipped items.
Some items are released and are therefore available for inspection, but other items are kept secure
by the survey managers as those items are scheduled to be re-used in future assessments. For nonreleased items, limited information is available, so inferences about possible causes of item
dependency are constrained. A further consequence of the use of secondary data is that decisions
about the research design are restricted. The research must, therefore, operate under the ontological
and epistemological positions that guided the development of the PISA study. The current research,
therefore, takes a pragmatic stance to the research problem (Punch, 2014).
As a consequence of this position, the research design is an empirical, but not an experimental,
one. In addition, the research is exploratory in that it seeks to reveal the extent of local item
dependency and to identify possible causes of it. While it has been customary to ascribe LID to the
use of common item stems (Wainer et al., 2007), the current research takes a more open stance and
does not propose hypotheses to explain LID but seeks to exploit all available information about test
items and to build explanations for the observed LID from that information.

3.1 List of detailed research questions
Although the general aims and research objectives were introduced in the introductory chapter,
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this section expands them to offer more detailed research questions corresponding to each objective.
Research questions for research aim 1 - Description of PISA’s testlets
The first research aim is to describe the testlets used in the five PISA waves and three cognitive
domains tested in the study. Below, two detailed research questions are addressed in Chapter 4.
RQ_1A - What are the longitudinal patterns of testlet usage across five waves of PISA (from
2000 to 2012)?
RQ_1B - How do testlets vary in regard to the within-testlet variability of item difficulty
estimates?
Research questions for research aim 2 – LID in data from PISA’s international calibrations
The second research aim is to investigate the existence of LID in data from PISA’s international
calibration datasets and to offer explanations for LID. Four detailed research questions
corresponding to research objectives flagged in Chapter 1 are proposed and answered in Chapter 5.
RQ_2A - What is the prevalence of positive and negative LID in the international calibration
data?
RQ_2B – To what extent does the prevalence of LID vary by cognitive domain, PISA wave or
within-testlet or between-testlet location of pairs of items?
RQ_2C - What evidence is available to support possible explanations for any observed LID,
whether it be positive or negative?
RQ_2D - Which testlets show cross-wave consistency in the presence of local item
dependency?
Research questions for research aim 3 - LID in data from PISA’s national calibrations
The final research aim intends to investigate the existence of LID in data from PISA’s national
calibrations from 24 OECD countries. The four detailed research questions matching research
objectives flagged in introductory chapter are listed below. They will be addressed in Chapter 6.
RQ_3A – To what extent does the prevalence of LID vary between countries?
RQ_3B - If countries show increased levels of local item dependence, what factors might
explain this?
RQ_3C - Is the presence of LID in national calibration level data consistent when compared to
international calibrations?
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RQ_3D - Which testlets suggest a presence of differential testlet functioning between countries
on the basis of LID presence?

3.2 Methodology for research aim 1 - Description of PISA’s testlets
3.2.1

Plan for the data analysis and software

In order to address research questions for this research aim, a number of items within each
testlet are pictorially represented with the help of high-low-close charts which feature maximumminimum-average values of the percentage of correct item responses. The graphs were panelled by
PISA wave to facilitate across time overview. IBM SPSS Statistics software (IBM Corp., 2015) was
predominantly used for analyses addressing this research aim.
3.2.2

Data preparation

As this chapter aims to provide a descriptive overview of the testlets used in the PISA studies
without entering into a debate about the advantages and disadvantages of various mathematical
models that might be used for scaling cognitive data, the percentage of correct responses for each
cognitive item is reported as it is the simplest indicator of aggregated item difficulty.
To undertake analyses, the percentage of correct responses based on international calibration
datasets for each cognitive item and from five PISA waves (2000, 2003, 2006, 2009 and 2012) were
obtained. These data were extracted from tables reporting main study item pool classifications that
are provided in the appendices of technical manuals (Adams & Wu, 2002; OECD, 2005b, 2009b,
2012, 2014b).

3.3 Methodology for research aim 2 - LID in data from PISA’s
international calibrations
3.3.1

Plan for the data analysis and software

The cognitive data from five PISA studies and three domains were used in order to conduct
fifteen Confirmatory Factor Analyses from which the databases with residual correlations were
extracted. Detailed explanations about the data preparation procedures are offered below in Section
3.3.2. The choice of residual correlation from factor analyses as a LID indicator is elaborated in a
discussion of the delimitations of this study (see Section 3.3.3.1). The CFAs were estimated using
weighted least squares using the mean and variance adjusted (WLSMV) estimator which is suitable
for categorical data and for which robustness has been tested (DiStefano & Morgan, 2014) and
recommended (Finney & DiStefano, 2013). The Mplus software (Muthén & Muthén, 2015) was
employed. For the domains which were a primary focus in each assessment occasion (reading in
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2000 and 2009, mathematics in 2003 and 2012 and science in 2006) five analyses were conducted
with Mplus but with the help of high-performance computing (HPC) Tizard machine services
offered by eResearch SA (eResearch South Australia, 2017). This was necessary as the evaluations
of each PISA wave primary focus cognitive domains, on average, utilised over 110 items. Trial runs
showed that each country’s estimation for these domains took about 6-8 hrs with a standard
university computer. While the Mplus licence allowed the use of only one HPC processor at the
time, taking advantage of automation of jobs within the HPC streamlined the estimations
particularly for national level data.
The research aim utilising data from PISA international calibrations had four subsequent
research questions which were addressed by the following methods.
Research question 2A, aiming to estimate the prevalence of positive and negative local item
dependency, was addressed by reporting the percentages of residual correlations exceeding a
threshold proposed in section 3.3.3.1 as indicative of local item dependency. In order to combine
the results across five PISA waves, a meta-analytical approach was undertaken with the help of
Comprehensive Meta-Analysis software (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2014). A
random effects model (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2010) was applied for each
cognitive domain to combine LID prevalence results across five PISA implementations and to
calculate meta-analytical 95% confidence intervals. The same approach was used while looking at
the within-testlet and between-testlet location of item pairs while addressing research question 2B.
Investigations related to explaining the reasons for observed dependency, thus addressing
research question 2C, implement a dual approach. Firstly, a qualitative analysis is undertaken which
takes advantage of PISA items that are released to the public. Positive and negative dependency is
visualised by utilising network graphs available in the R package qgraph (Epskamp, Cramer,
Waldorp, Schmittmann, & Borsboom, 2012) used in a few applied research papers (Kuittinen et al.,
2017; Mattsson et al., 2015). The qualitative conclusions are also supported by the availability of
electronic appendices reproducing the released items to facilitate quick access to these cognitive
questions.
Secondly, quantitative analyses aimed to investigate LID drivers are reported. This is done in
Section 5.4.2 of Chapter 5 through reporting multilevel hierarchical logistic regressions using LID
presence as the outcome variable and item pair characteristics, e.g. difference in item difficulty, as
explanatory variables in the models. The level 1 data used for the analyses represent pairs of
cognitive items for which RCs were obtained from the Mplus based CFAs. As some items were
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used multiple times across the PISA waves, the same pair of items could be featured in the dataset
up to five times. The multilevel models were used to control for the nesting effect of an item pair.
Therefore, the item clusters that formed the Level 2 observations were established from the pairs of
the PISA item identifiers. In total each cognitive domain has separate models predicting positive
LID events as expressed by RCs greater than or equal to 0.1 and negative LID events identified
when RCs are less than or equal to -0.1. In total, six models are reported with the reference category
for all of them being “Trivial RC” which represents RC between -0.1 and 0.1.
The procedure melogit (StataCorp, 2015) from Stata 14.2 (StataCorp, 2017) was used to estimate
the odds ratios with a random intercept model being used (Liu, 2016, p. 380). The interaction terms
were not incorporated into the models because, despite overall large sample sizes, a number of
events of interest were relatively small, raising concerns about assumptions regarding a number of
events per estimated parameter (Peduzzi, Concato, Kemper, Holford, & Feinstein, 1996) and the
“zero cells” problem (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000, p. 135). The limitation of the small number of
item pairs in each nested group was investigated. On the basis of suggestions by Moineddin,
Matheson, and Glazier (2007), it is expected that with a large number of groups present, the
parameter estimates and their SEs should be recovered correctly despite small group sizes. The
analyses were undertaken in a hierarchical way starting with the null model followed by the
inclusion of independent variables that are constant across all cognitive domains, such as PISA
study year, whether the pair of items is located within the same testlet or cluster. In subsequent
models, predictors were added related to the item source, the language in which the item was
developed, and the difference in difficulties of item pairs. Finally, variables representing item
properties unique to the cognitive domain were added. The final models reported in the text were
selected following recommendations by Kuha (2004) who suggested that both AIC and BIC fit
criteria should be considered along with significance tests.
In the case of modelling negative LID, a perfect separation issue resurfaced. For the reading and
science domains, there was not a single event of negative LID when pairs of items were located in
the same testlet. Allison (2008) offered a number of suggestions for single-level logistic regressions
pointing to penalised likelihood estimation methods as the best solution. However, no
recommendation was made in his paper with regards to multilevel analyses. Ensoy, Rakhmawati,
Faes, and Aerts (2015) only mention a two-stage Bayesian-based approach (Abrahantes & Aerts,
2012) as a plausible robust approach for clustered data. As this method has not been widely cited
and evaluated as yet, the decision was made to stay with the default melogit procedure of dealing
with the perfect separation that removes the cases from the level of the variable producing complete
separation. This renders the negative LID models to be estimated on subsets of data excluding item
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pairs from the same testlet. In the mathematics domain, there was a single data point with negative
LID, so the melogit did not implement case removal. However, to retain consistency with the other
two domains this negative LID within-testlet single item pair was removed.
Research question 2D, which looks at cross-wave consistency in the LID presence, is addressed in
section 5.4.1 along with the qualitative investigations of the positive and negative dependency.
IBM SPSS Statistics (IBM Corp., 2015) was used for data management, descriptive statistics and all
other analyses not mentioned above. In order to address any subsequent data analysis queries, the
research and analyses diary has been kept by utilising IBM SPSS syntax and Stata Do-files.
3.3.2

Data preparation

This section elaborates all the steps undertaken to produce the dataset used in addressing
research questions featured in Chapter 5.
3.3.2.1 Preparation of the PISA datasets
Scored cognitive datasets from PISA 2006, 2009 and 2012, which are openly available, were
used 3. In the case of datasets from PISA 2000 and 2003, an additional data preparation step had to
be undertaken, as only students’ unscored cognitive responses were available in the online data
collection (OECD, 2015e). The scoring for these two early PISA waves followed the credit
allocation rules provided in cognitive codebooks available online (OECD, 2015a). Item-level
nonresponse, as well as multiple or invalid responses, were scored as “No credit”. This follows the
approach used by OECD in scoring, for example, PISA 2009 cognitive data. Following the rule
reported in PISA technical manuals, not-reached items were treated as ‘not administered’.
Furthermore, students from schools who catered for students with special needs (i.e. those who
responded to the UH booklet) were excluded from the analyses. A similar approach to the data from
this booklet has been exercised for the majority of the analyses undertaken by the PISA team.
Following the PISA’s approach to national calibrations (Adams & Wu, 2002, p. 101; OECD,
2009b, p. 146) unweighted data was used for both results chapters.
The international calibration cognitive responses dataset was prepared in the following manner.
The first set of 15 datasets, reflecting five waves and three cognitive domains, incorporated

PISA 2000, 2003, 2006 and 2009 data used throughout the research were downloaded on 15th of Jan 2015 while PISA
2012 data were obtained on 12th of Dec 2016. Consequently, any changes made by PISA to the cognitive datasets after
these dates are not applied in this research.
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subsamples of 500 students from only 26 OECD countries 4. Only countries which participated in
international calibration samples for all five waves were incorporated. As an exception to the rule
above, data from Mexico were not used, as this country opted for a different set of easier cognitive
items in the last two waves of PISA, as compared to the 26 chosen countries. This way of preparing
international sample calibration datasets maintained the consistency of selected countries across the
five waves as well as the coherence of the same cognitive items used by all countries in each PISA
wave 5. The simple random subsamples of 500 students from each country’s datasets were stratified
by different strata variables following the procedures indicated in the PISA Technical Manuals
(OECD, 2014b, p.163).
Consideration was given to an alternative approach to preparing international level data for this
study to precisely mirror the procedures used by PISA teams in the preparation of international
calibration samples following guidelines in the PISA technical manuals for each wave. This was
challenging for the international calibration datasets for PISA 2009 and 2012. A description of the
sample selection process for international calibration in the corresponding technical manuals was
somewhat unclear. The PISA technical team from ACER that conducted the study was approached,
seeking clarification about the creation of the international calibration samples. Feedback from
Berezner and Timms (2016) confirmed a few minor typing errors in PISA 2009 and 2012 technical
manuals, but also clarified changes to international calibration data organisation compared to the
initial two waves. For the sake of cross-wave consistency, the researcher made the decision to work
with 26 OECD countries only.
3.3.2.2 Preparation of the Mplus input files
As elaborated in the previous section, Mplus software (Muthén & Muthén, 2015) was used to
conduct Confirmatory Factor Analyses (CFA) in order to address research aims two and three.
While for PISA 2003-2012 the preparation of Mplus input files and selection of cognitive items to
be used was straightforward, PISA 2000 required additional steps. In PISA 2000 and in contrast to
all the later waves, an unbalanced booklet design was used. This resulted in some pairs of cognitive
items never being responded to by the same student, and therefore covariance estimates for such
pairs could not be obtained. For example, a cluster 6 of science items called S4 was allocated to
Booklet 4 and Booklet 9. However neither of these two booklets incorporated items from cluster S1.

Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Switzerland, Czech Republic, Germany, Denmark, Spain, Finland, France,
United Kingdom, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, Norway, New Zealand, Poland,
Portugal, Sweden, United States
5
Reading cognitive data from the USA for PISA 2006 is not available as due to booklets’ printing error the PISA
consortium made decision not to use this data.
6
In PISA 2000 a term “Block” was used which in all later PISA studies converted into “Cluster”.
4
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To obtain the estimates of residual correlations for the majority of pairs of PISA 2000 science
items, the CFA was run twice. Initially, clusters S1, S2, S3 were used and on the second occasion
items from clusters S2, S3, S4 were employed. Values of residual correlations for items from S1
and S4 came from separate CFAs, and RCs for items from S2 and S3 were averaged from both runs.
As an additional step, an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) using the ICCVAR procedure
(Hedberg, 2016; Hedges, Hedberg, & Kuyper, 2012) was calculated to justify aggregating two RC
estimates for items from clusters S2 and S3. For example, ICC and 95%CI for science was 0.96
(0.95, 0.97) indicating that within run RC estimates were very similar despite being extracted from
different CFAs. Because of the issue mentioned above, 64 estimates for residual correlations
involving items from different testlets could not be produced as compared to what would be
possible if a fully balanced booklet design was also applied for PISA 2000. The same approach was
used with PISA 2000 mathematics 7. PISA 2000 reading required three runs of CFAs with different
settings: (1) items from clusters R1 to R7 were used, (2) items from clusters R1, R3, R7, R8 were
used, and (3) items from clusters R8 and R9 were employed 8.
3.3.2.3 Preparation of the residual correlations datasets
As Mplus produces output results in text format limited in width to 90 characters, dedicated
IBM SPSS syntax to extract residual correlations was used. As this syntax has a potential to be
reused more widely, it is made available as an Electronic Appendix 3.3.1. Each row in the final RC
dataset reports the RC value for a specific pair of items for international calibration samples and
each country involved. The information from the PISA Technical Manuals about items source, the
language of submission, cluster and difficulty level expressed as international percent correct, was
merged into the final RCs datasets. This was extended by merging other characteristics of the
cognitive items. The section below reports in more detail the steps and challenges involved in the
process of locating information about the items.
3.3.2.4 Search for information about cognitive items
In order to provide plausible explanations for observed LID a considerable amount of
background data preparation was required.
Firstly, an extensive online search was undertaken to locate the PISA items that have been

ICC and its 95%CI for mathematics was 0.96 (0.95, 0.97). Eighty one residual correlations involving items from
different testlets could not be estimated when compared to the fully balanced booklet design implemented in later waves
of PISA.
8
ICC and its 95%CI for reading was 0.95 (0.94, 0.96). Just over 2600 residual correlations involving items from
different testlets could not be estimated when compared to the fully balanced booklet design implemented in later waves
of PISA.
7
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released. OECD PISA established a website (OECD, 2016b) as well as a similar NCES site
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2016b) dedicated to providing released PISA items. The
publications listed on both web pages provided the majority of released items, but some information
came from less apparent sources (OECD, 2009a). Table 3.3.1 shows that of the 179 testlets utilised
in this research, about 39% have been located as released testlets. The prevalence of released items
varies by cognitive domain with close to 50% of testlets from mathematics being available for indepth interpretation.
Table 3.3.1 Proportions of PISA testlets released to the public 9
Cognitive Domain
Mathematics

Reading

Science

Total

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

IS THE

No

41

52%

37

67%

32

71%

110

61%

TESTLET

Yes

38

48%

18

33%

13

29%

69

39%

RELEASED?

Total

79

100%

55

100%

45

100%

179

100%

Secondly, each PISA’s wave has a publication elaborating the assessment frameworks for the
cognitive domains (OECD, 1999, 2004, 2006, 2010a, 2013). Each framework provides details on
various item dimensions that were investigated. For example in PISA 2000 mathematics items were
allocated by (a) Overarching Concept also called “main mathematical theme” (Growth and change,
Space and shape), (b) Item Type (multiple choice, closed constructed-response, open-constructed
response), (c) Item context (Community, Educational, Occupational, Personal, Scientific), (d) Item
Competency Class (Class 1: reproduction, definitions, and computations / Class 2: connections and
integration for problem solving / Class 3: mathematical thinking, generalisation and insight) and
finally (e) Mathematical Content Strands (Algebra, Functions, Geometry, Measurement, Number,
Statistics). Obtaining information about the item dimensions was driven by a desire to identify
plausible causes of LID for pairs of items which were not released to the public. Although in PISA
2012 some information on the items’ characteristics is available in the Technical Manual, this is not
the case for any previous PISA waves. A large number of sources were used to collate additional
information about items’ characteristics. Most sources are OECD publications such as reports,
technical manuals, assessment frameworks, and information accompanying released items. The
search was not limited to these sources. For example, the majority of the information about
mathematical items came from a single English language table located in a French language

9

The single item testlets are also counted in this table
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publication (DEPP, 2007, p. 149). Similarly, a considerable proportion of science item
characteristics were extracted with the help of Google Translator from a Czech language report
(Mandíková & Bašátková, 2008). Information about the characteristics of reading items were
derived from somewhat secondary sources including a French publication (Soussi, Broi, Moreau, &
Wirthner, 2004) and a report produced by a Finnish university (Sulkunen, 2007).
On occasions, for released items which had no other sources for item characteristics, the
researcher’s own judgement was exercised in coding the items following definitions from PISA’s
frameworks. If the information about the item was located in references pointing to a specific PISA
wave, that item description was propagated to all the waves which also used this item. The types
and naming of item dimensions of interest occasionally vary across PISA waves as driven by
changes to the assessment frameworks for different PISA waves. However, a common ‘across
waves coding’ has been proposed. For example, items labelled in PISA 2000 as “Short response”,
were deemed to be related in PISA 2003, 2006 and 2009 to a “Closed constructed response” type,
which in turn for PISA 2012 approximated a new type labelled “Constructed Response Manual”.
For the purpose of analyses in Chapter 5, all of these different naming conventions were recorded
into “Short response”. Possible drawbacks of such cross-wave standardising are acknowledged in
the limitations section (section 7.2.1).
The efforts of finding information regarding items resulted in very few items’ characteristics
being missing. For reading, all information about items’ aspect (e.g. “Access and retrieve”), text
type (e.g. “Argumentative”, “Chart/Graph”), situation (e.g. “Occupational”, “Personal”), and text
format (e.g. “Continuous”, “Non-continuous”) was located. Also science resulted in 100% data
saturation for items’ application (e.g. “Frontiers”, “Health”), context (e.g. “Personal”, “Global”),
content (e.g. “Knowledge of science - Physical systems”, “Knowledge about science - Scientific
enquiry”) and competencies (e.g. “Using scientific evidence”, “Explaining phenomena
scientifically”). Searching for properties of mathematics items was fully successful for items’
situational placement (e.g. “Scientific”, “Public”) and content (e.g. “Space and shape”, “Change and
relationships”). For 4% of questions, the type of mathematical process (e.g. “Employ”, “Interpret”)
involved could not be located. The missing data rate for mathematical competency (e.g.
“Connections”, “Reproduction”) was 20%. Two additional items’ characteristics: item length (e.g.
“Long”, “Medium”) and mathematical strand (e.g. “Geometry”, “Algebra”) located in the literature
resulted in 80% data availability. Furthermore, for all three cognitive domains, 100% of item
information was located in regard to item format (e.g. “Complex Multiple Choice”, “Short
response”), item difficulty and language of submission to the PISA study. All the items’
characteristics were merged into data with the residual correlations obtained from Mplus
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estimations.
Cross-validation of extracted items’ characteristics was undertaken by comparing located
distributions of items’ dimensions against published sources. For example looking at the published
cross-tabulations for mathematics items in PISA 2003 (OECD, 2005b, p. 28-29), 2006 (OECD,
2009b, p. 45-46), 2009 (OECD, 2012, p. 43) showing the distributions of mathematics items
according to item format, item content category and item competency concurred perfectly with data
extracted in this study. Similarly, extracted item characteristics were verified against published
tables (OECD, 2014a, p. 2-3) with the item distributions for PISA 2012.
Identifying and cross-validation of the mathematical item characteristics agreements proved to
be more challenging for PISA 2000 as item characteristics were not reported consistently in the
technical manuals. For example, two OECD publications elaborating on PISA 2000 results reported
inconsistent tables (OECD, 2001, p.240) versus (OECD & UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2003,
p.266). A third source (Adams & Wu, 2002, p. 28) had to be located to address this inconsistency,
but item formats in this publication did not agree with those reported in the PISA 2000 codebook.
Another example comes from the PISA 2006 Technical Manual (OECD, 2009b) which reports on
page 46 item counts that do not match item classifications on page 381. Similarly, the PISA 2003
Technical Manual misclassifies one item M413Q02 in two different parts of the same publication
(OECD, 2005b, p. 257 and p. 412). Scale allocation for a number of items (for example
M155Q04T) did not match across two PISA technical manuals (OECD, 2009b, p. 381) and (OECD,
2012, p. 336) and the third source needed to be consulted. It appears that Table A1.2 in the PISA
2006 Technical Manual misreported a considerable number of items’ scale allocations. Similarly,
disagreements have been detected for numerous reading items. For example item R406Q01 from
the “Kokeshi Dolls” testlet was labelled by the PISA 2012 Technical Manual (OECD, 2014b, p.
410) as being of “Constructed Response Expert” item format, while the 2006 Technical Manual
(OECD, 2007b, p. 15) suggests that this item is “Simple Multiple Choice”. Other resources were
consulted (OECD, 2015d, p. 23; Soussi, Broi, Moreau, & Wirthner, 2013, p. 108) to resolve these
inconsistencies and generate final item format allocations. Similar item type disagreements between
the sources, mentioned above, related to R412Q08 from “World Languages” and the item reading
aspect for R452Q03 from “The Play's the Thing”. Discrepancies mentioned in this paragraph and
other similar ones were solved in favour of more official publications such as OECD produced
technical manuals. This process of validation of item characteristics resulted in each of the item
characteristics being assigned characteristics based on the citation from which the most consistent
information has been obtained. This paragraph highlights challenges in locating information crucial
to addressing one of the research questions but also suggest a possibility of erroneous item
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characteristic allocation for some cognitive questions.
3.3.3

Delimitations

This section aims to introduce and provide scientifically based justifications for research choices
and assumptions that have been made while addressing research aim number two regarding LID
detection in PISA international calibrations.
3.3.3.1 Arguments for selection of non-IRT based LID index
The decision to use non-IRT based indices for detecting Local Item Dependency (LID) was
taken for several reasons.
Firstly, publications by Kim and others (Kim, 2007; Kim et al., 2011) indicated that out of 10
LID indices investigated in their Monte Carlo simulation study, residual correlation (RC) from
factor analysis was one of two indices that offered a good balance between maximum power and
low false positive rates.
Secondly, it was decided to give a perspective on LID presence in PISA studies without entering
into a contested debate, acknowledged in the literature (Kreiner, 2011; Kreiner & Christensen,
2014; Rutkowski & Rutkowski, 2016) versus (Adams, 2011; Berezner & Adams, 2017), about the
type of IRT models that should be used in PISA. Furthermore, few publications (Erosheva,
Fienberg, & Junker, 2002; Manrique-Vallier & Fienberg, 2008) suggest that Rasch model cannot
capture negative dependence.
Thirdly, as mentioned in the literature review this non-IRT index was used in various applied
papers investigating the presence of LID (Amtmann et al., 2010; Anatchkova et al., 2014; Cook et
al., 2007; Crane et al., 2012; DeMars, 2013; Flens et al., 2017; Haley et al., 2009; Hissbach et al.,
2011; Jones et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2013; Reeve et al., 2007; Resnik et al., 2012; Smits et al., 2012;
van der Lans et al., 2017; Watt et al., 2014). The value of non-IRT index was also acknowledged in
simulation study by Houts and Edwards (2015) who stated that
Because polychoric correlations are obtained from raw data, and do not consider the
model used to generate the data, they are available when assessing both SLD
[surface local dependence] and ULD [underlying local dependence due to
unmodeled latent variables] and provide a common metric on which to compare the
two types of LD. (Houts & Edwards, 2015, p. 296)
Fourthly, the relation between categorical data CFA and IRT is well documented and
commonalities highlighted. For example, research addressing the relationship between different
forms of factor analyses and IRT models goes back to the mathematically proven equivalence of
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marginal likelihood of the two-parameter normal ogive model in item response theory and factor
analysis of dichotomized variables (Takane & de Leeuw, 1987). The validity of this point and
Takane and de Leeuw (1987) contribution is acknowledged by Wirth and Edwards (2007). Kamata
(2008) investigated this in detail using different parameterisations of binary factor analysis models
and provided mathematical formulas for transforming FA parameters into IRT parameters. Kreiner
and Christensen (2013a) argued that unidimensional CFA and IRT models have more resemblances
than distinctions and the difference between both models relates mostly to different focuses when
the model fit is investigated. Furthermore, they argue that
It is our point of view that both types of analyses are valid and meaningful. To us,
there is therefore no reason why CFA should not consider the fit of the item
distributions to the CFA model and there is no reason why the IRT analyses should
not be concerned about the fit of the marginal item correlations to the expectations of
the IRT or Rasch model. (Kreiner & Christensen, 2013a, p. 2)
Smith (1996) empirically investigated correspondence of dimensionality estimations from
unidimensional Rasch models and various factor or principal component analyses and found that
they yielded comparable results. Other publications investigated the attitudinal Likert-style type of
the data. Waugh and Chapman (2005) found the principal component analysis was not performing
well, although the post-PCA residuals were not investigated by the authors. DeMars (2013) looked
at CFA and the multidimensional Rasch partial credit model and argued that both approaches
resulted in comparable assessments of dimensionality. A similar endorsement of CFA, used for the
purpose of LID assessment, was given by Hambleton and Swaminathan (1985, p. 24) and by
Linacre (2009).
Interestingly, despite both techniques (categorical data CFA and IRT) being in use for a lengthly
time, the debate about using both or either for the sake of assumption testing seems to be an
ongoing and current issue. This deliberation is best expressed in “Ask the Experts: Rasch vs Factor
Analysis” forum in the journal of Rasch Measurement Transactions (Christensen, 2012; Engelhard,
2012; Salzberger, 2012). Out of three forum panellists, Salzberger (2012) sees little value in
conducting FA to accompany Rasch modelling while Engelhard (2012) and Christensen (2012)
suggest that FA could be used as a supplementary tool for model fit. A similar opinion was put
forward by Wirth and Edwards (2007). Maydeu-Olivares, Cai, and Hernández (2011) looking
specifically into the comparability of fit between FA and CFA models arguing that, for binary data,
both models produce similar fits. The debate around this issue was likely the reason for a dedicated
major review of this topic aimed at ordered categorical data which has been undertaken in the
dissertation by Kappenburg -ten Holt (2014). The author reviewed 28 simulation studies that
compared FA and IRT spanning the years 1985 to 2012. This review provided a set of expectations,
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which in turn were investigated through Monte Carlo simulations. FA of the estimated polychoric
correlation matrix using mean-and-variance adjusted weighted least squares was one of four models
compared. It was found to perform well in regard to the estimation of item parameters and their
corresponding standard errors, model fit indices, and latent variable scores as long as the latent
variable of interest was normal regardless of item distributions. While in the case of a simulated
skewed latent variable the authors preferred the IRT model, they also recommend that the FA
polychoric approach could also be utilised because of its useful fit statistics.
The approach in which CFA serves as an additional tool for evaluating fit has been utilised in a
number of applied papers (Hill et al., 2007; Snowden, Watson, Stenhouse, & Hale, 2015), while
Randall and Engelhard Jr (2010) proposed to use it while investigating measurement invariance. A
more detailed account of preference for FA, IRT or both being used in applied papers is given by
Holt, van Duijn, and Boomsma (2010), who found that 78% of the studies they investigated used
only FA techniques for scale construction and evaluation while an additional 7% implemented both.
Critique of using CFA was reported by Tate (2003), and Stone and Yeh (2006). The possible impact
of guessing on dimensionality, and possibly LID detection was indicated in their papers. While both
papers stated that CFA performed comparably to other methods of dimensionality assessment, the
papers also highlighted that most techniques investigated by them might be impacted by guessing.
However, given that the IRT model used in PISA does not account for students’ guessing,
implementing approaches that can more robustly accommodate guessing would undermine the
relevance of the results of the current study to scaling currently used in PISA.
In conclusion, it appears that there is no uniform agreement as to whether categorical data CFA
(CCFA) should be used as an extra tool along with IRT for fit evaluation in educational
assessments. However, recent recommendations (Barendse, Oort, & Timmerman, 2015) appear to
lean towards the utility of CCFA, particularly for the sake of fit evaluation. Mathematical and
simulation literature, briefly reviewed above, points to the comparability of the WLSMV estimator
based CFA and IRT.
3.3.3.2 Discussion regarding the size of the residual correlation’s cut off value
Different publications appear to be using different cut-points for residual correlation purported
to flag LID. These publications use different primary sources to justify their choice, yet many such
standard bearing sources do not provide a scientific justification for their recommendations. For
example, Reeve (2007) proposed the use of an RC of 0.2 but did so without justification. His
suggestions have been cited subsequently in other papers (Haley et al., 2009). Highly cited books by
Kline (2013) as well as Kline (2016) argue that special attention needs to be given, while evaluating
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dimensionality, to residual correlations exceeding the absolute value of 0.1. Few applied papers
(Amtmann et al., 2010; Cook et al., 2007; Watt et al., 2014) follows this recommendation in regard
to LID investigation. This threshold residual correlation value is used as an indication of local item
dependency.
At the same time, Kline (2016) acknowledged that there is an inherent problem with such cut
points as accurate indicators of type or degree of model misspecification. Recently new research has
emerged, published by Christensen et al. (2017), which proved for another LID index that no single
value of 𝑄𝑄3 statistic should be used as its null distributions are related to the number of items,
number of response categories and the sample size. The authors proposed a bootstrapping

procedure, involving in their case 10000 simulated datasets, to prepare empirical distributions of 𝑄𝑄3
statistic. The Christensen et al. (2017) approach was not exercised in this study due to time

consuming estimations making it implausible to use bootstrapping. Also the size and complexity of
the data used in this part-time study made it impossible to change the approach late in the
candidature. The limitations related to using fixed cut-point are acknowledged in the section 7.2.1.
Furthermore, the final results chapter involving national level datasets with largely varying sample
sizes considered Christensen et al. (2017) results.
3.3.3.3 First order of CFA versus second order CFA for main cognitive domains.

Different cognitive domains were targeted in each iteration of the PISA study. In 2000 and 2009
the focal domain tested was reading, in 2003 and 2012 it was mathematics and in 2006 science was
the key focus. PISA technical manuals explicitly list various subdomains of interest for each focal
domain being investigated. For example in 2012 mathematics was examined with a particular focus
on four sub-domains targeting different types of item content, namely: Change and Relationships,
Quantity, Space and Shape, Uncertainty and Data. At the same time, the cognitive processes
required while addressing the mathematics items were targeted with three processes categories of
Employ, Formulate and Interpret involved. Furthermore, items were prepared to serve content and
process evaluations simultaneously.
All categorical confirmatory factor analyses were undertaken as first order CFAs. While it could
be argued that second order CFAs would be perhaps more suitable for targeted cognitive domains,
this approach is in-keeping with the method for which scores for main domains were produced for
the purpose of PISA reports. The PISA 2012 technical manual explains that a number of different
IRT scaling models have been used for different scale generation purposes. In conjunction with the
argument for the equivalence of categorical data CFA and IRT presented above, the second
sentence in the quote provides a justification for using first order CFAs in this study.
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Five multi-dimensional scaling models were used in the PISA 2012 Main Survey.
The first model, made up of one reading, one science and one mathematics
dimension, was used for reporting overall scores for reading, science and
mathematics. A second model, made up of one science, one reading and four
mathematics scales, was used to generate scores for the four mathematics subscales
Change and Relationships, Quantity, Space and Shape, Uncertainty and Data. A
third model, made up of one science, one reading and three mathematics scales was
used to generate scores for the three mathematics subscales: Employ, Formulate and
Interpret. A fourth model, made up of one reading, one science, one mathematics,
one digital reading dimension, one digital mathematics and one digital problem
solving dimension was used for reporting overall scores for reading, science,
mathematics and computer-based mathematics, digital reading and computer
problem solving scales for countries that implemented the computer-based
assessment (CBA) in the PISA 2012 Main Survey. A fifth model, made up of one
reading, one science, one mathematics and one digital problem solving dimension
was used for reporting overall scores for reading, science, mathematics and
computer problem solving scales for those countries that implemented problem
solving in the PISA 2012 Main Survey as the only computer-based component.
(OECD, 2014b, p. 396)
Similarly, PISA 2009 and 2006 also used four (OECD, 2012, p .152) and two (OECD, 2009b, p.
146) multi-dimensional scaling models, respectively. In both these studies, the first models reported
indicate that overall dimensions of mathematics, science, and reading are of interest. The first
impression in the technical manuals for PISA 2000 and PISA 2003 appears to point to a somewhat
different approach:
The PISA model is five-dimensional, made up of three reading, one science, and one
mathematics dimension
(Adams & Wu, 2002, p. 101).
In PISA 2003 the main scaling model was seven-dimensional, made up of one
reading, one science, one problem solving and four mathematics dimensions.
(OECD, 2005b, p. 122)
However, upon more detailed reading of both technical manuals, it is likely that IRT models
including all mathematics items were used in PISA 2003 (OECD, 2005b, p. 187, and p. 256), which
is also indicated by reporting plausible values for “combined mathematics scale” (OECD, 2005b, p.
130). Relevant sections from a technical manual for PISA 2000 also points to similar conclusions
(Adams & Wu, 2002, p. 107) when the combined reading scale is mentioned.
Most likely two multi-dimensional scaling models were used in PISA 2000, and PISA 2003 in the
manner of later waves but only the 2006 PISA Technical Manuals made it explicit. At least it can be
argued from this, that an IRT model with all mathematical items has been used in PISA 2000 and
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2003, and that could justify application of first order CFA also for PISA 2000 reading and PISA
2003 mathematics LID investigations.
3.3.3.4 Using two multilevel logistic regressions instead of multinomial multilevel
logistic regression
In relation to quantitative analyses reported in section 5.4.2, a consideration was given to
utilising multilevel multinomial logistic regression instead of two separate analyses for positive and
negative LID. A number of arguments outweighed this approach in favour of using two triplets of
separate models – one for positive and the other for negative LID. Firstly, as reported in section
5.4.2, multilevel logistic regressions are built and presented in hierarchical fashion leading to final
multivariate models. Incorporating the multinomial analyses would render reporting of the results
from many models even more complicated. Secondly, there seems to be no literature which would
strongly argue for multiple logistic regression rather than two separate logistic regressions provided
the reference category is common (Grace-Martin, 2017) with the exception that the former may
have less statistical power (Agresti, 2002, p. 273-274). Given large sample sizes involved in the
analyses, this should have limited consequences for the conclusions. Thirdly, conducting the
multinomial logistic regression requires assessing the assumption of the independence of irrelevant
alternatives (Kwak & Clayton-Matthews, 2002, p. 405). This assumption would require conducting
two separate logistic regressions and compare their coefficients with the full multinomial model.
Lastly, for one of the few relevant independent variables, namely identifying whether the item pair
is in the same testlet, no cases exist for negative LID instances and this might lead to convergence
problems for the estimations of multiple multilevel logistic regressions.

3.4 Methodology for research aim 3 - LID in data from PISA’s national
calibrations
3.4.1

Plan for the data analysis and software

In order to address research question RQ_3A involving the prevalence of LID for 24 10 OECD
countries, an approach for flagging LID used for international data level was maintained. The
results were descriptive in nature and visualised in graphs featuring all countries and PISA waves.
Separate figures were produced for positive and negative dependency featuring in case of positive
LID sub-separation into within-testlet and between-testlet location of items’ pairs. IBM SPSS
Statistics (IBM Corp., 2015) was used for data management and preparing of the graphs.
The findings from RQ_3A suggested the relationship of LID prevalence, i.e. size of the residual
10

Two countries were excluded from this part of the analyses, and the reasons are provided in section 7.2.2.
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correlations cut-point, on sample sizes of students’ cohorts. This association is also featured in a
recent publication by Christensen et al. (2017). The considerable varying sample sizes of national
cohorts of students imposed changes to a methodological approach of addressing research question
number RQ_3B, aimed at finding countries that may present higher levels of dependency. From a
simulational study by Christensen et al. (2017), it appeared that all figures reported by the authors,
which were used for suggesting sample size adjusted LID indicators, follow a reciprocal function.
In this study, this function was fitted to the LID prevalence results from 24 countries. The model
residuals were then investigated with the intention of identifying countries with outlying residuals.
Fit curve function in statistical package NCSS (NCSS LLC, 2017) was used as it allows for
bootstrapped prediction limits to be pictured. Many different approaches for identifying outliers are
available (Aguinis, Gottfredson, & Joo, 2013). In this research, featured in NCSS, Grubbs’ test
(1950) for detecting outliers was used, along with Rosner’s (2011) test for many outliers and a
classical boxplot based approach (Tukey, 1977) was also employed. Boxplots featuring 24 data
points were produced with Medcalc (MedCalc Software BVBA, 2017).
The LID cut-point comparability problem also weighted on a methodological approach to
addressing RQ_3C and RQ_3D aimed to look at the consistency of dependence for international
calibration data as well as across national results. Fractional ranks of residual correlations expressed
as a percentage were calculated for each of 360 primary CFAs analyses. Section 6.3 is descriptive in
nature featuring the tables with the selected pairs of items within-testlet and between-testlet looking
at their cross-wave and cross-national consistency or its lack thereof.
3.4.2

Data preparation

The procedure for preparing datasets followed the same steps that were introduced in section
3.3.2. However, for this research aim, 24 national datasets and three cognitive domains were used
for each of five PISA waves, resulting in 360 CFAs analyses. All residual correlations obtained
from Mplus software were, subseqeuntly, merged into a single data file featuring close to 800,000
data points. As mentioned in the previous section, the comparison of national and international LID
existence was made on the basis of fractional ranks expressed as a percentage which were
calculated independently for each combination of PISA wave, cognitive domain and 24 OECD
countries. Fractional ranks approaching 100% are suggestive of higher positive residual correlations
while fractional ranks close to 0% point to considerable negative residual correlations.
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS FOR RESEARCH AIM 1 DESCRIPTION OF PISA’S TESTLETS
4.1 Introduction
The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is an international large scale
educational survey involving large proportion of world’s economies. It evaluates education systems
by testing 15-year-old students’ scientific, reading and mathematical literacy skills. Furthermore,
the PISA study collects additional student level information such as home and family background.
It also gathers data about schools from students’ perspectives and directly by assessing various
aspects of schools’ organisation (Turner & Adams, 2007). Since the first data collection took place
in the year 2000, there have been to date 11 six waves of PISA studies undertaken, each with a
different major domain as the focus. Technical manuals (Adams & Wu, 2002; OECD, 2005b,
2009b, 2012, 2014b) of the first five waves give detailed accounts of steps undertaken at the test
design and development stages.
Table 4.1.1 reports 12 the number of cognitive items administered across all waves and domains.
The table excludes items for which PISA technical manuals did not provide information about their
item parameters. The largest counts indicate the domain that was a primary focus in each
assessment.
Table 4.1.1 Number of items used in five waves of the PISA study across three main cognitive
domains.
Year Tested
2000

2003

2006

2009

2012

129*

28

28

131

44

Items used in mathematics assessment

31

84

48

35

109

Items used in science assessment

34

34

103

53

53

Items used in reading assessment

*

Bold font indicates the cognitive domains which were targeted in each PISA wave.

While test design and data collection procedures may vary slightly from one PISA wave to
another, the study aims to assess students’ cognitive skills in reading, science and mathematics
during two-hour tests. The majority of assessments and participating countries utilise a paper and
pencil format with provision for digital assessment emerging as an elective option from the 2009
11
12

As of 2017.
Items removed from the final international calibrations are not included.
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wave onwards. The PISA study focuses on assessing students’ abilities to apply knowledge in reallife situations. This approach leads to utilising groups of questions for which a common
introduction, an information graph or another stimulus is used for a collection of connected items.
Following the suggestion of Wainer and Kiely (1987) the term used for such groups of items is a
“testlet”. PISA technical manuals use the term “unit” to refer to a group of items with a common
stimulus, but this term is not widely utilised elsewhere. To avoid confusion, the term testlet is used
throughout this thesis. Items belonging to the same PISA testlet can be identified by an overlapping
label and testlet title. Figure 4.1.1 13, reproduced from PISA’s publication providing sample of the
released items (OECD, 2002), is an example of a testlet labelled R040 and called “Lake Chad”.
This testlet is made of five items that share a common stimulus and introduction. For the sake of
consistency, situations in which an introduction, graph, or other stimulus material is followed by
only one question, are called a single-item testlet. So far the PISA studies used testlets that ranged
from one to seven items for reading and from one to a maximum of four questions for mathematics
and science. Given limited assessment time, students did not respond to all cognitive questions but
were randomly allocated to one of the booklets (nine used in 2000 with 13 implemented for later
waves 14). For most assessments, each booklet was composed of four clusters (each representing 30
minutes of test time) of reading, mathematics and science questions following principles of a
balanced incomplete block design (van der Linden et al., 2004). Each cluster, in turn, incorporates
few testlets.

The version used in PISA did not include the information about the questions’ characteristics or give answers.
In PISA 2009 and 2012, two sets of 13 booklets were available, called “Standard Booklet Set” and “Easier Booklet
Set”.

13
14
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Figure 4.1.1 Example of testlet assessing reading literacy

4.2 Longitudinal patterns of testlets usage across five waves of PISA
For the purpose of comparability of the cognitive scores across different waves, some items, and
consequently testlets, were repeatedly used in different assessment waves and constituted the basis
for linking (Gebhardt & Adams, 2007; Strietholt & Rosén, 2016) across time. Table 4.2.1 gives an
account of various combinations of linking testlets and items used in different waves of PISA. The
first five rows of the table report how many testlets (and corresponding questions) were used only
once. The next four rows highlight testlets and items used in two PISA waves and so on. For
example in 2012 when mathematics was targeted, the domain row labelled x_x_x_x_2012 reveals
that 31 new testlets were introduced in this year with a total of 74 items. Similarly, when reading
was the main cognitive domain for the second time in 2009, 14 new testlets comprised of a total of
53 items were introduced and not used again in 2012 (row x_x_x_2009_x in reading’s column). The
last row of the Table 4.2.1 (2000_2003_2006_2009_2012) accounts testlets that were employed in
all of the five implementations of the PISA study. For example, there was only one reading testlet
that fits this category which was reduced from five questions to three after PISA 2009. The table
also offers a more complex overview. For example, looking at the last three rows approximately
27% (24 out of 89) of all mathematical testlets were reused for linking purposes, at least four times.
At the same time, only about 13% (8 out of 63) of reading testlets were so frequently involved in
the cross-wave linking. The table also indicates a preference for reusing the same testlets in
subsequent waves as opposed to returning to them many years apart. For example, part of the table
labelled “Used twice” suggests that only three reading testlets were being returned to after two
assessments (nine years) time-out (pattern 2000_x_x_2009_x). The only other single item
mathematics testlet that was not used in consecutive PISA implementations is listed in a row
(x_2003_2006_x_2012) and was returned to in PISA 2012 after being dropped in PISA 2009.
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Table 4.2.1 Distribution of testlets and items quantifying single assessment usage as well as ones used for linking

Number of times that the specific testlets were used
and year of the PISA assessment in which there were
used 15

USED
ONCE

USED
TWICE

USED
THREE
TIMES
USED
FOUR TIMES
USED
FIVE TIMES

Mathematics

Reading

Science

Testlets

Items

Testlets

Items

Testlets

Items

2000_x_x_x_x

5 16

11_x_x_x_x

26

83_x_x_x_x

4

9_x_x_x_x

x_2003_x_x_x

16

x_23_x_x_x

0

1

x_1_x_x_x

x_x_2006_x_x

0

0

14

x_x_38_x_x

x_x_x_2009_x

0

14

x_x_x_x_2012

31

x_x_x_x_74

0

0

2000_2003_x_x_x

6

12_12_x_x_x

0

4

2000_x_x_2009_x

0

x_2003_2006_x_x

6

x_x_x_2009_2012

0

12

2000_2003_2006_x_x

0

0

3

x_2003_2006_2009_x

0

0

0

x_2003_2006_x_2012

1

0

0

x_x_2006_2009_2012

0

0

14

2000_2003_2006_2009_x

0

7

x_2003_2006_2009_2012

19 17

x_28_27_27_26

0

5

8_8_8_8_8

1

2000_2003_2006_2009_2012

3
x_12_12_x_x

x_1_1_x_1

x_x_x_53_x

13_x_x_11_x

0

0

0
1

x_x_x_41_41

28_23_23_21_x

5_5_5_5_3

11_11_x_x_x
x_4_4_x_x

0
8_8_8_x_x

x_x_43_43_43

0
1

x_4_4_4_4

3

6_6_6_6_6

Symbol “x” indicates that specific assessment year is not under consideration.
For example, this number shows that in PISA 2000 there were 5 mathematical testlets (constituting 11 items) which were never used again in the future studies.
17
For example, this number pinpoints that 19 mathematical testlets were used in last four waves of PISA study. Furthermore, some of the testlets were adjusted with time by
dropping one question in PISA 2006 and another one in PISA 2012.
15
16
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4.3 Within-testlet variability of item difficulty estimates
In order to show a graphical representation of within-testlet variability Figure 4.3.1, 4.3.2 and
4.3.3 (for mathematics, reading and science, respectively) 18 show the range of the percentage of
correct responses in international samples of students for cognitive items within testlets. The
horizontal axis lists all testlet names, with various colours denoting the number of items in each
testlet. A minus sign 19 indicates the average percentage of correct responses within each testlet with
lower and upper limits representing the within-testlet maximum and minimum difficulties,
respectively. Testlets are sorted left to right by the average difficulty from the easiest to the most
difficult.

To facilitate the in depth review of these Figures, the electronic pdf versions are offered with items also listed
alphabetically. (Figure 4.3.1, Figure 4.3.1_ Alphabetic order, Figure 4.3.2, Figure 4.3.2_ Alphabetic order, Figure 4.3.3,
Figure 4.3.3_ Alphabetic order).
19
Each time when only a single “-” is reported this indicates that was only one item labelled by a specific testlet name.
18
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2012

M800
M918
M423
M547
M033
M474
M447
M302
M806
M159
M413
M919
M905
M438
M924
M145
M555
M559
M909
M305
M598
M484
M150
M496
M982
M161
M037
M998
M520
M915
M273
M948
M810
M505
M906
M144
M467
M420
M155
M704
M510
M985
M411
M571
M468
M564
M509
M00F
M949
M034
M939
M954
M923
M603
M408
M402
M192
M953
M828
M955
M442
M421
M446
M995
M702
M992
M991
M710
M513
M957
M833
M961
M934
M936
M136
M803
M179
M943
M124
M942
M464
M903
M406
M266
M148
M967
M00K
M462
M00G

2009

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

2006

Mathematics

Figure 4.3.1 Range of the percentage of correct responses for mathematics items within each testlet and across five PISA assessments
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International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

YEAR OF PISA ASSESSMENT

2003

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

2000

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
100%
Number of
items in 80%
the testlet 60%
40%
1
20%
2 0%
3 100%
4 80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]
40%

60%

40%

20%

0%
100%

80%

20%
40%

0%
100%

80%

40%

2009

60%

20%

0%
100%

80%

40%

2012

60%

20%

0%

Reading

Figure 4.3.2 Range of the percentage of correct responses for reading items within each testlet and across five PISA assessments
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YEAR OF PISA ASSESSMENT

R456
R446
R091
R403
R110
R225
R445
R093
R429
R219
R460
R083
R067
R100
R435
R453
R420
R245
R055
R101
R433
R061
R417
R447
R424
R086
R228
R220
R081
R227
R239
R465
R237
R120
R432
R234
R076
R406
R241
R238
R119
R040
R458
R088
R412
R246
R102
R216
R122
R455
R462
R414
R111
R104
R070
R077
R442
R404
R466
R452
R437
R236
R099

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]
60%

2006

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

Number of 100%
items in 80%
the testlet

2003

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]
60%

2000

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

100%
80%

20%

0%

S485

S195

S268

S478

S270

S128

S252

S428

S493

S213

S327

S514

S438

S437

S466

S476

S508

S426

S415

S477

S521

Figure 4.3.3 Range of the percentage of correct responses for science items within each testlet and across five PISA assessments
S129

S458

S114

S131

S253

S519

S447

S527

S209

S269

S416

S408

S425

S495

S133

S510

S465

S304

S498

S413

S524

S326

S421

2012

S256

2009

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

2006

Science
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International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

YEAR OF PISA ASSESSMENT

2003

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

International
sample [per
cent of correct
responses]

2000

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
100%
Number of
items in 80%
the testlet 60%
40%
1
20%
2
0%
3 100%
4 80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

In addition to showing the range of item difficulties within testlets, all three figures
provide a cross-wave overview of the testlets used in linking different PISA waves. For
example, Figure 4.3.1 includes the mathematical four-item testlet M155 “Population
Pyramids” which was employed in all five PISA studies investigated in this research project.
Single item testlets M033 “A View with a Room”, M034 “Bricks”, M192 “Containers” and
M273 “Pipelines” also featured in all five PISA implementations. A number of other testlets
were used four times, such as the two-item testlets M446 “Thermometer Cricket” and M406
“Running Tracks” 20. Interestingly, these two testlets are quite different in item composition.
Testlet M446 consists of a pair of items with one being relatively easy (about 70% of correct
responses consistent across time) and the second one being quite difficult. By contrast, both
items from M406 were challenging for the international student samples. From Figure 4.3.1,
it can be seen that in 2003 and 2012 mathematics was the targeted cognitive domain as the
number of items used is larger compared to other three PISA waves.
Figure 4.3.2 presents reading testlets and their use for the purpose of cross-wave linking.
Reading testlets had more items per testlet compared to mathematics. For example, R119
“Employment” and R101 “Rhinoceros” comprised seven and six questions, respectively. The
number of items per testlet was reduced after the first wave, and the size of linking testlets
was reduced in subsequent PISA waves as represented by R102 “Shirts” and R104
“Telephone”. Cross-wave linking in the second and third PISA waves was based on the same
eight testlets of which only R220 “South Pole” was used in 2012. This reading testlet is the
only one that was presented to students in all five PISA waves investigated in this study.
The distribution of testlets from science is shown in Figure 4.3.3. Three testlets: S131
“Good Vibrations”, S269 “Earth’s Temperature” and S256 “Spoons” were used in PISA
2000, 2003, 2006, 2009 and 2012. The maximum number of items in science testlets was
four, and that was similar to mathematics. However, the majority of science testlets were
three or four-item large while only a few mathematical testlets has four questions. The same
set of science testlets was used in PISA 2009 and 2012.
A review of all three figures indicates that single item testlets were used extensively only
in testing mathematical literacy. Reading testlets had on average the greatest number of items
per testlet with a large proportion being four-item or larger. Only a small number of reading

20

Testlet M406 started in PISA 2003 with three items, but one of them was abandoned after this wave.
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and science questions was correctly answered by fewer than 20% of students from the
international samples, while the same cannot be said for mathematical items. Testlets used for
cross-wave linking appear to have relatively constant variation across time. In science, the
same sized testlets have comparable difficulty ranges. However, in mathematics or reading,
the same size testlets can be considerably different by occasionally including questions of a
similar difficulty or on another occasion showing large difficulty ranges. For example in
PISA 2009 testlets R453 “Find Summer Job” and R465 “Different Climates” show this
characteristic.

4.4 Summary
This chapter gives descriptive information about the number of items that were used in all
waves with particular focus being placed on testlets of items under common introduction or
passage. The results reported in this chapter facilitate a graphical overview of testlets used in
different implementations of PISA studies. Such an overview is essential because despite
extensive technical information about each separate PISA study (Adams & Wu, 2002;
OECD, 2005b, 2009b, 2012, 2014b) there are no publications which give researchers a
detailed overview of the items re-used for PISA cross-wave linking. Worth highlighting from
this chapter is the limited number of testlets (only eight) being used in reading assessment in
PISA 2003 and 2006, serving the purpose of linking four PISA waves. The differences in the
size of the testlets are also worth noting with a large proportion of single item testlets used in
mathematics while larger testlets, of up to seven items, were used in reading. This chapter
also offered insights into the within-testlet spread of item difficulties with some of the same
sized testlets being very homogeneous while other testlets including items of considerably
varying difficulty.
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CHAPTER 5 RESULTS FOR RESEARCH AIM 2 - LID IN
THE PISA INTERNATIONAL CALIBRATIONS
5.1 The organisation of the chapter
This chapter addresses research questions involving the data from international
calibrations composed of cognitive datasets from 26 OECD countries for the five waves from
2000 to 2012 inclusive and for the three cognitive domains: reading, mathematics and science
literacy. The chapter begins with a section 5.2 offering the estimates of the overall prevalence
of LID and considers its prevalence across the three cognitive domains. This is followed by a
section 5.3 reporting LID presence by PISA wave, cognitive domain, and the location (within
or between testlets) of item pairs. Section 5.4 consists of five key subsections that attempt to
explain the plausible causes of LID. Three sub-sections in 5.4.1, which are dedicated to
mathematics, reading and science, are descriptive in nature utilising the items and testlets that
have been released publicly. The qualitative investigation also serves the purpose of finding
which testlets show a cross-wave consistency in the presence of the local item dependency.
These qualitative overviews are followed by two key sections in 5.4.2 that also offer
suggestions for drivers of item dependency. However, in these sections, the investigations are
based on statistical analyses that include information about the items including, for example,
their levels of difficulty, source, language submitted, and question format. In addition, item
characteristics driven by the PISA assessment frameworks are included in these analyses.
Through these analyses, the influence of these item characteristics on LID is investigated.
The pdf bookmarks are provided to facilitate targeted navigation of the chapter.

5.2

Is LID present in any of the international calibrations data?
This section offers an overview of the existence of LID in PISA by reporting the

prevalence of LID according to cut points proposed in the methodology chapter (see section
3.3.3.2). The discussion starts with reporting the fit indices for all Confirmatory Factor
Analyses (CFAs) that were undertaken with the international calibrations samples. This is
followed by a graphical overview of dependency existence in the form of box-plots produced
for each cognitive domain and PISA wave. The section concludes by reporting the percentage
of item pairs that indicate a violation of the assumption of local item independence. Table
5.2.1 reports overall fit statistics for all CCFAs from three domains and all five waves of
PISA.
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Table 5.2.1 Fit statistics from Confirmatory Factor Analyses undertaken with international calibration data for three cognitive domains and five
PISA waves.

Number of
Free
Parameters
Chi-Square
Test of
Model Fit
Degrees of
Freedom
P-Value
Chi-Square /
Degree of
Freedom
RMSEA
90 Percent
C.I.
Probability
RMSEA <=
.05
CFI
TLI
WRMR

21

PISA
2000

PISA
2000

PISA
2003

PISA
2006

PISA
2009

PISA
2012

PISA
2000

PISA
2000

PISA
2000

PISA
2003

PISA
2006

PISA
2009

PISA
2012

PISA
2000

PISA
2000

PISA
2003

PISA
2006

PISA
2009

PISA
2012

M_O
1 21

M_O
2

M

M

M

M

R_O
1

R_O
2

R_O
3

R

R

R

R

S_O
1

S_O
2

S

S

S

S

56

56

176

100

73

176

211

111

68

62

62

209

89

54

53

70

212

109

109

865

1643

7150

2462

1668

5870

8959

3306

1546

1992

1652

9968

2849

601

907

1521

7305

2673

2363

230

230

3402

1080

560

3402

4559

1274

464

350

350

4949

902

275

275

527

5150

1325

1325

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

p<0.0
01

3.8

7.1

2.1

2.3

3.0

1.7

2.0

2.6

3.3

5.7

4.7

2.0

3.2

2.2

3.3

2.9

1.4

2.0

1.8

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.018
0.021

0.028
0.031

0.009
0.010

0.011
0.012

0.014
0.016

0.007
0.008

0.009
0.010

0.011
0.012

0.022
0.025

0.025
0.027

0.023
0.025

0.009
0.009

0.015
0.016

0.012
0.014

0.017
0.019

0.015
0.017

0.005
0.006

0.010
0.011

0.009
0.010

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.98
0.98
1.67

0.96
0.95
2.36

0.98
0.97
1.53

0.98
0.98
1.47

0.97
0.97
1.63

0.98
0.98
1.35

0.97
0.97
1.47

0.96
0.96
1.57

0.98
0.97
1.51

0.95
0.95
2.20

0.97
0.97
2.00

0.97
0.97
1.56

0.96
0.96
1.79

0.99
0.99
1.28

0.98
0.97
1.60

0.98
0.98
1.56

0.99
0.99
1.21

0.98
0.98
1.38

0.98
0.98
1.29

Reasons for two or three estimations in PISA 2000 labelled as O1, O2 or O3 offered in Methodology (see Section 3.3.2.3)
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The fit of the models presented in Table 5.2.1 is acceptable for all analyses according to
RMSEA, CFI, and TLI (Schreiber, Stage, King, Nora, & Barlow, 2006) while acknowledging
literature regarding their suitability for categorical variables (Garrido, Abad, & Ponsoda,
2016; Heene, Hilbert, Freudenthaler, & Bühner, 2012; Maydeu-Olivares & Joe, 2014; Nye &
Drasgow, 2011). Interestingly, if the WRMR threshold rule of <1 proposed by Yu (2002) was
adhered to, all the models would be misfitting. Cook, Kallen, and Amtmann (2009) suggest
that WRMR may be more sensitive to multidimensionality. The statistically significant Chisquare values could also be used to argue against the reported univariate CFAs. This statistic
is very frequently ignored in practice by pointing to its over-sensitivity for large models
utilising large sample sizes. At the same time, the specialised structural equation modelling
forum SEMNET recorded extensive discussion as to whether this oversimplification should
be exercised, with both sides of the argument failing to convince each other. Finally, should a
fit rule of the ratio of chi-square to degrees of freedom not exceeding three be applied
(Schreiber et al., 2006), mixed conclusions would arise with over 40% of CFAs being
questionable according to this canon.
Table 5.2.2 reports the proportions of all pairs of items for which residual correlations
exceed the absolute value of 0.1. This table quantifies the LID prevalence across all
combinations of PISA waves and domains elaborating on LID-indicated pairs of items
conditional on the sign of RCs and whether the domain tested was targeted in the specific
PISA wave.
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Table 5.2.2 Proportions of all pairs of items for which residual correlations either exceeds the absolute value of 0.1, are less than -0.1 or are more
than +0.1
Absolute value of
RC exceeds 0.1
Count

Mathematics

Science

Reading

Row%

RC exceeds +0.1

RC is less than -0.1

Count

Row%

Count

Row%

Total
number
of RCsi

Total number of students used in
CFAsii

2000

60

15.0%

18

4.5%

42

10.5%

401

7080 (O1) / 7157 (O2) iii

2003

406

11.6%

121

3.5%

285

8.2%

3486

12893

2006

117

10.4%

45

4.0%

72

6.4%

1128

9918

2009

75

12.6%

14

2.4%

61

10.3%

595

9084

2012

393

11.3%

142

4.1%

251

7.2%

3486

12907

2000

31

6.5%

8

1.7%

23

4.8%

480

10105 (O1) / 12933 (O2) / 4305
(O3) iii

2003

43

7.7%

9

1.6%

34

6.1%

561

6992

2006

358

6.8%

125

2.4%

233

4.4%

5253

12987

2009

114

8.3%

35

2.5%

79

5.7%

1378

9071

2012

107

7.8%

26

1.9%

81

5.9%

1378

8956

2000

370

6.6%

126

2.2%

244

4.3%

5632

7027 (O1) / 7139 (O2) iii

2003

40

10.6%

10

2.6%

30

7.9%

378

6942

2006

28

7.4%

13

3.4%

15

4.0%

378

6610

2009

821

16.3%

203

4.0%

618

12.2%

5050

12988

2012

195

20.6%

37

3.9%

158

16.7%

946

8870

i
In some rows counts do not match number against a formula (number of items)*(number of items-1)/2 if the number of items data from Table 4.1.1 was to be used. For all PISA 2000 studies, the unbalanced
booklet design explains the discrepancy. For reading 2009 and mathematics 2012 use of the easy booklet option caused selected 26 OECD countries do not respond to all items.

While 500 students were randomly sampled from 26 OECD countries the students’ sample sizes are smaller than 13000. There are three reasons for this. (1) For non-targeted domains, some students were not
exposed to cognitive questions from all three cognitive domains. (2) The simple random subsamples of 500 students from each country’s datasets were stratified by different strata variables following the procedures
indicated in the PISA Technical Manuals (OECD, 2014b, p.163). The rounding involved with stratification resulted in country level samples not always being equal 500. (3) In PISA 2006 due to an error in printing the
booklets in the USA, the PISA consortium decided to exclude the American reading data from the cognitive database (OECD, 2007a)
ii

iii

Reasons for two or three numbers in PISA 2000 labelled as O1, O2 or O3 offered in Methodology (see Section 3.3.2.2)
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To offer combined estimates, a meta-analytic approach was undertaken. The section
below reports event rates and their 95% confidence intervals. Comprehensive Meta-Analysis
software was used (Borenstein et al., 2014) with a random effects model implemented to
combine results within each cognitive domain. The presence of LID is less pronounced for
science with a cross wave meta-analytical rate of 7.3% (6.7%, 8.0%) compared to
mathematics with across wave rates of 11.7% (10.8%, 12.7%). Corresponding result for
reading is 11.4% (6.8%, 18.4%). While focusing on each domain cross wave prevalence for
high positive RCs are 3.8% (3.3%, 4.3%), for mathematics, 2.3% (2%, 2.6%) for science and
3.2% (2.3%, 4.4%) for reading. The equivalent negative RCs estimates are 8.2% (7%, 9.5%)
for mathematics, 5.3% (4.5%, 6.1%) for science and 8% (4.4%, 13.9%) for reading. While in
many publications, assessment of reading literacy is expected to return LID due to the use of
common reading passages, the results presented in Table 5.2.2 indicate that LID presence is
just as frequent in mathematics as it is for reading. Worth noting is the fact that outlying large
negative residual correlations are, on average across all 15 rows, 2.5 times more prevalent
than positive outlying RCs. However, this ratio is very close to one in the case of reading in
2006 and exceeding four for mathematics in 2009 and reading in 2012.
It is of interest to elaborate on the impact of the greater number of items for the targeted
domains in each PISA wave. The underline in the table highlights the year in which a specific
cognitive domain was targeted. It can be seen that the number of items used in PISA
assessments appears to be unrelated to LID prevalence. In PISA 2000 and 2009 over 100
items were used in the estimation of reading RCs, and there is close to 10% discrepancy
between these two PISA implementations in the proportion of RCs exceeding an absolute
value of 0.1. Furthermore, the largest percent (20.6%) of outlying RCs is also reported for
reading in 2012 when this cognitive domain was not targeted in this PISA wave and involved
44 items.
In conclusion, the presence of LID is observed, and investigation of its possible causes is
warranted. LID prevalence does vary by cognitive domain with results for mathematics being
similar to reading yet lower for science. The percentage of outlying positive residual
correlations is consistently lower compared to negative RCs.
It is important to highlight the approach undertaken in this study of treating not-reached
cognitive questions, i.e. “all consecutive missing values starting from the end of each
cognitive session” (Adams & Wu, 2002, p. 130) was to code them as missing rather than
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coding them as failed. The method used in this study for dealing with not-reached items is
likely to be conservative in regard to dependency prevalence. For example, Monseur et al.
(2011, p. 139) found that for some PISA 2000 reading testlets, coding not-reached as
“failed”, produced average residual correlations twice the size compared with the case in
which not-reached are treated as missing. The method of dealing with not-reached items
changed after PISA 2012, treating them exclusively as not administered. Before PISA 2015 a
dual approach was applied in which not-reached responses “were considered as wrong
answers when estimating student proficiency (i.e. in the “scoring” step) but as not
administered when estimating item parameters (in the “scaling” step)” (OECD, 2016a, p.
306).

5.3 Does the prevalence of LID vary by item pair location?
This section expands on the information presented above. The previous section addressed
overall LID prevalence. In this section, the location of item pairs, either both within a testlet
or in different testlets, is investigated.
5.3.1

The prevalence of positive and negative LID for within-testlet pairs of
cognitive items.

Table 5.3.1 shows numbers and proportions of item pairs with positive and negative RCs
for within-testlet item pairs by PISA wave and domain. The more frequent utilisation of
singular testlets in mathematics, presented above in Figure 4.3.1, is also confirmed here by
lower numbers of mathematics within-testlet pairings.
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Table 5.3.1 Percentage of within-testlet pairs indicating positive and negative LID, by
cognitive domain and PISA wave.
RC exceeds 0.1

Mathematics

Science

Reading

RC is lower than -0.1

Count

Row N %

Count

Row N %

Total number of
within-testlet pairs
of items

2000

12

46%

0

0%

26

2003

30

67%

0

0%

45

2006

7

29%

0

0%

24

2009

6

40%

0

0%

15

2012

16

30%

1

2%

53

2000

2

7%

0

0%

30

2003

5

15%

0

0%

33

2006

11

10%

0

0%

107

2009

4

7%

0

0%

56

2012

2

4%

0

0%

56

2000

49

25%

0

0%

199

2003

10

27%

0

0%

37

2006

11

30%

0

0%

37

2009

39

28%

0

0%

138

2012

13

23%

0

0%

56

The Table 5.3.1 suggests that despite fewer non-singular testlets being used in
mathematics, ones which were given to students offered larger proportions of positive withintestlet LID as compared to reading and science. The same meta-analytical approach reported
in section 5.2 was also implemented in this section revealing positive within-testlet LID
prevalence in the mathematics of 43% (28%, 59%). The same prevalence showed a lower
tendency for reading, being equal to 26% (22%, 30%) and much smaller for science with 9%
(6%, 13%). Only one pair of items (M998Q02 and M998Q04T) from the same testlet
reported RC lower than -0.1, and it came from the non-released mathematical testlet M998
called “Bike rental”.
Looking at the same topic from testlet level data, out of the 39 non-singular mathematics
testlets used throughout the five waves of PISA 22, 27 (69%) had at least one pair of its items
for which the RC exceeded +0.1. A similar proportion of 71% (37 out of 52 non-singular
testlets) was found to have at least one item pair with a positive RC for reading. In science,
12 non-singular testlets out of 40 (30%) had at least one pair of dependency indicating items.
Thus, for reading and mathematics, we find that a majority of multi-item testlets include pairs

22

Based on international calibration samples from 26 OECD countries
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of items that violate the LII assumption. For science, the incidence of this violation is smaller.
5.3.2

The prevalence of positive and negative LID for between-testlet pairs of
cognitive items

The meta-analytic prevalence of positive LID for between-testlet pairs is shown in Table
5.3.2. For mathematical questions this prevalence was 2.8% (2.1%, 3.6%), while for reading
and science items it was 1.8% (1%, 3.2%) and 2% (1.5%, 2.5%), respectively. It is worth
noting that the science estimate for between-testlet LID does not differ greatly from other
cognitive domains in contrast to results in the previous section, 5.3.1, for within-testlet LID.
Percentages of RCs lower than -0.1 out of all between-testlet item pairs varied more for
reading resulting in larger meta-analytical confidence intervals. The prevalence of negative
LID for between-testlet items couplings was 8.4% (7.1%, 9.8%) for mathematics, 8.5%
(4.7%, 14.8%) for reading and 5.5% (4.7%, 6.5%) for science.
Table 5.3.2 Percent of between-testlet pairs indicating positive and negative LID, by
cognitive domain and PISA wave.
RC exceeds 0.1

Mathematics

Science

Reading

5.3.3

RC is lower than -0.1

Count

Row N %

Count

Row N %

Total number of
between-testlet
pairs of items

2000

6

1.6%

42

11.2%

375

2003

91

2.6%

285

8.3%

3441

2006

38

3.4%

72

6.5%

1104

2009

8

1.4%

61

10.5%

580

2012

126

3.7%

250

7.3%

3432

2000

6

1.3%

23

5.1%

450

2003

4

0.8%

34

6.4%

528

2006

114

2.2%

233

4.5%

5146

2009

31

2.3%

79

6.0%

1322

2012

24

1.8%

81

6.1%

1322

2000

77

1.4%

244

4.5%

5433

2003

0

0.0%

30

8.8%

341

2006

2

0.6%

15

4.4%

341

2009

164

3.3%

618

12.6%

4912

2012

24

2.7%

158

17.8%

890

The prevalence of positive LID among residual correlations for which
absolute value exceeds 0.1

This section focuses on the denominator of all RCs exceeding an absolute value of 0.1.
All PISA waves’ results, which can be viewed in Table 5.3.3, are aggregated using a metaanalytical approach. The prevalence of RCs indicating positive LID is reported in Table 5.3.4
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for item pairs within testlets and between testlets
Table 5.3.3 Proportions of all pairs of items for which residual correlations are either higher
than +0.1 or lower than -0.1, by item pairs testlet placement domain and wave

RC is lower than -0.1

Betweentestlet
placement

Count

Row
N%

95.0%
Lower
CL for
Row
N%

Maths

2000
2003
2006
2009
2012

42
285
72
61
250

88%
76%
66%
88%
67%

76%
71%
56%
79%
62%

95%
80%
74%
94%
71%

6
91
38
8
126

12%
24%
34%
12%
33%

5%
20%
26%
6%
29%

24%
29%
44%
21%
38%

Science

2000
2003
2006
2009
2012

23
34
233
79
81

79%
90%
67%
72%
77%

62%
77%
62%
63%
68%

91%
96%
72%
80%
84%

6
4
114
31
24

21%
10%
33%
28%
23%

9%
4%
28%
20%
16%

38%
23%
38%
37%
32%

2000
2003
2006
2009

244
30
15
618

76%
100%
88%
79%

71%

80%

29%

98%
82%

24%
0%
12%
21%

20%

67%
76%

77
0
2
164

3%
18%

33%
24%

2012

158

87%

81%

91%

24

13%

9%

19%

2000
2003
2006
2009
2012

0
0
0
0
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
6%

24%

12
30
7
6
16

100%
100%
100%
100%
94%

76%

99%

2000
2003
2006
2009
2012

0
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

2
5
11
4
2

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

2000

0

0%

49

100%

2003

0

0%

10

100%

2006

0

0%

11

100%

2009

0

0%

39

100%

2012

0

0%

13

100%

Reading

Maths

Within-testlet
placement

RC exceeds 0.1

Science

Reading

1%

95.0%
Upper
CL for
Row
N%

Count

Row
N%

95.0%
Lower
CL for
Row
N%

95.0%
Upper
CL for
Row
N%
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Table 5.3.4 Meta-analytic prevalence of residual correlations higher than +0.1 taken out of all
LID indicative item pairs, by testlet placement and cognitive domain

Betweentestlet
placement
Withintestlet
placement

Metaanalytical
Confidence
Interval of
prevalence of
positive RCs

Number of
RCs
lower than
-0.1

Number of
RCs
exceeding
0.1

Metaanalytical
prevalence
of positive
RCs

Mathematics

710

269

24%

(17%,33%)

979

Science

450

179

25%

(19%,33%)

629

Reading

1065

267

19%

(14%,24%)

1332

Mathematics

1

71

95%

(87%,99%)

72

Science

0

24

90%

(71%,97%)

24

Reading

0

122

98%

(92%.99%)

122

Total RCs
exceeding
absolute
RCs value
of 0.1

The total number of item pair RCs for which the absolute value exceeded 0.1 was 3158,
and 218 of these originated from within-testlet pairs of items.
Of the 218 within-testlet RCs, 217 were positive, i.e. indicative of positive LID. A
considerable proportion, 715 out of the 2940 item pairs had positive RCs that came from
pairs of items from different testlets. For reading, the corresponding prevalence estimate is
somewhat lower 19% (14%,24%) as compared to mathematics and science with 24%
(17%,33%) and 25% (19%,33%), respectively.
In answer to the research question posed in this section, ‘Does the prevalence of LID vary
by cognitive domain, PISA wave or item pair location?’ the conclusion is affirmative on all
counts. Thus, subsequent analyses that aim to offer plausible explanations for the LID causes
have to control for the factors of wave, item pair location, and cognitive domain.
Consequently, Section 5.4 attempts to offer in-depth explanations for the presence of LID.

5.4 Possible causes for LID?
The first half of this section takes advantage of some items being released, permitting a
descriptive overview of LID drivers. The examination identifies whether the LID is positive
or negative and whether the item pairs are located within a testlet or between testlets.
Furthermore, characteristics of the items, e.g. the sub-domain that the items test, the item
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format, or the particular skill that is tested by the items, are evaluated. The evaluation is
qualitative and is undertaken in order to generate possible explanations for the LID that is
observed. The second half offers a quantitative picture taking advantage of all available
information about the non-released items, using multilevel logistic regression to determine
what factors appear to be more important in explaining LID presence.
5.4.1

Qualitative investigation of LID drivers based on released PISA items
along with and an overview of a cross-wave LID consistency

Section 5.2 reports the substantial prevalence of RCs exceeding an absolute value of 0.1.
The aim of this part of Chapter 5 is to meaningfully graphically present pairs of items
indicating LID and reproduce for the reader items which are released to the public, focusing
on generating plausible explanations as to what may be causing the LID. In order to limit the
number of pairs of items plotted and reproduced in this section another non-IRT based LID
index, namely the modification index, was also incorporated in addition to Kline’s (2016)
RCs rule of thumb. While various modification index (MI) cut-points are utilised in the
literature, this research follows the Mplus default value of 10 23. Figure 5.4.1 indicates that
almost all within-testlet positive large RCs (>=0.1) also returned MIs exceeding 10. For the
sake of differentiating the pairs of items investigated with two LID indictors, the term dualindex LID will be used throughout this section.

23
The minimum of two modification indices was used for a pair of items, which in PISA 2000 were estimated
twice.
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NOTE: Green colour represents dual-index LID, while blue shows residual correlations with an absolute value exceeding 0.1
and modification indices less than 10. Lack of graph continuity for MIs less than 4 is an artefact of not requesting them to be
estimated and later recording them as MI=0 for the sake of being reported in this figure.

Figure 5.4.1 Scatterplot of residual correlations against modification indices, by item pair
placement

The remainder of this section focuses on those item pairs displaying dual-index LID
(green data points in Figure 5.4.1). These are the 385 item pairs for which the absolute values
of RCs are greater than 0.1 and MIs are grater than 10. The distributions of high positive and
negative RCs are investigated within and between testlets. A total of 15 graphs visualising
385 RCs are reported below. The graphs were produced using the qgraph package for R
(Epskamp et al., 2012). This package allows the visualisation of data by applying network
modelling techniques that, in this research, were applied to the matrix of RCs for all cognitive
domains and waves. The graphs include lines for item pairs with RCs >= 0.1 and MIs >=10
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in green and RCs <= -0.1 and MIs>=10 in red. Items from the same testlets are shown in the
same shade. The figures are produced in high graphical resolutions allowing to zoom on
desired sections facilitating their legibility and making the relationships between items much
more obvious. This is particularly helpful for the target cognitive domains in each wave, e.g.
mathematics in PISA 2003. All graphs generated with qgraph are accessible via links
embedded in the test of this chapter. Furthermore, the electronic appendices also offer
network plots for item testlets in which original LID, based only on RCs, is identified. (This
information is reported in Section 5.2). These extended figures are reported for the sake of
consistency with the previous section, but they have limited usability in the main targeted
domains due to a large number of lines plotted. In these network plots, items from the same
testlet are shown in the same shade, the strength of the RCs in reflected in the thickness of the
lines, and the sense of the RC is colour coded, green for positive and red for negative RCs.
The item pairs showing dual-index LID are also featured in corresponding MS Excel files
which reproduce all released items. This sub-section is structured by cognitive domain and
PISA wave (2000 to 2012) and by a combination of LID sign (positive or negative) and item
pair location (within- or between-testlets). This hierarchical approach to reporting aims to
facilitate quick and selective access to a specific PISA year or domain for the reader who also
may be particularly interested in specific instances of the PISA study. Summaries concluding
each cognitive domain sub section focus on relating the results of this study to existing
literature reporting LID in PISA. The summaries also concentrate on the discussion about
cross-wave consistency in the presence of the local item dependency.
5.4.1.1

Qualitative investigation of reasons for LID in the mathematics
domain

The qualitative reporting on the presence of LID begins with the mathematics domain.
This choice is driven by the large proportion of items that were released for mathematics. The
format of reporting LID is the same for all three domains by showing LID pairs of items
organised by a wave with a subdivision focusing on positive LID within the testlet, positive
LID between the testlets and negative LID between the testlets. The text is supplemented by
electronic resources.
PISA 2000
Figure 5.4.2, which is also available in an electronic version (Electronic Figure 5.4.2)
reports LID occurrence between mathematical items in the PISA 2000 wave.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.2 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Mathematics PISA 2000
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
All non-singular testlets have at least one pair of items indicating positive LID between
their items. Of particular interest is the testlet “Cube Painting” coded in PISA as M144 as
each combination of its item pairs indicates positive LID. This testlet has not been released,
so it is not possible to assert particular causes for the observed LID. A possible explanation
for the LID is the use of a common stimulus. This cannot, however, be exclusively
hypothesised as all four M144 items come from the same mathematical strand (Geometry),
mathematical concept (Space and shape) and item context (Educational) as per the PISA
2000 assessment framework. Interestingly, five out of six remaining pairs of items with high
positive LID come from testlets that were released to the public. This gives an opportunity of
investigating whether LID is driven largely by common stimuli or some other cause.
Electronic appendix (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.2_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN
TESTLET - PISA 2000 Mathematics) presents the released items along with citations to the
items’ sources and details of the item characteristics. Arguably, to answer all five pairs of
items students needed to, in various degrees, refer to information in the testlets’ introductions.
However, there also appears to be a consistency in so much as the LID flagged pairs of items
test the same mathematical skill. For example, for a pair of items from testlet M159 “Racing
Car”, the ability to read graphs is essential for both items. Similarly for both items from
testlet M124 “Walking”, skill in solving linear equations could also induce dependency.
These common characteristics are in addition to both items being based on a common
stimulus. For the pair of items in testlet M136 “Apples”, ability in working with quadratic
equations would be crucial in correctly responding to both items. However, for this specific
pair, it could also be argued that item M136Q02 is serving as a crucial stimulus for item
M136Q03 by revealing the mathematical expressions pointing to a quadratic equation
problem.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
In PISA 2000 two pairs of items (M159Q05 with M192Q01T and M159Q05 with
M266Q01T) indicated positive LID between mathematical questions from various testlets.
For convenience, items from the second pair are available as reported in the electronic
appendix (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.2_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS PISA 2000 Mathematics). Both items require the skill of estimating the perimeter of an
irregular geometric shape. This specific skill is likely to underpin the positive LID as other
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item dimensions such as question format, concept or context do not match. However, both
items aim to evaluate “Connections and integration for problem-solving” competency class as
listed in PISA’s assessment framework (OECD, 1999).
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Here, the characteristics of pairs of items located in different testlets showing negative
dual-index LID (i.e. RCs ≤ -0.1 and MIs ≥ 10) are examined qualitatively. Figure 5.4.2
representing PISA LID dependency is somewhat atypical when compared to the
corresponding 14 figures for other PISA waves and cognitive domains, which are
progressively introduced in sections below. Many pairs of items indicate the dual-index
negative LID (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.2_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN
TESTETS - PISA 2000 Mathematics). The majority of item pairs showing negative LID are
items from testlets M124 and M136, paired with items from testlets M150, M155, and M159.
The complete database with background information for the mathematical items allows
speculation of the possible reasons for this. All items from M124 and M136 are of “Open
Constructed Response” type while items from testlets M150, M155, and M159 are either of
“Closed Constructed Response” or “Multiple choice” format. Questions from M124 and
M136 also appear to be more difficult and frequently matched with easier questions. Perhaps
students decided to be selective in their time and effort allocation which, as suggested by Yen
(1993), can result in negative dependency. These and other characteristics that appear to be
related to negative LID are considered below for other waves.
PISA 2003
In 2003 mathematics was a targeted cognitive domain with approximately three times (84
items) as many mathematical questions used when compared to the PISA 2000 assessment
(31 items). Also, the distribution of types of testlets in regard to their size changed. As can be
seen in Figure 4.3.1, PISA 2003 used 35 single item testlets compared to only eight employed
in PISA 2000. At the same time, the number of four-item testlets was reduced from 3 to 2
between these two PISA waves. Figure 5.4.3 (and its electronic equivalent - Electronic Figure
5.4.3 - Mathematics PISA 2003) indicates that, as in PISA 2000, pairs of items flagging
positive LID within and between testlets were found, with only a few item pairs showing
negative LID.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.3 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Mathematics PISA 2003 24
24

This figure has high resolution and can be zoomed in or alternatively viewed in a corresponding electronic appendix.
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
Out of all nineteen non-singular testlets, fifteen had at least one pair of questions with
dual-index LID located within the testlets. In total, there were 29 pairs of such items.
Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.3_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2003
Mathematic lists all 29 pairs along with reproduced item contents for item pairs from the
released testlets.
The undisclosed four-item testlet M144 “Cube Painting”, which was re-used from the
previous PISA 2000 wave for the purpose of linking, once again produced six LID pairs
among its items. Another non-released linking testlet, M155 “Population Pyramids”,
generated four LID pairs. Partial information about this testlet is available in OECD (1999)
which suggests that the common stimulus for its items is likely to be a collection of four
graphs showing observed and predicted age distributions of the Netherlands population.
Interestingly, only one pair of items from this testlet showed positive LID in PISA 2000, but
this testlet’s items were involved in negative LID in this first wave of PISA study. The
presence of positive within-testlet dual-index LID was also duplicated for another two pairs
of testlets used in the previous wave; M124 “Walking” and M150 “Growing Up”. These two
pairs involve released items, and the electronic appendix (Electronic Appendix for Figure
5.4.3_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2003 Mathematics) shows the item
descriptions. The positive LID between two items from M124 “Walking” does require
respondents to consult the testlet introduction, but both items also require similar
mathematical skills to solve them. Furthermore, both items use an open constructed response
format requiring students to show their work. Thus, the LID observed for this testlet cannot
be attributed only to the use of a common stimulus.
Testlets M302 “Car Drive”, M402 “Internet Relay Chat”, M413 “Exchange Rate”, M438
“Exports”, M520 “Skateboard”, M704 “The Best Car” and M810 “Bicycles” were new to
PISA 2003 but have been released. These testlets generated an additional ten, within-testlet
positive LID item pairs that are reproduced in the electronic appendix mentioned above. The
LID observed among the M302 “Car Drive” items appears to be driven in part by the graph in
the testlet introduction, but LID could also be dictated by the common mathematical skill of
reading graphs needed for all three M302 items. Similarly, graph interpretation is crucial for
both items in M438. LID in a pair of items from M402 is most likely to be caused by a
common prompt as both questions refer to and require referencing time delay clocks from the
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testlet introduction. Common stimuli could be argued to be the predominant drivers of LID
for item pairs from M810, M704 and M520. On the other hand, positive LID among three
pairs of items from M413 “Exchange rate” cannot be caused by a shared prompt as an
introduction in this testlet is very short and non-consequential for subsequent questions. Itemchaining could be excluded as a possible cause because each item contains all the information
required to answer it correctly. It can be argued that having skills in calculating currency
exchange could produce positive LID for the item pairs of this testlet. This testlet is of
particular interest in the section of this research dealing with LID at the national level (see
Section 6.3.1) The majority of Asian or Eastern European countries in 2003 had their own
currencies and therefore currency conversion would have been common, while most Western
European countries had adopted the Euro and PISA participants from those countries would
not have been exposed to currency exchange to the same extent.
LID is observed between items from four other testlets new to PISA in 2003, but these
have not been released. Testlet M603 “Number Check” has not been made public, a reference
by Ruddock, Clausen-May, Purple, and Ager (2006) provides a plausible explanation for the
observed positive LID. The authors elaborate that the M603 items, on one hand, require
simple mathematical skills, but on the other hand, demand considerable language
comprehension skills. Composed of three items, testlet M406 “Running tracks” reveals LID
between all combinations of its items. While the unknown prompt may be causing the LID,
interestingly all three questions in this testlet were of an “Open Constructed Response” item
format. A pair of items from M496 “Cash Withdrawal” showed dual-index LID with a strong
RC value of 0.3. Similarly, two pairs of items from M828 “Carbon Dioxide” reported RCs
exceeding 0.2.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Seven pairs of between-testlet items showed positive LID, and detailed information
regarding them can be found in the electronic appendix (Electronic Appendix for Figure
5.4.3_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2003 Mathematics). The highest RC
value (.31) of all seven item pairs was for a pair M408Q01T “Lotteries” and M423Q01
“Tossing Coins”. While these items are not part of the released collection, the common
underlying mathematical concept of “Uncertainly and data” suggests that related
mathematical knowledge and skill may be a likely reason for the positive LID.
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The second, third, fourth and fifth highest LID pairs of between-testlet items involve
items that were released and are subsequently reproduced in the corresponding electronic
appendix (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.3_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS PISA 2003 Mathematics). Positive LID for the pair M421Q01 from “Height” testlet and
M468Q01T from “Science Tests” testlet is likely to arise from the specific knowledge of how
to calculate an average. A similar explanation is likely for M509Q01 “Earthquake”, and
M710Q01 “Forecast of Rain” item pair as both questions require unique knowledge of
frequentist probability. Another pair of items showing LID (M145Q01T “Cubes” and
M555Q02T “Number cubes”) requires the same geometrical ability to project a 3D object
onto 2D explicitly referring to the same geometrical object, namely dice. A plausible
explanation for LID in item pair M413Q01 and M438Q01 is less apparent. According to the
PISA 2003 Technical Manual (OECD, 2005b, p. 17) both items were present in Booklet
number 2 and located in clusters in the middle of testing time. Yen (1993) suggested fatigue
or speediness as a possible cause of LID, but this seems unlikely given their locations in the
booklet. Both items were very easy to answer as 80%, and 79% of participants from PISA
2003 international sample answered these items correctly, and both items were grouped into
the “Reproduction” aspect of item competency characteristics. It is possible that the common
content (Reproduction) led to the positive LID.
The final two pairs (M302Q03/M411Q02 and M411Q01/M421Q01) of between-testlet
items showing positive LID both include unreleased items from testlet M411 “Driving”. Both
matching and released items M302Q03 “Car drive” and M421Q01 “Height” involve the
concept of averages. Potentially items from M411 may also require knowledge of mean
calculation. Also, the first pair of items come from testlets involving driving as suggested by
their titles which may indicate some conceptual commonality of the items.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Three pairs of items are reported with considerable negative LID. The electronic
appendix (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.3_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS PISA 2003 Mathematics) shows all available item level information. Given that only one
item of each pair was released no practical explanation for the LID is possible.
PISA 2006
Mathematics in PISA 2006 was not the targeted domain in PISA 2006, so no new items
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were included in this wave, and all testlets were re-used from the two preceding waves of the
study. Figure 5.4.4 (and Electronic Figure 5.4.4 - Mathematics PISA 2006) graphically depict
pairs of items with dual-index LID.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.4 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Mathematics PISA 2006 25
25

This figure has high resolution and can be zoomed in or alternatively viewed in a corresponding electronic appendix.
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
Out of eleven non-singular testlets, six had at least one pair of items showing positive
LID between items within the same testlets. Electronic appendix (Electronic Appendix for
Figure 5.4.4_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2006 Mathematics) corresponds to
the results shown in the figure above. All seven combinations of within-testlet items that
showed positive LID in PISA 2006 did so also in the previous wave. Items M810Q01T and
M810Q02T from the “Bicycles” testlet require consulting a table that indicates the
relationship between distance travelled and a number of wheel rotations. Similarly, items
M302Q01T and M302Q02 involve referring to a graph, but both require the mathematical
ability to interpret graphs.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Only one pair of items (see M408Q01T M423Q01 in Electronic Appendix for Figure
5.4.4_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2006 Mathematics) revealed
considerable positive LID (MI=24 and RC=0.29). This same pair of questions from
“Lotteries” and “Tossing Coins” was also prominent in the previously reported PISA 2003,
with dependency likely to be related to the common mathematical concept of “Uncertainty
and data”.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Four pairs of items flagged considerable negative LID as shown in Electronic Appendix
for Figure 5.4.4_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2006 Mathematics.
Because none of the eight items involved were released, speculation about reasons for this
negative LID is limited. However, two pairs (M406Q02/M423Q01 and M406Q01/M423Q01)
involve difficult and “Open constructed response” type items from M406 “Running Tracks”
matched with the very easy M423Q01. Furthermore, both testlets M406 and M423 were
located in the same cluster (M4) and therefore were adjacent to each other. Selective time and
effort allocation could be at play and according to Yen (1993) would result in negative LID.
PISA 2009
Once again in PISA 2009 mathematics was not the main tested cognitive domain.
Furthermore, the number of mathematical items used was reduced by thirteen compared to
PISA 2006. The reduction comprised three non-singular testlets which can be observed in
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Figure 4.3.1. Figure 5.4.5 (and Electronic Figure 5.4.5 - Mathematics PISA 2009) shows
positive and negative LID between pairs of items, within and between testlets.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.5 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Mathematics PISA 2009 26

26

This figure has high resolution and can be zoomed in or alternatively viewed in a corresponding electronic appendix.
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
Six pairs of within-testlet questions revealed considerable positive LID as reported in the
electronic appendix (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.5_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN
TESTLET - PISA 2009 Mathematics). Unfortunately, none of the pairs involved released
items. However, all six pairs were also reported in PISA 2006 and PISA 2003 as having
positive LID. This cross-wave consistency is worth highlighting given that different cohorts
of 15 years old students are involved in each PISA data collection and in most countries
different schools are sampled from wave to wave.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Electronic appendix (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.5_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN
TESTLETS - PISA 2009 Mathematics) reports two pairs of items from different testlets with
positive LID. Since their introduction in 2003, the pair M408Q01T “Lotteries” and M423Q01
“Tossing Coins” consistently produced high LID with the RC value on this occasion being
0.39. Item M408Q01T also show signs of LID with M420Q01T “Transport” which, while not
released, also tests the “Uncertainty and data” mathematical concept. In the previous two
waves, this pair of items showed no signs of LID. There were also four pairs of items with
MIs exceeding ten but RCs above 0.9, only slightly short of being labelled dual-index LID.
With none of eight items being released, limited interpretation can be offered. However,
descriptive exploration of various items characteristics highlighted that all pairs of items
belonged to the same clusters representing 30 mins of students’ testing.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Five pairs of items showed considerable negative LID (Electronic Appendix for Figure
5.4.5_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2009 Mathematics). The
interpretation is not possible as none of the items were released. However, four of the pairs
involve items from testlet M406 “Running Tracks”. Furthermore, three other negative LID
pairs with MI exceeding 10 and only marginally below the dual-index LID cut point, with
RCs around -0.9, involve items from M406.
Items from this testlet (M406) contributed to negative LID in two out of three pairs in
PISA 2006. From the information that is available about these items, it can be seen that both
were quite challenging and in PISA 2009, only about 17% and 27% of students responded to
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them correctly. Both are of the “Open Constructed Response” item type. Thus, it is possible
that selective allocation of effort, as suggested by Yen (1993) may be a factor.
PISA 2012
Mathematics was the major domain assessed in PISA 2012. The number of items
increased to 84 27, almost tripling the number from the previous PISA 2009 wave. The
majority of new items for PISA 2012 evaluated in this chapter came in the form of two-item
testlets (7 new testlets) and three-item testlets (9 new testlets). Figure 5.4.6 (and Electronic
Figure 5.4.6 - Mathematics PISA 2012) offers a visual overview of LID between pairs of
items.

27
In PISA 2012 109 mathematical items were used. As this chapter only looks at OECD countries, items that
were used in the 2012 in the ‘easy booklets’ calibration are not included.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.6 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Mathematics PISA 2012 28
28

This figure has high resolution and can be zoomed in or alternatively viewed in a corresponding electronic appendix.
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
Sixteen pairs of mathematical items (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.6_POSTIVE
LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2012 Mathematics) indicated positive LID among items
belonging to the same testlets. Half of the non-singular testlets had at least one pair of items
with dual-index LID. With a large number of new items in PISA 2012 not having been
released, only three pairs can be viewed and evaluated for their possible causes of LID.
Two released items from M903 “Drip rate” clearly required a common reference to the
opening passage for the drip rate formula. However, common to both items is the ability to
manipulate equations, and this seems likely also to contribute to LID. Similarly, three items
from M918 “Charts” contribute to two LID pairs and have dual LID origin with both
common stimuli for both items and a common skill of graph reading also required for both.
Five out of six PISA 2009 within-testlet pairs which showed positive LID also are prominent
for PISA 2012. The remaining eight pairs with non-released items involve two items for
testlets: M909 “Speeding fines”, M919 “Zs Fan Merchandise”, M953 “Flu Test” and M982
“Employment Data” and three items for M954 “Medicine Doses” and M992 “Spacers”. Once
again four pairs of items (M155Q01 and M155Q04T, M923Q01 and M923Q04, M953Q03
and M953Q04D, M949Q01T and M949Q02T) have RCs and MIs very close to the dualindex LID cut point. The pair from M155 shows a similar tendency as in previous five waves
of PISA.
A pair of items from M923 “Sailing Ships” were only marginally short of making a dualindex LID rule. They were released and are worth mentioning as a common introduction for
this pair is of no consequence, but the underlying skill of percentage usage is common to both
items and is a likely cause of positive LID.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Once again pair M408Q01T M423Q01 produced the second largest RC (Electronic
Appendix for Figure 5.4.6_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2012
Mathematics) between items from different testlets. This result is consistent with
corresponding sections for PISA 2003, 2006 and 2009. For the 2012 assessment, the largest
RC of 0.38 occurred between two new items M00GQ01 from M00G “An Advertising
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Column” and M995Q02 from “Revolving Door”. Unfortunately, only one of the items has
been released. However, it is known that both items were very difficult with only 9% and
3.5%, respectively of international sample students providing correct responses. Both items
also cover the “Space and shape” item concept and were both allocated to the “Formulate”
item process category. Another item, M995Q01 from the “Revolving door” testlet showed
positive LID with the undisclosed item M949Q02T “Roof Truss Design”. Both items were
from “Space and shape”, and the title of the M949 testlet offers a possibility that maybe both
items require knowledge of angles. The LID for the remaining four pairs of items M903Q01
and M998Q04T, M155Q03D and M906Q01, M955Q01 and M998Q02, and M408Q01T and
M571Q01 cannot be explained as they involve non-released items.
Negative LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
In this whole LID investigation, there was only one pair of items within the same testlet
that produced considerable negative LID (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.6_NEGATIVE
LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2012 Mathematics). The items involved were introduced in
PISA 2012 and are part of testlet M998 called “Bike rental”. This testlet has not been
released. However, this is the only one testlet for which Israel was identified as the source, so
perhaps some translational or specific cultural or curriculum feature contributed to the
presence of negative LID.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Only one pair of items (M923Q01 and M955Q01) showed in PISA 2012 dual-index LID
(Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.6_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA
2012 Mathematics). As testlet M955 is not released, no practical explanation can be offered.
5.4.1.2 Summary and cross wave consistency of LID in the mathematics
domain
Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
The overall conclusion about the factors contributing to positive dependency among items
from the same testlets is that it is unlikely to be only due to common stimuli expressed by text
or graph. A review of released items suggests that matching mathematical skills are likely to
be partially responsible for LID with some testlets such as M413 “Exchange Rate” having a
negligible stimulus. Item chaining was also found to be a plausible positive dependency
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driver for some items, for example pair M136Q02 and M136Q03. As the majority of released
items come from the initial two waves of PISA, explanations for dependency are limited for
PISA 2009 and 2012. However, the systematic approach to reporting along with
comprehensive results being available in the electronic appendices, should facilitate further
in-depth investigations for readers with full access to all mathematical items. Additional
insides into presence of positive LID are presented in Section 5.4.2.1 reporting quantitative
results.
Mathematics dual-index dependent results, for within-testlet positive LID, produced cross
wave consistency. To give an additional point of view and to facilitate a cross-wave
overview, Electronic Appendix for Figures 5.4.2-6 offers a listing of all dual-index LID
producing mathematical items reported in Section 5.4.1 cross tabulated against PISA wave.
The non-released four-item testlet M144 “Cube Painting” showed positive LID for all six
pairs of its items on both occasions when it featured in PISA 2000 and 2003. The publication
by Monseur et al. (2011) examining mathematical dependency in PISA 2003 featured the
M144 testlet as showing pairwise LID but being marginally short of qualifying as ‘global
context dependence’. This term used by the authors aims to represent a ‘whole testlet LID’.
The results of this research would put M144 testlet as presenting a global context
dependence. Monseur et al. (2011) showed that the two-item M124 “Walking”, the two-item
M496 “Cash Withdrawal” and the three-item M828 “Carbon Dioxide” testlets produced
dependency. These results were confirmed in the sections above, but also added conclusions
that positive LID for these testlets was consistently present in all PISA studies when M124,
M496 and M828 were used. Testlet M124 was utilised twice in PISA 2000 and PISA 2003
while M496 and M828 were used four times in 2003, 2006, 2009 and 2012. Results for
testlets M402 “Internet Relay Chat” and M413 “Exchange Rate”, which were used only in
PISA 2003, revealed positive LID, as was shown by Monseur et al. (2011). Similarly, results
for M406 “Running Tracks” and a single pair from M810 “Bicycles” agreed between both
publications in regard to PISA 2003 with a dependency between two of its M406 items
(M406Q01 and M406Q02) extending to the later three implementations of the PISA.
Furthermore, pair M810Q01T and M810Q02T presented cross wave consistency in
dependence also for PISA 2006. Interestingly two-item testlet M603 “Number Check” which
in this study showed positive LID in three PISA waves was not identified by Monseur et al.
(2011) using the PISA 2003 data. While this testlet has not been released, Ruddock et al.
(2006), suggest that two items from M603 require in-depth language comprehension, but that
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is not helpful in explaining the lack of cross-research consistency. The results of withintestlet dependency among mathematical items in PISA 2000 are also partially confirmed by
Cai (Cai, 2010; Cai et al., 2011) who report better fitting models when testlets are controlled
for. Both of Cai’s publications used subsets of PISA 2000, and all testlets employed by him
feature in this study, with at least one pair of within-testlet items showing positive LID. It is
worth highlighting that some of the testlets introduced in PISA 2012 also show positive LID
among all of their items, e.g. M992 “Spacers”, M954 “Medicine Doses” and M918 “Charts”.
Publication by Koğar and Kelecioğlu (2017) used PISA 2012 mathematical datasets and
confirmed that statistical models factoring testlets performed better. Authors mentioned
explicitly in their discussion about few pairs of items reporting high levels of item
dependency, but they did not list them limiting the possibility to cross-validate with this study
results.
In conclusion, despite the limited number of publications investigating within-testlet
dependency of PISA’s mathematical items, the results of this study largely concur with
Monseur et al. (2011), Cai (2010) and Cai et al. (2011). However, as the analyses were
undertaken in five PISA waves, it is evident that some of the testlets used for the purpose of
cross-wave linking showed consistency in flagging dependency in multiple PISA studies in
which they were utilised.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
A literature search failed to locate a publication that investigates the dependency among
PISA items from different testlets. The results presented in Section 5.4.1 show that this type
of dependency is present and due to the analyses of released items, logical explanations for its
existence can be provided. Items’ pair featuring M408Q01T from M408 “Lotteries” and
M423Q01 from M423 “Tossing Coins” reported residual correlations of about 0.3 in all four
PISA assessments in which the items were used. Although, neither of them are released to the
public the testlets’ titles and common content strand of “Uncertainty and data” suggest a
plausible reason for dependency. At the same time, there were item pairs featuring in more
than one study that showed positive LID on only one occasion (see also Electronic Appendix
for Figures 5.4.2-6). The strongest example of this came from M408Q01 and M420Q01
revealing LID only in PISA 2009. The majority of the between-testlet positively dependent
item pairs were used only in one PISA study, and therefore did not permit an evaluation of
cross-wave consistency of LID. As reported above, it was found that specific skills of
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estimating the perimeter of an irregular geometric shape, ability to calculate an average or
having the skills to project a 3D object onto 2D were likely causes for between-testlets LID
(based on the use of two LID indicators, cut point of RCs≥0.1 and MIs≥10). The usage of
dual-index LID, while driven by pragmatic reasons to make qualitative in-depth
investigations manageable, produced a limitation which needs to be acknowledged. As
reported in Figure 5.4.1 there were pairs of between testlet items with high positive residual
correlations which failed to fulfil the requirement of high modification indices. The
qualitative investigation does not look at these item pairs. However, a quantitative component
of this chapter includes them as LID indicative for the purpose of logistic regressions.
Negative LID
In this research only the mathematics domain revealed within-testlet items with dualindex negative dependency, and only one such pair was identified. The pair (M998Q02 and
M998Q04) came from mathematical testlet M998 “Bike Rental” introduced in 2012. As this
testlet is not available for the public to view, it was not possible to pursue plausible reasons
for its LID. No apparent dual-index negative LID cross-wave patterns were present as can be
seen in the electronic appendix (Electronic Appendix for Figures 5.4.2-6) summarising all the
mathematical qualitative results. However, for one pair (M406Q02 and M828Q02) negative
dependency was featured twice. This was not entirely cross-wave consistent as on two other
occasions when both items were used, the negative LID was not found. Speculative reasons
for negative LID were proposed pointing to Yen’s (1993) suggestion that selective time and
effort allocation can produce it. However negative item dependency may also be an artefact
of the existence of positive LID as implied by Habing and Roussos (2003). As mentioned in a
previous paragraph, the dual-index LID rule of thumb also proved to be too restrictive for
some item pairs with residual correlations less than -0.1 but not fulfilling the modification
indices cut point. This limitation is acknowledged in the corresponding section 7.2.1.
5.4.1.3 Qualitative investigation of reasons for LID in the reading domain
As was the case with the mathematics domain, the qualitative investigation of dual-index
LID will follow the same pattern of subsections, discussing each PISA implementation with
separate paragraphs to elaborate on positive and negative LID as well as its within- or
between-testlet allocation. Once again, network qgraph plots are featured for all five PISA
waves along with electronic appendices reproducing all the items which were released to the
public.
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PISA 2000
Reading was a primary targeted domain in the inaugural PISA study. Thirty-seven testlets
were used in total with only two of them involving single questions. Out of 35 non-singular
testlets, 69% had at least one pair of within-testlet items with dual-index positive LID. Eight
pairs of items from non-matching testlets indicated positive dual-index LID and ten reported
considerable negative LID. Figure 5.4.7, and its pdf equivalent provided for in-depth viewing
(Electronic Figure 5.4.7 - Reading PISA 2000) gives a graphical overview of item pairs
showing dual-index LID.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.7 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Reading PISA 2000 29
29

This figure has high resolution and can be zoomed in or alternatively viewed in a corresponding electronic appendix.
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
In total 49 pairs of items produced positive dual-index LID within the testlets. Six testlets
(R040 – “Lake Chad”, R061 – “Macondo”, R067 – “Aesop”, R076 – “Iran Air”, R119 –
“Gift” and R220 – “South Pole”) had at least three of their items involved in dual-index
positive LID. Out of these, R067 and R076 produced LID for all their items’ combinations,
and the seven-item R119 had five pairs flagging LID. Of the forty-nine pairs of items
revealing LID, 21 pairs of items were released (Electronic Appendix for Figure
5.4.7_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2000 Reading), which therefore facilitated
a qualitative review of plausible drivers of LID.
A pair of items R040Q03A and R040Q03B from the “Lake Chad” testlet understandably
produced positive LID as both items refer to the same sentence in the testlet introductory text.
LID for two pairs R040Q02/R040Q04 and R040Q02/R040Q03B is likely to be caused by the
need to refer to introductory figures and by the common underlying ability to read the
graphical prompts. Similarly, three LID pairs of items from “Macondo” clearly refer to the
second half of a piece of prose. Further, items R061Q01, R061Q03 and R061Q05 all ask
about the same aspect to be inferred from the text. Interestingly, testlet R077 “Flu”, that had
five items in PISA 2000, produced only one dual-index LID pair of items (R077Q03 and
R077Q05). LID for two pairs R040Q02/R040Q04 and R040Q02/R040Q03B is also likely to
be caused by the need to refer to introductory figures and by the common underlying ability
to be able to read the graphical prompts. Positive dual-index LID for items from R088
“Labour” 30 and R091 “Library” appears to be driven by graphical stimuli that are a flow chart
and map for “Labour” and “Library”, respectively. Another released pair showing dual-index
LID (R100Q06 and R100Q07) comes from the testlet “Police”, and it is likely caused by the
need to refer to the testlet introductory text. The common stimulus is also likely to be
responsible for positive LID between items from R110 “Runners”. The most prevalent
example of LID was testlet R119 “The Gift”. Out of the seven items belonging to this testlet,
six were part of dependency relationships, most likely induced by the lengthy introductory
reading of over 1700 words. Finally, the released testlet R216 “Amanda & the Duchess”
produced two pairs of items with positive LID. Of the non-released testlets, R220 “South
Pole” is worth highlighting as it comprised five questions, which were involved in four pairs
The source of information about R091 testlet does not explicitly use the PISA standard item labelling. It is
assumed that item 7A in released item source (OECD, 2010a) is in fact Q06. This is additionally confirmed by
matching simple multiple choice format.
30
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of items with LID. While no preview of this item is available, it is known that the text type
involved was a chart or map, which likely constituted a common reference on which all the
items depended.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Eight pairs of items from various testlets produced considerable positive LID as reported
in the electronic appendix (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.7_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN
TESTLETS - PISA 2000 Reading). Two of the pairs (R099Q04B/R234Q02 and
R099Q04B/R120Q06) came from released testlets, and in both, item R099Q04B was
featured. The explanation for positive LID is not immediately apparent by comparing the
matching items. However, reviewing the scoring procedures for these questions provides
possible explanations for dependency between the items. This item proved to be very difficult
for students to answer correctly with only about 11% of participants answering correctly.
After reviewing the scoring guide (National Center for Education Statistics, 2016c), the
procedure for granting the fully correct score appears to be complicated, requiring a correct
answer to the complimentary introductory question as well as a written response including
explicit references to two facts. As one of the required facts is given in the question’s
statement, it is likely that many students would not repeat it in their written responses and
therefore would not receive full credit. When investigating in detail matching items R234Q02
and R120Q06, the requirements regarding the scoring of these items are also somewhat
confusing and require two parts to be simultaneously addressed for a complete score. To
correctly answer item R234Q02 from the “Personnel” testlet, according to the scoring rubric
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2016c, p. 71), the students needed to mention two
ways in which the organisation described in the text was supposed to operate. However, the
item requires providing two references related to a limited subgroup of people, namely those
who will lose their jobs because of reorganisation. The text which is crucial to providing
correct answer states that
CIEM acts as a mediator for employees who are threatened with dismissal
resulting from reorganization, and assists with finding new positions when
necessary. (National Center for Education Statistics, 2016c, p. 69)
There are two ways to look at this text. Firstly, it could be treated from a perspective of
two CIEM functions being separated by an intervening clause. This view is required to score
this item as correct according to the scoring rubric. Secondly, the wording of this text could
also be interpreted that the responsibility of finding new postitions is not explicitly limited to
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a specific subgroup, i.e. employees who are threatened with dismissal. The rest of the text
lists other CIEM functions suited for employees intending to voluntarily search for another
job. Similarly, scoring for question R120Q06 is very elaborate (OECD, 2010a, p. 190)
requiring the respondents to provide a two part answer to receive full credit. As suggested in
Yen (1993, p. 190) the items that are scored in the same fashion may produce LID. This
appears to be a plausible explanation of between-testlet dependency for the two examples
listed above. The remaining six pairs of LID items cannot be discussed in detail because they
have not been released, but four of the pairs do involve open-ended questions.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Ten pairs of items from different testlets produced considerable negative LID (Electronic
Appendix for Figure 5.4.7_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2000 Reading)
with only two of the pairs having both items released (R040Q03A/R216Q01 and
R040Q03A/R216Q06). Both pairs featured one item from the “Lake Chad” testlet and
another item from “Amanda & the Duchess”. The item R040Q03A was correctly answered
by about 50% of the OECD sample while items from R216 testlet were easier with 74% and
67% of students answering them correctly. Both these items were preceded by the very
lengthy reading of two texts totalling over 900 words. It is possible that the negative LID is
driven by selective time allocation as suggested by Yen (1993) when students unexpectedly
underperformed on easier items from “Amanda & the Duchess” due to the limiting time and
effort needed to be invested in reading lengthy texts.
PISA 2003
Assessment of reading literacy was not a major target for PISA 2003. Consequently, only
eight testlets with a total of 28 reading items were used in this wave of the study. All the
items were reused from PISA 2000, although the number of items from within some of the
testlets such as R102, R104, R111 and R227 were reduced. Figure 5.4.8 (Electronic Figure
5.4.8 - Reading PISA 2003) shows that there was no considerable positive LID between items
from different testlets with some evidence of within-testlet positive LID and negative LID
involving predominantly two testlets.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.8 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Reading PISA 2003
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
There were ten pairs of the linking items within the same testlets which showed
considerable positive LID (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.8_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN
TESTLET - PISA 2003 Reading). All three items from R067 “Aesop” produced
dependencies among all its items. Testlets R220 “South Pole” and R219 “Employment” also
indicated positive LID among many of their items. Single pairs of LID items were featured in
R055 “Drugged Spiders” and R104 “Telephone”. As none of the reading items used in PISA
2003 were released, an in-depth investigation of the plausible underlying causes of LID is not
possible. Dependency is likely to be related to a common introduction preceding items from
the same testlets. Interestingly, nine out of ten LID pairs featured in this section about PISA
2003 flagged the same dual-index LID when investigated with PISA 2000 data.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
No positive LID was found for any between-testlet item pairs.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Negative dual-index LIDs pairs of items were concentrated between items from two
testlets R219 “Employment” and R220 “South Pole”, both of which were allocated to the
same cluster R1 (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.8_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN
TESTLETS - PISA 2003 Reading). All dependent items from these two testlets were of easy
to moderate difficulty, with the percentage of OECD sample answering them correctly
ranging from 57% to 83%. The format of the items appears to vary with all questions from
R220 being of simple multiple choice format while R219 featured short response or open
constructed response formats. Therefore, the negative LID may relate to the different
response formats required for items in the dependent pairs.
PISA 2006
Reading was not a primarily targeted cognitive domain in PISA 2006. All the reading
items used in the previous wave, 2003, were reutilised. Figure 5.4.9 (Electronic Figure 5.4.9 Reading PISA 2006) graphically represents pairs of items with dual-index LID, and it closely
mimics the dependency results from the previous PISA wave.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.9 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Reading PISA 2006
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
Eleven pairs of items showing positive LID were observed for reading in PISA 2006 (see
also Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.9_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2006
Reading). The dependency patterns for testlets R067, R104 and R219 match perfectly with
the results from PISA 2003 and PISA 2000. LID in R220 also mimics the previous two PISA
waves with a closer resemblance to PISA 2000. As a consequence of no PISA 2006 reading
items having been released, no further discussion about the nature of the observed LID is
offered.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Similarly, in the corresponding results for PISA 2003, there were no pairs of dual-index
positive LID between items from different testlets.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Interestingly, patterns of negative LID associations point to similarities with the PISA
2003 wave, where items from testlet R219 “Employment” produced negative LID with
various items from R220 “South Pole”. This time five such considerable dependencies are
present as reported in Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.9_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN
TESTLETS - PISA 2006 Reading.
PISA 2009
Nine years after the initial PISA assessment featured reading as the main literacy of interest,
reading was once again the targeted cognitive domain in 2009. Eighteen new reading testlets
were featured in this assessment. For the purpose of linking across PISA waves, most reading
questions contained in PISA 2006 and 2003 were reused. Some of the original PISA 2000
testlets such as R083 “Household Work”, R101 “Rhinoceros”, R102 “Shirts” and R245
“Movie Reviews” were also reused. Of 28 non-singular testlets, 18 had at least one pair of
items showing positive within-testlet LID. Positive and negative between-testlet LID was
present as shown in Figure 5.4.10 (see also Electronic Figure 5.4.10 - Reading PISA 2009).
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.10 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Reading PISA 2009 31
31

This figure has high resolution and can be zoomed in or alternatively viewed in a corresponding electronic appendix.
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
As mentioned in the section above, about 62% of reading testlets had at least one pair of
items with considerable positive LID. In total, there were 38 pairs of items for which RC
exceeded the absolute value of 0.1 and MIs were larger than 10. As the majority of the
released reading items were made available soon after first the PISA assessment and could
not be used again, only two pairs from R452 “The Play’s the Thing” testlet are available for
closer inspection (see also Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.10_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN
TESTLET - PISA 2009 Reading). Arguably, the positive LID between items from R452 is
driven by the necessity of reading and referring to the introductory text. While no additional
qualitative elaboration can be produced for other testlets, it is worth highlighting a crosswave consistency in item dependency patterns. Within-testlet positive LID between items
from R067, R104 and R220 has been produced for all four implementations of PISA waves
described so far. Furthermore, some of the PISA 2000 testlets that were reintroduced in PISA
2009 also present matching dependencies despite there being close to 10 years difference
between cohorts for which they were used. For example, a pair of non-released items
R083Q02 and R083Q03 from “Household Work“, produced the highest RC of 0.4 for PISA
2009 as it did for PISA 2000. Likewise, pair R101Q02 and R101Q04 from “Rhinoceros”
featured positive LID in both studies. About half the pairs of items listed in the Electronic
Appendix mentioned above, come from new testlets introduced in PISA 2009. Testlet R406
“Kokeshi Dolls” yielded considerable positive LID among all three of its items. Five-item
“Galileo” (R442) had five pairs of its items indicating dependency among them.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
While no between-testlet positive LID was found in the PISA 2003 and 2006 waves, five
pairs of questions reveal positive between-testlet LID in the 2009 wave (see also Electronic
Appendix for Figure 5.4.10_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2009 Reading).
None of the featured items are released, hindering any attempts to explain the reason behind
the positive LID. Reviewing known properties of involved items such as their difficulty, item
format, text format, text type, situation or aspect does not offer any striking patterns.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
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Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.10_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA
2009 Reading lists sixteen pairs of between testlets items indicating negative LID. Given the
scarcity of the released items, it is not surprising that there is not a single pair with both items
that could be viewed. Section 5.4.2.3 that utilises a multilevel logistic regression gives some
suggestions regarding negative dependency drivers which in the absence of released items
cannot be investigated in this qualitative elaboration.
PISA 2012
In PISA 2012, reading was not the main assessed cognitive domain, and therefore the
number of items and testlets used was considerably reduced, using only 44 questions in total.
Only one testlet, R220, was retained from the PISA 2000 wave, with the remaining 12 testlets
being introduced in PISA 2009 and reused for the purpose of linking. As in previous sections
Figure 5.4.11 (see also Electronic Figure 5.4.11 - Reading PISA 2012) presents the positive
LID involving items within and between testlets. Considerable negative LID is also present,
mainly involving two items from testlet R404.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.11 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Reading PISA 2012
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
Thirteen pairs of within-testlet items with considerable positive LID were found
(Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.11_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2012
Reading). For ten of them, identical dependency associations were also found in the PISA
2009 study. Unfortunately, none of the testlets of interest belonged to released items groups.
Seven out of 13 testlets used had at least one LID indicating a pair of items.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.11_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA
2012 Reading lists five pairs of items from non-matching testlets which produced positive
LID. Given that the items cannot be previewed and the known characteristics of the questions
do not offer any qualitative suggestion as to why the dependency is present, the item pairs are
reported in the Electronic Appendix to facilitate a review by readers with full access to
reading items.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
A pattern of negative LID can be observed for PISA 2012. There were 23 pairs of items
for which RC was lower than -0.1 and MI more than 10 (see Electronic Appendix for Figure
5.4.11_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2012 Reading). All but one of
these pairs involved either item R404Q10A or R404Q10B. None of the items involved were
released. The only noticeable regularity of the information about these questions can be
observed in a fact that half of the items paired with R404Q10A and R404Q10B are
considerably easier, with the difference in difficulty for all 12 items exceeding 30%. Both
items were also of “Constructed Response Expert” 32 item format which requires a written
response from the students. Thus, it appears that pairing items of dissimilar difficulties can
cause negative LID. It could be that students implement selective effort allocation, suggested
by Yen (1993), and give less attention to items appearing harder in order to ensure they
complete as many items as possible in the test. Alternatively, or in addition, the pairing of a
‘Constructed Response Expert’ item with an item using a different format may be an
indication of test-wiseness of selective time allocation that in turn could give a partial

In PISA 2012 the naming of the item formats changed. However “Constructed Response Expert” type of
question can be seen as close to “Open constructed response” used in the first four PISA assessments.
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explanation for the negative LID.
5.4.1.4 Summary and cross wave consistency of LID in the reading domain
Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
Positive within-testlet dependency proved to be quite consistent across multiple PISA
studies as collated in Electronic Appendix for Figures 5.4.7-11 and visualised in figures
throughout Section 5.4.1.3. Used on four occasions, the three-item testlet R067 “Aesop”
produced positive LID among all its questions for all instances when it was employed in the
PISA assessment. Similarly, questions from R220 “South Pole” showed consistent LID in
multiple PISA waves with item pair R220Q01/R220Q02B featuring five times and pair
R220Q05/R220Q06 four times. Another result, consistent in four waves, originated from a
pair of questions from R104 “Telephone” (R104Q01/R104Q05). Constituting three items
R219 “Employment” produced positive LID on all three occasions when it was used for two
pairs of its items. There was a considerable number of positive LID showing within-testlet
item pairs from reading testlets, which were used only in PISA 2000 when this cognitive
domain was the main focus. In this wave, there were 33 non-singular reading testlets used,
and 25 of them had at least one pair of items within testlets indicating LID. For the testlet
labelled R119 “Gift”, five out of seven items were in LID pairs. Similarly R220 “South Pole”
had four out of five of its items flagging possible common stimuli dependence. Contrastingly,
other large 5 item testlets such as R088 “Labour” and R077 “Flu” flagged only one
dependent pair of items. In the medium size testlets containing 3 items, some had all items
indicating LID, for example, R067, while other three-item testlets such as R228 “Guide” had
none. The majority of PISA 2000 results reported here concur with investigations undertaken
by Monseur et al. (2011). Seventeen reading testlets, reporting at least one pair of items with
LID, are highlighted by both research investigations. Publication by Kreiner and Christensen
(2014), while discussing a number of limitations of PISA scaling model, also reported local
dependence investigation for reading data from one booklet of PISA 2006. Results of the
current study agree with a portion of the Kreiner and Christensen (2014) conclusions in
regard to the existence of positive LID PISA 2006 in testlets R067, R104, R220 and even
marginally for the pair from R055 (R055Q03/R055Q05) which just missed the dual-index cut
point with a residual correlation of 0.099. However, Kreiner’s and Christiansen’s conclusions
about LID in R227 “Optician” do not feature in the present study for any of the four
occasions when this testlet was used. This discrepancy may be due to the fact that the Kreiner
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and Christensen (2014) study used samples from 56 developed and developing countries as
opposed to only 26 OECD nations utilised in this research.
As can be seen in Figure 4.3.2, the equating of PISA 2009 and 2012 was undertaken on
the basis of new reading testlets introduced in 2009 with the exception of R220. Nonetheless,
a cross-wave positive LID consistency was present, and can be seen in the item pairs from
R406 “Kokeshi Dolls”, R420 “Children’s Futures”, R446 “Job Vacancy”, R455 “Chocolate
and Health” and R456 “Biscuits”. Two publications, one by Oliden and Lizaso (2013) and
another by Trendtel et al. (2014) were found to discuss item dependency in the reading
domain of PISA 2009. However, the studies utilised only selected national samples, Spanish
and German, respectively. The first paper acknowledged the presence of dependency without
listing the specific item pairs that showed it. The second publication (Trendtel et al., 2014)
showed a substantial consistency with the results presented here despite different LID
detection methods being used.
With regard to plausible LID drivers, the qualitative investigation offered some insight
into the dependency results for PISA 2000, given that a larger proportion of testlets were
released after this initial PISA assessment. These released items suggest that the need to read
and refer to the introductory text, tables or figures is likely to be predominantly responsible
for within-testlet positive dependency.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Dual-index positive LID for items from different testlets was not observed in PISA 2003
and 2006 reading results. (Electronic Appendix for Figures 5.4.7-11). The remaining three
PISA waves had 18 item pairs with dual-index positive LID as reported above and associated
electronic appendices. Given that most of the items involved were not released to the public it
is hard to provide an empirical explanation for the observed LID. However, two out of
eighteen between-testlet pairs of questions came from testlets available for viewing. Both
pairs featured items that are of “Open Constructed Response” type with R099Q04B present
in both cases. It is speculatively proposed that dependency may be related to the scoring
procedures of these open constructed response items. Issues related to scoring procedures
were suggested by Yen (1993, p. 190) as one of the possible reasons for LID. There was only
one case that the item pair retained positive dependency in two different PISA studies, but it
involved an item pair (R406Q05/R455Q03) from non-released testlets.
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Negative LID
The most striking regularity in negative dependency investigation was produced in PISA
2012 when 22 out of 23 item pairs involved either R404Q10A or R404Q10B. It was
suggested that selective effort allocation, identified by Yen (1993) as a possible reason for
negative LID, could be responsible for the results. At the same time, both items from R404
revealed positive LID between them so, as suggested by Habing and Roussos (2003), the
need for negative LID in the presence of positive dependency also may be involved. The
negative dependency in PISA 2003 and PISA 2006 showed considerable consistency
involving pairs of items from R219 and R220. This may be due to the fact that both studies
used precisely the same sets of reading testlets (OECD, 2009b, p. 29) allocated in the same
way to two reading clusters. Both testlets were placed in cluster R1 in PISA 2003 and PISA
2006.
5.4.1.5 Qualitative investigation of reasons for LID in the science domain
As is the case when reporting mathematics and reading results above, explanations for the
occurrence of LID in science is discussed separately for each wave and supported with
figures and corresponding electronic appendices.
It was possible to locate only 13 released science testlets out of the 45 testlets that were
used in the five waves of science assessment for the international calibration samples. This
smaller number of released items is reflected in a more limited elaboration on plausible
reasons for the LID observed between science items, particularly for later PISA waves. At the
same time, the search for information about the items’ characteristics was very successful.
The PISA 2012 Technical Report (OECD, 2014b) provided some information about items
that could also be propagated to earlier waves as long as PISA 2012 items were used as
linking questions. However, the majority of the details about the items’ characteristics (e.g.
format, context, competencies) came from a Czech publication (Mandíková & Bašátková,
2008). With the help of this publication and PISAs’ frameworks (OECD, 2006, 2013) as
terminology references, the retrieval of the characteristics of all science items was achieved.
During the writing of this section about science items, it was observed, after closer inspection
of the data, that a number of item pairs only marginally missed the classification of dualindex LID. As these items frequently offered logical explanations for items dependency that
involved many waves the discussion includes them and labels them as showing marginal
LID. The smaller proportion of science items that were released to the public was also a
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factor in investigating the marginal dependency. The limitations related to utilising the rule of
thumb cut points are discussed in section 7.2.1.
PISA 2000
Figure 5.4.12 below (see also Electronic Figure 5.4.12 - Science PISA 2000) shows that
in PISA 2000 there were only two pairs of science items with considerable within-testlet LID.
Between-testlets, dual-index LID was identified in only a few pairs of items. Interestingly,
negative LID is common and expressed mostly in between-testlet items.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.12 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Science PISA 2000
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
Out of 12 non-singular testlets only two, S114 “Greenhouse” and S133 “Research”,
revealed considerable positive within-testlet LID (see Electronic Appendix for Figure
5.4.12_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2000 Science). In the pair of released
items, S114Q03T and S114Q04T, it can be seen that responding to them involves consulting
a common stimulus with the trend graphs being crucial for both items. However, the answers
to both items also require the same skill of graph interpretation. Moreover, both of them are
open response questions. It is likely that having a common stimulus is not a single LID driver
and that the skill being tested and the common response format both contribute to the
observed LID. Additional investigation of the dataset of item pairs’ RCs and MIs revealed
five other within-testlet item pairs only marginally not meeting the requirements for dualindex LID. Given that released items are scarce for science and less likely to be available for
later waves, these pairs have been additionally reported in italics in the corresponding
electronic appendix to differentiate them from those pairs that do meet the dual-index LID
criteria. Two items, S195Q04 and S195Q05T from the testlet “Semmelweis’ Diary”, are
likely to produce LID mainly due to common stimuli, as without reading the preceding both
of them Text2 it would not be easy to provide correct answers to both items. On the other
hand, positive LID for the pair from testlet S128, “Cloning” may be more related to students’
prior knowledge about cloning as the introductory reading is not required and does not
explicitly give the answer for either of the questions. Another pair of items from S129
“Daylight” indicates positive LID, and the introductory reading gives no direct answers to
either of the questions involved (S129Q01 S129Q02T). The likely reason for LID is the
common underlying knowledge (about astronomical aspects of Earth’s changing seasons, and
daily time change) tested in both items.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Three pairs of items showed considerable positive LID between items from different
testlets. Once again three other pairs were close to the dual-index LID thresholds; hence all
six items are reported in an electronic appendix (Electronic Appendix for Figure
5.4.12_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2000 Science). Three out of six pairs
involve items that are released. Interestingly, two pairs of these S128Q03T/S270Q03T and
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S128Q03T/S213Q01T comprise items of the same format that ask participants to judge
whether the statements or question are of a scientific nature. Furthermore, the third pair of
known items also has one item (S128Q03T) inquiring about the scientific judgment of two
listed reasons for cloning. Paired with this S128 item is S195Q02T. While S195Q02T is an
open response format, it also requires students to judge and elaborate about the scientific
statement that “puerperal fever is unlikely to be caused by earthquakes.” A similar scientific
inquiry question, S213Q01T, is also involved in another pair of items (S133Q01 and
S213Q01T) which show considerable positive LID. While S133Q01 has not been released,
the title of this testlet (“Research”), as well as its multiple choice item format, allows the
speculation that this may be another pair of LID showing items involving questions about
scientific judgement. Furthermore, both items (S133Q01 and S213Q01T) target the same
item content of “Scientific enquiry” in “Knowledge about science” and both deal with the
“Frontiers of science and technology” content.
It appears that for this PISA wave, an underlying reason for between-item positive LID is
likely to be related to the skill of judging the process of scientific inquiry.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Similarly in the situation in PISA 2000 mathematics, eight pairs of items from various
testlets reveal negative LID (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.12_NEGATIVE
LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2000 Science). Six of them involve different
combinations of pairs of items from testlets S114 “Greenhouse” and S195 “Semmelweis’
Diary.” Both testlets appears to require a considerable cognitive effort from students with
testlet introductions requiring the reading of over 190 words and close to 290 words for S114
and S195, respectively. Furthermore, these long introductions are then followed by second
prompts involving two graphs and close to 100 words of text for “Greenhouse” and over 130
words for Text 2 for “Semmelweis’ Diary.” Yen (1993) suggested that negative LID could be
due to time management and selective effort allocation. Both testlets were presented together
only to participants using PISA 2000 Booklet 8 which had a smaller number of reading
clusters with a larger presence of mathematical and science items. It is possible that students
who took Booklet 8 allocated a different amount of effort to these two testlets driven perhaps
by their order or students’ choice in preferring one testlet over the other.
PISA 2003
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While science was not the target cognitive domain in either PISA 2000 or PISA 2003,
some changes to the composition of the science items were made. PISA 2000 testlets S195
“Semmelweis’ Diary”, S209 “Tidal Power”, and S253/S270 “Ozone” were not included in a
later wave. The new science testlets S304 “Water”, S326 “Milk”, and S327 “Tidal Energy”
were utilised in PISA 2003 instead. Out of 13 science testlets used in PISA 2003, only four
are available for an in-depth review. Figure 5.4.13 below and its electronic equivalent
(Electronic Figure 5.4.13 - Science PISA 2003) show pairs of items in PISA 2003 that
indicate dual-index LID.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.13 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Science PISA 2003
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
Five pairs of items indicating dual-index LID, and a further five just missing the criteria
for dual-index LID, were identified (Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.13_POSTIVE
LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2003 Science). Two of these pairs involve the released
testlets S114 “Greenhouse” and S128 “Cloning”. Both pairs were also found to exhibit
positive LID in a previous PISA wave. Plausible explanations for the LID are the same as
reported above for PISA 2000. LID in S114 is likely due to joint stimuli of needing to refer to
the graphs for both involved items. LID in S128 was argued to be more likely to arise
because of common knowledge required. Three pairs of items used in both waves maintain
the positive LID status. The new testlets S304 “Water” and S326 “Milk” returned the two
highest RCs of 0.16 and 0.27, respectively.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
While Figure 5.4.13 does not show any between-testlet pairs of items with positive LID,
five marginal dual-index LID pairs are reported in the electronic appendix (Electronic
Appendix for Figure 5.4.13_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2003 Science).
Two of the five pairs (S128Q03T and S213Q01T), (S128Q03T and S268Q02T) include
question S128Q03T that asks students to identify statements as being scientific and requires a
Yes/No response. The same type of question is also used for S213Q01T, and this pair
indicated positive LID in the 2000 wave. Thus both a common response format and a
common concept could drive the observed LID. However, item S268Q02T has not been
released so the explanation offered for its dependence with S128Q03T cannot be asserted.
The items’ formats, contexts and other item characteristics do not match.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
In PISA 2003 there are five pairs of items revealing considerable negative LID
(Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.13_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA
2003 Science) and all of them involved items from S114 “Greenhouse”, S326 “Earth’s
Temperature”, and S304 “Water”. Only items from S114 are released, and both of them are
very demanding. Both require the reading of a passage with just over 200 words, followed by
a second prompt involving two graphs and an additional 90 words of text, concluding with
open-ended questions involving written answers that need to be justified. While no other
items are released, the information about item format shows that at least one item in all five
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questions’ pairs was of an open response type. This may suggest that negative LID was
induced by selective effort allocation leading students to be less attentive to open response
questions which could appear to require more effort.
PISA 2006
Science was the targeted cognitive domain in 2006 with 103 items allocated to 36 testlets.
Table 4.2.1, presented above, elaborates on which items have been used across waves for
assessment linking. Only 16 items’ pairs revealed dual-index LID as shown in Figure 5.4.14
(see also Electronic Figure 5.4.14 - Science PISA 2006).
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.14 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Science PISA 2006 33
33

This figure has high resolution and can be zoomed in or alternatively viewed in a corresponding electronic appendix.
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
As detailed in Figure 5.4.14 Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.14_POSTIVE
LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2006 Science, there were eleven couplings of items from
the same testlets making the dual-index LID cut point. However, just as many pairs were very
close to making the cut with their RCs and MIs in excess of 0.8 and 8 for RC and MI,
respectively. Consequently, the electronic appendix mentioned above shows the details for 22
pairs of items. Most of the released science items were introduced in PISA 2000, and there
are very few available for viewing from later waves of the study. Details of only five item
pairs originating from only two testlets are available. Positive LID for S114Q03T and
S114Q04T from “Greenhouse” testlet is once again present, replicating the PISA 2000 and
2003 conclusions. The only other testlet which could be closely scrutinised is S447
“Sunscreens”, which was introduced in PISA 2006. Three combinations 34 of its items are
among 22 pairs of listed pairs of items. After reading the testlet prompt and questions,
arguably all the questions reference the prompt. A pair of items, S326Q01 and S326Q02 from
the “Milk” testlet, are discussed in the positive within-testlet section for PISA 2003. Again,
they produced the highest RC out of all 22 positive LID. Due to the confidential nature of this
testlet, the reasons for positive LID for this pair of items cannot be elaborated upon. Other
pairs, (S304Q03A/S304Q03B) and (S131Q02T/S131Q04T), reported in PISA 2003, once
again reveal dual-index positive LID. Furthermore, two other pairs, (S304Q01/S304Q02) and
(S269Q01/S269Q03T), showed marginal dual-index LID in a prior wave and retained their
status in PISA 2006. Positive within-testlet LID was also present for testlets introduced in
PISA 2006, in particular, the pairs of items from S514 “Development and Disaster”, S438
“Green Parks”, S413 “Plastic Age” and S421 “Big and Small.” Because they have not been
released, no basis for inferring possible drivers for the observed LID can be offered at this
stage.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Two pairs of items produced RCs and MIs exceeding 0.1 and 10, respectively, and an

The testlet S447 “Sunscreens” included four items in PISA 2006 labelled S447Q02, S447Q03, S447Q04,
S447Q05T. The only located source (OECD, 2009d) from which the information about these released items
could be extracted does not use the official labels and only numbers them according to their order. It is believed
that matching in the electronic appendix Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.14_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN
TESTLET - PISA 2006 Science is correct more so that the known items’ formats can be used to verify the items
allocation.
34
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additional nine were very close to these thresholds. All of these, along with item
characteristics, are reported in Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.14_POSTIVE
LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2006 Science. None of the pairs involves both items
from released testlets limiting any investigation of plausible reasons for their dependency.
However, in the case of pair S426Q07T and S495Q04T, for which one question from S495
“The Grand Canyon” is released, informed speculation can be undertaken. Item S426Q07T is
of YES/NO type, requiring students to judge the statements in regard to their scientific
nature. This question item type is “Complex Multiple Choice”, its item content dealing with
“Knowledge about science - Scientific enquiry”, and its category of scientific cognitive
processes places this item into “Identifying scientific issues” scientific competency (OECD,
2006, p. 29). Interestingly, the similar YES/NO scientific judgement format released
questions (S128Q03T, S213Q01T, S270Q03T) discussed above in two “Positive LID
between pairs of items from different testlets” sections all featured the same three item
dimensions as S426Q07T. By matching item properties, it is likely that S495Q04T from S495
“Radiotherapy” is of the same YES/NO judgemental type. Furthermore, S495Q04T features
in another positive LID pair with item S415Q07T from “Solar Panels” testlet and once again
the matching item characteristics are observed. It may be noted that another pair S438Q01T
from “Green Parks” and S466Q07T from “Forest Fires” once again classify both items as
“Complex Multiple Choice”, “Knowledge about science - Scientific enquiry” and
“Identifying scientific issues”. The ability to judge scientific statements once again appears to
relate to between-testlets positive LID. The value of detailed qualitative investigation proves
to be particularly evident in this case as different sources of evidence for dependence as well
as the cross-wave consistency leads to the strengthened conclusion that skills in “Identifying
scientific issues” competency drives many of LID cases linking items from different testlets.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Only three pairs of PISA 2006 scientific literacy items showed considerable negative LID
as reported in the Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.14_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN
TESTLETS - PISA 2006 Science. None of the three pairs has both items released. None of
the item characteristcs of any of the six items suggested plausible explanations for negative
LID. However, item S114Q03T featured as being involved in negative LID in PISA 2000 and
PISA 2003 as reported above.
PISA 2009
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Science in PISA 2009 was not a main investigated literacy, and all items used in this
iteration of the PISA were also used in 2006 assessment. Figure 5.4.15 (see also Electronic
Figure 5.4.15 - Science PISA 2009) shows only four pairs of items constituting considerable
positive LID within the same testlets, one positive LID item pair linking items from different
testlets and six negative LID couplings of science questions.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.15 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Science PISA 2009
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
Four item pairs were found indicating dual-index LID (Electronic Appendix for Figure
5.4.15_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2009 Science). As in PISA 2003 and
PISA 2006, pair S326Q01 and S326Q02 from the “Milk” testlet once again produced the
largest RC in PISA 2009. In the same manner pairs S415Q07T/S415Q08T from “Solar Power
Generation,” S438Q02/S438Q03 from “Green Parks” and S514Q02/S514Q03 from
“Development and Disaster” featured in PISA 2006. An additional five positive LID item
pairs listed in the featured electronic appendix only minimally missed the dual-index LID
cut-point. All five of them were reported at least once in the previous three waves as
revealing positive LID among within-testlet items. As none of the pairs discussed here was
released, no plausible explanation for underlying positive LID can be offered.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.15_POSTIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA
2009 Science lists only one pair of items, S408Q04T from S408 “Wild Oat Grass” and
S521Q06 from S521 from “Cooking Outdoors” as displaying dual-index LID. However, ten
other pairs are also reported in the electonic appendix. None of 22 involved items were
released. Looking at the items’ characteristics for items’ pairs also does not reveal any
obvious regularities.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Six pairs of items across different testlets produced negative LID (Electronic Appendix
for Figure 5.4.15_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2009 Science) with the
largest RC value being -0.28 for pair S425Q02 and S514Q02 from testlets “Penguin Island”
and “Development and Disaster”, respectively. None of the items involved was released, and
the only notable characteristic for these two items is that S514Q02 was very simple to answer
with 84% students providing a correct answer while the percentage of students giving a spoton response to the S425Q02 was slightly below 50%.
PISA 2012
The collection of science items and make-up of testlets for PISA 2012 were identical to
those in PISA 2009. While some LID indicating pairs of items reproduce the previous wave
results, others do not, and that is particularly visible in the case of negative LID. Figure
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5.4.16 (see also Electronic Figure 5.4.16 - Science PISA 2012) reports PISA 2012 dual-index
LID in more detail. It may be somewhat surprising that the dependency reporting graphs for
PISA 2009 and 2012 are considerably different given the matching sets of science items.
However, while the PISA 2012 Technical Manual (OECD, 2014b) acknowledges that three
science clusters were not changed 35 and cluster rotation design for the standard booklets
corresponds to this in PISA 2009, a closer inspection of the technical manuals for both
studies reveals a change that could be important for the item dependency. Figure 2.1 in
OECD (2014b, p. 31) and Table 2.1 in OECD (2012, p. 30) show the allocation of various
clusters to booklets. In PISA 2009 all three booklets (Bk3, Bk10, Bk12) with two science
clusters are accompanied by one reading and one mathematics cluster. This is also the case in
PISA 2012 for Booklet 8 and Booklet 12, but not for Booklet 1. PISA 2012 Booklet 1 has
two clusters with science items and two clusters with mathematics items. This may cause a
larger quantitative burden for some students, and it also highlights how these two instances of
science evaluation differ despite matching sets of items. Subsequent sections report in detail
about the three types of LID allocation, as is done in the corresponding sections above.

35

The names of the clusters changed, but the testlets allocation within the science clusters remained the same.
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Green lines – positive residual correlations
Red lines –negative residual correlations

Figure 5.4.16 Visualisation of residual correlations data as a network - Science PISA 2012
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Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
Once again, as in all the datasets since PISA 2003, pair S326Q01 and S326Q02 of two items
from “Milk” produced RCs close to 0.3 (see Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.16_POSTIVE
LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2012 Science). Also, pair S438Q02 and S438Q03 from “Green
Parks” indicate considerable positive LID. Items S514Q02 and S514Q03 from “Development and
Disaster” which were featured since its introduction this time are only slightly short of making the
dual-index LID category. A similar pair from the “Earth’s Temperature” testlet
(S269Q03/S269Q04) on this occasion is borderline positive LID, as it was in PISA 2000 and PISA
2009. Other ‘three item’ pairs are also reported in the electronic appendix as revealing LID, but
none of them are available for inspection. Qualitative analysis and an in-depth review of the data
offered here supports an arguement for cross-wave consistency in science items dependency.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
Two pairs of items from different testlets were identified as showing considerable positive LID
(S428Q05/S478Q01 and S269Q04/S326Q04). The former pair was also reported in the previous
wave. An additional four pairs with marginally positive LID were not identified in the
corresponding section above (see also Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.16_POSTIVE
LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA 2012 Science). As was the case for mathematics and reading
evaluations, the later waves’ qualitative investigations involved far fewer released items, limiting
the scope for qualitative investigations into the drivers of dependency. However, the Electronic
Appendices were also includedfor the facilitation of further investigations by readers with access to
restricted items and testlets.
Negative LID between pairs of items from different testlets
The Electronic Appendix for Figure 5.4.16_NEGATIVE LID_BETWEEN TESTLETS - PISA
2012 Science reports three pairs of items indicating negative LID, none of which are released.
However, it is known that in all three pairs, one of the items is of the Open Response type offering
the possibility of selective effort allocation, which was suggested previously as a plausible negative
dependency trigger.
5.4.1.6 Summary and cross wave consistency of LID in the science domain
Positive LID between pairs of items within the same testlets
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Paralleling the previous two summaries for mathematics and reading, the qualitative science
conclusions will focus on cross-wave consistency. What differentiates this cognitive domain is the
introduction of marginal dual-index LID, driven by a visual inspection of residual correlations
science data as well as the scarcity of released items. The electronic appendix (see Electronic
Appendix for Figures 5.4.12-16) reproduces all the results permitting more efficient inspection of
dependency across multiple PISA waves. The pair of items (S326Q01 and S326Q02) from the nonreleased four-item testlet S326 “Milk”, proved to produce the largest residual correlations of about
0.3 consistently in all four PISA studies which used this testlet. High cross-wave consistency was
also shown in case of testlet item pair S438Q02 and S438Q03, belonging to the “Green Parks” and
used in PISA 2006, 2009 and 2012. The third pair of positive LID items used for cross-wave linking
came from S114 “Greenhouse”, which was used on three occasions. It was argued for these released
items that the dependency is likely to be due to a common graph required for both questions.
Alternatively, some positive LID in released items appeared to be unrelated to the testlet
introduction as was the case for item pair (S128Q02 and S128Q03) from S128 “Cloning”. It was
argued that underlying knowledge about the topic might be a more likely dependency driver. The
largest number of within-testlet pairs of items with positive LID was evident in PISA 2006 when
science was the main tested domain. There is only one publication that could be used as
confirmation of these results (Le Hebel, Montpied, Tiberghien, & Fontanieu, 2017). Although
dependency on testlet stimulus is not of primary interest in this paper by Le Hebel et al. (2017), the
authors had access to all science items from PISA 2006 and reported on a ‘three points categorical
scale’ for their perceived level of item dependence on the information in the testlet introduction.
Out of eleven pairs of PISA 2006 items presenting positive within-testlet LID, seven involved both
items labelled by Le Hebel et al. (2017) as dependent on the testlet stimulus. This does not
disregard the remaining four items’ doublets as their LID may be driven by other reasons, for
example, item chaining.
Positive LID between pairs of items from different testlets
The existence of positive LID between items from different science testlets proved to be of
interest, due to obtaining access to a few key items as well as utilising item characteristics for nonreleased testlets. Originating in PISA 2000, two pairs of items: S128Q03T/S270Q03T and
S128Q03T/S195Q02T came from openly available testlets. It was argued that their dependency was
driven by a requirement to arbitrate whether the listed statements are of a scientific nature following
a Yes/No question format. PISA 2003 also confirmed this regularity when a similar pair of
questions, S128Q03T and S213Q01T, featured as indicative of positive dependency. Results from
PISA 2006 add to this consistency. Although the four questions listed above were not used in this
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wave, S426Q07T, an item new to PISA 2006, was also of the same type. It was discovered that all
the above mentioned and accessible five scientific judgement question were of the same item type,
i.e. “Complex Multiple Choice”, item content, i.e. “Knowledge about science - Scientific enquiry”
as well as the category of scientific competency, i.e. “Identifying scientific issues” (OECD, 2006, p.
29). Through the deduction and item properties matching, it was suggested that features such as
between-testlet LID items, S495Q04T from S495 “Radiotherapy”, S415Q07T from “Solar Panels”,
S438Q01T from “Green Parks” and S466Q07T from “Forest Fires”, may all be Yes/No judgement
type. It is very likely that this kind of question and more general scientific competency of
“Identifying scientific issues” create positive LID. Cross-wave consistency (see also Electronic
Appendix for Figures 5.4.12-16) is limited to two pairs featured in two PISA waves, namely
S128Q03/S213Q01, discussed above, and S428Q05/S478Q01. The last item pair comes from nonreleased testlets S428 “Bacteria in Milk” and S478 “Antibiotics”. However, the titles of the testlets
suggest that positive dependency may relate to knowledge shared by these two testlets.
Negative LID
No cross-wave consistency is apparent for negative dual-index LID, as can be seen in the
relevant paragraphs of Section 5.4.1.5 which are also available in an aggregated form in Electronic
Appendix for Figures 5.4.12-16). However, it appears that the pairs of items presenting negative
LID repeatedly involve at least one item which produced a positive within-testlet dependency. This
regularity is particularly visible in PISA 2000 with S114Q03 and S114Q04 items, but also in later
waves. The most likely explanation of the majority of negative LID pairs in science points to being
a mathematical artefact of positive LID as suggested in the literature (Habing & Roussos, 2003; van
Rijn & Rijmen, 2015). The discussion on drivers of science negative LID continues in the
quantitative section of this chapter.
5.4.2

Quantitative investigation of LID drivers based on various PISA item
characteristics

The purpose of this section is to extend the discussion regarding the plausible drivers of positive
and negative LID and to address the previous section’s (see subchapter 5.4.1) limitations
concerning the restricted number of testlets that were available for qualitative investigation.
Random intercept multilevel logistic regression was utilised for the quantitative investigation, as
described in detail in section 3.3.1. This section is organised into parts referring to two binary
outcome measures. The first section reports three models investigating three cognitive domains
predicting positive dependency, i.e. residual correlations exceeding +0.1. The second half of this
section also presents a model for mathematics, reading and science but on this occasion predicting
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negative dependency, i.e. residual correlations below -0.1 threshold. The choice of the LID index is
elaborated in sections 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2, while arguments against multinomial multilevel logistic
regression are put forward in section 3.3.3.4.
The models were run hierarchically and are organised in sections which are reported in full in
the associated electronic appendices. Full details showing the evolution of the models are presented
in electronic appendices rather than in the body of the thesis because of the large volume of
material. However, the final models are presented in the text below.
Section A of the electronic appendices reports on analyses using variables that are common
across all models for the three cognitive domains. The variables included in this part look at item
pairs in regard to the same submission source, submission language background, size of the testlet 36
from which item pairs originated or items being coded as binary or polytomous. A variable
describing combinations of item formats was also prepared with the base category representing both
items being “Simple multiple choice”. Due to inconsistencies in item format terminology across
different PISA waves, logical aggregations were used, for example, treating four differently labelled
types of “Short Response”, “Closed Constructed Response”, “Constructed Response Auto-coded”,
“Constructed Response Manual” are all categorised as being “Short response”. The limitations
arising from this approach are discussed in section 7.2.1. The final variable used consistently in all
six models and reported in this sub-chapter aims to quantify item pairs in regard to average
difficulty as well as difficulty discrepancy of the item pair. Figure 5.4.17 visualises how six
categories of this variable were derived, allocating items pairs into groups based on their average
difficulty and difficulty difference between them.

36
This variable has three levels (i.e. Both items from small testlets (base), Both items from large testlets, One item from
small with second item from large testlet). However, the allocation to small versus large was different from domain to
domain due to different medians for the sizes of the testlets. In mathematics testlets with 3 or more items were treated as
large in this domain while for reading and science the corresponding threshold value for large testlet was 4.
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Figure 5.4.17 Visual presentation of categories for a variable used in modelling item pairs average difficulty and difficulty difference
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Section B of electronic appendices reports on a series of models utilising variables from section
A, with one variable being added at the time. Models in section C mimic the model construction of
section A but use variables reflecting the properties of items that are unique to each cognitive
domain. An annotated list of all explanatory variables specific to each cognitive domain is included
in the models for mathematics, reading and science. Section D reports models with all section A
variables with one of the domain specific variables being used at the time. Section E builds
hierarchical models to incorporate all the variables that are available. Finally, AIC and BIC
information criteria are used to propose final models which are reproduced in the text.
5.4.2.1 Models explaining positive LID
Mathematics
Beyond variables common to all cognitive domains, item characteristics specific to mathematics
were used in multilevel logistic regressions to model positive LID in mathematical data. One of the
specific predictors is a variable investigating pairs of items identified by their length. This variable
was based largely on information about the items from an OECD publication (OECD, 2010b).
Another variable describing item pairs took advantage of information about the competency being
assessed by the item, and this was matched to PISA 2000’s three level classification constituting
Reproduction, Connection and Reflection. It is acknowledged that obtaining cross-wave consistency
in mathematical competency may be controversial due to a non-matching approach in PISA
frameworks (Niss, 2015). Cross-wave matching was undertaken based on OECD (2004, p. 49) and
by means of linking item competency classifications. Similar challenges due to the evolution of
PISA’s mathematical frameworks (Stacey & Turner, 2015b) were faced in devising variables
consistent across five waves, involving mathematical processes (Formulate, Employ and Interpret),
mathematical content (Quantity, Change and relationships, Space and shape, Uncertainty and
data), mathematical branch (Number, Statistics/Probability/Data, Measurement,
Algebra/Functions/Discrete Mathematics, Geometry) or context i.e. situation (Personal, Public,
Scientific, Occupational and Educational).
Electronic Appendix for Table 5.4.1 - Mathematics - Positive LID reports a total of 43 models
with the final one being reported in the Table 5.4.1. This electronic appendix also presents 37 melogit
estimated confidence intervals for each model. Null model section criteria of Akaike information
criterion (AIC)=2683 and Bayesian information criterion (BIC)=2697 while corresponding results
for the final model were AIC=2346 and BIC=2606.

37

To view CIs for all models unhide columns option in MS Excel will need to be applied first.
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Table 5.4.1 Final multilevel logistic regression model predicting positive LID in mathematics
Model
FINAL

PISA WAVE

LOCATION OF ITEM
PAIRS
VARIABLE
QUANTIFYING ITEM
PAIRS IN REGARD
TO AVERAGE
DIFFICULTY AND
DIFFICULTY
DISCREPANCY
SIZE OF THE
TESTLET

ITEM FORMAT

95% CIs

PISA WAVE=2000 (base)

1.0

PISA WAVE=2003

1.0

[0.4,2.5]

PISA WAVE=2006

1.2

[0.4,3.1]

PISA WAVE=2009

0.6

[0.2,1.8]

PISA WAVE=2012

0.7

[0.3,1.9]

Items are not in the same cluster (base)

1.0

Items share the cluster but not testlet

0.1***

[0.0,0.2]

Items are in the same testlet

182.3***

[55.5,598.5]

Little Difference_Moderate Difficulty (base)

1.0

Little Difference_High Difficulty

5.3***

[2.9,9.7]

Little Difference_Low Difficulty

5.1***

[2.9,8.7]

Moderate Difference_Lower Difficulty

2.5*

[1.2,5.2]

Moderate Difference_Higher Difficulty

3.5***

[1.7,7.2]

High Difference

15.8***

[6.6,37.8]

Both items from small testlets (base)

1.0

Both items from large testlets

0.3***

[0.2,0.6]

One item from small with second item from large testlet

0.6*

[0.4,1.0]

Both items "Simple Multiple Choice" (base)

1.0

Both items ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short Response")

3.1*

[1.2,7.5]

Both items "Open Constructed Response"

1.4

[0.4,4.7]

Pair of "Open Constructed Response" and "Simple Multiple Choice" items

2.4

[0.9,6.4]

1.2

[0.5,3.0]

0.7

[0.3,1.9]

Pair of "Simple Multiple Choice" and ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short
Response") items
Pair of "Open Constructed Response" and ("Complex Multiple Choice" or
"Short Response") items
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TYPE OF ITEM
PAIRS

"BRANCH"/STRAND
OF MATHEMATICS

Both Items Binary (base)

1.0

One Item Binary One Polytomous

0.4***

[0.2,0.6]

Both Items Polytomous

1.1

[0.2,5.7]

Both items Number (base)

1.0

Both items Algebra/Functions/Discrete Mathematics

2.2

[0.5,10.0]

Both items Geometry

4.1*

[1.3,12.9]

Strand for at least one item is missing

2.5*

[1.0,5.9]

Both items Statistics/Probability/Data

5.0***

[2.0,12.7]

Both items Measurement

2.5

[0.3,23.8]

Pair of Algebra/Functions/Discrete Mathematics and Geometry items

1.0

[0.3,3.4]

Pair of Algebra/Functions/Discrete Mathematics and Number items

0.9

[0.3,2.6]

Pair of Algebra/Functions/Discrete Mathematics and
Statistics/Probability/Data items

1.2

[0.4,3.6]

Pair of Algebra/Functions/Discrete Mathematics and Measurement items

0.3

[0.0,1.9]

Pair of Geometry and Number items

0.8

[0.3,1.9]

Pair of Geometry and Statistics/Probability/Data items

0.6

[0.2,1.8]

Pair of Geometry and Measurement items

0.8

[0.2,3.5]

Pair of Number and Statistics/Probability/Data items

1.9

[0.9,4.2]

Pair of Number and Measurement items

0.4

[0.1,1.5]

Pair of Statistics/Probability/Data and Measurement items

0.2

[0.0,1.1]

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001

| Number of item pairs=8385
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As can be seen in Table 5.4.1, none of the PISA waves (i.e. 2003, 2006, 2009 and 2012)
produces significant odds of positive LID as compared to the first study in 2000. This has been
consistent across all the models leading to the final one.
Consistently, but not surprisingly, the odds of positive LID were very high when pairs of items
from the same testlet are compared to the reference category representing pairs of items from
different clusters. The odds ratio for the final model is 182 (56, 599).
A categorical variable representing items’ relative difficulty of the paired items and location
gave interesting results. After controlling for other variables, the odds ratio for pairs of items that
differed substantially from each other against pairs with little difference and moderate difficulty
resulted in OR=15.8 (6.6, 37.8). Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons 38 also show that odds
of finding positive LID in item pairs that were further apart (High Difference) were higher 6.3 (1.4,
28.4) against “Moderate Difference_Lower Difficulty” as well as against “Moderate
Difference_Higher Difficulty” with odds equal to 4.5 (1.1, 17.9), while controlling for other
variables in the final model. It is possible that testlets were designed so the common stimuli effect
was more pronounced for questions further apart in difficulty. However, as suggested by Yen
(1993), external assistance or pre-knowledge would most likely emerge for items that greatly differ
in their levels of complexity.
The final model also suggests that the odds of finding positive LID are smaller than one when
both items are from larger testlets compared to both items originating from small testlets.
Qualitative investigations reported in section 5.4.1.1 showed quite a few two item-testlets producing
positive LID. Perhaps small testlets were designed in this way so the questions can “get value” out
of the introductory prompt, being that larger testlets are less likely to use a common prompt.
The variable describing combinations of item formats showed OR of 3.1 (1.2, 7.5) when
comparing items which were both “Complex Multiple Choice” or “Short Answer” against both
items being “Simple Multiple Choice”. Item or response format was identified as a possible LID
generator in the Yen (1993) pivotal paper. The qualitative investigation in section 5.4.1.1 suggested,
on the basis of a limited number of released items, that in some cases the shared testlet introduction
has little relevance to pairing items, compared to requiring a specific mathematical skill. This
occurred, for example, for items requiring converting equations which are more likely to be of
“Short Answer” format.
Another variable which was included in the final model codes binary versus the polytomous
38

Not reported but available upon request
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question types. The model suggests that the odds of finding positive LID are reduced 0.4 (0.2 0.6)
after controlling for other variables for differently coded items in reference to both items being
binary. The polytomous items are typically open-ended questions which have to be manually scored
by the raters. Yen (1993) points to the possibility that LID can be produced due to common scoring
rubrics. However, it is hard to imagine how this LID driver would explain this result. The last
variable included in the final model elaborates on the mathematical branch that the pairs of items
are coming from. The odds of finding positive LID were higher 4.1 (1.3, 12.9) and 5 (2, 12.7) when
both items are from the “Geometry” or “Statistics, Probability and Data” strand, respectively,
compared to a pair of “Number” type of the cognitive questions. This result is somewhat supported
by the results presented in section 5.4.1.1 that reviewed the reasons for LID in pairs of released
items. Positive LID between items involving the imagining of 3D objects in 2D, as well as items
requiring the ability of mean calculation, was clearly featured.
Reading
Three additional characteristics distinctive to reading were used in multilevel models for this
cognitive domain. One of these was a categorical variable quantifying the situational context of
item pairs, and it used four types of text situational placements (Personal, Public, Occupational and
Educational) as introduced in the first PISA wave (OECD, 1999, p. 13) and remained unchanged
for later waves (OECD, 2010a). Reading text-type was also used in the logistic regressions with
three distinct types (Non-Continuous Text (Map, Chart, Table or Form), Continuous Text that is
Narrative or Descriptive or Instruction and Continuous Text that is Expository or Argumentative).
This variable was aggregated from a larger number of text types proposed in the original reading
literacy framework (OECD, 1999, p. 27). Furthermore, when reading was for the second time a
main PISA targeted literacy, additional changes to the types of text were made by allowing for noncontinuous texts to also have different purposes (i.e. descriptive, argumentative, instructional)
(OECD, 2010a, p. 32). The text types from PISA 2009 and 2012 were coded as a three level
categorical text-type variable to maintain cross wave consistency. Lastly, a specialised reading
variable used in the model involved three reading aspects (i.e. Access and retrieve, Integrate and
interpret and Reflect and evaluate) as per the PISA 2009 framework (OECD, 2010a, p. 32).
Following prior analyses, template 31 multilevel hierarchical logistic regressions are reported in
the Electronic Appendix for Table 5.4.2 - Reading - Positive LID with the last two columns
presenting estimates for the proposed final model along with its CIs. The results of the final model
are also presented below in Table 5.4.2. Final model information criteria were AIC=2771 and
BIC=3035. In comparison, corresponding null model statistics were AIC=3189 and BIC=3204.
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Table 5.4.2 Final multilevel logistic regression model predicting positive LID in reading

Model
FINAL

PISA WAVE

LOCATION OF ITEM PAIRS

VARIABLE QUANTIFYING ITEM
PAIRS IN REGARD TO AVERAGE
DIFFICULTY AND DIFFICULTY
DISCREPANCY

SIZE OF THE TESTLET

ITEM FORMAT

95% Cis

PISA WAVE=2000 (base)

1.0

PISA WAVE=2003

0.4

[0.1,1.2]

PISA WAVE=2006

0.8

[0.3,2.0]

PISA WAVE=2009

2.1***

[1.4,3.1]

PISA WAVE=2012

1.3

[0.7,2.3]

Items are not in the same cluster (base)

1.0

Items share the cluster but not testlet

0.2***

[0.1,0.5]

Items are in the same testlet

57.5***

[24.1,137.6]

Little Difference_Moderate Difficulty (base)

1.0

Little Difference_High Difficulty

3.4**

[1.6,7.3]

Little Difference_Low Difficulty

2.4***

[1.6,3.6]

Moderate Difference_Lower Difficulty

1.5

[0.8,2.9]

Moderate Difference_Higher Difficulty

3.4**

[1.5,7.6]

High Difference

2.7

[1.0,7.5]

Both items from small testlets (base)

1.0

Both items from large testlets

0.4***

[0.3,0.7]

One item from small with the second item from large testlet

0.8

[0.5,1.3]

Both items "Simple Multiple Choice" (base)

1.0

Both items ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short Response")

1.7

[0.8,3.4]

Both items "Open Constructed Response"

1.6

[0.9,2.9]

Pair of "Open Constructed Response" and "Simple Multiple Choice" items
Pair of "Simple Multiple Choice" and ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short
Response") items
Pair of "Open Constructed Response" and ("Complex Multiple Choice" or
"Short Response") items

0.4**

[0.2,0.7]

0.8

[0.5,1.3]

0.6

[0.3,1.2]
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TYPE OF ITEM PAIRS

READING TEXT TYPE

READING CONTEXT/SITUATION

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001

Both Items Binary (base)

1.0

One Item Binary One Polytomous

0.4***

[0.2,0.6]

Both Items Polytomous

0.4

[0.1,2.5]

Both items from "Non-Continuous Text (Map, Chart, Table or Form)" (base)
Both items from "Continuous Text that is Narrative or Descriptive or
Instruction"

1.0
0.5

[0.2,1.2]

Both items from "Continuous Text that is Expository or Argumentative"

0.5

[0.2,1.0]

Pair of "Continuous Text that is Narrative or Descriptive or Instruction" &
Non-Continuous Text (Map, Chart, Table or Form)" items

0.2***

[0.1,0.4]

Pair of "Continuous Text that is Expository or Argumentative" & "NonContinuous Text (Map, Chart, Table or Form)" items

0.2***

[0.1,0.5]

Pair of "Continuous Text that is Expository or Argumentative" &
"Continuous Text that is Narrative or Descriptive or Instruction" items

0.3**

[0.1,0.7]

Both items Personal (base)

1.0

Both items Public

0.4*

[0.2,0.9]

Both items Occupational

1.0

[0.4,2.4]

Both items Educational

0.3**

[0.1,0.7]

Pair of Personal and Public items

0.6

[0.3,1.1]

Pair of Public and Occupational items

0.4*

[0.2,0.9]

Pair of Educational and Public items

0.6

[0.3,1.1]

Pair of Occupational and Personal items

0.7

[0.4,1.5]

Pair of Educational and Personal items

0.8

[0.4,1.5]

Pair of Educational and Occupational items

0.3*

[0.1,0.8]

| Number of item pairs=11319
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The final model proposed consists of eight independent variables. The PISA study from 2009
produced increased odds 2.1 (1.4, 3.1) of finding positive LID among reading items compared to
PISA 2000. In the year 2000 reading was the main domain tested, as it was again in 2009. This
result suggests that a new batch of reading items introduced in 2009 was more positive LID
prevalent. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons 39 also indicated marginally significant results
when comparing PISA 2009 to PISA 2003 with odds equal to 4.9 (1, 23.9). This is unsurprising as
reading the items used in PISA 2003 constituted a selection of the PISA 2000 item pool.
Results for the location of item pairs also proved to be as expected. The odds of finding positive
LID for a pair of items from the same testlet as opposed to pairs from non-matching clusters were
high and equal to 57.5 (24.1, 137,6). However, this effect size was not as large as the corresponding
result for mathematics. This relationship between positive LID prevalence for mathematics and
reading was indicated previously (Table 5.3.1). The influence of the relative difficulties of pairs of
item resembles the corresponding results in mathematics with the exception that only marginal
significantly (p=0.051) higher odds 2.7 (1.0, 7.5) of positive LID are observed for pairs of items
which differ substantially (High difference) in their difficulty compared to the reference category.
Controlling for all other variables in the final model, the odds of finding positive LID were reduced
0.4 (0.2, 0.7) when a pair of items came from large testlets 40 which was also the case in
mathematics. Another result closely mimicking mathematics was found whether the item was coded
binary or with partial credit scoring, compared to the base category of “Both items binary, ” i.e.
OR=0.4 (0.2, 0.6).
While considering item format, a pair of items where one question was “Open constructed
response” and the other was “Simple Multiple Choice” reduced the odds of finding positive LID
compared to the base of both items being “Simple Multiple Choice”. Multiple testing Bonferroni,
corrected for pairwise comparisons also suggested that the same setting of item pair (OCR and
SMC) gives statistically significant odds ratios less than 1.0 compared to categories with both items
being CMC/SR OR=0.2 (0.1, 0.7) or both items of OCR type OR=0.3 (0.1, 0.6).
The type of text showed reduced odds of finding positive LID in three item pairs involving nonmatching text types compared to cases where both items were of non-continuous text type. Finally,
situational classification of the item pairs indicated reduced odds of positive LID when both items
were Educational and Public type as compared to the reference group of personally aimed pairs of
questions.

39
40

Not reported but available upon request
Large meaning exceeding or equal to the median size of reading testlets which was 4 items
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Science
Four additional variables specific to the science domain were included in the multilevel logistic
regressions. Firstly, the scientific context variable represents combinations of items representing
three situational contexts (Personal, Global and Social) (OECD, 2006, p. 27). Secondly, science
competencies (Using scientific evidence, Explaining phenomena scientifically, Identifying scientific
issues) (OECD, 2006, p. 29) are used in classifying pairs of items producing another variable.
Thirdly, scientific application area was involved covering combinations of five topics (Health,
Natural resources, Hazards, Frontiers, and Environment). The fourth variable used categories of
scientific Knowledge about science (Scientific enquiry and Scientific explanations) and Knowledge
of science (Living systems, Physical and Technology systems, Earth and space systems) as per the
PISA 2006 framework (OECD, 2006, p. 32-33).
The Electronic Appendix for Table 5.4.3 - Science - Positive LID presents thirty-five models
with the highlighted columns at the end of the file reporting the proposed final model along with its
CIs. The final model is also given in Table 5.4.3. The AIC for final model was 1796 while
BIC=1902. In comparison the null model had AIC=1872, BIC=1886. The proximity of BIC
between null and final model suggests that the final model is not the most successful in explaining
the presence of residual correlations larger than +0.1.
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Table 5.4.3 Final multilevel logistic regression model predicting positive LID in science

Model
FINAL

PISA WAVE

LOCATION OF ITEM PAIRS

VARIABLE QUANTIFYING ITEM PAIRS IN REGARD TO AVERAGE
DIFFICULTY AND DIFFICULTY DISCREPANCY

TYPE OF ITEM PAIRS
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001

95% CIs

PISA WAVE=2000 (base)

1.0

PISA WAVE=2003

1.1

[0.4,3.2]

PISA WAVE=2006

1.4

[0.6,3.3]

PISA WAVE=2009

1.8

[0.7,4.4]

PISA WAVE=2012

1.2

[0.5,3.0]

Items are not in the same cluster (base)

1.0

Items share the cluster but not testlet

0.1***

[0.0,0.3]

Items are in the same testlet

5.0***

[2.4,10.1]

Little Difference_Moderate Difficulty (base)

1.0

Little Difference_High Difficulty

2.6**

[1.3,5.2]

Little Difference_Low Difficulty

1.7*

[1.1,2.7]

Moderate Difference_Lower Difficulty

3.8***

[1.9,7.4]

Moderate Difference_Higher Difficulty

2.4

[1.0,5.7]

High Difference

4.1

[0.6,26.2]

Both Items Binary (base)

1.0

One Item Binary One Polytomous

0.3**

[0.2,0.7]

Both Items Polytomous

1.7

[0.1,21.8]

| Number of item pairs=8600
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The final multilevel logistic model for positive LID in science is much smaller than the models
for mathematics and reading, including only four variables. Similar to mathematic and contrary to
the reading, no year effect was present for science.
The odds of finding positive LID were higher for pairs of questions from the same testlet
compared to items from different clusters OR=5 (2.4, 10.1). This effect size is much smaller than is
reported for other domains, suggesting that common testlet stimuli were not as influential for
inducing positive LID as they are for the other cognitive domains.
Pairs of items that are similar to each other in terms of item difficulty produced slightly
increased 2.6 (1.3, 5.2) and 1.7 (1.1, 2.7) and statistically significant odds of positive LID compared
to the reference category of items with similar medium difficulties. Similarly, the odds of finding
positive LID were 3.8 (1.9, 7.4) times higher for pairs of items that moderately differ from each
other. Although these results are somewhat consistent with reading and mathematics, they are
difficult to explain practically.
Item format is influential with odds of positive LID lower at 0.3 (0.2, 0.7) for pairs of mixed
binary/polytomous items compared to the reference of both binarily coded questions.
5.4.2.2 Summary of quantitative investigation of positive LID drivers based on
various PISA items characteristics
In summary, it was found that location of item pairs within the same testlet was the strongest
predictor of positive LID in all cognitive domains, and more evident in mathematics and reading
than in science. The quantitative results concurred with some of the regularities found in qualitative
investigations based on the limited number of released items. The multilevel logistic regression for
mathematics pointed to odds ratios exceeding 4 when geometrically or statistically related items
were looked at in comparison to the reference category - “Number”. This also agreed with some
qualitative observations. An increased likelihood of positive dependency when items differed in
their difficulties is noted, and it was speculatively suggested that external assistance might be one
possible explanation for this specific to mathematics result, although other possible explanations
should be explored. Items belonging to larger testlets were found to reduce the odds of positive LID
for mathematics and for reading. A final model for science was smaller in comparison to
mathematic or reading investigations. As suggested in the qualitative science domain investigations,
the possibility of positive dependency among items from science competency of “Identifying
scientific issues” did not emerge in the final model, but it was present in early models as reported in
the corresponding electronic appendix.
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5.4.2.1 Model explaining negative LID
Mathematics
Multilevel logistic regressions predicting negative LID, i.e. residual correlation less than -0.1,
used the same set of variables as reported in the previous section showing results for mathematics
and positive dependency. The Electronic Appendix for Table 5.4.4 - Mathematics - Negative LID
presents forty-three models. The final model is given in Table 5.4.4. Null and final models
produced AICs equal to 4864 and 4465, respectively, along with BICs equal to 4878 and 4910,
respectively. As the final model includes all but three variables available, the final model is not the
most parsimonious that is reflected in BIC information criteria which is conservative in applying a
penalty term for the number of parameters in the model.
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Table 5.4.4 Final multilevel logistic regression model predicting negative LID in mathematics

PISA WAVE

LOCATION OF ITEM
PAIRS
VARIABLE
QUANTIFYING ITEM
PAIRS IN REGARD
TO AVERAGE
DIFFICULTY AND
DIFFICULTY
DISCREPANCY
SIZE OF THE
TESTLET

ITEM FORMAT

TYPE OF ITEM PAIRS
INSTITUTIONAL
SOURCE OF ITEM
PAIRS

PISA WAVE=2000 (base)
PISA WAVE=2003
PISA WAVE=2006
PISA WAVE=2009
PISA WAVE=2012
Items are not in the same cluster (base)
Items share the cluster but not testlet
Items are in the same testlet
Little Difference_Moderate Difficulty (base)
Little Difference_High Difficulty
Little Difference_Low Difficulty
Moderate Difference_Lower Difficulty
Moderate Difference_Higher Difficulty
High Difference
Both items from small testlets (base)
Both items from large testlets
One item from small with the second item from large testlet
Both items "Simple Multiple Choice" (base)
Both items ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short Response")
Both items "Open Constructed Response"
Pair of "Open Constructed Response" and "Simple Multiple Choice" items
Pair of "Simple Multiple Choice" and ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short Response") items
Pair of "Open Constructed Response" and ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short Response")
Both Items Binary (base)
One Item Binary One Polytomous
Both Items Polytomous
Institutional source not agree (base)

Model FINAL 95% CIs
1.0
0.7
[0.4,1.2]
0.6
[0.4,1.1]
1.3
[0.7,2.3]
0.5*
[0.3,0.9]
1.0
0.1***
[0.1,0.2]
41
(not estimable)
1.0
1.0
[0.7,1.4]
1.2
[0.8,1.6]
2.5***
[1.7,3.5]
3.1***
[2.2,4.3]
7.4***
[4.9,11.1]
1.0
1.8***
[1.3,2.5]
1.5***
[1.2,1.9]
1.0
1.7
[1.0,3.0]
2.1*
[1.1,4.2]
1.3
[0.7,2.4]
1.4
[0.8,2.4]
1.9*
[1.1,3.4]
1.0
0.6***
[0.4,0.7]
0.3
[0.1,1.0]
1.0

Institutional source agree

1.6***

[1.3,2.1]

It was found that for reading and science domains there was not a single item pair from the within-testlet for which residual correlations were lower than -0.1. For the sake of
consistency in mathematics a single item pair from testlet M998 was removed. Default approach of melogit procedure was retained which excluded all within-testlet item pairs.
41
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ITEMS LENGTH

Short questions contain
fewer than 50 words.
Medium-length
questions contain 51 to
100 words. Long
questions contain more
than 100 words (OECD,
2010b)

MATHEMATICAL
PROCESS

"BRANCH" OF
MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICAL
CONTEXT/SITUATION

Both items Medium length (base)
Both items Long length
Both items Short length
Pair of Long and Medium length items
Pair of Short and Medium length items
Pair of Short and Long length items

1.0
0.3***
0.4***
0.5***
0.5***
0.4***

Length for at least one item is missing
Both items Interpret (base)
Both items Employ
Both items Formulate
Pair of Formulate and Employ items
Pair of Formulate and Interpret items
Pair of Interpret and Employ length items
Competency for at least one item is missing
Both items Number (base)
Both items Algebra/Functions/Discrete Mathematics
Both items Geometry
Strand for at least one item is missing
Both items Statistics/Probability/Data
Both items Measurement
Pair of Algebra/Functions/Discrete Mathematics and Geometry items
Pair of Algebra/Functions/Discrete Mathematics and Number items
Pair of Algebra/Functions/Discrete Mathematics and Statistics/Probability/Data items
Pair of Algebra/Functions/Discrete Mathematics and Measurement items
Pair of Geometry and Number items
Pair of Geometry and Statistics/Probability/Data items
Pair of Geometry and Measurement items
Pair of Number and Statistics/Probability/Data items
Pair of Number and Measurement items
Pair of Statistics/Probability/Data and Measurement items
Both items Personal (base)
Both items Public
Both items Scientific
Both items Occupational
Both items Educational

0.2**
1.0
1.5
2.2**
1.9**
1.6
1.7*
2.6**
1.0
2.2
0.7
4.2*
1.0
0.7
2.0*
0.7
2.1**
1.3
1.6
1.7*
0.8
1.3
1.3
1.6
1.0
1.3
0.5
0.1**
2.1

[0.2,0.5]
[0.2,0.6]
[0.4,0.7]
[0.3,0.7]
[0.2,0.5]
[0.1,0.5]
[0.9,2.6]
[1.3,4.0]
[1.2,3.2]
[0.9,2.6]
[1.1,2.8]
[1.4,4.8]
[0.9,5.5]
[0.2,2.1]
[1.3,13.2]
[0.5,1.8]
[0.1,3.7]
[1.1,3.8]
[0.4,1.3]
[1.2,3.6]
[0.6,2.9]
[1.0,2.6]
[1.0,2.9]
[0.4,1.8]
[0.8,2.0]
[0.8,2.3]
[0.9,2.8]
[0.7,2.3]
[0.3,1.1]
[0.0,0.6]
[0.7,5.8]
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Pair of Scientific and Public items
Pair of Scientific and Personal items
Pair of Scientific and Occupational items
Pair of Educational and Scientific items
Pair of Personal and Public items
Pair of Public and Occupational items
Pair of Educational and Public items
Pair of Occupational and Personal items
Pair of Educational and Personal items
Pair of Educational and Occupational items
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001

1.2
0.8
0.9
1.3
1.2
0.9
1.3
0.7
0.6
0.2*

[0.7,2.2]
[0.4,1.5]
[0.5,1.8]
[0.6,2.7]
[0.7,2.2]
[0.5,1.7]
[0.6,2.6]
[0.3,1.4]
[0.3,1.3]
[0.0,0.7]

| Number of item pairs=8663
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While the variable representing year produced no significant result for any PISA instances as
compared to the initial PISA 2000 wave, Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons showed
increased odds of finding RCs<-0.1 for PISA 2009 compared to PISA 2003 with OR=1.8 (1.1, 3)
and PISA 2006 2.1 (1.2, 3.8).
The variable quantifying the difficulty and relative location of item pairs returned an odds ratio
of 7.4 (4.9, 11.1) for items that were on the opposite range of difficulty difference (exceeding the
difference of 60% correctness as visualised in Figure 5.4.17), compared to the base reference
category. Similarly, statistically significant odds ratios >1.0 are visible for both categories involving
items that are of moderate difference in difficulty as expressed by OR=2.5 (1.7, 3.5) and OR=3.1
(2.2, 4.3). If selective time and effort allocation against the items appearing difficult was, as
suggested by Yen (1993), one of the negative dependency drivers, the results listed above would be
expected. Furthermore, Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons produced significant odds >2 of
negative LID for the three categories featured above, in comparison to both “Little difference”
levels of this variable.
The same explanation of selective effort allocation could be speculated while interpreting the
results for variable labelled “Item Formats”. Controlling for other variables in the model, there were
higher odds of 2.1 (1.1, 4.2) and 1.9 (1.1, 1.9) of finding negative dependency among item pairs
which had at least one item of “Open constructed response” type as compared to a base reference of
both items being “Simple multiple choice”. A student could selectively not put effort into questions,
which in their judgement, would require extra effort in writing an answer and justifying it. The
same plausible explanation could be behind the results for the variable discussing mathematical
processes. Pairs of items for which at least one questions was more cognitively demanding, using
the mathematical process of “Formulate”, show significantly higher than 1 odds of negative LID,
compared to the reference category of both questions being of “Interpret” type. Also, a variable
investigating the mathematical strand produced higher than 1 odds for some categories featuring
“Geometry” and “Statistics/Probability/Data” items. Finally, the odds of finding residual
correlations less than -0.1 were higher - 1.8 (1.3, 2.5) for item pairs from non-matching larger
testlets, compared to item pairs from small testlets.
A variable which quantified the origins of the items produced odds of negative LID equal to 1.6
(1.3, 2.1) for items pairs from the same source as compared to reference category of item pair from
different sources for submission for PISA use. No plausible explanation for this result can be
offered, but this variable could be acting as a proxy for other non-measured factors.
Four variables reported odds ratios of negative dependency being significantly smaller than one
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while controlling for other variables in the model. Firstly, a predictor quantifying the length of the
item pairs reported such odds in reference to pairs of questions that both were of a medium length.
Secondly, the same trend was present in a variable looking at the location of the items within the
same cluster versus reference of items not being located within the same cluster. Thirdly, situational
context of the item pairs presented reduced odds for some categories involving the “Occupational”
type of questions, compared to both items being Personal. Fourthly, as was the case for models
predicting positive LID, the item pairs from different item format types showed an odds ratio of 0.6
(0.4, 0.7) in relation to the reference of both items being of binary type. The limited literature
regarding negative dependency does not offer plausible explanations for these results, neither do the
results of qualitative investigations in section 5.4.1.
Reading
In the quantitative investigation of predictors of negative LID, the same set of eleven variables
utilised in positive LID modelling was used. The Electronic Appendix for Table 5.4.5 - Reading Negative LID presents thirty-one models organised in the fashion described at the beginning of
Section 5.4.2. The final model is given in Table 5.4.5. The final model’s AIC was 6418 and BIC
was 6705, while the respective statistics for the null model were 7180 and 7195.
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Table 5.4.5 Final multilevel logistic regression model predicting negative LID in reading
Model
FINAL

PISA WAVE

LOCATION OF ITEM PAIRS

VARIABLE QUANTIFYING ITEM
PAIRS IN REGARD TO AVERAGE
DIFFICULTY AND DIFFICULTY
DISCREPANCY

SIZE OF THE TESTLET

ITEM FORMAT

95%
CIs

PISA WAVE=2000 (base)

1.0

PISA WAVE=2003

4.1***

[2.6,6.4]

PISA WAVE=2006

1.8*

[1.0,3.2]

PISA WAVE=2009

3.5***

[2.9,4.2]

PISA WAVE=2012

7.0***

[5.1,9.5]

Items are not in the same cluster (base)

1.0

Items share the cluster but not testlet

0.1***

Items are in the same testlet

(not estimable) 42

Little Difference_Moderate Difficulty (base)

1.0

Little Difference_High Difficulty

0.9

[0.5,1.4]

Little Difference_Low Difficulty

2.2***

[1.8,2.6]

Moderate Difference_Lower Difficulty

2.9***

[2.2,3.7]

Moderate Difference_Higher Difficulty

1.4

[0.9,2.1]

High Difference

3.3***

[2.1,5.2]

Both items from small testlets (base)

1.0

Both items from large testlets

1.7***

[1.3,2.2]

One item from small with the second item from large testlet

1.2

[1.0,1.5]

Both items "Simple Multiple Choice" (base)

1.0

Both items ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short Response")

1.1

[0.7,1.6]

Both items "Open Constructed Response"

2.1***

[1.5,2.8]

Pair of "Open Constructed Response" and "Simple Multiple Choice" items

1.9***

[1.4,2.4]

Pair of "Simple Multiple Choice" and ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short Response") items
Pair of "Open Constructed Response" and ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short Response")
items

1.3*

[1.0,1.7]

2.1***

[1.5,2.7]

[0.1,0.1]

It was found that for reading and science domains there was not a single item pair from the within-testlet for which residual correlations were lower than -0.1. Default approach of
melogit procedure was retained which excluded all within-testlet item pairs.
42
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TYPE OF ITEM PAIRS

LANGUAGE FAMILIES IN WHICH
ITEM PAIRS WERE SUBMITTED

READING CONTEXT/SITUATION

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001

Both Items Binary (base)

1.0

One Item Binary One Polytomous

0.7**

[0.5,0.9]

Both Items Polytomous

0.6

[0.2,1.8]

Both items submitted in English (base)

1.0

English item and Hellenic or Italic item

1.2

[0.9,1.5]

English item and Germanic family item

1.0

[0.8,1.3]

English item and Japanese or Korean item

0.7

[0.5,1.0]

English item and Other (Czech, Finnish or Hungarian)

1.1

[0.9,1.5]

Both items from Hellenic or Italic family

1.9***

[1.3,2.8]

Both items from Germanic family

1.4

[0.8,2.3]

Both items from Japanese or Korean language

1.2

[0.5,2.9]

Both items Other (Czech, Finnish or Hungarian)

1.1

[0.5,2.6]

Other combination of two non-English items

1.1

[0.8,1.4]

Both items Personal (base)

1.0

Both items Public

1.3

[0.9,1.9]

Both items Occupational

0.8

[0.4,1.5]

Both items Educational

1.2

[0.8,1.8]

Pair of Personal and Public items

1.3

[0.9,1.8]

Pair of Public and Occupational items

1.7**

[1.1,2.4]

Pair of Educational and Public items

1.4

[1.0,1.9]

Pair of Occupational and Personal items

1.5*

[1.1,2.2]

Pair of Educational and Personal items

1.2

[0.9,1.6]

Pair of Educational and Occupational items

1.2

[0.9,1.8]

| Number of item pairs=11650
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Odds ratios for finding negative dependency in reading for PISA 2003, 2006, 2009 and 2012
were above 1 with the PISA 2000 wave as a reference. Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons
additionally showed an odds ratio of 3.8 (1.6, 9.1) and 2.0 (1.4, 2.8) for PISA 2012, compared to
PISA 2006 and 2009, respectively. PISA 2000 and PISA 2009 had reading literacy as the main
targeted domain, and in qualitative investigations, it was observed that targeted domains produce
less negative dependency.
As in mathematics pairs of items, at opposite ends of difficulty levels, reported increased odds
of negative LID of 3.3 (2.1, 5.2) in reference to item pairs of moderate difficulty and similar
complexity. Also, similar to mathematical results, three categories of the “Item format” variable
reported odds of negative dependency close to 2 for pairs of reading items involving at least one
“Open constructed response” question with the reference category being “Simple multiple choice”
item pairs. It is argued that these results may indicate selective effort allocation as stipulated by Yen
(1993).
Three other variables produced statistically significant results with odds exceeding 1 for which
justifications are hard to provide. Odds of negative LID were 1.9 for items which were submitted
using a Hellenic or Italic family of language, compared to both items being originally designed and
submitted in English. Perhaps some challenges in translations of differently sourced items
(Arffman, 2010) could be partly responsible. The variable quantifying item pairs’ situational
context produced odds ratios >1.0 for reading item pairs involving “Occupational” items, compared
to a reference of “Personal” items. Finally, a variable describing the size of the testlet from which
items originated, reported the odd ratio of 1.7 (1.3, 2.2) when both items came from large testlets,
compared to both items being from small testlets. Access to all PISA cognitive items could allow
investigating this result particularly in relation to the variable representing language in which the
reading items were submitted to PISA.
Science
The final negative dependency model for science is presented in Table 5.4.6, while the
remaining analyses leading to it are reported in the Electronic Appendix for Table 5.4.6 - Science Negative LID. AIC and BIC for the model reported in the Table 5.4.6 were 3258 and 3646,
respectively. Corresponding null model values were AIC=3540, BIC=3555. The BIC larger for the
final model as compared to null model is a consequence of using variables with many categories.
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Table 5.4.6 Final multilevel logistic regression model predicting negative LID in science

PISA WAVE

LOCATION OF ITEM PAIRS

VARIABLE QUANTIFYING
ITEM PAIRS IN REGARD TO
AVERAGE DIFFICULTY AND
DIFFICULTY DISCREPANCY

SIZE OF THE TESTLET

ITEM FORMAT

LANGUAGE FAMILIES IN
WHICH ITEM PAIRS WERE
SUBMITTED

PISA WAVE=2000 (base)
PISA WAVE=2003
PISA WAVE=2006
PISA WAVE=2009
PISA WAVE=2012
Items are not in the same cluster (base)
Items share the cluster but not testlet
Items are in the same testlet
Little Difference_Moderate Difficulty (base)
Little Difference_High Difficulty
Little Difference_Low Difficulty
Moderate Difference_Lower Difficulty
Moderate Difference_Higher Difficulty
High Difference
Both items from small testlets (base)
Both items from large testlets
One item from small with the second item from large testlet
Both items "Simple Multiple Choice" (base)
Both items ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short Response")
Both items "Open Constructed Response"
Pair of "Open Constructed Response" and "Simple Multiple Choice" items
Pair of "Simple Multiple Choice" and ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short Response") items
Pair of "Open Constructed Response" and ("Complex Multiple Choice" or "Short Response") items
Both items submitted in English (base)
English item and Hellenic or Italic item
English item and Germanic family item
English item and Japanese or Korean item
Both items from Hellenic or Italic family
Both items from Germanic family
Both items from Japanese or Korean language
Other combination of two non-English items

Model FINAL
95%CIs
1.0
1.8*
[1.0,3.3]
0.9
[0.5,1.4]
1.6
[0.9,2.7]
1.6
[1.0,2.7]
1.0
0.0***
[0.0,0.0]
(not estimable) 43
1.0
1.1
[0.7,1.7]
1.4*
[1.0,1.9]
1.7*
[1.1,2.6]
1.3
[0.7,2.3]
3.1*
[1.3,7.9]
1.0
1.1
[0.7,1.9]
1.3
[1.0,1.6]
1.0
1.6
[0.9,2.6]
1.5
[0.9,2.4]
1.9**
[1.3,2.8]
1.9**
[1.3,2.8]
1.5*
[1.0,2.4]
1.0
1.4
[0.8,2.5]
2.3**
[1.4,3.7]
2.8***
[1.5,5.2]
0.9
[0.3,2.2]
2.0**
[1.2,3.3]
6.9***
[2.3,20.6]
1.2
[0.7,2.1]

It was found that for reading and science domains there was not a single item pair from the within-testlet for which residual correlations were lower than -0.1. Default approach of
melogit procedure was retained which excluded all within-testlet item pairs.
43
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INSTITUTIONAL SOURCE OF
ITEM PAIRS

SCIENCE APPLICATION
AREA

SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE

Institutional source not agree (base)
Institutional source agree
Both items Health (base)
Both items Natural resources
Both items Hazards
Both items Frontiers
Both items Environment
Pair of Health and Hazards items
Pair of Health and Frontiers items
Pair of Natural resources and Health items
Pair of Natural resources and Hazards items
Pair of Natural resources and Frontiers items
Pair of Natural resources and Environment items
Pair of Health and Environment items
Pair of Hazards and Frontiers items
Pair of Hazards and Environment items
Pair of Frontiers and Environment items
Both items Knowledge of science - Living systems (KoS_LS) (base)
Both items Knowledge of science - Physical and Technology systems (KoS_PaTS)
Both items Knowledge of science - Earth and space systems (KoS_EaSS)
Both items Knowledge about science - Scientific explanations (KaS_SEXP)
Both items Knowledge about science - Scientific enquiry (KaS_SENQ)
Pair of KoS_PaTS and KoS_LS items
Pair of KoS_PaTS and KoS_EaSS items
Pair of KoS_PaTS and KaS_SEXP items
Pair of KoS_PaTS and KaS_SENQ items
Pair of KoS_LS and KoS_EaSS items
Pair of KoS_LS and KaS_SEXP items
Pair of KoS_LS and KaS_KaS_SENQ items
Pair of KoS_EaSS and KaS_SEXP items
Pair of KoS_EaSS and KaS_KaS_SENQ items
Pair of KaS_SEXP and KaS_KaS_SENQ items

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001

1.0
1.8**
1.0
0.7
0.4
0.5*
0.6
0.7
0.6*
0.5*
0.6
0.2***
0.5*
0.8
0.3**
0.5*
0.5*
1.0
5.4***
4.5*
3.6**
1.4
2.2
3.8**
3.4**
3.0*
2.1
2.6*
1.4
3.4**
2.0
2.6*

[1.2,2.6]
[0.3,1.5]
[0.2,1.2]
[0.2,1.0]
[0.3,1.1]
[0.4,1.3]
[0.3,1.0]
[0.3,0.9]
[0.3,1.2]
[0.1,0.5]
[0.3,0.9]
[0.5,1.4]
[0.2,0.7]
[0.3,0.9]
[0.3,0.9]
[2.1,13.9]
[1.4,14.5]
[1.5,8.5]
[0.5,3.7]
[0.9,5.3]
[1.5,9.4]
[1.5,7.9]
[1.3,7.1]
[0.8,5.2]
[1.1,5.9]
[0.6,3.4]
[1.4,8.1]
[0.8,5.1]
[1.1,6.0]

| Number of item pairs=8589
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The science investigations regarding negative LID produced very similar results to the
corresponding mathematical and reading models in regard to predictors involving formats of the
items and the relative difficulty of item pairs. It is argued that selective effort allocation may also be
at play in investigating item pairs from different combinations of science knowledge categories. All
categories of this variable involving “Knowledge about science - Scientific explanations
(KaS_SEXP)” gave odds ratios >1.0 with the reference being pairs of items requiring knowledge of
living systems. The largest odds ratio 5.4 (2.1, 13.9) came, however when a pair of items from
“Knowledge of science - Physical and Technology systems (KoS_PaTS)” is compared to the
reference category. Perhaps students allocated less time and effort to some types of scientific
questions which may be driving the negative LID results.
Another result worth highlighiting relates to the variable quantifying the language origin of
items with negative dependency being more likely for scientific items submitted in Japanese or
Korean showing odds ratio of 6.9 (2.3, 20.6) in comparison to the reference category of both items
being of English origin. Given the effort which is given by PISA to the quality of language
translations used in PISA, it is likely that specific curriculum preferences are involved in this
results. The variable quantifying a “Science application area” produced odds ratios <1.0 for
categories involving “Frontiers”, compared to the base reference of both items being of “Health”
science application.
5.4.2.2 Summary of quantitative investigation of negative LID drivers based on
various PISA items characteristics
Habing and Roussos (2003) suggested that negative dependency is a mathematical consequence
of the existence of positive LID. While qualitative investigations and the graphical visualisations
associated with them pointed towards this conclusion, the cross domain consistency in some
multilevel logistic regressions strengthens the argument that part of the negative LID could be due
to selective time and effort allocation as suggested by Yen (1993). This point is supported by the
consistency of the results involving item pairs with high difficulty difference or involving the need
to write answers to “Open constructed response” types of cognitive questions. Some of the results
of models predicting negative LID were difficult to explain, and it emerged from qualitative
investigations that the models predicting negative dependency might benefit from the inclusion of
additional variables quantifying the placement of item pairs in a two hour long testing regime. This
limitation is additionally supported by recent publications by Bolsinova, Tijmstra, Molenaar, and
De Boeck (2017) and Bolsinova, de Boeck, and Tijmstra (2017) which suggest that the response
time can contribute to negative dependency.
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS FOR RESEARCH AIM 3 - LID IN THE
PISA’S NATIONAL CALIBRATIONS

6.1 The organisation of the chapter
This chapter is divided into two main sections. Section 6.2 systematically looks at the
prevalence of LID in national cognitive datasets and is further organised into six parts looking at
positive and negative LID for mathematics, reading and science. Each part offers consistency in the
flow of the LID investigation where graphs reporting LID prevalence are followed by analyses
identifying countries with unusually high levels of dependency. The primary aim of Section 6.3 is
to consider the reporting of cross-country and cross-wave consistency in LID. Once again six subsections are presented to report on pairs of within-testlet and between-testlet items for the three
cognitive domains. Readers interested in the specific type of LID and cognitive domains are
encouraged to use pdf bookmarks to facilitate targeted navigation of the chapter.

6.2 LID prevalence at national level calibrations level data pointing to
economies with high levels of dependency
This section aims to report the prevalence of residual correlations exceeding a cut-point of 0.1
as a percentage, in a similar manner to Table 5.2.2, reported for international calibrations in section
5.2. It also highlights the countries which may have a higher LID prevalence. Research questions
RQ_3A and RQ_3B are addressed in this subchapter.
6.2.1

National calibrations with positive LID in mathematics

Due to the involvement of 24 national calibrations across three cognitive domains and five PISA
waves, the results cannot be reported in easy to view and effective text form that mimics the
reporting format used in Table 5.2.2. Consequently, Figure 6.2.1 offers a graphical overview of the
percentage of RCs exceeding a cut-point of 0.1 (blue markers) in each of 24 OECD countries from
the mathematical domain perspective. This figure is presented as a dual graph showing
simultaneously the number of students involved in CFAs estimations (green markers). Figure 6.2.2
extends Figure 6.2.1 by introducing the distribution of positive LID prevalence to indicate
components due to within-testlet (dark blue) and between-testlet (light blue) locations of items’
pairs.
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Figure 6.2.1 Dual graph showing the percent of mathematics item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 taken out of all RCs against students’ sample
sizes
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Figure 6.2.2 Percent of mathematics item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 taken out of all RCs separated into components involving item pairs from
the same testlets and from different testlets
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The concerns expressed in the limitation section 7.2.1 regarding the tenability of using a
fixed 0.1 cut-point can be clearly seen in Figure 6.2.1 where the percent of RCs exceeding 0.1
negatively covary with the number of students employed in each PISA national
implementation. Figure 6.2.2 offers an extension to this statement, pointing out that the
dependence on a students’ sample size seems to be related primarily to the positive RCs
involving pairs of items from different testlets. At the same time, there are differences in the
prevalence for countries that used similarly sized student’s samples. For example, in PISA
2006, Portugal (PRT) reported the lower percentage 44 of RCs above 0.1 cut point (7.2%) as
compared to (11.3%) from Denmark (DNK), despite countries using comparable students’
sample sizes. Similarly, in PISA, 2012 Greece’s (GRC) prevalence of 11.4% was higher 45 as
compared to a similarly sized cohort of students from Luxembourg (LUX) 8.7%. The
comparisons mentioned above are limited only to comparing countries that approached a
similar number of students. The proportional allocation of cut point 0.1 exceeding RCs due to
item pairs’ allocation also vary. It can be inferred from Figure 6.2.2 that in PISA 2000
Finland’s (FIN) within-testlet high RCs were 1.4 times more predominant as compared to the
between-testlets high RCs (3.5% versus 2.5%). On the contrary Japanese (JAP) results were
reversed with positive LID indicating pairs of items from different testlets being
approximately 3.5 times more prevalent as compared to within-testlet results (6.7% versus
1.9%). The students’ sample sizes in both countries were quite comparable differing by only
200 students. These descriptive results contributed to an investigation of outlying countries in
regard to two types of positive LID (between-testlets and within-testlet). The cross wave
comparison of results presented in Figure 6.2.2 is questionable due to a different number of
items being used from study to study and also a difference in the arrangements of testlets’
sizes. However, prominently larger proportions of within-testlet positive LID in PISA 2000
are likely to be partly because of a high proportion of four items large testlets used in this
year as compared to subsequent waves (see Figure 4.2.1 for reference).
In order to address the issue of the negative relation of prevalence estimates to the student
sample sizes, the countries with higher levels of positive LID will be identified after fitting
the reciprocal function. The choice of function was driven by the figures from a publication
Non-corrected for multiple comparisons 95%CIs for the proportion difference is (1.7%-6.5%). Epitools were
used - http://epitools.ausvet.com.au/content.php?page=z-test2&p1=0.072&p2=0.113&n1=1128&n2=1128&Conf=0.05&tails=2&samples=2
45
Non-corrected for multiple comparisons 95%CIs for the proportion difference is (1.3%-4.1%). Epitools were
used - http://epitools.ausvet.com.au/content.php?page=z-test2&p1=0.087&p2=0.114&n1=3486&n2=3486&Conf=0.05&tails=2&samples=2
44
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by Christensen et al. (2017) which has been elaborated in the methodology chapter (Section
3.4.1). Table 6.2.1 assisted in highlighting countries with outlying high positive LID
involving pairs of items from different testlets, and it reports various tests for detecting
prediction residuals outliers. In that table, three alternative methods for identifying cases as
outliers – namely Grubb’s Single Outlier Test, Rosner’s procedure, and Tukey’s Outside
Values Test – are used. The prediction limits along with Box-and-Whisker plots of prediction
residuals are shown in Figures 6.2.3-6.2.7.
Table 6.2.1 Countries with high levels of between-testlets positive LID in mathematics
R2
FOR
Y=1/(
A+BX
)
PISA
2000

0.42

PISA
2003

0.98

PISA
2006

0.87

PISA
2009

0.84

PISA
2012

0.95

Japan (JPN)

3.1

2.46

Grubbs' SingleOutlier Level
Test Prob Level
(Alternative
Hypothesis:
One-Sided vs
Maximum)
0.104

Iceland (ISL)

2.5

2.41

0.117

No

No

Korea (KOR)

0.9

2.31

0.174

Yes

No

Finland (FIN)

0.9

2.66

0.043

Yes

No

2.5

2.44

0.110

No

Yes

1.8

2.14

0.287

No

No

Japan (JPN)

2.4

2.69

0.041

Yes

Yes

Korea (KOR)

1.2

1.71

0.915

No

No

Greece (GRC)

1.7

2.50

0.087

Yes

Yes

Ireland (IRL)

1.4

2.50

0.081

Yes

No

COUNTRY

New Zealand
(NZL)
Denmark (DNK)

Value of
Possible
Outlier

ESD
|Z|

Conclude
Outlier by
Rosner's
Procedure

Tukey,
1977 Outside
values

No

Yes

Grey areas are used to highlight PISA waves for which mathematics was a targeted domain.
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Figure 6.2.3 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2000 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Mathematics)
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Figure 6.2.4 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2003 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Mathematics)
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Residual

Figure 6.2.5 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2006 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Mathematics)
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Figure 6.2.6 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2009 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Mathematics)
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Figure 6.2.7 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2012 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Mathematics)
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Table 6.2.1 reports three different techniques for accessing outliers. Given that the
number of 24 countries involved is small, a liberal p=0.1 level for Grubbs' Single-Outlier
Level Test (Alternative Hypothesis: One-Sided vs Maximum) has been used. The small
sample size also can explain a lack of consistency in flagging outliers between different
procedures. According to the three separate methods, the level of positive between-testlets
LID was outlyingly high in Japan for PISA 2009 after controlling for students sample size.
Japan also revealed high levels of positive LID in PISA 2000, while Korea and Finland did so
in PISA 2003. Any explanations as to why this may be the case can be only speculative.
Perhaps in these countries students are able to apply some common skills, such as reading
graphs more efficiently as compared to students in other countries, leading to increased
dependency between mathematical questions from different testlets.
Figure 6.2.2 suggests that the prevalence of RCs exceeding 0.1 when both items come
from the same testlets is less impacted by the student's sample size. This is confirmed in
Figure 6.2.8 which mimics the previous five figures but merges them into a single graph.
Because the R2s for the reciprocal functions fitted in graphs are close to 0, the outliers
investigation was undertaken on raw data and is reported in Table 6.2.2.

PISA 2003

PISA 2000

6

Percent of total number of RCs that are above 0.1 and within testlets

Percent of total number of RCs that are above 0.1 and within testlets

6

4

2

0
1500

8875

16250

Students' Sample Size

23625

31000

4

2

0
1500

8875

16250

23625

31000

Students' Sample Size
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PISA 2006

PISA 2009
Percent of total number of RCs that are above 0.1 and within testlets

6

4

2

0
1500

8875

16250

23625

31000

Students' Sample Size

PISA 2012
Percent of total number of RCs that are above 0.1 and within testlets

6

4

2

0
1500

8875

16250

23625
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Figure 6.2.8 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to show the association
between students’ sample size and prevalence of RCs (PISA 2000,2003,2006,2009 and 2012 /
RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from within the same testlets / Mathematics)
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Table 6.2.2 Countries with high levels of within-testlet positive LID in mathematics

COUNTRY

Value of
Possible
Outlier

ESD|Z|

Grubbs' SingleOutlier Level Test
Prob Level
(Alternative
Hypothesis: OneSided vs Maximum)

PISA
2000

CZECH REP (CZE)

4.0

1.86

0.670

NO

NO

SPAIN (ESP)

3.7

1.61

1.000

NO

NO

PISA
2003

SPAIN (ESP)

0.9

1.83

0.709

NO

NO

NORWAY (NOR)

0.9

2.03

0.392

NO

NO

SPAIN (ESP)

1.0

1.89

0.618

NO

NO

CANADA (CAN)

0.9

1.33

1.000

NO

NO

JAPAN (JPN)
SWITZERLAND
(CHE)

0.9

1.42

1.000

NO

NO

0.9

1.53

1.000

NO

NO

GREECE (GRE)

1.7

2.67

0.044

YES

NO

GERMANY (DEU)

1.3

1.91

0.551

NO

NO

GREECE (GRE)

0.8

2.71

0.039

YES

YES

ITALY (ITA)

0.7

2.11

0.311

YES

NO

SWEDEN (SWE)

0.7

2.43

0.099

YES

NO

PISA
2006

PISA
2009
PISA
2012

Conclude
Outlier by
Rosner's
Procedure

Tukey,
1977 Outside
values

Grey areas highlight the PISA waves for which mathematics was a targeted domain.

Greece was found to indicate higher levels of within-testlet positive LID in PISA 2009 and
PISA 2012 when compared to the other 23 OECD countries. Although there are many causes
for LID suggested by Yen (1993) which relate to item formats, passage dependence, or item
chaining, these would not be likely to produce increased levels of LID for only one country,
as students from most of the countries were exposed to the same set of the mathematical
cognitive items. A possible explanation for this result may be student related such as the
possibility of increased fatigue or external assistance or interference which were also
suggested by Yen (1993) as one of LID drivers. There also may be at play specific teachers’
instructional practices or students’ learning behaviours that focus on taking advantage of
items being clustered in the same testlet. A conclusive causal evidence for any of the LID
drivers, proposed in the literature, explaining Greece’s results cannot be offered.
While the percentage of within-testlet positive LID indicating pairs of items that are taken out
of a total of all RCs can be expected to be small, Figure 6.2.9 reports within-testlet RCs
exceeding +0.1 when the total comprises only RCs of item pairs from the within testlets.
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Figure 6.2.9 Dual graph showing the percent of mathematics item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 taken out of total of only within-testlet RCs
plotted against students sample sizes in mathematics
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While Figure 6.2.9 does not add anything new concerning country comparisons, it does offer
some cross-wave comparisons that are also aggregated in Figure 6.2.10.

Figure 6.2.10 Average percentage of mathematics item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 of total
within-testlet RCs obtained from 24 OCED countries.

6.2.2

National calibrations with negative LID in mathematics

While looking at the residual correlations that are lower than -0.1, the sample size related
dependency is again present as can be seen in Figure 6.2.11.
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Figure 6.2.11 Dual graph showing the percent of mathematics item pairs with RCs below -0.1 taken out of all RCs against students sample sizes
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In the manner similar to the percentage of RCs suggesting positive LID reported above,
the outlying countries with high negative LID are investigated using the same methodology.
Table 6.2.3 lists countries which may have an unusually high prevalence of negative LID
while supporting Figures 6.2.12-6.2.16 graph the fits of reciprocal functions along with Boxand-Whisker plots of prediction residuals.
Table 6.2.3 Countries with high levels of negative LID in mathematics

Value of
Possible
Outlier

ESD
|Z|

Grubbs'
Single-Outlier
Level Test
Prob Level
(Alternative
Hypothesis:
One-Sided vs
Maximum)

5.9

1.95

0.526

NO

NO

5.0

1.88

0.605

NO

NO

0.89

GREECE (GRC)
ITALY (ITA)
SPAIN (ESP)

4.8
3.1
2.1

3.09
2.76
2.52

0.006
0.028
0.069

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

PISA
2006

0.89

HUNGARY (HUN)
ITALY (ITA)

2.8
2.6

1.97
2.11

0.498
0.314

NO
NO

NO
NO

PISA
2009

0.65

GREECE (GRC)
SPAIN (ESP)

12.0
3.4

3.63
1.79

0.000
0.754

YES
NO

YES
NO

PISA
2012

0.88

GREECE (GRC)
SWEDEN (SWE)

4.5
2.1

2.60
1.51

0.061
1.000

YES
NO

NO
NO

R2 FOR
Y=1/(A+
BX)

COUNTRY

0.38

LUXEMBOURG
(LUX)
SWITZERLAND
(CHE)

PISA
2003

PISA
2000

Conclude
Outlier by
Rosner's
Procedure

Tukey,
1977 Outside
values

Grey areas highlight the PISA waves for which mathematics was a targeted domain.
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Figure 6.2.12 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2000 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Mathematics)
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Figure 6.2.13 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2003 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Mathematics)
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Figure 6.2.14 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2006 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Mathematics)
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Figure 6.2.15 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2009 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Mathematics)
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Figure 6.2.16 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2012 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Mathematics)
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As can be seen in Table 6.2.3, Greece features in three PISA waves as indicating higher
levels of negative LID as compared to the majority of other countries. In PISA 2003 also
Italy and Spain have a higher proportion of RCs which are lower than -0.1, controlling for
students’ sample size. As previously mentioned, negative LID can occur when selective time
allocation is present (Yen, 1993) or alternatively students do not attempt an item when it
looks challenging (as indicative by odds ratio for mathematical items of high difference in
Table 5.4.4). Given that all the countries that were highlighted to be outliers in Table 6.2.3
are at the lower achievement end of OECD countries, it could be perhaps expected that their
students may apply some selection due to time constraints or perceived difficulties that would
result in negative LID.
6.2.3

National calibrations with positive LID in reading

The organisation of this section is consistent with the order of figures and tables
introduced in the previous subchapter, mathematics. Figure 6.2.17 presents a dual graph with
the percent prevalence of RCs exceeding a cut point of 0.1 (highlighted in blue) against the
plot of students’ sample sizes (highlighted in green) used in all 120 CFA estimations
contribution to the graph. Figure 6.2.18 replicates the results showing positive LID but
separates them into the light blue section which reports percentages of RCs from different
testlets and a dark blue section with the more than 0.1 RCs for items from the same testlets.
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Figure 6.2.17 Dual graph showing the percent of reading item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 taken out of all RCs against students’ sample sizes
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Figure 6.2.18 Percent of reading item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 taken out of all RCs separated into components involving item pairs from
the same testlets and from different testlets
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As was the case in the previous mathematics section, when the students’ sample sizes
exceed 5000 students the prevalence of positive LID clearly diminishes, putting into question
the suitability of a single fixed cut-point for all countries and therefore driving the use of
curve fitting in subsequent paragraphs. However, interesting comparisons can be made for
countries that used similar size cohorts of students. In PISA 2003, Greece (GRC) and Korea
(KOR) reported 7.4% and 7.1% of RCs exceeding the 0.1 cut point when compared to
Austria’s (AUT) 3.7% estimate 4647. Figure 6.2.18 offers an additional view of positive LID,
as the estimate for Greece comes largely from within-testlet RCs, yet for Korea, the positive
LID is mostly from RCs involving items from different testlets. In the same figure, it is
clearly apparent that in PISA 2003 and PISA 2006 the within-testlet percentages are quite
high when compared to other years. The distribution of items and testlets used in PISA are
represented in Figure 4.3.2 and offers the plausible explanation that after PISA 2000, for
which reading was the targeted domain, the same set of only eight testlets (five three-items
large, two four-items large and one five-items large) was used in the two subsequent
iterations of the study.
Table 6.2.4 below, reports the investigations into which countries may indicate outlying
high levels of positive LID involving items from different testlets, and offers a succinct
extract from visual results presented in the Figures 6.2.19-6.2.23.

Non-corrected for multiple comparisons 95%CIs for the proportion difference is (0.4%-7%). Epitools were
used - http://epitools.ausvet.com.au/content.php?page=z-test2&p1=0.074&p2=0.037&n1=378&n2=351&Conf=0.05&tails=2&samples=2
47
Non-corrected for multiple comparisons 95%CIs for the proportion difference is (0.0006%-6.7%). Epitools
were used - http://epitools.ausvet.com.au/content.php?page=z-test2&p1=0.071&p2=0.037&n1=351&n2=351&Conf=0.05&tails=2&samples=2
46
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Table 6.2.4 Countries with high levels of between-testlets positive LID in reading
R2
FOR
Y=1/(A
+BX)

PISA
2000

0.78

PISA
2003

0.49

PISA
2006

0.59

PISA
2009

0.95

PISA
2012

0.8

COUNTRY

Value of
Possible
Outlier

ESD
|Z|

Grubbs' SingleOutlier Level Test
Prob Level
(Alternative
Hypothesis: OneSided vs
Maximum)

Japan (JPN)

1.3

1.71

0.969

No

No

Korea (KOR)

1.2

1.74

0.854

No

No

Finland (FIN)

2.3

1.81

0.757

No

No

Sweden (SWE)

2.0

1.75

0.825

No

No

Finland (FIN)

2.6

2.43

0.116

Yes

Yes

Norway (NOR)

2.2

2.54

0.071

Yes

No

Korea (KOR)

1.4

2.23

0.228

No

Yes

Ireland (IRL)

1.2

2.31

0.166

No

Yes

Ireland (IRL)

2.7

2.59

0.061

Yes

Yes

Czech Rep (CZE)

1.8

2.25

0.202

No

Yes

Conclude
Outlier by
Rosner's
Procedure

Tukey,
1977 Outside
values

Grey areas highlight the PISA waves for which reading was a targeted domain.
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Figure 6.2.19 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2000 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Reading)
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Figure 6.2.20 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2003 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Reading)
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Figure 6.2.21 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2006 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Reading)
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Figure 6.2.22 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2009 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Reading)
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Figure 6.2.23 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2012 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Reading)
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Table 6.2.4 suggests that for PISA 2006, Finland (FIN) and also possibly Norway (NOR)
have higher than other countries’ levels of between-testlets positive LID. However in PISA
2009, when reading became again the major targeted cognitive domain and a large number of
new testlets and items were given to students, Korea (KOR) and Ireland (IRL) are identified
as outlying in regard to between-testlet positive LID. Ireland also features as an outlier in
PISA 2012. It is possible that in the countries reported above; students have taken advantage
of similar items’ formats more efficiently when compared to other nations.
Looking from the perspective of positive LID within testlets, similar to mathematics, the
association with students’ sample sizes was negligible, as can be seen in Figure 6.2.24.
Therefore, Table 6.2.5 reports the outliers on raw data, not the reciprocal function prediction
residuals.
PISA 2000
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6
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PISA 2012

Percent of total number of RCs that are above 0.1 and within testlets
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Figure 6.2.24 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to show the association
between students’ sample size and prevalence of RCs (PISA 2000,2003,2006,2009 and 2012 /
RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from within the same testlets / Reading)
Table 6.2.5 Countries with high levels of within‐testlet positive LID in reading

PISA
2000
PISA
2003
PISA
2006
PISA
2009
PISA
2012

COUNTRY

Value of
Possible
Outlier

ESD|Z|

Grubbs' SingleOutlier Level Test
Prob Level
(Alternative
Hypothesis: OneSided vs Maximum)

Greece (GRC)

1.3

1.90

0.603

No

No

Poland (POL)

1.3

2.11

0.308

No

No

Greece (GRC)

5.6

3.66

0.000

Yes

Yes

Luxembourg
(LUX)

3.2

1.59

1.000

No

No

Greece (GRC)

4.8

2.87

0.018

Yes

Yes

Italy (ITA)

3.7

2.01

0.423

No

No

Greece (GRC)

1.4

3.40

0.001

Yes

Yes

Luxembourg
(LUX)

1.0

1.62

1.000

No

No

Greece (GRC)

2.8

2.74

0.033

Yes

Yes

Iceland (ISL)

2.2

1.72

0.902

No

No

Conclude
Outlier by
Rosner's
Procedure

Tukey,
1977 Outside
values

Grey areas highlight the PISA waves for which reading was a targeted domain.
As was the case in the last two waves of PISA, reported in the corresponding section on
mathematics (see Table 6.2.2 for reference), Greece once again features in reading, as
achieving the highest levels of within-testlet positive LID out of all the 24 investigated
OECD countries. No additional explanations, beyond those offered in the sibling section on
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mathematics, can be offered to explain Greece’s position. Interestingly, Iceland (ISL) and
Luxembourg (LUX), while not formally identified as an outlier, are listed in three PISA
waves as countries with a higher prevalence of positive intra-testlet LID. Iceland also
featured in two PISA waves in Table 6.2.2 reporting mathematical results. Only speculative
explanations could be offered as to why these two countries are featured. Although from one
wave of the PISA study to another, a different cohort of students took part in the assessment,
in small countries such as Iceland and Luxembourg it is likely that exactly the same schools
are being sampled for the study. It is possible that the same teachers look after the study
implementation from wave to wave and it is a possibility that in preparation for the
assessment they offer new cohorts of students useful suggestions regarding the efficient
utilisation of the testlets’ stimuli.
As an additional perspective on within-testlet positive LID Figure, 6.2.25 represents the
percent of within-testlet RCs exceeding 0.1 when the number of all within-testlet pairs of
items is considered.
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Figure 6.2.25 Dual graph showing the percent of reading item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 taken out of total of only within-testlet RCs against
students sample sizes
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A common reading passage is often presented as an example when local item dependence
is discussed. However, as can be seen in Figure 6.2.26, the overall percent of positive LID
pairs out of all within-testlet pairs of items is smaller compared to similar results in Figure
6.2.10 representing mathematics.

Figure 6.2.26 Average percentage of reading item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 of total
within-testlet RCs obtained from 24 OCED countries.

6.2.4

National calibrations with negative LID in reading

The proportions of the residual correlation being lower than -0.1 are shown in Figure
6.2.27.
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Figure 6.2.27 Dual graph showing the percent of reading item pairs with RCs below -0.1 taken out of all RCs against students’ sample size
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The relationship between students’ sample size and the prevalence of negative LID was less
pronounced compared to mathematics, but is apparently present in PISA waves when reading
was the main assessed cognitive domain. This fact is expressed in R2 values reported in
Table 6.2.6, and so it is graphically presented in Figures 6.2.28-6.2.32.
Table 6.2.6 Countries with high levels of negative LID in reading

R2 FOR
Y=1/(A+
BX)

PISA
2000

0.8

PISA
2003

0.3

PISA
2006

0.43

PISA
2009

0.77

PISA
2012

0.24

COUNTRY

Value of
Possible
Outlier

ESD
|Z|

Grubbs' SingleOutlier Level Test
Prob Level
(Alternative
Hypothesis: OneSided vs
Maximum)

Japan (JPN)

3.7

2.60

0.059

Yes

Yes

Greece (GRE)

2.3

2.05

0.377

No

No

Greece (GRE)

9.4

2.50

0.089

Yes

No

Austria (AUT)

6.1

2.01

0.426

No

No

Denmark
(DNK)

7.8

2.34

0.157

No

Yes

Poland (POL)

6.3

2.27

0.188

No

No

Greece (GRE)

6.0

2.80

0.025

Yes

Yes

Italy (ITA)

4.2

2.51

0.079

Yes

No

Greece (GRE)

14.6

3.14

0.004

Yes

Yes

Italy (ITA)

7.0

2.16

0.273

No

No

Conclude
Outlier by
Rosner's
Procedure

Tukey,
1977 Outside
values

Grey areas highlight the PISA waves for which reading was a targeted domain.
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Figure 6.2.28 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2000 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Reading)
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Figure 6.2.29 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2003 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Reading)
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Figure 6.2.30 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2006 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Reading)
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Figure 6.2.31 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2009 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Reading)
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Figure 6.2.32 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2012 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Reading)
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As can be seen in Table 6.2.6, in PISA 2000, Japan (JPN) revealed a high percent of
negative LID while in PISA 2003, 2009 and 2012 Greece featured once again as an outlier
among the 24 OECD countries. For reading, Italy (ITA) also revealed high proportions of
residual correlations below -0.1.
6.2.5

National calibrations with positive LID in science

In line with previous sections describing mathematics and reading, the discussion about
national LID prevalence results for science follows the same template. Figure 6.2.33 presents
a dual graph showing the percentage of science item pair RCs exceeding 0.1 out of all item
pair RCs against students’ sample sizes. Once again a negative relationship between the
percent of RCs above the cut-point and the size of students’ cohorts is present and is most
clearly evident in PISA 2006. In this year, when science was the targeted cognitive domain,
Finland’s (FIN) 11% percent of the pairs of items indicating positive LID appeared to be
higher when compared to the larger sampled Japan (JPN) 48 and Czech Republic (CZE)
49

,both reporting at approximately 7.2%. As it can be inferred from Figure 6.2.34, this

discrepancy is due to pairs of items from different testlets. It is also of interest to highlight the
consistently small presence of within-testlet positive LID despite the majority of testlets used
in PISA’s science evaluation incorporating three and four items in each testlet, as can be
confirmed in Figure 4.3.3.

Non-corrected for multiple comparisons 95%CIs for the proportion difference is (2.7%-4.9%). Epitools were
used - http://epitools.ausvet.com.au/content.php?page=z-test2&p1=0.072&p2=0.11&n1=5151&n2=5253&Conf=0.05&tails=2&samples=2
49
Non-corrected for multiple comparisons 95%CIs for the proportion difference is (2.7%-4.9%). Epitools were
used - http://epitools.ausvet.com.au/content.php?page=z-test2&p1=0.072&p2=0.11&n1=5253&n2=5253&Conf=0.05&tails=2&samples=2
48
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Figure 6.2.33 Dual graph showing the percent of science item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 taken out of all RCs against students’ sample sizes
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Figure 6.2.34 Percent of science item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 taken out of all RCs separated into components involving item pairs from the
same testlets and from different testlets
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On examining countries with a high percent of between-testlets RCs suggesting positive
LID (see Table 6.2.7 and corresponding Figures 6.2.35-6.2.39) in PISA 2006, Finland (FIN)
is clearly an outlier, and so are Ireland (IRL) and Korea (KOR) in PISA 2012.
Table 6.2.7 Countries with high levels of between-testlets positive LID in science
R2
FOR
Y=1/(
A+BX)

PISA
2000

0.66

PISA
2003

0.75

PISA
2006

0.96

PISA
2009

0.92

PISA
2012

0.88

ESD
|Z|

Grubbs' SingleOutlier Level
Test Prob Level
(Alternative
Hypothesis:
One-Sided vs
Maximum)

Conclude
Outlier by
Rosner's
Procedure

Tukey,
1977 Outside
values

2.1

2.08

0.364

No

No

Ireland (IRL)

2.0

2.29

0.175

No

No

Hungary (HUN)

1.9

2.16

0.282

No

No

Belgium (BEL)

1.2

1.62

1.000

No

No

Finland (FIN)

1.8

2.76

0.030

Yes

Yes

Portugal (PRT)

1.3

2.61

0.053

Yes

No

Portugal (PRT)

1.0

1.52

1.000

No

No

Korea (KOR)

0.9

1.52

1.000

No

No

Ireland (IRL)

1.7

2.26

0.208

Yes

Yes

Korea (KOR)

1.7

2.60

0.055

Yes

Yes

COUNTRY

Value
of
Possibl
e
Outlier

Portugal (PRT)

Grey areas highlight the PISA waves for which science was a targeted domain.
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Figure 6.2.35 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2000 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Science)
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Figure 6.2.36 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2003 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Science)
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Figure 6.2.37 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2006 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Science)
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Figure 6.2.38 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2009 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Science)
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Figure 6.2.39 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2012 / RCs that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from different testlets / Science)
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Set of countries with a high proportion of within-testlet RCs exceeding 0.1 was observed.
This can be seen in Figure 6.2.40 and concluding this figure Table 6.2.8 represents the results
of identifying the outliers of prevalence estimates.
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Figure 6.2.40 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to show the association
between students’ sample size and prevalence of (PISA 2000,2003,2006,2009 and 2012 / RCs
that are above 0.1 / Pairs of items from within the same testlets / Science)
Table 6.2.8 Countries with high levels of within‐testlet positive LID in science

ESD|Z|

Grubbs' Single-Outlier
Level Test Prob Level
(Alternative
Hypothesis: OneSided vs Maximum)

Conclude
Outlier by
Rosner's
Procedure

Tukey,
1977 Outside
values

1.3

2.36

0.148

No

Yes

Finland (FIN)

1.0

1.90

0.571

No

No

Greece (GRC)

1.8

2.58

0.064

Yes

Yes

Iceland (ISL)

1.8

3.16

0.003

Yes

Yes

Greece (GRC)

0.5

2.32

0.171

No

No

Finland (FIN)

0.4

1.74

0.848

No

No

Iceland (ISL)

0.4

1.92

0.504

No

No

PISA
2009

Denmark (DNK)

0.7

2.27

0.199

Yes

No

Greece (GRC)

0.7

2.65

0.045

Yes

No

PISA
2012

Greece (GRC)

0.7

2.39

0.134

No

Yes

Finland (FIN)

0.7

2.28

0.184

No

Yes

COUNTRY

Value of
Possible
Outlier

PISA
2000

Poland (POL)

PISA
2003
PISA
2006

Grey areas highlight the PISA waves for which science was a targeted domain.
Once again Greece (GRC) featured in Table 6.2.8 in multiple PISA waves, although only
in PISA 2003 was it identified as an outlier according to all detection methods. Iceland (ISL)
also had higher levels of within-testlet positive LID in PISA 2003. Mimicking previous
discussions about mathematics and reading, Figure 6.2.41 reports the percentages of withintestlet RC exceeding 0.1 when the denominator includes only pairs of items within the
testlets.
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Figure 6.2.41 Dual graph showing the percent of science item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 taken out of total of only within-testlet RCs against
students sample sizes
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The prevalence of within-testlet positive LID seems to be smaller, as compared to
previously discussed cognitive domains. This can be seen in Figure 6.2.42. The science
domain became a targeted literacy only in PISA 2006.

Figure 6.2.42 Average percentage of science item pairs with RCs exceeding 0.1 of total
within-testlet RCs obtained from 24 OCED countries.

6.2.6

National calibrations with negative LID in science

As can be seen in Figure 6.2.43, particularly in the science targeted PISA 2006, the
relationship between the prevalence of below -0.1 RCs is similar to the previously observed
corresponding figures in mathematics and reading.
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Figure 6.2.43 Dual graph showing the percent of science item pairs with RCs below -0.1 taken out of all RCs against students’ sample sizes
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Table 6.2.9 and Figures 6.2.44-6.2.48 suggest that Greece (GRC) has higher proportions
of RCs below -0.1 compared to other countries.
Table 6.2.9 Countries with high levels of negative LID in science
R2
FOR
Y=1/(A
+BX)

PISA
2000

0.7

PISA
2003

0.44

PISA
2006

0.98

PISA
2009

0.71

PISA
2012

0.62

COUNTRY

Value of
Possible
Outlier

ESD
|Z|

Grubbs' SingleOutlier Level
Test Prob Level
(Alternative
Hypothesis:
One-Sided vs
Maximum)

Japan (JPN)

2.7

1.68

1.000

No

No

Italy (ITA)

2.0

1.37

1.000

No

No

Denmark (DNK)

5.1

1.96

0.511

No

No

Finland (FIN)

4.4

1.92

0.532

No

No

Greece (GRC)

1.6

2.30

0.178

No

Yes

Czech Rep
(CZE)

1.4

2.40

0.120

No

Yes

Greece (GRC)

8.8

3.51

0.000

Yes

Yes

Italy (ITA)

3.5

2.22

0.221

No

No

Greece (GRC)

10.2

3.35

0.001

Yes

Yes

Portugal (PRT)

3.8

1.95

0.491

No

No

Conclude
Outlier by
Rosner's
Procedure

Tukey,
1977 Outside
values

Grey areas highlight the PISA waves for which science was a targeted domain.
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Figure 6.2.44 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2000 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Science)
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Figure 6.2.45 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2003 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Science)
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Figure 6.2.46 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2006 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Science)
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Figure 6.2.47 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2009 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Science)
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Figure 6.2.48 Reciprocal function and its prediction limits fitted to picture association between student sample size and prevalence of RCs along
with a box‐plot of prediction residuals (PISA 2012 / RCs that are below ‐0.1 / Science)
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6.2.7

Summary

Addressing the research question 3A and 3B proved to be more challenging than initially
anticipated, due to the observed relationship between students’ sample sizes and the percentage of
RCs either below -0.1 or exceeding 0.1. It is likely that a chosen fixed cut-point of 0.1 will be too
liberal for countries with smaller cohorts of students tested in PISA, for example, Iceland (ICE) or
Luxembourg (LUX). This cut-point may also be too conservative for indicating LID when very
large cohorts of students were used as in the case of Canada (CAN) and Italy (ITA). A paper,
recently published by Christensen et al. (2017), offers a suggestion of finding more empirically
suitable thresholds by utilising a large number (10000) of simulated datasets. This approach was not
possible to utilise in this research given the number of 360 primary CFAs estimations providing the
RCs for this part of the project and the estimation time that was required for CFA models that
involved targeted cognitive domains. At the same time, using the reciprocal function inferred from
Christensen et al. (2017) offered a tool for controlling for the different sizes of students’ cohorts.
This function fitted the data very well for main targeted domains with the R2 being 0.98 and 0.95
for mathematics (Table 6.2.1), 0.78 and 0.95 for reading (Table 6.2.4), 0.96 for science (Table
6.2.7) when looking at items from different testlets. The function also did well with negative RCs
with R2 equal to 0.89 and 0.88 for mathematics (Table 6.2.3), 0.8 and 0.77 for reading (Table 6.2.6)
and 0.98 for science (Table 6.2.9). This offers an opportunity to suggest an extension of the
Christensen et al. (2017) results to investigate whether a mathematical solution to the problem of a
suitable cut-point can be offered, bypassing a need for simulations.
Results presented in Figures 6.2.10, 6.2.26 and 6.2.42 suggest that in mathematics the
dependency among items from the same testlets may be more pronounced as compared to reading
or science testlets. These figures also suggest the choice of testlets matter with the first two waves
of PISA using testlets that show more within-testlet dependency compared to later waves. This
result adheres to the international calibration investigation pictorially presented in Figures 5.4.25.4.6.
Looking at countries that stand out when within-testlet dependency is of concern, the
elaborations listed below are only speculative and would require an in-depth knowledge regarding
all PISA’s items and educational systems of all countries. Nonetheless, the consistency of this
study’s results gives justification to some explanations being proposed. Greece (GRC) is frequently
featured as an outlier in mathematics (Table 6.2.2), reading (Table 6.2.5) as well as science (Table
6.2.8). Out of all the 24 OECD countries that were investigated, Greece is at the low end of
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performance rankings. Perhaps the outlying results are an artefact of this. Another stipulated
possibility could be due to students from Greece being taught by specific methods permitting to
acquire skills to take advantage of common stimuli that link items within the same testlets. Another
option to propose could be ‘academic cheating’, which would express itself as LID (Zimmermann,
Klusmann, & Hampe, 2016). Davis, Drinan, and Bertram Gallant (2009) point out in supplementary
Q&A with the authors (Davis, Drinan, & Bertram Gallant, 2017) that
The research has not shown extensive differences between countries, except that
perhaps in countries rife with corruption, there will more cheating (and more serious
cheating) in educational systems. Also, in countries where the gap between the
“have’s” and the “have nots” is greater, cheating is much more likely as well.
Greece is listed in the Corruption Perceptions Index (Transparency International, 2017) as the
most corrupted out of all the 24 OECD countries used in this research. Furthermore, research from
an educational setting (Dimitriadou, Gakoudi, Kalaitzidou-Leontaki, & Kousaridis, 2012) also
acknowledges academic dishonesty in Greece is observed, although it does not offer a crossnational comparison. A final possibility for the observed results in Table 6.2.2, Table 6.2.5 and
Table 6.2.8 may be due to either an organised or accidental utilisation of practice for the PISA
assessment. The inclusion of small countries such as Luxembourg (LUX) and Iceland (ISL) in the
tables listed above, in which the same school would participate in each PISA wave, may be
indicative of at least teachers’ familiarity with the study.
With regard to the outlying countries when positive LID between-testlets was investigated as
reported in Tables 6.2.1, 6.2.4 and 6.2.7, the across domains common conclusion seems to indicate
higher levels of this type of LID in highly performing countries such as Finland (FIN), Korea
(KOR) and Japan (JPN) with the exception of Ireland (IRL) in PISA 2012. This trend seems to be
more visible in the case of mathematics. Perhaps students from these countries can more flexibly
take advantage of similarities of questions from across different testlets in regard to the curriculum
or item format and characteristics.
With regard to countries that indicated inflated levels of negative LID, Greece was featured
most frequently. This could be an artefact of positive LID being observed in Greece as suggested by
Habing and Roussos (2003). It is also possible that students in Greece implemented selective time
and effort allocation that could indicate negative LID (Yen, 1993) resigning to taking on questions
which appeared to be difficult.
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6.3 Comparing international and national level LID and seeking
differential testlet functioning
As was elaborated in the methodology (see section 3.4.1) and is acknowledged in limitations
(see section 7.2.1), comparing the percentages of residual correlations exceeding cut point of 0.1
among countries or against international calibration samples is challenging due to considerably
varying sample sizes of student cohorts used in the PISA studies by different countries and the
influence of sample size on the expected distribution of RCs mentioned in a recent publication by
Christensen et al. (2017). Consequently, research question RQ_3C is addressed by using fractional
ranks of residual correations expressed as a percentage. The values of the fractional ranks
approximating 100% are indicative of highly ranked positive residual correlations while fractional
ranks close to 0% indicate high negative residual correlations. High positive residual correlations
are used in this study as indicative of positive dependency among items while negative RCs suggest
negative LID. While fractional ranks were obtained independently for each PISA wave, cognitive
domain and country, they are reported in subsequent tables together for the sake of cross-national
comparison and reference to international results.
This section is subdivided into six sub-sections looking at each cognitive domain separated by
the within-testlet or between the testlets location of items’ pairs. The tables in this section show
comparisons of ranks for all 24 investigated OECD countries along with the ranks of residual
correlations from the international calibration samples.
The organisation of tables within each cognitive domain follows largely the same pattern.
The within-testlet perspective is reported within each cognitive domain as the first subsection.
Pairs of items indicative of positive within-testlet LID with high cross-wave and cross-national
consistency are presented in the first table. The second and third tables show the within-testlet
positive LID. The second table represents testlets for which most countries reveal high positive RCs
but a few countries do not follow, while the third table focuses on testlets with LID only for few
nations. These two descriptive tables are designed to show the possibility of differential testlet
functioning. The next table presents testlets with consistent lack of positive within-testlet LID
confirmed cross-nationally and across PISA waves. These types of tables are reported to highlight
the testlets that firmly adhere to local item independence in regard to the presence of a common
stimulus.
The between-testlet perspective is reported for each cognitive domain in the second subsection.
Once again the results are organised in the same order for all domains starting with between-testlet
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item pairs featuring some cross-national consistency in positive dependency followed by evaluating
patterns in negative LID. Research questions RQ_3C and RQ_3D are addressed in this subchapter
and throughout this section very low or very high fractional ranks will be treated as indicative of
negative and positive LID.
6.3.1

Cross-national LID comparison for mathematics and pairs of items withintestlets.

The discussion about the cross-country within-testlet consistency starts with Table 6.3.1 which
presents the non-released two-item testlet M496 “Cash Withdrawal”, which was used across four
PISA studies. It revealed consistent positive LID in the international calibration and in all selected
24 OECD countries. Other non-released pairs of items from M406 “Running Tracks” and M828
“Carbon Dioxide” that were frequently used in cross-wave linking revealed this consistency. Item
doublets from M124 “Walking”, M402 “Internet Relay Chat”, M704 “The Best Car” and M810
“Bicycles” featured in Table 6.3.1 are open for viewing and reproduced in Electronic Appendix for
Figure 5.4.3_POSTIVE LID_WITHIN TESTLET - PISA 2003 Mathematics. The plausible reasons
for positive LID existence were proposed in section 5.4.1.1. However, the results for these pairs of
items also indicate high cross-national consistency in addition to the positive LID reported for the
international calibrations as discussed in the previous chapter.
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Table 6.3.1 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of mathematics items that show within-testlet positive LID with high crosscountry and cross-wave consistency

PAIR ID
INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE
2000_M_M124Q01_M124Q03T 100 93 99 98 99 95 97 98 99 100 97 98 96 92 99 94 100 97 100 100 100 99 98 99 98
2003_M_M124Q01_M124Q03T 99 99 96 96 100 99 99 97 98 99 98 98 99 94 96 98 99 90 92 98 99 98 99 96 89
2003_M_M402Q01_M402Q02
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 MISS 100 99 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100
2003_M_M406Q01_M406Q02
99 99 99 99 100 100 98 100 96 99 95 99 99 96 99 95 99 98 98 99 98 99 94 94 99
2006_M_M406Q01_M406Q02
98 98 99 99 99 100 98 96 98 99 91 98 95 95 93 97 99 96 93 98 98 95 94 92 93
2009_M_M406Q01_M406Q02
99 98 99 98 99 99 98 96 97 99 98 96 93 98 96 97 99 92 90 98 95 95 96 96 90
2012_M_M406Q01_M406Q02
99 98 99 99 100 99 99 97 98 100 99 97 97 94 93 97 100 97 96 99 96 91 96 95 99
2003_M_M496Q01T_M496Q02 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 98 99 100 100 100 100 100 100
2006_M_M496Q01T_M496Q02 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 98 99 98 100 99 97 100 99 99 100 100 99
2009_M_M496Q01T_M496Q02 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 99 100 99 98 100 99 100 100 100 99
2012_M_M496Q01T_M496Q02 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 99 99 99 100 99 99 100 99 100 100 100 99
2003_M_M704Q01T_M704Q02T 100 98 98 99 99 100 94 97 90 100 99 96 97 99 99 97 100 92 98 99 98 92 94 92 99
2003_M_M810Q01T_M810Q02T 100 99 100 100 100 100 99 97 99 100 99 99 99 99 95 100 100 99 100 98 99 99 99 98 99
2006_M_M810Q01T_M810Q02T 99 99 99 99 100 100 99 99 99 100 99 99 97 99 99 97 99 98 98 97 97 97 98 98 98
2003_M_M828Q01_M828Q02
100 100 99 100 100 100 99 97 99 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 96 99 98 99 100 100 99 100
2006_M_M828Q01_M828Q02
100 99 98 99 100 99 98 97 99 100 99 99 98 99 94 97 99 98 99 99 98 99 94 98 97
2009_M_M828Q01_M828Q02
98 99 100 98 100 99 99 96 98 100 99 98 98 98 98 98 99 99 98 95 98 96 98 97 99
2012_M_M828Q01_M828Q02
99 98 98 98 100 100 97 95 85 100 99 99 94 98 99 99 99 98 100 96 95 97 84 99 96
2012_M_M909Q02_M909Q03
100 100 99 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 97 99 99 99 100 99 99 99 99 100 99 100 100
* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manual (OECD, 2005b) under “National item
deletions.”
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Table 6.3.2 reports the within-testlet pairs of items suggesting positive LID with exceptions for
some countries. Used in PISA 2000 and 2003, the non-released four-item testlet M144 “Cube
Painting” appears to be indicative of less prominent positive dependency in Hungary (HUN), Japan
(JPN) and Korea (KOR). In a similar manner, the two-item testlet M302 “Car Drive”, for which the
items have been released, shows high positive RCs most countries, but not in Finland (FIN),
Denmark (DNK) or Austria (AUT) in 2006. Both of the M302 questions were simple with the
OECD average percentage of students answering them correctly in PISA 2006 equal to 95% and
81% for the first and second questions, respectively. Item pairs from M413 “Exchange Rate” have
high positive RCs in most countries, but not in Iceland (ISL) and Japan (JPN). Pairs
M919Q01/M919Q02 from “Zs Fan Merchandise” and M992Q01/M992Q02 from “Spacers” show
lower fractional ranks for Germany (DEU) while M954Q01/M954Q02 so does a pair
M954Q01/M954Q04 from “Medicine Doses” for Korea (KOR). None of the testlets introduced in
PISA 2012 and coded in the M9000 range have been released, so it is not possible to provide
soundly-based speculations as to why LID is apparent in most countries, but not in those identified
above as exceptions.
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Table 6.3.2 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of mathematics items that show within-testlet positive LID with cross-country
and cross-wave consistency for majority of the countries

PAIR ID
INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE
2000_M_M144Q01T_M144Q02T 99 100 98 98 99 96 99 98 99 92 99 100 87 98 98 99 94 81 84 94 99 100 97 97 98
2003_M_M144Q01T_M144Q02T 100 100 96 89 99 99 99 93 97 98 96 100 95 90 97 90 99 95 96 99 96 94 99 95 96
99 100 97 100 100 98 99 99 100 99 99 100 99 94 100 99 94 87 98 97 97 100 89 99 99
2000_M_M144Q01T_M144Q03
99 100 97 97 100 99 96 95 99 99 97 100 98 71 99 MISS 99 94 99 98 98 98 97 98 95
2003_M_M144Q01T_M144Q03
2000_M_M144Q01T_M144Q04T 98 99 96 94 99 98 96 99 88 95 94 99 99 92 96 50 96 86 97 95 89 99 92 94 97
2003_M_M144Q01T_M144Q04T 99 99 96 88 99 99 98 97 84 96 89 99 88 90 89 84 98 96 90 96 91 97 88 97 76
2000_M_M144Q02T_M144Q03 100 94 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 97 92 99 100 99 90 92 93 99 98 100 100 100
99 100 98 100 100 100 100 100 98 100 100 98 84 84 88 MISS 100 91 92 100 97 90 99 98 99
2003_M_M144Q02T_M144Q03
2000_M_M144Q02T_M144Q04T 99 98 99 99 99 98 95 98 93 98 99 98 93 85 100 93 96 94 97 99 93 90 97 90 99
2003_M_M144Q02T_M144Q04T 98 99 94 99 99 98 99 95 96 99 86 98 89 91 95 98 99 78 87 97 91 79 96 98 76
2000_M_M144Q03_M144Q04T 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 99 100 100 100 98 100 100 100 100 100 99
2003_M_M144Q03_M144Q04T 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 96 99 100 MISS 100 99 99 100 100 99 100 100 98
2003_M_M302Q01T_M302Q02 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 99 87 100 38 100 98 100 99 99 100 100 100 100 100 96 100 100 98
2006_M_M302Q01T_M302Q02 100 100 54 100 100 100 99 99 94 100 39 99 99 100 94 98 100 100 100 98 99 100 100 89 99
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 99 100 100 99 99 100 96 99 95 99 99 100 97 97 96 100
2003_M_M413Q01_M413Q02
2003_M_M413Q01_M413Q03T 98 92 99 97 99 98 94 92 97 99 93 92 97 80 88 87 96 78 88 94 96 88 97 90 99
2003_M_M413Q02_M413Q03T 100 99 98 99 100 99 98 97 99 99 100 99 96 99 99 86 99 92 97 99 98 93 99 97 99
98 99 96 99 99 98 96 75 97 100 99 96 96 96 95 96 100 98 97 99 96 99 98 94 99
2012_M_M919Q01_M919Q02
100 99 97 99 100 100 99 98 99 99 100 100 97 98 94 95 98 98 60 99 99 98 99 96 99
2012_M_M954Q01_M954Q02
99 99 99 99 99 100 96 98 98 99 99 98 94 94 98 96 99 92 88 99 99 90 95 97 97
2012_M_M954Q01_M954Q04
100 99 99 100 100 97 96 78 99 100 99 99 100 97 96 90 100 99 100 100 99 94 100 99 95
2012_M_M992Q01_M992Q02
* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manual (OECD, 2005b) under “National item
deletions.”
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For some within-testlet item pairs, no positive LID is indicated in the majority of countries, but in a
small number of countries (less than one quarter) very high ranks of residual correlation indicative
of positive LID are reported in Table 6.3.3. Positive LID in pairs M155Q01/M155Q02 and
M155Q01/M155Q04 could be argued for approximately a quarter of the countries; it is not
indicated in Ireland (IRL), Iceland (ISL), Denmark (DNK), Finland (FIN), Japan (JPN) and Korea
(KOR) to mention a few. While this testlet is not released, it is known that it tests the mathematical
strand of “Statistics, Probability, Data” (DEPP, 2007). Perhaps some curriculum differences are at
play with students in Ireland and other nations not being able to take advantage of common testlet
introduction or shared between-item underlying knowledge.
Another testlet featured in Table 6.3.3 is the two-item non-released testlet M446 (Thermometer
cricket). In data from Austria (AUT), Belgium (BEL), Switzerland (CHE) and Spain (ESP), all
reveal substantial positive LID. Positive LID is also apparent in item pairs from testlet M136
(Apples) for Canada (CAN), Spain (ESP), Ireland (IRL), Luxembourg (LUX), Norway (NOR) and
Sweden (SWE). This testlet is available to the public, and it involves skills in solving quadratic
equations. All these examples reveal the possiblity of differential testlet functioning with respect to
positive LID and may be reflective of curriculum differences observed at the particular point in time
when 15 year old students are invited to participate in the PISA study. Without access to the items
themselves and without in-depth cross-national knowledge about mathematics curricula and
teaching and learning practices, evidence-based explanations cannot be offered.
However, the specific LID pattern for M446 mentioned above, which holds across four PISA waves
with various combinations of mathematical items used, is very interesting due to the mostly
‘Germanic language countries’ standing out as indicative of positive LID. In the publication
(OECD, 2010b, p. 131) question M446Q02 is mentioned as exhibiting differential item functioning
across different grades suggesting that the algebraic skills required to answer these questions may
not be equally taught at the same grade level to students in different countries. This points to M446
differential testlet functioning being curriculum driven. With PISA being an age-based study, the
LID for testlet M446 indicates that in some countries the mathematical skills required to drive item
dependency may not be present.
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Table 6.3.3 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of mathematics items that show within-testlet positive LID with cross-country
and cross-wave consistency only for few countries

PAIR ID
INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE
2000_M_M136Q01T_M136Q02T 94 55 93 92 95 91 93 92 85 95 85 73 96 94 95 78 95 81 70 95 95 75 94 94 96
2000_M_M136Q01T_M136Q03T 95 91 92 92 98 96 95 90 84 96 98 87 90 89 97 91 90 84 93 98 98 80 93 92 96
2000_M_M155Q01_M155Q02T 96 97 92 98 98 97 97 95 93 96 94 94 90 98 88 75 88 MISS 99 80 87 93 96 88 90
2003_M_M155Q01_M155Q02T 99 99 95 99 99 96 99 97 94 99 86 95 99 98 84 93 99 87 MISS 96 94 96 95 91 93
2006_M_M155Q01_M155Q02T 94 98 91 96 98 95 91 88 82 94 79 94 86 87 77 74 97 77 88 88 95 88 94 79 82
2009_M_M155Q01_M155Q02D 98 98 97 96 99 97 97 97 94 97 53 96 98 91 61 92 97 95 95 91 89 81 94 80 86
2012_M_M155Q01_M155Q02D 98 97 91 97 99 97 96 93 88 98 95 97 97 81 89 87 99 96 96 90 92 90 85 87 81
2000_M_M155Q01_M155Q04T 96 98 95 97 97 97 96 97 96 97 98 97 95 96 91 89 99 MISS 86 85 96 83 80 91 92
2003_M_M155Q01_M155Q04T 98 99 85 98 98 98 95 94 84 98 96 89 98 94 91 99 99 93 MISS 94 95 75 95 75 98
2006_M_M155Q01_M155Q04T 94 91 76 98 96 96 95 83 89 98 77 95 89 86 86 94 97 32 74 68 88 85 87 91 92
2009_M_M155Q01_M155Q04T 97 95 91 97 98 97 96 96 90 97 90 96 99 73 85 85 99 85 84 94 92 92 94 88 93
2012_M_M155Q01_M155Q04T 95 96 94 86 96 98 75 79 93 97 98 96 97 96 88 80 99 95 91 94 94 76 82 92 94
97 94 99 99 99 98 80 97 68 99 29 81 99 97 98 70 95 77 63 68 24 74 97 58 87
2003_M_M446Q01_M446Q02
93 96 98 99 88 98 52 97 62 99 79 30 55 52 86 61 74 56 98 88 6 47 88 40 84
2006_M_M446Q01_M446Q02
77 86 99 98 96 98 24 94 87 99 36 45 95 56 34 39 99 36 93 94 20 97 80 46 36
2009_M_M446Q01_M446Q02
87 54 87 99 96 99 65 78 34 99 82 53 35 74 98 91 81 47 77 93 37 35 73 62 98
2012_M_M446Q01_M446Q02
* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manuals (Adams & Wu, 2002; OECD, 2005b)
under “National item deletions.”
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Throughout the entire investigation in Chapter 5, there was only one pair of within-testlet items
indicative of negative dependency. Table 6.3.4 represents this pair of items from non-released twoitem testlet M998 “Bike Rental” that indicates within-testlet negative LID (close to 0 percent rank)
for the international calibration and for some of the national samples. It would be worthwhile to
review both of these questions to determine whether one of the items was potentially confusing or
perhaps even non-appealing for students. While negative LID was found when the difficulties of the
pair of items were large (see section 5.4.2.3), the difference in difficulties for the M988 pair is
similar to that found in many other item pairs.
The final Table 6.3.5, illustrating within-testlet item pairs, contains the two-item testlet M411
“Diving”, the three-item M995 “Revolving Door” and the four item M982 “Employment Data”.
None of these testlets show fractional ranks close to the extremes suggesting that dependency was
unlikely to be present. Reviewing the questions from M995 which was released to the public
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2016a) gives some justification to this, as all three
questions have their own prompts with little need to refer to the graph and introduction at the start
of the testlet. These questions also require different knowledge for example, the number of degrees
in a circle, calculation of circle circumference and algebraic calculations. These three testlets are
examples of a desirable approach for constructing multiple item cognitive tasks, intending to reflect
real life multifaceted problems that students are likely to encounter in the workforce.
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Table 6.3.4 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for a single pair of mathematics items that showed within-testlet negative LID for
international calibration data along with cross-national comparison

PAIR ID
INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE
2012_M_M998Q02_M998Q04T 5 3 11 24 2 4 8 21 24 14 8 6 29 32 13 67 4 24 7 13 11 8 24 26 22
Table 6.3.5 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of mathematics items that consistently do not indicate any within-testlet
positive LID

PAIR ID
INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE
2003_M_M411Q01_M411Q02 67 77 90 96 94 79 50 69 63 69 88 59 84 61 85 37 93 77 84 77 62 59 63 65 67
2006_M_M411Q01_M411Q02 65 41 71 90 85 57 40 49 90 70 53 73 80 35 68 82 89 86 31 75 62 47 54 84 72
2009_M_M411Q01_M411Q02 90 73 64 78 89 88 89 71 87 88 37 50 75 36 62 48 97 81 85 76 80 85 55 79 52
2012_M_M411Q01_M411Q02 70 47 92 70 76 90 69 74 73 71 81 55 72 52 43 59 85 63 55 64 81 69 67 57 63
2012_M_M955Q01_M955Q02 61 69 88 97 93 85 84 65 98 94 95 86 85 86 69 80 96 64 68 83 87 72 74 84 62
2012_M_M955Q01_M955Q03 29 4 48 72 24 42 15 9 21 43 27 32 48 53 34 52 17 15 28 24 56 16 22 41 52
2012_M_M955Q02_M955Q03 74 75 53 48 82 86 33 43 79 60 45 62 68 27 70 82 76 49 60 36 78 54 63 22 83
2012_M_M982Q01_M982Q04 62 39 16 36 77 66 63 16 92 73 76 55 67 37 49 66 32 79 43 25 48 36 77 65 98
2012_M_M982Q02_M982Q03T 53 56 71 63 70 70 57 61 66 94 57 86 94 62 54 58 94 87 33 69 66 42 44 50 68
2012_M_M982Q02_M982Q04 40 50 86 61 70 56 81 81 78 83 60 34 49 49 55 39 83 81 40 52 63 28 56 54 57
2012_M_M982Q03T_M982Q04 87 88 62 68 96 81 55 89 96 76 91 78 86 57 45 94 88 96 80 69 93 78 85 51 93
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6.3.2

Cross-national LID comparison for mathematics and pairs of between-testlet
items

The same percentage rank which was applied independently to the RCs from national and
international samples is reported in Table 6.3.6, showing the selected pairs of items from different
testlets. This table indicates that for some pairs of items from different testlets positive LID may be
present despite items being used in different PISA waves with different cohorts of students. For
example, the item pair M408Q01T from “Lotteries” and M423Q01 from “Tossing Coins,” while
non-released, have testlet titles that suggest a common mathematical strand that is likely to be
driving the observed positive LID. This is confirmed in a number of publications (DEPP, 2007;
OECD, 2014b) that state that both items belong to the “Statistics, probability and data”
mathematical strand. These results are also confirmed in logistic regression models (see section
5.4.2.1) when after controlling for items’ pair location, the odds of finding positive LID are five
times higher for the pair from “Statistics, probability and data” strand as compared to when both
items are of “Number” nature. The presence of positive LID for this pair is constant across all
countries.
The remaining items listed in Table 6.3.6 have reported LID ranks close to 100 for a large
proportion of countries. Item M408Q01T in pairing with M421Q02T, which is also an “Uncertainty
and data” item, indicate the possibility of positive LID in some countries. Pairs of between-testlets
items M421Q01/M468Q01T and M509Q01/M710Q01 also originate from the same mathematical
competency, but these four items were released to the public. Both M509Q01 from “Earthquake”
and M710Q01 from “Forecast of Rain” ask students to select the statement which correctly reflects
a prompt giving the percent of chance of an event. M421Q01 from “Height” and M468Q01T from
“Science Tests” require the knowledge of how to calculate an average. The remaining last eight
items’ pairs reported in the table do not come from the “Uncertainty and data” competency, yet are
indicative for positive LID in the majority of countries. The item pair containing M145Q01T from
“Cubes” and M555Q02T from “Number Cubes”, both of which are released, is reported in Table
6.3.6 and its positive dependency is related to the rule of opposite sides of dice adding to seven. As
none of the remaining item pairs shown in Table 6.3.6 were released to the public and their item
characteristics are unknown for M900s items, the pursuing of plausible reasons for positive LID is
available only for PISA study custodians with access to confidentialised items.
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Table 6.3.6 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of mathematics items that indicate between-testlet positive LID with at some
degree of cross-country and cross-wave consistency

PAIR ID
INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE
2003_M_M145Q01T_M555Q02T 99 99 99 99 100 100 99 96 98 99 99 99 96 92 95 97 98 99 98 98 99 98 98 85 99
2000_M_M159Q05_M192Q01T 99 98 98 90 98 99 98 93 84 98 96 99 64 100 95 99 93 99 50 83 99 75 86 70 91
2003_M_M408Q01T_M421Q02T 99 99 98 96 84 94 96 82 94 99 81 96 92 98 96 82 98 96 100 83 96 62 99 99 97
2006_M_M408Q01T_M421Q02T 97 96 32 84 97 92 99 99 83 93 97 74 98 93 94 54 99 92 34 98 72 93 21 80 77
2003_M_M408Q01T_M423Q01 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 99 99 100 100 100 98 100 100 99 100 100 100 98 99 100 100 100 100
2006_M_M408Q01T_M423Q01 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 96 98 100 99 100 99 100 99 100 100 100 100 100
2009_M_M408Q01T_M423Q01 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 MISS 100 100 100 97 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 100
2012_M_M408Q01T_M423Q01 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 98 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 97 100 100 100
2003_M_M421Q01_M468Q01T 100 100 100 96 100 95 99 98 99 97 95 100 85 99 99 97 99 94 75 56 99 100 99 99 100
2003_M_M509Q01_M710Q01 99 86 95 97 99 92 95 98 94 94 99 91 82 96 98 11 46 97 85 92 88 99 100 53 100
2012_M_M564Q01_M943Q02 99 99 13 95 51 99 91 100 99 88 100 80 91 100 100 41 99 97 92 90 52 99 87 97 72
2012_M_M909Q01_M955Q01 96 99 86 88 99 86 91 73 58 94 84 88 90 80 90 95 97 95 87 92 86 96 97 97 97
2012_M_M919Q01_M982Q01 99 99 99 98 100 100 98 86 98 92 93 97 43 82 96 99 100 90 99 95 90 73 78 93 37
2012_M_M943Q02_M949Q03 99 90 80 74 98 93 90 96 96 95 99 96 99 90 100 98 98 78 41 64 92 99 72 48 96
2012_M_M992Q03_M998Q04T 100 100 99 66 99 95 73 100 98 100 96 99 95 91 50 51 95 17 98 100 100 100 96 70 48
2012_M_M995Q02_M998Q04T 96 100 99 99 98 100 90 18 100 67 89 99 99 100 99 66 99 61 94 100 92 59 25 100 94

* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manual (OECD, 2012) under “National item
deletions.”
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Given that positive LID appears to be present with some cross-national consistency among item
pairs within the same testlets and also between different testlets, it is shown mathematically that
negative LID must be present in some form as suggested by Habing and Roussos (2003) and van
Rijn and Rijmen (2015). However in search for other reasons for negative LID, which as suggested
by Yen (1993) may meaningfully be driven by selective effort and time allocation, item pairs with
low fractional ranks pointing to negative RCs were identified.
Table 6.3.7 shows item pairs with negative LID and is separated into two subsections. The first
six rows present item pairs which both come from two testlets, reporting high within positive LID
among their items. The last three rows include item doublets for which only one question originates
from a testlet, previously proven to have positive within-testlet LID. This information may point to
negative LID being a mathematical artefact of positive LID as per suggestions by Habing and
Roussos (2003). On the other hand all questions in this table show very high differences between
items’ difficulties as expressed by differences in the percentage of students that answered
correctly 50 (Minimum difficulty difference=59%, Max difficulty difference = 89%). This is in
accordance with the results that were obtained in multilevel logistic regression models explaining
negative LID presented in Table 5.4.4. This fact may point towards Yen (1993) explanations for
negative LID.
Furthermore, identifying where these pairs were located within booklets offers some interesting
regularities. Items are nested under the testlets, which in turn are allocated to a half an hour’s worth
of testing time clusters (called blocks in PISA 2000). Clusters are then assigned to the booklets
following the rotation design reported in the technical manual for each wave.
While the rotational design assures that each cluster is located in a different time slot throughout
the duration of the two-hour long test, the temporal order of the clusters within each booklet is
fixed. This may create conditions suitable for negative LID as suggested by Yen (1993). So, for
example, students were exposed to both PISA 2003 items from pairs M124Q01 and M302Q01T
only in Booklet 7. This booklet had the very straightforward item M302Q01T (95% correct) from
cluster M7 in the first half an hour of testing, while the more difficult item M124Q01 (36% correct)
from cluster M3 which was located in the last half an hour of the two-hour test. In PISA 2003, pairs
M302Q01T/M406Q01 and M302Q01T/M406Q02 were located in a booklet for which the first 90
minutes of testing time was dedicated to mathematical items. In PISA 2006 the same two pairs of
questions were together only in Booklet 3 which had these two items located in clusters in the

Items’ difficulties were extracted from the item classification tables in the PISA Technical Manuals and represent
“International percent of correct responses”.
50
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second half of the test. In PISA 2003, the pair M302Q01T and M446Q02 was located in Booklet 7
opening with 90 minutes of mathematics, with the more difficultM446Q02 item (7% correct)
printed in the last quarter of the booklet. A pair of items M909Q01 and M995Q02 introduced in
PISA 2012 and listed in Table 6.3.7 were together only in Booklet 1, with the easier item M909Q01
(89% correct) presented to students in the first quarter of testing time while the more challenging
item M995Q02 (3% correct) was placed in the third quarter. This paragraph indicates/suggests that
it would be of interest, mainly for logistic regression models, to quantify the relative positioning of
the items’ pairs in the perspective of a 2 hour long PISA assessment, as it could be proved to be an
important predictor of negative dependency. This observation was not anticipated at the data
organising stage and is acknowledged as a limitation in section 7.2.1.
The final table (Table 6.3.8) refering to mathematics items shows a number of item doublets
reporting a very peculiar pattern of cross national inconsistency, indicating positive or negative
LID. All but two pairs of items (M302Q01T_M438Q01 and M302Q01T_M438Q02) presented in
this table have a difficulty difference exceeding 60%. Frequently featured items M302Q01T from
released testlet “Car Drive” was very easy for students with 95% of PISA 2003 international sample
students answering this item correctly. The same can be said about M800Q01 from “Computer
Game” (92% students got this item right) and M413Q01 from “Exchange Rate” (80% correct
responses).
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Table 6.3.7 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of mathematics items that show between-testlet negative LID with some
degree of cross-country and cross-wave consistency

PAIR ID
2003_M_M124Q01_M302Q01T
2000_M_M136Q03T_M159Q02
2003_M_M302Q01T_M406Q01
2006_M_M302Q01T_M406Q01
2003_M_M302Q01T_M406Q02
2006_M_M302Q01T_M406Q02
2003_M_M302Q01T_M446Q02
2006_M_M302Q01T_M446Q02
2012_M_M909Q01_M995Q02

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE
0

0

0

2

2

1

7

96

0

63

37

89

68

4

1

1

0

8

3

1

42

7

0

0

12

0

1

9

17

5

10

83

22

25

66

2

5

92

6

5

11

36

2

2

54

5

46

1

1

3

45

11

18

91

0

32

3

20

0

1

40

0

94

1

2

95

2

49

27

5

47

0

6

1

29

1

2

1

0

14

0

0

0

3

5

1

2

1

3

2

55

0

3

75

1

0

7

1

1

16

86

1

7

93

0

2

2

1

0

1

5

13

55

2

0

90

2

21

2

1

22

2

10

1

0

0

0

0

1

28

0

7

1

1

1

0

5

2

1

1

35

0

2

16

0

11

1

6

0

1

6

0

0

29

12

0

0

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

5

0

1

4

0

7

0

0

0

0

14

0

0

0

18

7

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

11

38

0

0

1

0

0

0

3

0

14

2

0

0

12

4

1

3

28

0

2

0

3

8

4

2

6

0

7

0

1

2

1

Table 6.3.8 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of mathematics items that show inconsistent pattern of positive or negative
LID for different nations

PAIR ID
2003_M_M124Q03T_M302Q01T
2003_M_M155Q03T_M302Q01T
2006_M_M155Q03T_M302Q01T
2003_M_M302Q01T_M438Q01
2003_M_M302Q01T_M438Q02
2003_M_M302Q01T_M462Q01T
2006_M_M302Q01T_M462Q01T
2003_M_M413Q01_M421Q02T
2012_M_M800Q01_M995Q02

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE
0

20

0

0

31

19

100

86

0

79

29

100

50

1

100

20

0

1

1

100

33

100

1

3

1

0

99

100 100

49

100

1

6

59

39

0

7

10

100

3

100

1

79

100 100

3

32

12

28

1

1

100

4

100

91

2

100

19

14

100

0

14

100 100

97

0

41

8

26

0

0

1

77

100

56

98

1

41

21

95

0

96

0

0

22

14

0

0

65

0

1

0

0

91

0

3

29

99

28

6

22

1

0

0

0

1

1

14

0

0

6

14

3

100 100 100 100 100 100

54

34

100

1

92

0

0

100 100 100 100 100

3

0

32

16

100

1

100

80

100 100

1

100 100 100 100

1

18

100 100 100

0

7

1

1

1

10

0

0

57

57

5

11

2

27

1

0

0

1

21

3

15

1

3

95

0

98

99

25

99

91

75

94

3

26

0

99

78

4

15

0

2

1

62

29

0

92

5

79

2

69

1

100 100

100 100

0

100 100
0

100

0

100

19

2

85

22

94

10

0

1

72
4

100 100
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6.3.3

Cross-national LID comparison for reading and pairs of items within-testlets

This section of the chapter focuses on reading. It follows the pattern established in reviewing
mathematics item pairs: within-testlet item pairs revealing consistently high LID between countries
are considered first; after which item pairs displaying positive LID but inconsistently between
countries are discussed; and finally, item pairs revealing negative LID are discussed.
Within-testlet item pairs indicating consistent positive LID for the international calibration as
well as all 24 OECD countries are shown in Table 6.3.9. The released item pair R040Q03A and
R040Q03B from R040 “Lake Chad” shows LID. The first question in this pair asks about locating
the year in which the graph starts while the second item asks students why that starting point was
chosen. While pair R040Q03A and R040Q03B was only used in the first wave of PISA 2000, pair
R104Q01 and R104Q05 from R104 “Telephone” revealed consistent across-nation positive LID in
all four PISA waves for which it was used. While this pair was not released to the public, both items
are of a non-continuous text format (OECD, 2012) and questions from this testlet relate to some
form of a table (Soussi et al., 2004). None of the other item pairs featured in Table 6.3.9 are
released to the public, but the table confirms cross-wave and cross-national consistency in pointing
to positive within-testlet LID. All these items reported in the table below were featured in Section
5.4.1.3 with plausible reasons for LID being offered. Positive dependency for these items may be
more likely to be related to the need for referring to an introductory text or graph and therefore
logically should be seen to be consistent across all 24 countries.
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Table 6.3.9 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of reading items that show within-testlet positive LID with high cross-country
and cross-wave consistency

PAIR ID

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEUDNK ESP FIN GBR GRCHUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE

2000_R_R040Q03A_R040Q03B 100
2000_R_R083Q02_R083Q03 100
2009_R_R083Q02_R083Q03 100
2000_R_R104Q01_R104Q05 100
2003_R_R104Q01_R104Q05 99
2006_R_R104Q01_R104Q05 99
2009_R_R104Q01_R104Q05 100
2000_R_R219Q01E_R219Q01T 100
2003_R_R219Q01E_R219Q01T 100
2006_R_R219Q01E_R219Q01T 100
2000_R_R220Q05_R220Q06 100
2003_R_R220Q05_R220Q06 100
2006_R_R220Q05_R220Q06 100
2009_R_R220Q05_R220Q06 100
2009_R_R404Q10A_R404Q10B 100
2012_R_R404Q10A_R404Q10B 99
2009_R_R406Q01_R406Q05 100
2012_R_R406Q01_R406Q05 100
2009_R_R446Q03_R446Q06 100
2012_R_R446Q03_R446Q06 100

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99

100 100 100 100 99

100 100 99

100 99

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
98

99

100 100 100 100 100 97

98

100 100 100 100 98

100 100 99

99

99

100 100 100 100 99

99

98

99

99

99

99

97

98

100 99

98

99

99

99

100 100 99

98

99

94

99

99

99

99

99

98

98

100 97

99

99

100 99

100 100 100 100 100 100 99

99

100 100 100 100 100 100 MISS 97

100 100 100 99

100 100 100 100 100 98

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 MISS 100 99

100 100 100 100 100 89

100 100 100 100 100 100 99

100 100 100 100 100 96

100 99

99

99

100 100 100 100 100 99

100 99

99

99

97

99

100 100 99

100 100 99

100 100 99

100 100 100 99

99

100 100 100 100 100 100
100 100 98

99

100

98

99

98

100

100 97

100 81

93

99

100 99

100 94

98

99

98

100 99

100 97

92

100 99

100 100 100 99

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99

100 96

96

100 99

99

99

99

99

99

100 100 100 100 99

99

99

100 100 100 100 100 99

100 100 100 100 100 99

99

100 100 100 100 100 99

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 98

100 100 99

100 99

98

100 100 100 100 100 80

96

100 99

100 98

100 97

98 MISS 99

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99

100 100

100 99

100 100 100 97

97

98

99

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 96

99

99

99

99

100 99

100 100 100 100 99

100 99

100 98

99

97

99

100 100 97

99

100 99

92

98

99

100 100 98

99

100 99

100 100 99

97

100 98

99

92

100 99

98

97

99

100 99

100 99

100 95

100 98

95

99

100

99

100 87

100 100 99

98

99

100 100 100 98

100 92

98

98

100 100 100

100 100 100 100 100 93

100 100 99

100 99

100 100 98

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 97
100 100 99

100 99

* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manuals (Adams & Wu, 2002; OECD, 2012)
under “National item deletions.”
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Table 6.3.10 also reports item pairs for which there was positive LID in the international data
set and the majority of the investigated countries. However, for some countries lack of LID in
comparison to other nations is visible and this is maintained across multiple PISA waves. For
example pairs, R067Q01/R067Q04 and R067Q01/R067Q05 from the non-openly available R067
“Aesop” are in the low range of percentiles ranks only for Japan (JPN) and Korea (KOR). The
Korean sample also shows lower fractional RC ranks for a pair of items from R220 “South Pole”.
The same indication of differential testlet functioning is present for two pairs of items from R456
“Biscuits” for Hungary (HUN). None of the testlets mentioned above are released to the public.
However, it is known that R067 “Aesop” was submitted to the PISA study consortium by Greek
authors. It could be assumed that students who attend schools with a European heritage, are more
likely to have a greater exposure to Aesop’s literary works through classroom readers and both
school and community library catalogues Although it is difficult to determine a plausible reason for
Hungary’s lack of dependency in question R456 over two PISA waves, it is interesting to note that
this testlet was submitted by Serbia, a southern geographical neighbour to Hungary. The
observations that were mentioned above may hint that there are logical explanations for the nonconsistent positive LID presence. However, to robustly investigate these suggestions for differential
testlet functioning, full access to the relevant cognitive items is needed. Greater knowledge about
Japan, Korea and Hungary’s approaches to teaching reading literacy and their language semantics
may give justification as to whether their outlying positions in Table 6.3.10 are indeed indicative of
a lack of cross-national equivalence for those testlets.
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Table 6.3.10 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of reading items that show within-testlet positive LID with cross-country and
cross-wave consistency for majority of the countries

PAIR ID

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE

2000_R_R067Q01_R067Q04 100 99 100 99 100 99 99 100 99 99 99 99 89 99 93 83 99 94 67 96 100 96 99 100
99 99 98 92 98 99 81 99 94 94 81 98 98 94 93 98 98 44 73 91 98 79 98 93
2003_R_R067Q01_R067Q04
97 99 99 98 98 99 95 99 95 96 87 98 93 54 97 98 98 88 80 97 85 95 98 99
2006_R_R067Q01_R067Q04
98 99 99 97 99 99 97 99 97 99 98 99 100 87 83 95 99 89 66 97 94 89 97 98
2009_R_R067Q01_R067Q04
2000_R_R067Q01_R067Q05 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 88 96 100 93 100 92 98 100 99 100 100 100
99 98 99 97 99 98 100 97 88 98 99 99 98 99 89 97 99 85 56 97 96 98 100 95
2003_R_R067Q01_R067Q05
98 98 98 99 99 99 98 99 99 98 90 97 96 91 97 99 99 92 89 99 84 97 98 99
2006_R_R067Q01_R067Q05
99 99 99 100 99 99 98 98 98 100 89 99 99 98 96 98 100 89 85 98 77 96 97 99
2009_R_R067Q01_R067Q05
2000_R_R067Q04_R067Q05 100 97 98 98 100 99 99 97 99 99 96 100 100 99 100 98 99 100 100 98 100 99 99 97
99 99 97 99 99 99 96 98 98 99 93 98 99 97 97 92 99 99 100 96 95 99 99 99
2003_R_R067Q04_R067Q05
99 97 99 96 99 95 99 96 99 99 99 97 99 98 98 99 98 100 100 95 96 96 99 99
2006_R_R067Q04_R067Q05
2009_R_R067Q04_R067Q05 100 97 96 99 100 97 99 95 97 100 91 99 100 96 86 95 100 98 95 97 95 98 95 95
2000_R_R220Q01_R220Q02B 100 98 99 98 100 99 100 99 95 98 98 100 99 99 98 100 98 97 87 97 99 89 100 90
2003_R_R220Q01_R220Q02B 98 99 99 98 98 98 99 96 97 97 96 95 97 94 95 92 97 93 92 92 97 94 96 97
2006_R_R220Q01_R220Q02B 98 98 94 99 98 98 97 98 MISS 99 96 99 98 96 81 96 97 98 88 95 91 97 99 99
2009_R_R220Q01_R220Q02B 99 99 96 98 100 99 98 98 96 100 98 99 100 88 88 98 100 MISS 84 94 98 93 96 98
2012_R_R220Q01_R220Q02B 99 100 98 96 99 99 98 98 98 99 99 99 100 95 91 100 99 98 90 97 99 98 97 98
99 100 87 97 100 100 97 99 98 100 96 100 97 74 99 100 100 94 93 100 93 99 87 99
2009_R_R456Q01_R456Q02
99 100 100 94 100 99 95 99 99 100 93 100 96 60 99 97 100 98 99 97 99 99 99 99
2012_R_R456Q01_R456Q02
99 100 93 97 100 97 99 62 90 98 98 99 90 81 92 96 99 94 96 97 82 99 91 97
2009_R_R456Q01_R456Q06
99 99 95 93 100 97 93 94 99 99 98 100 97 85 93 95 99 93 97 97 97 99 96 96
2012_R_R456Q01_R456Q06
2009_R_R456Q02_R456Q06 100 99 97 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 99 100 99 96 99 95 100 99 88 97 96 99 99 93
2012_R_R456Q02_R456Q06 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 99 97 99 98 93 100 99 99 99 99 96 99 99
* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manuals (OECD, 2009b, 2012) under
“National item deletions.”

99
87
97
100
100
92
98
90
98
93
99
97
97
96
95
99
98
91
99
98
98
98
98
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On other occasions, some testlets appeared to be positive LID prone only for selected countries,
and examples of this may be seen in testlets R228 “Guide” and R245 “Movie Reviews”, listed in
Table 6.3.11. It appears that testlet R228 which is not released to the public shows a higher
indication of positive LID in Canada (CAN) and Iceland (ISL) and possibly Japan (JPN) and Poland
(POL). Similarly, pair R245Q01 and R245Q02 from “Movie Reviews” indicate positive LID for
Finland (FIN) and Korea (KOR) which featured in both studies (PISA 2000 and PISA 2009). The
same table reports high fractional ranks in Hungary (HUN) and to a lesser extent, Czech Republic
(CZE) and Germany (DEU) for R100 “Police”. This testlet is organised in a newspaper article
format discussing DNA testing in the text, therefore having a background knowledge of DNA
testing may induce item dependency. The released four-item R452 “The Plays the Thing” reveals l
higher fractional ranks in Australia (AUS), Canada (CAN), Spain (ESP) and Italy (ITA) (see Table
6.3.11). The testlet starts with the non-typical type of text reporting the script of the theatrical play.
It is possible that this kind of prose is utilised in some national curriculums more than others.
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Table 6.3.11 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of reading items that show within-testlet positive LID with cross-country and
cross-wave consistency only for few countries

PAIR ID

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEUDNK ESP FIN GBR GRCHUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NORNZL POL PRT SWE

2000_R_R100Q04_R100Q05
2000_R_R100Q04_R100Q06
2000_R_R100Q04_R100Q07
2000_R_R100Q05_R100Q06
2000_R_R100Q05_R100Q07
2000_R_R100Q06_R100Q07
2000_R_R228Q01_R228Q02
2000_R_R228Q01_R228Q04
2000_R_R228Q02_R228Q04
2000_R_R245Q01_R245Q02
2009_R_R245Q01_R245Q02
2009_R_R452Q03_R452Q06
2009_R_R452Q03_R452Q07
2009_R_R452Q04_R452Q06
2009_R_R452Q04_R452Q07
2009_R_R452Q06_R452Q07

88

71

97

84

95

92

78

94

86

94

55

94

87

97

83

94

89

67

53

84

72

84

96

81

73

92

70

87

91

96

65

98

98

86

76

92

61

92

99

89

58

94

64

73

78

79

88

97

66

78

95

86

65

94

91

81

96

97

77

86

83

66

88

94

87

66

80

98

58

84

90

67

67

92

77

96

88

92

39

95

95

98

97

94

66

85

88

93

98

79

80

99

80

77

57

99

97

93

36

99

97

98

76

79

87

92

93

81

72

24

95

94

79

96

87

97

93

95

25

73

82

88

78

88

68

100 80

96

97

99

98

98

99

96

99

95

75

99 100 93

90

99

80

91

94

99

73

89

89

53

96

74

93

72

94

92

67

89

64

60

82

43

52

84

43

93

66

98

93

84

90

45

75

51

92

87

90

88

75

99

82

70

83

69

85

97

88

89

82

70

91

59

97

71

79

69

77

97

72

88

70

68

80

65

98

66

58

61

55

91

39

91

53

89

50

99

81

80

84

92

86

84

98

41

74

75

32

11

63

31

52

19

94

72

84

99

51

40

7

22

66

61

87

98

81

86

10

7

14

41

86

90

94

88

92

50

57

80

95

95

98

59 MISS 18

71 MISS 94

64 100 93

91

81

65

66

83

97

98 MISS 99 100 99

97

95

93

99

88

97

91

68

98

99

97

95

80

92

96

96

74

94

88

99 100 98

93

99

97

88

98

96

99

99

98

88

93

83

96

99

96

92

84

88

98

97

90

96

92

97 MISS 84

97

87

93

95

63

98

56

89

95

76

96

74

99

90

81

87

91

74

92

86

73

82

94

60

78

65

76

78

71

97

55

79

91

81

80

49

92

93

86

88

84

75

88

82

85

95

98 MISS 93

97

95

92

96

75

98

88

96

89

76

90

92

97

84

81

97

90

93

63

90

95

46

* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manual (OECD, 2012) under “National item
deletions.”
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Some reading testlets appear dependency neutral (see Table 6.3.12) Testlet R447 “Acne
Vulgaris”, which was only used in 2009 and not openly available, showed no within-testlet LID,
either in the international sample or in any of the national datasets. This was also the case with
testlets R458 “Telecommuting” or R412 “World Languages”. However, it is known that the items
in R412 were of different text formats including non-continuous, continuous and mixed.
Consequently, it is likely that each item has its own prompt reducing the potential for dependency
due to common stimuli. Testlet R458 was released, and the middle question R458Q04 is not at all
related to the initial text. The first and last questions require a ‘big picture’ conclusion versus a
specific sentence allocation when comparing the two halves of the introductory text.
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Table 6.3.12 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of reading items that consistently do not indicate any within-testlet positive
LID

PAIR ID

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEUDNK ESP FIN GBR GRCHUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE

2009_R_R412Q01_R412Q05
2012_R_R412Q01_R412Q05
2009_R_R412Q01_R412Q06T
2012_R_R412Q01_R412Q06T
2009_R_R412Q01_R412Q08
2012_R_R412Q01_R412Q08
2009_R_R412Q05_R412Q06T
2012_R_R412Q05_R412Q06T
2009_R_R412Q05_R412Q08
2012_R_R412Q05_R412Q08
2009_R_R412Q06T_R412Q08
2012_R_R412Q06T_R412Q08
2009_R_R447Q01T_R447Q04
2009_R_R447Q01T_R447Q05
2009_R_R447Q01T_R447Q06
2009_R_R447Q04_R447Q05
2009_R_R447Q04_R447Q06
2009_R_R447Q05_R447Q06
2009_R_R458Q01_R458Q04
2009_R_R458Q01_R458Q07
2009_R_R458Q04_R458Q07

89

55

92

92

61

82

89

86

77

93

92

42

96

67

64

70

90

69

43

80

83

56

66

22

86

59

54

26

91

67

69

82

82

95

93

67

69

90

90

50

95

94

59

49

80

88

54

80

70

73

41

26

9

60

33

59

8

57

74

32

58

40

60

6

47

30

29

79

29

38

28

29

25

30

46

29

16

19

51

34

46

27

78

58

20

37

49

66

21

67

56

43

67

67

69

53

29

72

42

28

73

46

87

93

81

68

80

41

90

69

85

79

80

91

79

22

91

71

95

85

58

82

85

74

61

42

62

52

81

67

44

75

37

65

85

95

92

94

59

49

48

86

66

88

65

84

19

57

68

92

67

95

41

96

68

75

88

69

49

50

71

87

71

81

70

70

87

63

81

72

48

64

37

42

52

78

93

82

77

89

87

59

73

67

61

67

60

77

67

60

61

89

77

69

53

74

89

48

65

43

70

77

63

74

88

66

84

83

69

93

68

90

93

55

79

45

89

81

79

83

50

81

86

70

53

82

81

51

65

77

81

70

88

85

79

90

75

79

55

62

88

81

70

79

79

74

59

70

60

87

75

77

75

82

82

90

73

63

83

76

80

49

59

31

76

88

72

76

75

93

50

71

31

66

82

78

94

74

78

86

86

73

92

77

90

87

77

87

75

42

83

86

86

71

72

92

85

35

58

68

54

69

71

77

71

85

48

62

86

81

68

61

72

46

49

63

64

62

53

58

28

61

54

67

44

51

51

55

68

62

52

69

70

58

56

85

61

47

30

54

57

73

89

48

49

61

62

80

42

83

75

75

59

44

87

80

75

78

81

80

71

78

82

66

39

55

73

39

81

77

67

86

61

73

71

60

71

78

58

84

86

76

73

86

80

83

63

54

48

28

67

77

52

41

82

72

79

78

55

55

83

81

83

77

82

59

81

89

72

79

51

71

78

80

69

66

90

70

76

83

44

45

54

41

52

74

36

39

72

49

69

79

79

52

43

36

89

67

33

70

71

76

81

76

85

52

31

50

68

81

54

52

62

54

67

46

52

47

58

58

48

46

48

74

71

71

96

98

47

53

71

50

29

39

60

70

88

70

58

81

90

48

85

79

90

55

62

57

65

71

58

71

87

85

77

62

56

52

71

86

81

63

74

89

91

87

67

39

69

56

83

75

81

49

42

67

83

66

45

59

61

47

70

50

87
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6.3.4

Cross-national LID comparison for reading and pairs of between-testlet items

As was the case in the corresponding section about the mathematics item pairs, reading also has
pairs of questions from different testlets which are indicative of positive LID in international and
the majority of national datasets. Knowledge about different items’ characteristics will be utilised to
explain the results in Table 6.3.13, which lists a selection of items introduced in PISA 2009 and
reused for the purpose of cross-wave linking again in PISA 2012. Only one pair of items
(R099Q04B from “Plan International” and R120Q06 from “Student Opinions”) listed in the table
came from released testlets. Both of these questions are of an “Open Constructed Response” format,
in which students are asked to write their opinions about a topic factoring the information provided
in the introductory prompt. High fractional ranks of RCs are present in the international calibrations
and only shows for select countries. Because none of the remaining items’ doublets reported in
Table 6.3.13 are released, the investigation as to whether any of the LID drivers, suggested by Yen
(1993), are at play is limited. However, on the basis of various items’ characteristics (see section
3.3.2.4 for details as to how they were obtained) items R412Q01 from “World Languages” and
R420Q09 from “Children’s Futures” were both relatively straight-forward and of a non-continuous
text type, i.e. lists, forms, graphs, or diagrams. Both items also share the same “Expository” text
type, targeting the “Access and retrieve” aspect of reading while being placed in an “Educational”
text situation. On the other hand, items R446Q03 from testlet “Job Vacancy” and R456Q01 from
“Biscuits” only share the reading aspect aimed to evaluate “Access and retrieve” skills, but were
both very easy, with in excess of 90% of correct responses in the international sample data. Item
R446Q03 also indicated dependency with R466Q06 from “Work Right”. Both of the questions
again shared “Access and retrieve” aspect of reading and were placed in the “Occupational”
situation. However, given that the titles of both testlets commonly related to the topic of
employment, this may also be offered as a speculative explanation for positive LID indication.
Finally, Table 6.3.13 indicates a positive LID between item R455Q03 from “Chocolate and Health”
and items R406Q01 and R406Q05 from testlet “Kokeshi Dolls”. The only item characteristics that
these questions share is being placed in the same “Personal” situation, with a continuous text
involved.
However, both testlets in PISA 2009 and PISA 2012 were co-located in the same reading cluster
of R5 and PR1, respectively. A pair of questions R101Q02 from Rhinoceros” and R456Q01 from
“Biscuits” share a “Continuous” type of text format and “Simple Multiple Choice” item format, but
come from different types of text, situation and reading aspects. Questions R412Q06T from testlet
“World Languages” and R424Q02T from “Fair Trade” indicate higher fractional ranks for several
countries in both PISA studies in which they were used. Both items are of “Complex Multiple
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Choice” format with the shared Educational situation and are used to evaluate the “Integrate and
interpret” reading aspect. Finally, pair R452Q03 from “The Play’s the Thing” and R466Q03T from
“Work Right” does not have any item characteristics in common.
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Table 6.3.13 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of reading items that indicate between-testlet positive LID with some degree
of cross-country and cross-wave consistency

PAIR ID

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEUDNK ESP FIN GBR GRCHUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NORNZL POL PRT SWE

2000_R_R099Q04B_R120Q06
2009_R_R101Q02_R456Q01
2009_R_R406Q01_R455Q03
2012_R_R406Q01_R455Q03
2009_R_R406Q05_R455Q03
2012_R_R406Q05_R455Q03
2009_R_R412Q01_R420Q09
2012_R_R412Q01_R420Q09
2009_R_R412Q06T_R424Q02T
2012_R_R412Q06T_R424Q02T
2009_R_R446Q03_R456Q01
2012_R_R446Q03_R456Q01
2009_R_R446Q03_R466Q06
2012_R_R446Q03_R466Q06
2009_R_R452Q03_R466Q03T

99 68 50 95 99 89 95 92 67 80 47 65 99 98 78 97 92 100 100 78 71 51 MISS 96 55
97 100 82 100 99 100 100 23 94 100 71 99 70 82 99 48 99 100 87 82 87 97 99 98 93
97 78 89 94 90 78 97 91 90 99 52 94 MISS 98 65 76 99 97 85 48 95 91 98 95 94
93 66 93 85 97 95 96 96 87 99 58 87 97 96 55 81 96 98 98 68 99 84 95 97 95
98 98 92 98 96 99 97 96 96 100 84 99 MISS 97 91 70 99 99 99 97 97 94 94 97 94
97 97 87 77 95 96 92 98 95 99 95 94 97 95 91 89 98 99 92 93 99 97 98 97 95
94 96 96 98 93 84 98 90 96 92 90 98 98 92 95 55 97 94 94 94 98 98 79 85 97
92 93 86 86 81 94 94 93 91 84 93 96 93 94 82 89 91 83 85 91 91 92 84 82 61
99 93 98 85 98 77 94 91 88 82 84 96 100 99 94 96 83 62 68 95 89 69 48 100 84
96 96 97 79 75 83 98 59 96 98

8

98 87 69 92 63 97 69 88 90 41 95 55 99 98

98 97 96 97 95 97 93 99 99 98 60 100 98 73 94 94 98 96 93 76 96 91 49 43 93
98 99 90 89 92 94 71 84 97 98 52 100 97 90 88 59 97 99 94 96 95 94 97 100 94
98 97 80 100 99 100 96 99 95 98 96 96 94 81 96 91 99 98 93 94 97 92 96 95 88
98 95 86 92 99 93 90 96 96 98 99 99 89 90 94 94 98 97 93 95 97 95 97 89 96
100 98 94 100 99 100 99 56 92 99 83 93 92 66 99 99 99 97 98 50 98 32 MISS 45 55

* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manuals (Adams & Wu, 2002; OECD, 2012)
under “National item deletions.”
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An indication of negative LID among reading items from different testlets is presented in Table
6.3.14. The pairs of items (R219Q01E/R219Q01T and R220Q05 /R220Q06) which showed high
within-testlet positive LID in PISA 2003 and 2006, as reported in Table 6.3.9, also engage in
negative LID cross-pairing in these two waves, which can be seen in the first half of Table 6.3.14.
This pattern is likely to be a mathematical artefact (Habing & Roussos, 2003; van Rijn & Rijmen,
2015), strongly visible when a limited number of only eight reading testlets is used (see section for
4.2 for more details about using the same testlets across PISA waves) in years when reading was not
the targeted assessment domain.
Interestingly, the same mix of R219 and R220 pairs of the item in PISA 2000 does not suggest
high negative RCs. Reading was a focus of the first wave of the PISA study in 2000 and therefore
involved a much larger number of items. Similar regularity occurs while looking at items from
R220 and R404 in Table 6.3.14. The negative between-testlet LID is confirmed in PISA 2012 when
at the same time within-testlet positive LID was present in R220 and R404. PISA 2012 was not a
reading targeted domain and used a smaller number of items. However when the same testlets are
investigated in PISA 2009, also a reading targeted wave with over 100 questions used, the negative
LID effect is less pronounced. This regularity discussed here provides extra weight to Habing and
Roussos (2003) arguments about the origin of negative dependence, but also gives an explanation
for the results in Table 5.2.2 in which the negative LID prevalence appears to be smaller for the
literacies which are targeted in the PISA study.
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Table 6.3.14 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of reading items that show between-testlet negative LID with some degree
cross-country and cross-wave consistency

PAIR ID
2003_R_R219Q01T_R220Q06
2003_R_R219Q01T_R220Q05
2003_R_R219Q01E_R220Q06
2003_R_R219Q01E_R220Q05
2006_R_R219Q01T_R220Q06
2006_R_R219Q01T_R220Q05
2006_R_R219Q01E_R220Q06
2006_R_R219Q01E_R220Q05
2000_R_R219Q01T_R220Q06
2000_R_R219Q01T_R220Q05
2000_R_R219Q01E_R220Q06
2000_R_R219Q01E_R220Q05
2012_R_R220Q02B_R404Q10B
2012_R_R220Q02B_R404Q10A
2012_R_R220Q01_R404Q10B
2012_R_R220Q01_R404Q10A
2009_R_R220Q02B_R404Q10B
2009_R_R220Q02B_R404Q10A
2009_R_R220Q01_R404Q10B
2009_R_R220Q01_R404Q10A

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE
3

3

15

14

1

7

3

2

4

7

18

8

25

12

12

27

7

11

23

3

50

56

9

15

2

0

1

12

8

1

1

1

3

1

6

3

2

4

3

18

4

2

15

1

1

11

6

3

1

4

4

3

19

12

1

4

3

6

3

17

13

15

10

9

26

15

4

61

20

3

21

18

12

29

4

1

2

16

1

0

1

2

2

1

12

4

3

3

1

6

6

1

14

6

1

12

10

3

3

3

3

2

13

1

2

5

10

11

5

3

44

5

7

14

11

5

3

16

21

13

16

15

4

10

9

1

0

14

0

1

3

12

6

6

1

13

7

3

11

2

2

4

4

15

10

3

1

0

6

4

2

1

25

1

2

6

8

7

2

3

67

18

14

22

9

7

10

8

19

22

13

25

3

8

9

1

1

22

1

1

11

6

8

9

2

6

9

3

6

7

2

8

1

25

5

10

4

2

16

6

7

37

51

30

4

51

6

29

1

3

57

57

90

39

20

9

16

64

15

85

52

67

48

16

77

52

82

25

11

11

1

1

67

5

9

88

8

73

95

74

60

69

87

72

59

93

95

75

2

85

22

77

46

33

1

19

9

54

5

3

21

78

80

94

41

91 MISS 58

48

31

18

9

58

2

74

58

72

28

15

25

12

17

5

33

2

20

93

33

79

51

51 MISS 59

35

32

95

98

80

2

98

1

8

19

3

1

1

1

6

4

1

4

2

19

12

14

35

1

4

43

6

2

5

2

2

1

2

3

13

12

1

3

1

20

4

2

9

5

12

1

13

6

1

3

33

5

21

5

1

1

0

1

16

10

7

4

3

8

2

16

3

17

2

17

14

12

2

3

2

6

5

33

7

2

4

9

1

14

12

19

5

1

4

13

15

2

28

13

25

11

7

2

3

5

10

3

14

17

3

5

1

47

64

92

89

82

82

30

86

87

98

92

62

20

68

32

87

44 MISS 38

79

72

15

90

63

13

68

65

30

81

87

75

43

55

87

95

91

79

21

84

30

93

92 MISS 45

61

40

35

73

81

48

51

42

4

94

92

44

19

59

35

83

12

50

21

30

12

28

93

78

15

98

86

36

56

36

33

69

66

21

42

83

19

47

66

63

68

40

52

35

40

43

47

91

71

39

83

43

44

19

86

19

* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manuals (Adams & Wu, 2002; OECD, 2012)
under “National item deletions.”
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A different driver for negative LID may be present while looking at low fractional ranks of RCs,
which are also reported in Table 6.3.15. The first nine pairs from PISA 2009 came from Booklet
B2. In this booklet items R067Q01, R220Q05 and R220Q06 are from cluster R1 which was
presented to students in the first half an hour of testing. Items R432Q01, R446Q03, R460Q05,
R466Q03T and R466Q06 were placed in the last 30 minutes of testing in the fourth cluster R7. The
second half of the Table 6.3.15 points to six item pairs in PISA 2012 that indicate consistent
negative LID which all featured together in Booklet number 13. Two “Open Constructed Response”
questions from R404 “Sleep” were placed in the first cluster in PISA 2012 Booklet 13 while the
matching easier questions R432Q01, R446Q03, R456Q01 were allocated in the last quarter of the
testing time. For all six items, the difference between their difficulties (expressed as a percentage of
the OECD sample that answered them correctly) was at least 40%. Table 6.3.15 show item pairs for
which negative LID may be driven by selective time and effort allocation as suggested by Yen
(1993). Item couplings with extreme swings from very high to very low fractional ranks similar to
mathematical pairs from Table 6.3.8 were not apparent.
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Table 6.3.15 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of reading items that show between-testlet negative LID with some degree
cross-country and cross-wave consistency (cont.)

PAIR ID

2009_R_R067Q01_R446Q03
2009_R_R067Q01_R466Q03T
2009_R_R067Q01_R466Q06
2009_R_R220Q05_R432Q01
2009_R_R220Q05_R460Q05
2009_R_R220Q05_R466Q03T
2009_R_R220Q06_R432Q01
2009_R_R220Q06_R460Q05
2009_R_R220Q06_R466Q03T
2012_R_R404Q10A_R432Q01
2012_R_R404Q10A_R446Q03
2012_R_R404Q10A_R456Q01
2012_R_R404Q10B_R432Q01
2012_R_R404Q10B_R446Q03
2012_R_R404Q10B_R456Q01

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEUDNK ESP FIN GBR GRCHUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUXNOR NZL POL PRTSWE
2

0

1

2

0

3

3

0

0

1

4

18

0

89 91

1

2

31 99

4

19 11 31 82

0

0

0

0 100 0

8

14

0

0

0

5

1

22 21

1

73

1

0

3

0

23 MISS 5

14

1

1

0

1

0

1

2

0

23

1

53

6

2

7

26

6

0

11 96 10

3

8

2

2

4

3

2

0

1

0

10

2

1

1

9

6

1

0

3

7

1

3

9

1

5 MISS 18

0

56

5

4

2

0

3

52

3

6

54

1

8

2

1

1

3

10 26 20 26 11 76 MISS 3

0

0

4

2

0

0

0

59

6

0

0

1

15

0

17 14

0

37 99

0

2

20 MISS MISS 37

1

7

2

12

0

0

36

5

0

0

16

2

1

1

2

4

0

8

84

4

24

2

5

0

2

1

15 10

2

1

5

4

16

4

4

73

2

21

2

8

4

7

3

28 18 13

7

10

0

4

5

82

1

36 14

8

3

0

2

0

1

3

62

0

32 10

2

14

4

0

27 53 MISS 1

2

1

1

39

1

0

7

4

4

11

1

2

3

1

1

3

2

0

6

32

1

11

3

1

3

1

1

3

18

7

0

1

2

13

4

0

1

1

1

25

7

6

1

2

4

1

14

1

16 23

3

1

2

0

16

1

8

20

5

35

2

9

6

7

0

4

0

1

3

5

60

4

0

14

1

1

0

1

21

1

0

4

31

9

10

1

1

3

1

3

22

3

0

9

13

2

12

7

0

2

4

0

1

8

7

0

4

4

5

33

0

1

0

0

20 21

4

0

1

6

1

3

15

1

10

4

0

1

1

2

1

9

4

26 36

1

4

26 22 18

1

1

7

11 16

1

1

7

2

9

3

38
7

0

26

* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manual (OECD, 2012) under “National item
deletions.”
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6.3.5

Cross-national LID comparison for science and pairs of items within-testlets

Investigating LID involving a pair of science items from the same testlets is reported in Tables
6.3.16-6.3.19. Table 6.3.16 shows three pairs of science questions with fractional ranks pointing to
positive LID. The results are consistent for national and international datasets, and also when the
testlets were used in many PISA studies. Out of the featured testlets in Table 6.3.16, only one (S114
“Greenhouse”) has been released, and both questions S114Q03T/S114Q04T require the student to
refer to graphs that precede them. Two questions from S326 “Milk” are not available for viewing,
but both are of “Simple Multiple Choice” item formats, requiring students to use scientific evidence
about a health related topic placed in a personal item context. Dependency for items from S304
“Water” appears to be driven by item chaining, as suggested by the A and B suffixes for this pair of
items (304Q03A and 304Q03B).
While Table 6.3.17 also presents within-testlet pairings, which indicate in the majority of
countries these items suggested positive LID, some OECD economies are not adhering to the
predominant pattern. Items S415Q07T and S415Q08T come from the unreleased testlet called
“Solar Panels”, but seem to be less LID indicative for Poland (POL), Luxembourg (LUX) and
Hungary (HUN) from the perspective of three waves in which these items were used. A speculative
reason for the lack of LID in these countries may be due to the students being less exposed to the
concepts of solar power or perhaps the competency of “Identifying scientific issues” which both
items purported to assess. In the same way, data from Germany (DEU), Austria (AUT), Ireland
(IRE) and Iceland (ISL) showed lack of positive LID in three waves for which pair
S438Q02/S438Q03 from “Green Parks” was used. This pair also evaluated the competency of
“Identifying scientific issues”. The last pair of items (S514Q02_S514Q03) in Table 6.3.17 which
come from a testlet titled “Development and Disaster”, appears to be positive LID indicated in all
countries except Korea (KOR). As this item is not released, it is hard to speculate why positive LID
is not pronounced for this pair in Korea.
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Table 6.3.16 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of science items that show within-testlet positive LID with high cross-country
and cross-wave consistency

PAIR_ID

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL

ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE

2000_S_S114Q03T_S114Q04T 99 94 97 98 100 93 97 96 96 100 96 97 95 93 91 89 93 96 84 95 96 93 88 97 86
2003_S_S114Q03T_S114Q04T 99 97 95 97 99 96 95 93 93 98 98 99 94 93 94 95 98 92 96 91 90 96 94 98 93
2006_S_S114Q03T_S114Q04T 100 100 95 98 100 100 98 94 97 100 96 100 95 98 93 95 100 99 94 97 94 97 97 96 90
2003_S_S304Q03A_S304Q03B 100 100 98 97 100 99 98 99 98 100 100 99 98 99 98 98 100 99 100 97 98 98 98 98 96
2006_S_S304Q03A_S304Q03B 100 99 97 99 100 100 97 93 99 100 100 100 98 97 97 95 100 99 98 97 98 95 98 95 97
2003_S_S326Q01_S326Q02 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 MISS 100
2006_S_S326Q01_S326Q02 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
2009_S_S326Q01_S326Q02 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
2012_S_S326Q01_S326Q02 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manual (OECD, 2005b) under “National item
deletions.”
Table 6.3.17 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of science items that show within-testlet positive LID with cross-country and
cross-wave consistency for majority of the countries

PAIR_ID

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL

ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE

2006_S_S415Q07T_S415Q08T 97 89 94 90 98 99 97 91 68 96 93 95 94 77 89 86 98 92 92 57 93 98 75 85 96
2009_S_S415Q07T_S415Q08T 99 97 96 96 99 98 95 89 96 99 99 99 92 96 88 91 97 96 97 97 96 95 93 95 86
2012_S_S415Q07T_S415Q08T 92 99 MISS 91 97 92 94 MISS 95 98 98 96 63 50 91 88 97 92 85 56 96 99 62 83 82
2009_S_S438Q02_S438Q03D 99 98 96 97 100 98 68 54 99 100 98 98 93 97 93 81 98 94 95 83 95 95 95 96 96
2012_S_S438Q02_S438Q03D 98 98 79 99 100 92 95 81 97 99 97 99 98 92 78 59 99 95 96 93 98 95 99 87 94
2006_S_S438Q02_S438Q03T 99 95 72 90 99 93 97 93 95 99 97 97 96 90 84 87 97 95 88 92 99 89 94 93 96
100 98 98 98 99 99 100 99 99 100 73 99 99 95 87 97 99 96 79 88 100 95 99 97 96
2006_S_S514Q02_S514Q03
98 100 99 90 100 100 100 96 96 95 100 99 99 90 100 95 98 95 87 90 99 86 97 98 99
2009_S_S514Q02_S514Q03
2012_S_S514Q02_S514Q03
96 100 95 90 100 97 94 91 96 99 100 98 97 97 98 72 99 97 57 96 98 91 98 95 98
* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manual (OECD, 2014b) under “National item
deletions.”
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Table 6.3.18 identifies items’ doublets which show positive LID for some countries only. None
of these items are openly available. Two questions from S438 “Green Parks” are highlighted
showing consistent LID for PISA 2006, 2009 and 2012 in Australia (AUS), Spain (ESP) and Great
Britain (GBR). Similarly, two pairs of items from S252 “South Rainea” used in two PISA waves,
report high fractional ranks for Switzerland (CHE), Italy (ITA) and possibly Korea (KOR).
Interestingly, this testlet was proposed to be included in the PISA items pool by a Korean source
and later translated into other languages. The two-item testlet S131 “Good Vibrations” seems to be
non-dependent in PISA 2000. However, after this initial PISA wave, the S131Q02/S131Q04 pair
had fractional ranks of RCs consistently exceeding rank of 95 percent for Italy (ITA), Greece
(GRC), Canada (CAN), Spain (ESP), and Poland (POL). The final item pair from S476 “Heart
Surgery” in Table 6.3.18 showed high RC ranks indicating positive LID only for Italy (ITA).
Without these items being released, plausible reasons for this positive LID, in a subset of countries,
cannot be offered.
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Table 6.3.18 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of science items that show within-testlet positive LID with cross-country and
cross-wave consistency only for few countries

PAIR_ID

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE

2000_S_S131Q02T_S131Q04T
2003_S_S131Q02T_S131Q04T
2006_S_S131Q02T_S131Q04T
2009_S_S131Q02D_S131Q04D
2012_S_S131Q02D_S131Q04D
2000_S_S252Q01_S252Q03T
2003_S_S252Q01_S252Q03T
2000_S_S252Q02_S252Q03T
2003_S_S252Q02_S252Q03T
2006_S_S438Q01T_S438Q02
2009_S_S438Q01T_S438Q02
2012_S_S438Q01T_S438Q02
2006_S_S476Q01_S476Q03
2006_S_S476Q02_S476Q03

77 89 77 74 89 44 84 85 98 93 69 95 91 86 55 85 92 86 78 39 74 88 56 72 94
99 97 92 94 98 84 98 98 93 97 81 95 98 95 81 93 99 96 88 92 81 96 97 98 90
99 95 71 93 99 96 91 95 79 98 96 96 100 56 85 93 100 100 90 97 93 68 97 92 90
97 96 91 97 99 92 97 87 97 98 81 89 99 97 87 94 98 93 80 92 88 82 96 91 95
92 90 91 97 98 80 87 95 91 98 97 89 98 30 85 95 100 98 80 86 88 81 95 90 92
83 63 97 95 90 96 97 94 88 76 94 78 84 80 70 71 95 77 92 70 82 97 60 42 85
84 97 96 83 95 97 94 92 87 94 79 82 97 81 69 91 99 75 92 58 97 87 83 47 77
98 80 93 76 94 98 68 77 89 97 85 92 85 99 62 93 98 84 92 99 95 77 99 69 99
81 94 66 98 98 97 93 92 89 71 89 99 98 92 80 95 97 94 96 68 91 92 80 86 95
88 98 48 95 76 76 72 49 87 97 78 91 90 96 93 82 96 79 90 75 69 59 81 57 46
75 98 61 77 55 94 76 54 79 98 90 99 80 94 92 93 88 86 67 81 85 99 72 76 42
50 95 68 94 94 65 76 70 66 94 89 95 71 76 52 61 88 81 58 60 68 77 89 74 86
76 62 61 88 70 89 88 81 75 82 60 35 80 71 21 64 97 91 78 91 59 53 81 80 35
96 94 50 88 95 93 96 66 85 88 80 84 84 93 73 85 100 92 94 83 87 87 87 74 93
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Finally, Table 6.3.19 show all pairs of items from testlet S498 “Experimental Digestion”, for
which no indication of LID was present in any of the three PISA implementations for which this
testlet was utilised. While this testlet is confidential, it is known that it consists of three questions,
each with a different item format type, starting with “Complex Multiple Choice”, then “Simple
Multiple Choice” and finishing with an “Open Response” item. Two other testlets listed in this
table, namely the three-item S253 “Ozone” and the two-item S508 “Genetically Modified Crops”,
are published. While one of the items from pair S508Q02T/S508Q03 requires a reference to the
introductory text, the other does not. Out of three questions in S253, only the middle one requires a
reference to the testlet’s main prompt. The first question has its own lengthy introduction, while the
third inquires about knowledge not related to the testlet texts. Lack of dependency among S253 and
S508 items is explainable.
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Table 6.3.19 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of science items that consistently do not indicate any within-testlet positive
LID

PAIR_ID

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE

2000_S_S253Q01T_S253Q02
2000_S_S253Q01T_S253Q05
2000_S_S253Q02_S253Q05
2006_S_S498Q02T_S498Q03
2009_S_S498Q02T_S498Q03
2012_S_S498Q02T_S498Q03
2006_S_S498Q02T_S498Q04
2009_S_S498Q02T_S498Q04
2012_S_S498Q02T_S498Q04
2006_S_S498Q03_S498Q04
2009_S_S498Q03_S498Q04
2012_S_S498Q03_S498Q04
2006_S_S508Q02T_S508Q03

72 90 74 70 92 75 83 34 11 67 86 66 78 85 58 93 41 53 64 82 80 89 42 86 52
79 26 71 74 63 63 55 66 91 69 74 64 84 90 59 37 43 27 63 89 71 21 77 38 39
73 56 48 21 34 25 81 47 69 89 21 54 81 50 61 29 64 72 59 62 69 76 89 43 62
63 59 24 37 32 42 40 42 71 58 56 39 71 64 53 68 43 49 70 61 65 41 44 74 26
59 76 41 88 36 83 32 39 41 79 60 86 78 17 20 68 58 73 65 80 69 62 89 74 56
43 58 51 63 52 58 30 58 45 62 27 72 39 55 72 30 75 83 45 64 65 71 72 55 77
64 69 52 43 48 43 77 51 65 42 37 24 62 54 37 47 71 65 69 44 80 45 68 70 46
64 42 85 34 32 60 62 53 32 69 51 44 68 71 20 63 82 88 35 53 73 31 70 86 49
28 55 45 80 36 60 84 42 30 52 65 34 80 48 14 66 83 29 34 70 61 38 52 78 68
79 81 53 85 88 55 57 83 53 78 70 81 96 85 86 73 82 76 70 63 57 85 78 75 39
48 94 85 51 82 79 47 77 89 79 72 85 83 69 93 68 95 41 59 31 29 76 79 71 38
90 90 56 83 79 70 83 55 90 80 82 86 46 74 72 88 69 73 72 83 91 64 78 72 83
91 59 88 80 73 87 96 67 95 95 55 84 86 89 67 81 93 90 84 71 71 74 83 56 75
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6.3.6

Cross-national LID comparison for science and pairs of between-testlet items

As was the case in the previous two cognitive domains, there were pairs of items from different
testlets that featured consistently high fractional ranks across different nations and PISA waves.
Table 6.3.20 presents two pairs of questions S128Q03T/S213Q01T and S128Q03T/S270Q03T from
S128 “Cloning”, S213 “Clothes” and S270 “Ozone” testlets, respectively. These two pairs were the
only ones with items that were both released. An explanation of the possible positive LID between
these items was offered in section 5.4.1.3. All three items were found to represent a similar format
of the questions in which Yes/No judgements of the scientific merit of statements is required from
students. None of the remaining items shown in Table 6.3.20 are available for public viewing.
However, items S415Q07T and S415Q08T from “Solar Panels”, S466Q07T from “Forest Fires”,
S495Q04T from “Radiotherapy”, and S508Q02T from “Genetically Modified Crops”, which
featured in different combinations, shared the same item format type (Complex Multiple Choice)
and scientific competency (Identifying scientific issues) being evaluated. Furthermore, these two
item characteristics match items S128Q03T, S213Q01T and S270Q03T, suggesting that perhaps all
these items are aimed to test scientific judgement and share the same Yes/No response format.
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Table 6.3.20 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of science items that indicate between-testlet positive LID with some degree
of cross-country and cross-wave consistency

PAIR_ID

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE

2000_S_S128Q03T_S213Q01T
2003_S_S128Q03T_S213Q01T
2000_S_S128Q03T_S270Q03T
2006_S_S213Q01T_S415Q07T
2006_S_S213Q01T_S415Q08T
2006_S_S213Q01T_S495Q04T
2006_S_S415Q07T_S466Q07T
2009_S_S415Q07T_S466Q07T
2012_S_S415Q07T_S466Q07T
2006_S_S415Q07T_S495Q04T
2006_S_S415Q08T_S495Q04T
2006_S_S466Q07T_S495Q04T
2006_S_S466Q07T_S508Q02T

99 80 100 100 100 99 85 100 96 98 99 39 100 86 84 70 93 88 96 44 98 90 95 98 100
99 100 99 100 76 100 92 96 95 88 59 87 79 98 83 17 94 92 86 99 94 99 97 100 97
100 67 100 88 99 96 99 92 94 99 99 100 79 66 82 94 100 97 100 86 96 99 97 95 60
99 100 86 95 100 89 100 100 43 97 87 100 50 80 24 68 96 76 57 98 100 77 78 91 68
98 100 99 93 100 91 63 91 88 100 87 98 90 85 58 55 99 98 89 76 55 49 67 95 72
97 100 92 45 100 95 97 91 87 79 41 94 83 83 72 84 92 52 60 99 99 67 MISS 65 92
100 99 93 100 97 97 100 100 45 90 99 100 99 26 98 45 100 89 49 92 98 98 94 86 99
97 70 97 99 100 85 33 97 98 98 100 100 86 96 47 99 86 77 53 7 92 15 31 51 96
88 92 99 85 100 94 18 51 93 93 95 54 96 99 97 55 81 26 45 92 84 55 99 77 52
100 100 99 98 100 99 60 84 82 99 82 99 97 99 62 97 98 41 100 99 99 99 MISS 86 93
99 100 97 98 100 93 46 99 77 100 94 98 93 58 81 99 98 97 95 97 100 87 MISS 100 98
97 99 97 100 100 100 54 99 93 99 80 100 95 83 91 92 96 98 100 83 71 89 MISS 98 99
100 95 100 94 98 95 100 100 75 96 78 40 94 100 62 99 100 73 49 60 95 94 78 75 99

* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manual (OECD, 2009b) under “National item
deletions.”
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Table 6.3.21 also reports a pair of items from different testlets for which an indication of LID
was present for international calibration and the majority of national datasets. Listed in the table and
used in three waves, was the pair S428Q05 from “Bacteria in Milk” and S478Q01 from
“Antibiotics”, which may be positively dependent due to a common topic investigated as suggested
by the testlet titles and a shared scientific content of “Knowledge of science - Living systems”. It is
difficult to infer plausible reasons for the positive LID for three pairs, S256Q01 from “Spoons”
matching with three items from “Acid Rain”, S485Q02 and S485Q03, S485Q05. However, S485
was one of the released items (while S256 was not) inquiring about the source of acid in the air,
following questions about experiments with acid. Perhaps the single item S256Q01 also required
similar knowledge.
Reported in Table 6.3.21 and used in three PISA studies, LID for the pair of non-released items
S466Q07T and S521Q06 may be caused by specific knowledge suggested by the testlets’ titles of
“Forest Fires” and “Cooking Outdoors”, respectively. Another pair from two testlets used in four
PISA waves and featured in Table 6.3.21 is S269Q04T from “Earth’s Temperature” and S326Q04T
from “Milk”. Both items are of “Complex Multiple Choice” item formats as well as targeting
science competence of “Explaining phenomena scientifically”. It is difficult to offer plausible
speculations for the presence of LID for the remaining two item pairs listed in the table, S413Q05
from “Plastic Age“ , S508Q03 from “Genetically Modified Crops”, S495Q02T from
“Radiotherapy” and S510Q01T from “Magnetic Hovertrain”, as those testlets are being kept
confidential and no overlapping items characteristics, apart from matching item formats, are
present 51.

Item characteristics information sourced mostly from (Mandíková & Bašátková, 2008; OECD, 2009b, 2014b, 2015a,
2015b, 2015c)
51
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Table 6.3.21 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of science items that indicate between-testlet positive LID with some degree
of cross-country and cross-wave consistency (cont.)

PAIR_ID

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE

2006_S_S256Q01_S485Q02
2006_S_S256Q01_S485Q03
2006_S_S256Q01_S485Q05
2003_S_S269Q04T_S326Q04T
2006_S_S269Q04T_S326Q04T
2009_S_S269Q04T_S326Q04T
2012_S_S269Q04T_S326Q04T
2006_S_S413Q05_S508Q03
2006_S_S428Q05_S478Q01
2009_S_S428Q05_S478Q01
2012_S_S428Q05_S478Q01
2006_S_S466Q07T_S521Q06
2009_S_S466Q07T_S521Q06
2012_S_S466Q07T_S521Q06
2006_S_S495Q02T_S510Q01T

96 96 54 84 86 90 14 95 49 74 93 98 75 48 91 97 99 99 95 93 97 100 94 89 28
100 98 100 99 91 91 86 36 83 92 95 99 100 91 100 97 100 100 100 88 98 100 100 82 45
98 97 90 97 88 68 88 43 86 99 96 99 98 86 99 62 81 66 82 92 98 96 87 100 95
94 88 100 64 100 99 99 97 22 97 98 98 99 98 89 16 100 87 88 99 100 99 99 94 99
99 70 99 100 87 68 60 95 61 100 30 88 97 97 42 100 95 97 100 83 79 50 66 90 100
98 100 76 74 100 88 89 64 100 99 68 99 97 95 97 87 99 97 91 100 93 72 90 44 95
100 93 98 98 99 98 85 96 99 100 98 85 97 72 47 89 97 76 99 98 98 98 96 86 59
98 98 86 97 97 91 99 99 82 85 99 78 86 30 99 78 94 96 31 25 98 99 67 96 72
96 98 94 100 99 100 92 98 100 93 83 99 98 100 79 98 99 86 73 98 99 98 88 93 87
100 98 99 98 100 100 100 99 100 100 98 100 85 99 41 100 84 100 36 100 100 91 77 54 99
100 100 99 62 100 100 70 100 100 99 99 100 93 92 94 97 100 97 91 100 100 99 67 98 100
100 95 100 97 99 99 100 22 64 99 99 99 91 15 98 100 72 63 65 99 70 87 48 100 41
97 96 97 97 100 92 72 96 98 100 28 80 97 97 97 86 100 58 72 96 76 81 97 99 72
98 99 94 92 99 90 98 81 98 100 87 98 95 89 58 89 100 73 39 88 61 98 91 93 77
99 100 53 99 100 40 100 92 95 99 95 99 89 13 73 99 95 96 93 88 100 99 98 66 81
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Negative LID suggested by close to zero fractional ranks of RCs is reported in Table 6.3.22.
Explaining the likely causes of negative LID among the first six item pairs from PISA 2003 is
offered below. Items S114Q03T, S304Q03A, S304Q03B, S326Q01 and S326Q01 were all shown,
in previous chapters, to produce within-testlet positive LID among their items. However, in Table
6.3.22 they are now reporting negative LID between them. As discussed before, this may be due to
ideas proposed by Habing and Roussos (2003) and van Rijn and Rijmen (2015). Only for the sake
of comparison, the same pairs of items from PISA 2006, with science as the main investigated
domain, are also reported in the centre of the Table 6.3.22. Negative LID among these five items is
not present, possibly due to PISA 2006 incorporating many more items.
The table also presents four pairs of items from S114 “Greenhouse” and S195 “Semmelweis’
Diary”. Testlet S114 was allocated in PISA 2000 to cluster S1, while items from S195 were
allocated to cluster S3. Both clusters appeared together only in Booklet 8, in which science items
followed mathematical questions. Perhaps students were running out of time before the testing
break and selectively allocated their efforts to deal with the lengthy testlets, as introductions and
graphs were used in those items that have been released. The last listed in Table 6.3.22 PISA’s 2006
item pair S425Q02 from “Penguin Island” and S426Q05 from “The Grand Canyon” also points to
negative LID. Both items are allocated to the booklet in which whole two hours of testing time was
dedicated to science. The item from “The Grand Canyon” was placed at the beginning of the
booklet while a more difficult question about “Penguin Island” was in the last 30 minutes of testing.
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Table 6.3.22 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of science items that show between-testlet negative LID with some degree
cross-country and cross-wave consistency

PAIR

2003_S_S114Q03T_S304Q03A
2003_S_S114Q03T_S304Q03B
2003_S_S304Q03A_S326Q01
2003_S_S304Q03A_S326Q02
2003_S_S304Q03B_S326Q01
2003_S_S304Q03B_S326Q02
2006_S_S114Q03T_S304Q03A
2006_S_S114Q03T_S304Q03B
2006_S_S304Q03A_S326Q01
2006_S_S304Q03A_S326Q02
2006_S_S304Q03B_S326Q01
2006_S_S304Q03B_S326Q02
2000_S_S114Q03T_S195Q05T
2000_S_S114Q03T_S195Q06
2000_S_S114Q04T_S195Q05T
2000_S_S114Q04T_S195Q06
2006_S_S425Q02_S426Q05

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE
6

1

29

9

1

8

22

7

17

3

1

13

2

0

83

1

2

9

19

6

2

2

17

11

30

1

10

40

2

6

16

2

11

8

8

2

2

6

6

13

1

21

5

17

48

21

7

13

2

25

5

5

15

19

5

7

2

6

16

4

6

5

0

48

99

10

0

2

6

56

2

26

61 MISS 11

1

10

9

26

3

3

2

1

9

0

12

6

2

35

46

31

1

21

2

8

1

7

47

1

13

21

12

1

0

3

1

27

1

1

1

1

91

26

1

1

5

19

29

1

4

67 MISS 0

6

2

19

15

8

2

1

16

5

1

1

3

1

34

15

20

3

4

9

6

7

67

31

9

2

37

75

86

34

73

13

14

72

83

84

73

75

37

64

86

68

8

21

39

13

49

36

51

21

55

22

24

37

12

39

25

46

72

27

71

78

72

52

31

85

72

16

43

7

11

69

33

33

80

11

11

71

8

30

11

37

22

38

26

7

66

48

5

25

43

28

6

6

11

20

5

67

4

37

50

17

33

44

24

2

23

64

42

11

1

28

2

3

19

55

79

3

6

9

2

2

17

29

21

25

25

52

13

72

5

29

34

49

6

15

80

21

0

4

73

5

29

5

14

0

11

61

29

41

12

19

5

12

39

5

18

72

29

9

5

86

3

0

27

65

42

2

19

5

0

4

23

30

68

22

0

5

1

1

0

5

11

1

4

21

2

3

1

0

13

9

7

1

4

7

2

54

3

1

0

1

21

16

38

5

8

3

11

3

0

6

1

3

22

50

1

76

3

71

5

8

15

5

3

9

0

23

5

0

0

4

0

3

4

24

1

5

4

6

1

15

6

2

12

5

0

3

3

1

1

1

20

6

13

5

2

4

1

12

1

16

15

5

26

21

0

24

3

3

23

20

33

15

14

10

0

1

14

11

4

0

6

0

1

0

1

4

1

11

27

35

1

7

48

0

1

2

11

6

13

10

3

* MISS identifies an item which was not administered by some countries as reported in PISA Technical Manual (OECD, 2005b) under “National item
deletions.”
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As was the case in mathematics, there were a number of item pairs with fractional ranks varying
between opposite extremes between countries. Table 6.3.23 shows these pairs in all the waves in
which they were used. A common regularity among these items is that they are very different in
difficulty with the smallest discrepancy being 51% on a scale utilising the international sample
prevalence of correct responses.
Furthermore, a closer look at the booklet allocations reveals that eight pairs with more difficult
items are placed in the last half an hour of testing, while one pair has both items placed in the
second half of the testing time. The results in this table may be in support of selective effort or time
allocation by students taking part in the PISA assessment.
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Table 6.3.23 Fractional ranks of RCs expressed as a percentage for pairs of science items that show inconsistent pattern of positive or negative LID for
different nations

PAIR

INT AUS AUT BEL CAN CHE CZE DEU DNK ESP FIN GBR GRC HUN IRL ISL ITA JPN KOR LUX NOR NZL POL PRT SWE

2006_S_S256Q01_S527Q01T
2009_S_S256Q01_S527Q01T
2012_S_S256Q01_S527Q01T
2006_S_S256Q01_S519Q01
2009_S_S256Q01_S519Q01
2012_S_S256Q01_S519Q01
2009_S_S131Q04D_S521Q06
2012_S_S131Q04D_S521Q06

89 70 26 99 7 47 21 13 96 80 37 65 100 0 29 43 57 1 1 99 22 99 93 100 58
2 8 96 27 96 13 13 56 0 26 99 0 28 52 0 89 98 21 94 28 34 29 5 99 40
4 27 2 7 0 2 3 99 0 5 1 32 69 26 98 1 92 4 100 98 1 5 29 3 19
99 43 24 12 44 75 82 77 93 65 55 82 100 97 78 100 56 0 5 48 61 3 8 31 6
90 88 2 23 97 35 37 85 2 17 69 93 13 94 94 62 86 24 44 7 59 3 94 2 13
13 94 7 8 13 91 1 72 96 44 76 8 38 4 83 0 59 4 91 16 47 73 5 36 24
7 92 0 81 0 20 50 98 62 8 14 100 9 86 18 56 4 96 6 59 98 96 96 96 6
90 98 2 3 0 100 0 83 25 0 95 100 7 15 38 48 18 20 100 96 57 10 44 99 56
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6.3.7

Summary

The utilisation of fractional ranks of the residual correlations has its limitations as the close to
100 or 0 ranks may not relate to outlying high or low RC in all countries. However, in light of the
cross-national and cross-wave inadequacy of using a single fixed cutpoint, this approach offered the
possibility of looking into the consistency of cross-national positive and negative LID. As a
majority of the PISA items are not available to the public, the practical explanation behind some of
the observed results is limited. However, it is clear that in all three domains there were testlets
written in a way that facilitated positive within-testlet dependency and which proved to be
consistent in international data, all countries and in multiple waves in which items were reused.
Relevant subsections also speculated on testlets which may suggest differential testlet functioning
where on the one hand, most countries showed positive LID, and a few did not, or on the other hand
where most countries did not show it, but a few did, in fact, reveal high positive LID. A strong case
as to whether observed inconsistent cross-national positive LID prevalence is related to school
curricula or teaching and learning practices, could be made only with an extensive knowledge of
each participating nations’ school systems and aquiring access to the items themselves. Each
domain in which within-testlet LID was found also revealed testlets with no positive LID for any
countries, which is a desirable testlet property from the perspective of fulfilling a local item
independence assumption. The discussion about item pairs from different testlets started in each
domain by highlighting the possibility of positive dependency, suggesting a specific domain
knowledge, aquired skill or item format as plausible explanations. The discussion about negative
LID started with tables suggesting that, as indicated preivously (Habing & Roussos, 2003; van Rijn
& Rijmen, 2015), some negative LID may be a mathematical artefact of the presence of positive
LID. Alternative possibilities for negative LID drivers were reported, indicating the relative location
of the items during the testing time, as well as the difference in items’ difficulties.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND
IMPLICATIONS

This chapter aims to offer a discussion of findings leading to a review of limitations. Practical
implications of this research to PISA developers are offered along with the suggestions for future
research. The chapter concludes with the overall conclusions.

7.1 Discussion of findings
7.1.1

Research aim 1 - Description of PISA’s testlets

This research aim intended to give an efficient graphical overview of the testlets used in PISA’s
three cognitive domains and its five implementations. It seems that, to date, no review of crosswave usage of mathematics, reading and science items and testlets has been published.
The results reported in Chapter 4 suggested that testlets with a larger number of items were used
more frequently for reading, compared to mathematics and science. This observation is especially
prominent in the initial PISA study of 2000. The descriptive graphs highlighted that very few
single-item testlets were utilised to test reading and science but were frequently applied in
mathematics’ assessments. Another conclusion demonstrated by the high-low-close charts was that
the range of item difficulty within testlets differed considerably for some testlets even when
comparing the same sized testlets. This raises the question of whether the testlets should be
organised with items of similar difficulty aiming so that whole testlets target a limited range of
ability levels. Alternatively, the testlets can be designed so they incorporate items with a broad
range of item difficulty which may increase the possibility of selective time allocation, which
according to Yen (1993), produces negative LID. Finally, describing the PISA testlets offered
succinct one-stop visualisations of the patterns of testlets used for cross-wave linking, highlighting
that, for example, only eight testlets were used in the reading assessment of PISA 2003 and 2006.
7.1.2

Research aim 2 - LID in data from PISA’s international calibrations

There were four research questions grouped under research aim 2 that utilised data from PISA’s
international calibrations, and the results pertaining to these questions are presented in Chapter 5.
Firstly, the prevalence of positive and negative LID, according to the non-IRT LID index used
in this study, is provided. A very limited number of publications (reviewed in detail in section 2.9)
indicated the presence of LID in PISA, and in doing so the various authors used only small subsets
of the PISA data. However, this research revealed rates of positive and negative LID which were
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subject to meta-analysis while aggregating across five PISA waves. The prevalence of LID was
found to be just as high for mathematics as it was in reading, while it was lower for science. The
fact that certain cognitive domains are targeted in the specific waves of PISA assessments does not
appear to be associated with inflated or deflated LID prevalence. Outlying large negative residual
correlations were about 2.5 times more prevalent than positive outlying RCs. As no other research
has undertaken such a comprehensive approach to estimating LID prevalence in PISA, this part of
the research offers a novel contribution to the literature yet limits possibilities for cross-validation
with existing publications.
Secondly, LID prevalence was investigated in relation to the within-testlet or between-testlet
location of item pairs. Among the item-pairs belonging to non-singular mathematical testlets, the
within-testlet positive LID prevalence for mathematics was 43% (28%, 59%) with 27 out of 39 nonsingular mathematics testlets having at least one pair of its items for which the RC exceeded +0.1.
While within-testlet LID in reading is expected and attributed in the literature to common
introductory reading passages, the results re-iterated above, regarding the within-testlet dependency
in mathematics, are novel. Further, new results are offered by reporting the positive dependency
among items from different testlets.
Thirdly, the plausible drivers of the LID are explored in two ways by an in-depth qualitative
review of the released items for which LID was identified, and through multilevel logistic
regressions predicting positive and negative dependency utilising a range of predictors quantifying
item pair characteristics.
The qualitative investigations of within-testlet LID in mathematics suggested that common
testlet stimuli are not likely to be the only reasons for positive LID with some items showing item
chaining or common mathematical abilities as more LID indicative, compared to shared testlet
introductions. The between-testlet positive dependency qualitative investigations, made possible
through access to the publically released items, also gave some plausible explanations to some high
residual correlations, pointing to the very specific skill of, for example, mean calculation or
geometrical inference from the dice as a likely LID cause. Positive within-testlet LID in reading
was primarily related to the common introductory text as far as it could be determined in released
items. The between-testlet positive LID was more difficult to explain, due to the very limited
number of item pairs that were readily available for review. This was also the case for the science
domain for which items are more closely protected and even fewer items are released to the public.
The existence of positive within-testlet dependency in science was, it is argued, due to shared
introductory figures for multiple items within some testlets. The investigations of the between288

testlet positive dependency in science proved to be very interesting, suggesting that the Yes/No
style of complex multiple choice item format, which aimed to evaluate the science competency of
“Identifying scientific issues”, could drive between-testlets positive LID. This insight into the
science domain was particularly important given the scarcity of other published research about LID
in science related PISA items. The results of the qualitative investigations largely concurred with
other publications discussing LID in PISA’s mathematics or reading items.
Qualitative investigations of negative dependency proved to be more difficult and more
speculative. Negative LID in the between-testlets pairing of items appeared to involve some of the
items for which one was quicker for the student to investigate while the other involved much more
cognitive investment. As a consequence, for some of the qualitative investigation of negative LID,
it can be argued that selective time and effort allocation may be at least partly responsible for
negative LID as per Yen’s (1993) suggestions. On the other hand, it was also visible that betweentestlet negative dependency very frequently involved items which also had a high within-testlet
positive dependency. This would be more in agreeance with Habing and Roussos (2003)
conclusions showing the mathematical need for negative LID when positive dependence is present.
The qualitative investigation of LID dependency was limited due to the lack of access to the
majority of items. However, one of the contributions of this research, with regard to this particular
research question, is that the results for all items are reported in electronic appendices, facilitating
the possibility of further subsequent in-depth reviews by researchers with full access to PISA’s
confidentialised cognitive questions.
The quantitative part of addressing this research question for positive LID confirmed some of
the observations from qualitative investigations. This was particulary apparent for mathematics
predictors of LID, namely item pair location or a common mathematics strand such as geometry.
The quantitative results for mathematics also produced an interesting finding, suggesting that the
odds of positive LID are high for a pair of items that differ considerably in difficulty in comparison
to the reference of moderate difficulty item pair. It is speculated that external assistance or academic
cheating could be at play in this case, as this was suggested by Yen (1993) as one of LID drivers,
although in this study using secondary data it is not possible to test this speculation. The
conclusions of the logistic regression models pointed to various possibilities of selective time and
effort allocations, predicting at least partly negative dependency. The quantitative part of addressing
this research question also offers a possibility that investigating the causes of LID may offer us an
insight into the strategies students are using while exposed to testing.
The fourth and final research question aimed to use international calibration data to examine cross289

wave LID consistency. The PISA cross-wave LID consistency aspect of this research, to my
knowledge, has not been previously investigated. As demonstrated in section 2.6, local item
dependency can indeed have a negative effect on cross-wave equating procedures. Section 5.4.1
discusses in detail that in all three cognitive domains there is within-testlet dependency that has
been shown to be consistent across all the PISA waves which used these testlets. Some of the
investigated item pairs produced LID in four or five PISA waves that used them. Furthermore, the
importance of the cross-wave LID consistency could be further elevated depending on how many
linking testlets are impacted. For example, after reading was the main targeted cognitive domain in
PISA 2000, eight testlets were retained for PISA 2003 with five of them having at least one item
pair featuring positive within-testlet LID in both waves.
7.1.3

Research aim 3 - LID in data from PISA’s national calibrations

This research aim has four supplementary research questions. The first two questions relate to
comparing the levels of LID prevalence across 24 OECD countries and proposing arguments as to
why some countries may display higher levels of local item dependency. It was found that in regard
to between-testlet positive LID and looking across all three cognitive domains that the countries
preforming highly in PISA, such as Finland, Japan, Korea and in the case of reading Ireland,
featured in some PISA waves as displaying higher levels of this type of LID. It was suggested that
perhaps students from these countries were taught higher order comprehension skills. Hence they
can take advantage of shared content or formats of items even if they are from different testlets. It
could be speculated that perhaps the educational evaluation systems in these countries are more
aligned with PISA type tests which would emerge as a between-testlet dependency. In regard to
positive within-testlet dependency, Greece frequently featured as an outlier, particularly in reading
and science. In regard to negative LID, Greece appeared again displaying levels higher than other
countries of this type of LID. It is possible that this was an artefact of higher levels of positive LID
being observed in Greece, in line with the justifications made by Habing and Roussos (2003). On
the other hand, as students from Greece were poorer performers in the PISA study compared to
other investigated countries, perhaps they were implementing some of the selective time and effort
allocation strategies more frequently and that could lead to negative LID (Yen, 1993), resorting to
only attempting questions that appeared to be relatively easy. However, it needs to be
acknowledged that more defensible arguments explaining why some countries present higher LID
levels could only be put forward by researchers who possess an in-depth understanding of these
particular nations’ educational systems, challenges and curriculums.
The second half of Chapter 6 addressed research questions about cross-national consistency in
LID as well as the possibility of differential testlet functioning. The results confirmed high levels of
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cross-national positive LID consistency for selected item pairs originating within and between
testlets. At the same time, there were indications for differential testlet functioning by a qualitative
review of item pairs which either did not show positive LID only for some countries or featured
LID in a limited number of countries. Testlets which were consistently non-presenting LID in
national or international databases were also reported, as they may be worth reviewing in depth by
the PISA test developers. Cross-national consistency in regard to negative dependency was less
clear, and its drivers were argued to be the effect of positive within-testlet LID (Habing & Roussos,
2003).

7.2 Limitations
There is a number of potential limitations of this study which need to be acknowledged.
7.2.1

Limitations related to research aim 2

Fixed value of residual correlation as an indicator of LID
This research followed Kline (2016) recommendations in regards to the value of residual
correlation indicative of local item dependency. The limitations of utilising fixed cut-points are
acknowledged in regard to SEM fit indices (Heene et al., 2012) or Rasch model fit statistics (Wu &
Adams, 2013). The very recent publication by Christensen et al. (2017) suggests the use of a
simulation approach to identifying cut points for 𝑄𝑄3 dependency index and points to the cut-point

dependency on sample size. This was also observed in this study in Section 6.2 rendering changes
to the methodological approach while addressing research questions from research aim 3. This

limitation emerged as a consequence of the recent research developments and therefore could not be
incorporated during this part time PhD candidature. Also mimicking Christensen et al. (2017), the
simulation approach to locating cut-points would be very challenging, particularly for countries
which, in the PISA study, used very large sample sizes in the main targeted cognitive domains and
used close to 100 items.
Correction due to possible negative bias in residual correlations
Some authors who investigated LID using the IRT models index suggested that mean value of
residuals (Marais, 2013) or term -1/(Number of items-1) (Chou & Wang, 2010) should be added to
the IRT residuals. Neither Marais nor Chou and Wang discussed sample sizes or a number of items
even close to PISA’s conditions. Furthermore, no publication suggesting the similar correction for
residual correlations from CFA could be located. It was decided not to apply any corrections. The
median value of residual correlations for international data CFAs was -0.011 while Chou’s term
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median value was -0.023. This would render the impact of the correction factor small for the
majority of the results. However, it is acknowledged that if future research gives additional
arguments for the implementation of one of these correction factors, this would indicate that this
study has a slightly inflated prevalence of negative LID and a slightly underestimated positive
dependency. This was to some extent indicated in this research during qualitative investigations
related to the science cognitive domain when access to released items allowed the identification of
item pairs showing interpretable dependency while only marginally missing the cut-points. The
same limitation applies to analyses addressing research aim number 3.
Treating non-reached cognitive items as missing
The issue of treating non-reached items as missing and therefore underestimating the
dependency as per Monseur et al. (2011) conclusions was mentioned in section 5.2. The same
limitation applies to the analyses addressing research aim number 3.
Multilevel logistics regressions
There are four possible limitations in regard to multilevel logistic regressions.
Firstly, as mentioned in section 3.3.1, the interaction terms were not investigated in the
multilevel logistic regressions reported in section 5.4.2. This was due to a small number of events in
some of the logistic regressions raising the possibilities of computational challenges while
estimating the interactions.
Secondly, with regard to explaining negative dependency during the modelling process, a new
possible predictor was identified, backed by published research (Debeer & Janssen, 2013). While
this new predictor quantifying the relative location of item pairs through the testing time could be
prepared from available information, its preparation wouldn’t be trivial in the timeline available and
given the number of PISA waves and cognitive domains involved.
Thirdly, cognitive domain-specific item properties required extensive categorising and variable
management prior to being included in the multilevel logistic regressions. The aggregations were
mostly driven by small counts and a large number of categories. For example, in reading, 15
different languages were listed in technical manuals in relation to original item submissions to the
PISA consortium. From the perspective of investigating pairs of these items, if the original
languages were to have been retained, a variable reflecting source language effects on the presence
of LID would have been required to model a variable with 120 levels. Consequently, the languages
were grouped into their language families such as Germanic Family or Hellenic/Italic family based
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on Wikipedia’s classification resulting in the final language related independent variable having10
levels. Changes in item format classification across the five PISA waves provided another
challenge. The item format classification was changed twice throughout the PISA study with a
major shift driven by the introduction of computer-based assessment. Item format was recorded into
fewer categories dictated by the need to limit the number of parameters in the model. “Simple
Multiple Choice”, and “Complex Multiple Choice” item formats have been used consistently across
all five waves and remained unchanged. Items that were coded in different PISA waves as “Short
Response”, “Closed Constructed Response”, “Constructed Response Auto-coded”, “Constructed
Response Manual” were re-labelled as “Short response” as the literature indicates that this is a key
common denominator for all these item types (Neidorf, Binkley, Gattis, & Nohara, 2006; Stacey &
Turner, 2015a). Similarly, “Constructed Response Expert” and “Open Constructed Response” were
combined together as, in essence, they required from students extended written responses. This
example shows the challenges not only related to reducing the number of categories but also to
maintaining comparable item properties across five waves. All the variables modifications are
elaborated in section 5.4.2 and are recorded in electronic IBM SPSS syntax files, which are
available to view upon request. The data management, mentioned above, was meticulous and
should not induce bias in the results of the logistic regression models.
Fourthly, as is the case in any non-experimental model-based research, the selection of
independent variables for the models is non-exhaustive. Despite the extensive searches reported in
section 3.3.2.4 “Search for information about cognitive items” there may be other characteristics of
item pairs which could serve as predictors of LID yet were not located and quantified for the
multilevel logistic regression models.
Conservative choice of dual-index LID for section 5.4.1
As mentioned in section 5.4.1, due to a large number of residual correlations that would be
required to investigate qualitatively, a second LID index was used for this part of the research to
focus the investigation and make the qualitative examinations feasible. As it can be seen in Figure
5.4.1, there were item pairs with high RCs which did not have high modification indices. These
item pairs were not checked in regard to belonging to the groups of released to the public items, yet
some could be eligible for in depth qualitative review.
Non-inclusion of the PISA 2015 data
At the time when the bulk of analyses in this part-time PhD were undertaken the cognitive data
from PISA 2015 were yet released. It was not viable to include PISA 2015 data at the time of their
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release to the public. The same limitation applies to analyses addressing research aim number 3.
7.2.2

Limitations related to research aim 3

Zero frequency cells estimation warnings in Mplus
Final data including all item pairs for three cognitive domains, five PISA waves and 24
investigated countries consisted of just over 727000 residual correlations as extracted from CFAs
conducted in Mplus software. A very small proportion of these (0.33%, n=2418) produced a
warning message in the Mplus output. There were two types of warnings:
Warning Type 1 – “WARNING: THE BIVARIATE TABLE OF [ITEM A] AND [ITEM B]
HAS AN EMPTY CELL.”
Warning Type 2 – “WARNING: THE SAMPLE CORRELATION OF [ITEM A] AND [ITEM
B] IS [ESTIMATE VERY CLOSE TO 1 OR -1] DUE TO ONE OR MORE ZERO CELLS IN
THEIR BIVARIATE TABLE. INFORMATION FROM THESE VARIABLES CAN BE USED
TO CREATE ONE NEW VARIABLE.”
Both warnings relate to the presence of zero frequency cells in the bivariate contingency tables
involving pairs of items. The reasons reported in the literature concerning the presence of zero cells
may relate to the small sample size as well as the existence of extreme thresholds (Savalei, 2011),
indicating that at least one item involved in the estimation of bivariate correlation was either
extremely easy or extremely difficult for students.
The number of warnings reported for each combination of wave and domains varied. The
electronic appendix (Electronic Appendix 7.2.1_List of all CFA warnings produced from national
calibration data.xlsx) reports all the warnings. Out of the total of 2418 pairs of items for which
Mplus issued a warning 2205 (91%) were of Type 1 informing about the presence of an empty cell.
There appears to be a limited literature in regard to how to handle zero frequency cells for
estimations involving categorical data and WLSMV estimators. Suggestions (non-supported by any
citations) from the Mplus discussion board are somewhat inconsistent, pointing to either the
removal of one item or the removal of both items contributing to the generation of zero frequency
warning (Muthén & Muthén, 2007-2017). This suggestion is contrary to the paper by Savalei
(2011) that investigated the issue, deciding which of the two typically used methods of dealing with
the problem should be used, i.e. (NONE – ignoring the zero frequency warnings versus ADD –
adding small values to the zero frequency cells). The paper concludes that for categorical items with
three or more categories no special treatment is required. In the case of binary items, the author
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gives a slight preference to the ADD method, which the default approach (Muthén & Muthén,
1998-2015, p. 831) in the Mplus estimation used for CFAs in this chapter (i.e. to add 0.5 divided by
the sample size to the zero frequency cells). The very conservative approach suggested on the
Mplus discussion board is not plausible from the perspective of cross country and cross PISA waves
comparisons. It would bring about considerably reduced models with a varying number and
selection of items from country to country. Given the previously reported very small proportion of
items’ pairs resulting in the warnings generation, the Mplus default approach to zero cell problem
was retained.
There were also seventeen Type 1 CFAs warnings for the international data analyses,
constituting 0.056% of all residual correlations used in Chapter 5 investigations. The electronic
appendix (Electronic Appendix 7.2.2_List of all CFA warnings produced from international
calibration data.xlsx) reports all of these.
Covariance coverage problem when dealing with missing data by design
As stated in Mplus manual
The output for this analysis [missing data investigation] produces the number of
missing data patterns and the proportion of non-missing data, or coverage, for
variables and pairs of variables. A default of .10 is used as the minimum coverage
proportion for a model to be estimated. This minimum value can be changed by
using the COVERAGE option of the ANALYSIS command. (Muthén & Muthén,
1998-2015, p. 490).
Because of the booklet design, only subsets of students were exposed to item pairs producing
the “missing by design” data patterns. For datasets from cognitive domains which were targeted in
PISA waves some item pairs reported a covariance coverage value below the Mplus default and
therefore the default was changed to 0.05.
Outliers based on selected 24 OECD countries
Identification of countries which present outlyingly high levels of LID, as reported in section
6.2, was made using a relatively small group of 24 OECD countries, which raises issues related to
the statistical power of the test for identifying the outliers and the reproducibility of results should
other countries participating in PISA also be included on a later occasion.
Slightly different sets of cognitive items used in national datasets
In the case of national calibrations, the countries were allowed to opt out of using some
cognitive items, and these exclusions are reported in all five PISA Technical Manuals under the
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“National Item Deletions” headings. Items listed as not used at all for the particular country were
excluded from the corresponding national CFAs. However, fifteen CFAs from the initial round of
the 390 Mplus estimations still did not converge. The section directly below reports all nonconvergence situations along with the comment as to how the issue has been addressed.
PISA 2000 Mathematics - FRANCE
For example in PISA 2000 when mathematics was investigated the results for France were not
obtained. The plausible reasons for this were investigated. Firstly it was checked whether some
items not listed in the technical manual were additionally excluded in France’s original cognitive
dataset, and this was found not to be the case. However, cross tabulations for items showed that
some pairs of items (for example M150Q01 and M034Q01T) produced no counts indicating that in
France not a single child was exposed to these two items at the same time. This cross tabulation was
an exception, compared to all the other countries. Electronic appendix (Electronic Appendix
7.2.3_Selected cross tabulations for mathematical data from France in PISA 2000.xlsx) shows a
cross-tabulation of a few more mathematical cognitive items also presenting this anomaly. The
technical manual for PISA 2000 does not give a plausible explanation, but acknowledges that
“Results from the inter-country reliability study indicated an unexpectedly high degree of variation
in national ratings of open-ended items.” (Adams & Wu, 2002, p. 185) One possibility for this
peculiarity in French data may be due to a different arrangement of item allocation to the booklets
that was used. Another reason may be that at the early data entry stages the labelling of items may
have been confused, so that the responses to M150Q01 or M034Q01T do not correspond to the raw
data collected at schools. Therefore France was removed from the cross-national comparisons
altogether.
PISA 2000 Reading - ITALY
PISA 2000 Technical Manual (Adams & Wu, 2002, p. 185) states that the R219Q01T item was
chosen to be deleted by the Italian PISA implementation team. However, it appears that R219Q01E
item has only missing data while R219Q01T was responded to by the students. The CFA analyses
were re-run again with a correction of the input files to exclude R219Q01E in favour of R219Q01T
PISA 2000 Science - NORWAY
PISA 2000 Technical Manual (Adams & Wu, 2002, p. 185) lists Iceland and Netherlands as
countries that opted out of using the S268Q02T item. After the initial CFA estimation produced an
error “Categorical variable S268Q02T contains less than 2 categories” it was confirmed in the raw
data that all cases are listed missing for this item, with this also being the case for Norway. The
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analysis was re-run without the item.
PISA 2003 Mathematics - ICELAND
While the PISA 2003 Technical Manual (OECD, 2005b, p. 190) mentions that item M144Q03
was deleted only from Booklet number 4, this caused a number of errors in CFA estimations related
to zero covariance coverage. The item was removed and CFA re-estimated.
PISA 2003 Mathematics - DENMARK
The reason for non-convergence was the same as for Iceland, mentioned previously, with the
exception that the item M273Q01 was deleted from one of the booklets.
PISA 2003 Mathematics - USA
Item M505Q01 was found to be quite difficult for the American PISA participants and the
cross-tabulation with another question M413Q01 resulted in three out of four cells with zero counts.
This, in turn, caused computational problems in estimating the correlation between these two items.
To address this issue M505Q01 was removed from the CFA re-run.
PISA 2006 Mathematics - ICELAND
The technical manual for PISA 2006 (OECD, 2009b, p. 216) reported that item M442Q02 was
excluded in Iceland from one of the booklets. The initial CFA run incorporated this item, but its
removal from Booklet number 7 proved to generate zero covariance coverage errors. CFA was rerun without this item.
PISA 2006 Reading - the USA
Due to an error in printing the booklets in the USA, the PISA consortium decided to exclude the
American reading data from the cognitive database (OECD, 2007a). No CFA results are available
for this country. The USA was removed from cross-national comparisons altogether.
PISA 2009 Mathematics - POLAND
Although the PISA 2009 Technical Manual (OECD, 2012, p. 196) reports that item M442Q02
was excluded from one booklet, the initial run of CFAs allow for this item. This item produced a
lack of covariance coverage with few other items and caused a failure to estimate this analysis. This
item has been removed, and the CFAs were re-run.
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PISA 2009 Reading - HUNGARY ICELAND JAPAN IRELAND PORTUGAL
Once again the runs of CFAs for all these countries, with items listed in the PISA 2009
Technical Manual (OECD, 2012, p. 196-7) as partially excluded for one booklet, did not converge.
The excluded items listed in the manual were removed, and the Mplus analyses were re-estimated.
PISA 2012 Mathematics - ICELAND
Item M995Q03 has not been listed in the National Deletions section of the Technical Manual
(OECD, 2014b) as having been removed from any booklets. However, it caused a considerable
number of lack of covariance coverage error messages similar to other countries when items were
selectively excluded from some booklets. This item was removed from the CFA input file and rerun.
PISA 2012 Science – FRANCE
Two items S131Q02D and S131Q04D were excluded from Booklet 1 for French students yet
retained in the initial CFA that caused non-convergence. Both questions were excluded in the
second run of CFA.
Using fractional ranks of residual correlations
In the second half of Chapter 6, it was necessary for the sake of cross-national consistency to
use fractional ranks as opposed to residual correlations. While it is assumed that this part of the
research offers valuable insights into cross-national LID consistency, the direct comparability to
results from international calibration datasets cannot be ascertained.

7.3 Practical implications for PISA developers
There are immediate practical implications that PISA developers could consider, based on the
results of this research aimed at the reduction of LID as suggested by Mazzeo and von Davier
(2008).
A number of suggestions regarding how LID can be avoided can be offered. Firstly, the thesis
identifies LID presence in some testlets, but it also locates the testlets which, despite using common
prompts, do not reveal a violation of this IRT assumption. As the majority of the items and their
corresponding testlets are not released to the public at this time, only researchers working on PISA
studies and who have access to the non-released items will be able to use the findings reported in
this thesis and locate non-LID testlets which could be reused for cross-wave linking while avoiding
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the LID indicating items shown in this research. Secondly, the PISA test development team with
unrestricted access to items can take advantage of the electronic appendices which accompany
section 5.4.1 and seek to extend the qualitative investigations of LID drivers to all item pairs
including non-released questions. Thirdly, more consideration by the PISA test development teams
can be given to the possible causes of item dependency that are not related to common stimuli for
items not located in the same testlet. The results of this study reported in section 5.4.2 suggest that,
for example, combinations of items of the open-ended response type are more likely to present
negative LID while item pairs which differ considerably in their difficulty tend to show positive
LID. Further, positive LID was more likely found due to the involvement of a common
mathematical formula or the requirement to identify the scientific nature of statements. These nontestlet related LID drivers could be considered in the selection of items for future PISA studies.
Fourthly, consideration could be given to using Testlet Item Response Theory models (Wainer et
al., 2007) in scaling of the cognitive PISA data.
A procedure in which the quality of national and international calibration data is investigated
could also potentially incorporate LID assessments. The LID investigation could be included in the
early stages when field testing is undertaken with the initial pool of items. This may be particularly
important, as the naming of items used in PISA studies such as R404Q10A, R119Q09T, or
S415Q08T suggests that as many as ten, nine or eight, respectively cognitive questions were
considered and possibly tested, yet not included in the final study.

7.4 Suggestions for future research
This study focused on one LID index namely residual correlation from factor analysis.
However, other indices can also be used for LID detection. Throughout the duration of this parttime PhD candidature the 𝑄𝑄3 index gained popularity. There is only one other publication (Monseur

et al., 2011) explicitly targeting the investigation of LID in PISA and the authors used 𝑄𝑄3 . While the

results of this PhD investigation largely concur (see Section 5.4.1.2 and 5.4.1.4) with the findings of
Monseur et al. (2011), these two research projects have a very limited overlapping data range.
Subsequent research could focus on using the 𝑄𝑄3 index with a more extensive cross-wave and

cross-domain investigation of LID in PISA. Recent methodological advances (Christensen et al.,
2017), related to critical values of 𝑄𝑄3 for LID detection values, could be extended to include critical
values investigations for studies of the magnitude of PISA’s with its large sample sizes and the

large number of cognitive items used. These new critical values of 𝑄𝑄3 could, in turn, be used in
quantifying the prevalence of LID in PISA.

This research not only focused on the first five waves of PISA and three cognitive domains but
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also concentrated on data from pencil-and-paper assessments and a selection of mostly developed
OECD countries. There is the possibility of extending this study to the latest, recently released, data
from PISA 2015 or any subsequent PISA implementations. Also, data from computer-based
assessments could be investigated. Various implementations of the PISA study also examine
problem-solving skills or financial literacy. The existence of LID in these other literacies could be
studied. Furthermore, with the introduction of the easy booklets option from PISA 2009 onwards,
LID prevalence could be compared between a standard set of booklets and the easy booklets.
There is a considerable body of literature which was reviewed in Chapter 2 pointing to various
negative aspects of local item dependency. In this study, the prevalence and likely causes of LID
have been investigated. What remains unknown, with the exception of limited findings from
Monseur et al. (2011) and Kreiner and Christensen (2014), is the effect of LID on the country
estimates or country PISA ranks. Such investigation would require an extensive set of simulation
studies. Such studies could use the findings of the current research on the prevalence of and
possible causes of LID in building models to be tested in the simulations.
Given that, as shown in this study, some testlets consistently reveal LID in multiple iterations of
PISA, the effect of LID on the robustness of cross-wave equating in PISA could be another avenue
of research. The publication by Kasper, Ünlü, and Gschrey (2014) investigating sensitivity used in
the PISA IRT model to different missing data approaches, is a good example of this type of
research.
The interpretation of the negative LID proved to be challenging but suggested a possibility of
two different mechanisms for its creation. On the one hand, negative LID could be a mathematical
consequence of positive within-testlet LID. On the other hand, the results of this study suggested
that selective time and effort allocation may also be at play. With PISA 2018 transitioning to being
largely computer based, consideration could be given to including technical capabilities of
collecting response time data. This information could allow the investigation of patterns of time
allocation to different types of questions as possible predictors of negative LID. Research utilising
response time data is emerging (Bolsinova & Tijmstra, 2016; Bolsinova, Tijmstra, et al., 2017).
Similarly, the effect of item placement within the testing time and its relation to negative LID could
be researched.
The results of this research showed that use of pairwise LID indices might give an incomplete
picture of within-testlet item dependency. Some testlets reported residual correlations for withintestlet item pairs only just exceeding the utilised cut-point, yet if all items in the testlet were
flagging such marginal LID, the overall testlet dependency might not be marginal. Monseur et al.
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(2011) acknowledged this issue by reporting a median within-testlet LID index. Future research
could focus on developing indices that capture more robustly within-testlet dependency.
In section 6.3 a cross national perspective on LID was investigated, and differential testlet
functioning was examined from a qualitative perspective, focusing on selected testlets. Future
research could utilise some of the outlier detection techniques optimised for big data and
multivariate applications (Finch, 2012; Nag, Mitra, & Mitra, 2005) or other approaches (Fukuhara
& Paek, 2016).
The usefulness of LID indices for the purpose of detecting cheating has been investigated
experimentally by Zimmermann et al. (2016). Should this study be replicated with a larger number
of countries, it would be of interest to determine whether the prevalence of positive LID correlates
with some of the national indices of corruption or school dishonesty.

7.5 Overall Conclusions
This thesis set out to investigate the existence of local item dependency in the PISA study
aiming to provide comprehensive and generalised LID investigations by including data from the
first five waves of PISA tests and three cognitive domains, namely mathematics, reading and
science. The existence of LID was also examined by using PISA’s international and national
calibrations datasets. It is argued that this research provided evidence that the local item
independence assumption is violated in PISA and the generalisability of this statement was revealed
by showing cross-wave and cross national consistency in LID presence. Particularly novel are the
results indicating LID in the sets of items used in cross-wave linking but also highlighting its
prevalence in the mathematics domain. Also original to this research were the investigations of
plausible drivers of dependency, not only undertaken qualitatively but also through statistical
models predicting the LID. While the existence of LID due to common stimuli for items located
within testlets was confirmed, other likely causes of dependency were suggested. Also specific to
this research was an investigation of the different types of LID, i.e. positive and negative. The
presence of testlets indicative of differential testlet functioning was stipulated along with identifying
countries in which overall higher levels of dependency are present.
Potentially in the future, this thesis could be consulted by the many researchers involved in
PISA’s implementation. They will be able to re-use those items that do not reveal LID in future
PISA implementations. The reporting of LID in non-released items will also offer the PISA team,
through their full access to the questions, an opportunity to conduct a qualitative review of LID
producing pairs of items similar to the investigations of released items conducted in this research. It
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is suggested that LID investigations should be part of the PISA test development and quality testing
procedures in line with the Mazzeo and von Davier (2008) recommendations. Furthermore, LID
investigation may give us many insights into students’ effort allocations and trains of thought while
responding to the cognitive questions. While research specifically investigating the impact of LID
on PISA’s country rankings is scarce, two publications by Monseur et al. (2011) and Kreiner and
Christensen (2014) offer initial evidence that violating this assumption can influence PISA’s
country ranks i.e. PISA results which are given the most attention by media. This thesis, by locating
LID in five PISA waves and three cognitive domains, gives an additional argument for further
research to understand LID impact on PISA’s results.
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